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INTRODUCTION 
The proposed theme ‘Artisans and Craftsmen in 18thCentury Jaipur’ is taken 
up to contextualize this vital segment in its socio economic setup. The given time slot 
and region is selected because Jaipur experienced a boom in expansion of artisanal 
activity at its foundation.  
The foundation of Jaipur afforded the opportunity to a conglomerate of 
artisans and craftsmen. The rich nature of archival records indicates that the city was 
thoroughly planned and meticulous care was taken to allocate specific locality to a 
particular profession such as that of cloth printers and potters etc. Interestingly 
enough there are extant medieval maps and plans to illustrate the far sighted vision of 
city plan. The main markets and its shops were constructed by the state and 
uniformity of the buildings was maintained. The documents furnish information about 
market area and manufacturing of different products for instance, dye cloths, 
embroidery and tinsel work.1 Our evidence also indicates the efforts invested in luring 
the skilled artisans and craftsmen from areas of repute to meet the increased urban 
demand. Conscious effort was also made to inhabit traders and businessmen so that 
they could maintain smooth supply of raw material to the artisans. 
Gradually Jaipur city earned fame and its population and prosperity emerged 
at accelerated pace. Jaipur hosted all kinds of manufactures, in order to cater to 
growing demand of the new city. The Karkhanas also furnished collosal opportunity 
to the artisans of various nature. The demand of luxury items gave a fillip. Thus, 
textile printing and dyeing, jewellery production, enameling and damascening of 
articles of all kinds of metal and stone works etc. came to earn recognition. The 
specimens of these arts and crafts are preserved in Albert Museum, Maharaja Sawai 
Man Singh II Museum Jaipur and Jaigarh fort. 
The main purpose of my study is to investigate this peculiar phenomenon from 
the rich content of primary documents. The present aim is to explore the nature of 
work, the operation of workers, the techniques involved, their organization and the 
social setup. Many sources which have been collected from Rajasthan State Archives 
provide exhaustive detail about artisans and craftsmen. Detailed information has been 
culled about the organization of artisans and their mode of remuneration. We have 
also made comparative study of artisans and craftsmen on the basis of Mughal sources 
                                                             
1 Bakht Ram Shah, Buddhi Vilas, ed. Padma Dhar Pathak, Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, 
Jodhpur, 1964, pp. 17-19. 
2 
such as interesting information in Ain-i-Akbari, Tuzuk, and Mughal miniatures. 
Jamakharch Karkhana papers provide information that the Jaipur Karkhanas covered 
a wide range of arts and crafts.  
An attempt has been made to explore the different aspects of Jaipur artisans. 
The Jaipur state was the major producer/manufacturers of different articles for its own 
purpose. It patronized different artisans and craftsmen. Jaipur earned fame in the 
colouring and printing of textiles. Artisans applied different vegetable and 
mineralcolours in the colouring and printing of textile. While studying the document, 
we find textile cloths were coloured, printed and embellished for adorning the God 
and Goddesses as well as royalty. 
The luxury goods were manufactured by the master craftsmen for royality. 
Zargarkhana provide detail about the manufacturing of beautiful articles for royal 
women like paunchi, kara, anghuthi and peshband etc. The enamel workers 
beautifully ornamented these articles. Jaipur was famous and made a distinct identity 
for enameling in India. We have information about enameling of different articles like 
surahi, nargisdan, kahwadan andraqabi etc. The weapon scabbards were also 
enameled, damascened and engraved in the Silehkhana. 
The expert koftgar, minakar, munabatkar and murrasakar were employed for 
beautifying the weapons. The damascened cannons are still preserved in Jaigarh fort. 
The goldsmith, gem-settlers, inlayers, enamellers, engravers, damascene workers and 
blacksmith worked in close proximity to each other in Jaipur. Artisans and craftsmen 
were awarded robes of honours for their artistic work. 
The artisans were recruited by the middlemen. They came from different 
places like Agra, Delhi, Gujarat and Bengal etc. The tahvildars, daroghas and 
bhayyas kept vigil on the activity of artisans. The middlemen furnished raw material 
to the artisans at the time of manufacturing. Sometimes master artisans were paid by 
the tahvildars for the raw material. He purchased raw material for the preparation of 
articles. The middlemen maintained record register of the name of artisans, their 
father and grandfather with their places. The artisans name was mentioned alongside 
their domicile like Dilawar ka khati (carpenter from Dilawar), Nalwar ka lohar (iron-
smith from Nalwar), sunar jadiya Delhi ka (jeweller from Delhi) and mali Bangala ka 
(gardener from Bengal). 
3 
The document shows that they lived in better conditions. They were rewarded 
with land assignments, jewels, and robes of honour. We have references that palki 
(palanquin) were also prepared for the artisans.  
I 
Source material on artisans is available to us in varied forms, such material 
can be classified into Persian sources, primary documents preserved in Rajasthan 
State Archives and travalouge. The significance of Afif’s Tarikh-i Firozshahi is that it 
sketched a detailed image of artisans in Karkhana. 
Afif provides information about the manufacturing of articles in large scale. 
The artisans and craftsmen were patronized by the Delhi rulers for the manufacturing 
of different articles. Afif gives the list of 36 Karkhanas during the reign of Firuz Shah 
Tughlaq.2Delhi Sultans had their own Karkhanas which manufactured luxury items. 
Weavers were engaged for the manufacture of silk cloths and other textiles. 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq patronized 400 silk weavers to manufacture robes of honour 
and dresses of persons attached to the court. The Sultan also employed 500 
manufacturers of golden tissues and gold brocades to be worn by the wives of Sultan 
and also to award it as gift to the amirs and their wives.3 
Ain-i-Akbari is equally important for information pertaining to Mughal period, 
it contains detailed information about the artisans and craftsmen. Abul Fazl applauds 
Akbars’ effort to recruit new artisans from far off places and settle them in the cities 
of the North India.4Ain also refers to the wages of varied kind of artisans in building 
construction, enamel workers, damascening workers, goldsmith, inlayers and 
engravers. Ain also refers that the masterpieces of workmanship of Agra astonished 
experienced travellers.5Tuzuk also refers to Jahangir’s invitation to foreign workers 
from Turkey, Persia, China and European Countries.6 
The miniature paintings of Mughal period are also valuable source of 
information to gauge the technique and tools for building constructions craft and 
                                                             
2 Afif, Shams-i-Siraj, Tarikh-i-Firuzshahi, ed. Maulvi Wilayat Hussain, Calcutta, 1890, pp. 271-72 
337-47. 
3 Shihab al Din al Umari (d.1348), Masalik-al-Absar fi Mamalik al Amsar (Elliot and Dowson, 
History of India As Told by the Historians, Vol, III, p. 578) Also I.H. Siddiqui and Q.M. Ahmad, 
tr., A 14th Century Arab Account Of India, p.39. cf., Verma,Tripta, KarkhanasUnder the Mughals, 
From Akbar to Aurangzeb, Delhi, 1994, p.7. 
4 Abul Fazl, Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Naval  Kishore, Lucknow, 1883. 
5 Ibid.,p. 65-66. 
6 Jahangir, Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, tr., A. Rogers, Vol. II., Delhi, 1978, p. 96. 
4 
gardening craft etc. We gather visual knowledge of costumes and tools from these 
paintings. 
We also have some interesting document of Shahjahan’s reign in the form of 
Farman, Qubuliyat, Bainama, Arzi, Parwana which reveals the market taxes 
(dasturat-i-bazar) on artisan’s caste and granting the Muafi land to them. These 
documents are in shikasta form and bear the seal of the writer, preserved in National 
Archive Delhi. The weavers, leather workers, engraver (naqqash), washerman, 
kamanigar, barber (hajjam), palanquin bearer (kahar) are mentioned in the said 
documents.7 
Mirat-i-Ahmadi by Ali Mohammad Khan deals with the history of Gujarat. It is 
most valuable source which provides details on urban life and economy. It reveals 
information that Sawai Jai Singh invited the artisans from Gujarat to settle down in 
Jaipur.8 Munhot Nainsi gives the statistical information about the artisans of western 
Rajasthan especially Marwar. It also contains the information of occupation caste of 
each village.9 
Tashri-ul-Aqwam describes the social life of artisans and craftsmen. It also 
depicted the tools and techniques of artisan’s caste.10Bayaz-i-Khushbui, contains the 
information about the ingredients of perfumes and preparation of different perfumes.11 
II 
Fortunately enough the original documents contain comprehensive detail related to 
the artisans, their wages, and their relation with the traders and Karkhanas. Our 
documents are also replete with the detailed information about the existence and 
functions of various crafts in Jaipur. These documents are varied in nature. 
Dastur-komwar documents are in the form of an inventory. It contains Dastur 
or protocol observed in respect of persons of different castes, communities and social 
status. These records have been prepared from the touji records and are arranged in 
thirty two volumes. Volume 23 of Dastur-komwar contains information pertaining to 
                                                             
7 Catalouge of Shahjahan’s Reign, Vol. II., Farman, Catch No, 1646, Bainama, 189, N.A.I.-
2746/1, Vol. IV., Parwana, 337, N.A.I.-2536/13, Parwana, 165, N.A.I. 2709/5, Vol. III., 
Qabuliyat, N.A.I.-2308 Vol. IV. Preserved in National Archive Delhi. 
8 Khan,Ali Mohammad, Mirat-i-Ahmadi, ed. Nawab Ali, 2 Vols. And Suppl., Baroda, 1927, 1928 
and 1930. 
9 Munhot Nainsi, Marwar Ra Pargana Ri Vigat, (Rajasthani), completed 1664, ed., Narayan Singh 
Bhatti, Rajasthan Oriental Institute, Jodhpur, 2 Vols, 1968, 1969. 
10 Skinner, James, Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, (A.D. 1825), B. M. Add. 27255, f. 74, Rotograph no. 206, 
Part C, p. 303 
11 Bayaz-i-Khushbui, M.S. I.O.L. 828, Rotograph of the manuscript preserved at the CAS, 
Department of History, AMU, Aligarh, R. No. 194. 
5 
artisans and craftsmen such as painters, zardoz, enamel workers (minakar), carpenter 
(khati), potters (kumhar), washer men (dhobi) artisan in building construction 
(karigar Imarat ko), gardener (mali),  tanners (chamar), dyers (rangrez), tailor, 
(darzi) Indigo dyers (neelgar) and printers (chipas) etc. The documents belong to the 
time slot of 1718 to 1918 A.D. These volumes are preserved in Rajasthan State 
Archives, Bikaner. 
Kapad-dwara documents are the collection of large mass of maps, plans and 
literature on the planning of Jaipur. These are in both Rajasthani and Persian 
languages. These documents contain the information of residential areas of artisans 
like kumarho ka mohalla, Sanganeri chhipas and kagadyao (paper workers) ka 
mohalla similarly Rui ka katla is specific for cotton manufacturing and Johari Bazar 
for the manufacture of Jwellery etc. These details are in map forms and literature is 
also attached to it.12 
Buddhi Vilas was authored by Bakht Ram Saha. It is in Jaipuri dialect. It 
belongs to1770 A.D. This is a versified work which deals with artisans in general and 
the thirty six Karkhanas in particular. It contains information related to gold-smith 
and iron-smith and also about different variety of textile cloths.13 
Roznamcha are the daily accounts of receipts and expenditure. Roznamcha 
Zargarkhana contains varied information pertaining to gold smith, gem settlers, 
enamel workers, inlayers and their wages. The document reveals information on 
expenditure incurred on diamond, gold and pearls. Precious stones like panna 
(emerald), pukhraj (topaz), neelam, munga and feroza etc. are recorded in the 
document. The document contains detail on enameling (minkari) and inlaying 
(murassakari) on gold articles. Zargarkhana documents record the name of expert 
gold-smiths who were engaged in the manufacturing of gold articles. 
Baghayatkharch are income expenditure ledgers of Jaipur gardens like orchard 
(bostan) and flower garden (gulistan). The document contains information about the 
maintenance of these gardens by the gardener (mali) and also refers to their wages. 
This document is very comprehensive in details, it supplies intricate details on furnace 
(bhatti) which was designed for extracting the perfumes of different flowers and rose 
water (gulab jal). 
                                                             
12 Bahuria, Gopal Narayan, Singh Chandarmani, ed. Catalogue of Historical Documents in Kapad-
Dwara, Vol.II, Jaipur, 1990. 
13 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit. 
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JamaKharch Khushbookhana papers give detail of distillation of perfumes 
(itar) and rose water (gulab jal) which were extracted from different flowers. The 
names of different perfumes are find mention in Khushbookhana for instance perfume 
of rose (itar gulab), itar chandan ka and itar kasturi etc. The document also contains 
the information of embellishments (minakari, murassakari) and munobatkari of 
perfume holders (gulabdani, nargisdan) etc. 
Jamakharch Palkikhana contains interesting information of article which were 
used in preparation and repairing of the palanquin (palki). The variety of cloths was 
used in the preparation of pillow and cover of palanquin (palki) like selaranginand 
alaicha butadar. The articles like tabak and kulas taba were bought from Dayaram 
Sunar who was engaged in Zargarkhana. 
Vastra-grah papers record the name of different variety of textiles which were 
awarded to the Mughal nobles, Jaipur court officials and other prominent persons of 
different areas. We also get information of phulkari work in the document. The tailors 
were also appointed here for stitching of cloths.  
Arhsattas are very useful revenue records. Arhsatta Imarti is in the nature of 
statistical data of expenditure incurred on buildings. It provides exhaustive details on 
the artisans of building construction such as brick layers, stone-workers and their 
wages. 
Dastur-ul Amal and Amal Dastur were regulations that were framed time to 
time by the state. It usually furnishes information on the rules for the exactions and 
levies pertaining to local trade and commerce. It comprises a comprehensive schedule 
of the local revenue rates and levies on non-agricultural products. It contains the detail 
of bichhait (traders) and merchants who traded cotton, silk cloth and calico in 
villages. It supplies information about trade articles like indigo and silken cloths 
which were brought from different places like Gujarat and Akbarabad. These 
documents reveal information of artisans such as distiller (kalal), gardener (mali), 
barber (naee) and printers (calico printer). 
Chhapakhana documents are related to the printing of fabrics. It supplies 
information on the ingredients of printing and its expenditure and wages of printers. 
The printers were engaged in the printing of textile fabrics. The places from where 
wooden blocks (chhapadar) were brought find mention in the document. 
Chhapakhana documents also throw light on the types of designs which were made 
on cloth such as floral motifs, plain coloured outline, creeper (bail) and butadar etc. 
7 
Jamakharch Ratangrah documents contain comprehensive details of cloths 
and different type of threads and embellishments like kalabattu. These commodities 
were brought in Ratangrah by the bajaj and bichaiti (traders) of Surat, and Akbarabad 
(Agra). The expenditure of particular commodity is mentioned in the document. It 
also contained the detail about the embellishment for deities. 
Rangkhana documents contain exhaustive information on the colouring of 
different cloths and ingredients from which colours were extracted. The documents 
mention the unit (than) of the cloths, its expenditure and name of the dyer (rangrez) 
and their wages. The term artisan workers (karigar chakar) find frequent mention. 
Jamakharch Topkhana document gives statistical information about the daily 
expenditure which was incurred on the manufacturing of arms. It reveals information 
of carpenter (khati), iron smith (lohar) and tailors (darzi) and their wages. Information 
on royal patronage of artisans who flocked from different places has been culled from 
these documents. 
Jamakharch Silehkhana document deal with manufacturing of weapons. 
Weapons were manufactured, maintained and repaired in the Karkhana. The koftgar, 
iron-smith, carpenter, cobbler, enamel workers and tailors were appointed in this 
Karkhana. The arms were manufactured for the Amber raja, nobles and also offered 
to the Mughal Emperor. Such items were also offered as nazr,bhent and peshkash 
Chitragrah and Suratkhana documents are a collection of the sketches, 
albums, maps containing routes and sketches of religious themes. These documents 
describe the paintings done in the royal workshop. These include paintings of 
Emperor, nobles and also animal, flowers, seasons, landscape, romantic ballads and 
divine figures such as Ram, Sita and Govind Devji etc. The painter’s name and their 
wages are also recorded in the documents. 
Toshakhana documents contain the details about the fabrics, cushions, pillows, 
bed cover and draperies. The different type of embroidery employed like mukesdozi, 
chikendozi, kalabattu works, zardozi and zari works are mentioned in Toshakhana. 
The tailors were also employed in Toshakhana for stitching cloth. 
III 
Travelogues 
When we address the topic of arts and crafts of India, We have to ascertain the 
conditions of artisans and craftsmen of medieval India. Much has been said about the 
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pathetic conditions of artisans. Scholars have based themselves on European travellers 
in their studies.  
Traveller’s accounts are an important source which highlights the economic 
and social life of artisans and craftsmen of medieval period. A close scrutiny of the 
traveller’s accounts provides detail about the conditions of artisans and craftsmen in 
medieval period. They furnish valuable input on artisans and their craft. 
 Bernier mention the different aspects of artisans such as their social condition, 
tools, migration of the artisans to the town. Travellers account observes that artisan 
life was neither attractive nor rosy. At other times they had to acknowledge the worth 
of Indian manufactured articles. As for instance Bernier writes that “the Indians make 
excellent muskets, and fowling pieces, and such beautiful ornaments that it may be 
doubted if the exquisite workmanship of those articles can be exceeded by any 
European goldsmith.”14In other place he writes that “I have often admired the beauty, 
softness, and delicacy of their paintings and miniatures.”15 He appreciates the 
handsome pieces of workmanship made by persons ‘destitute of tools’ and who can 
scarcely be said to have received instructions from a master. 
Pelsaert mentions the wages of workmen such as goldsmith, painters, 
embroiderers, carpet makers, cotton or silk weavers, blacksmith, tailors, masons and 
builders etc. He says that “Prince Khurram (later Shahjahan) was a patron of all 
craftsmen to whom he paid such high wages that he attracted all the splendor of his 
father’s court”.16 Peter Mundy writes about the weavers that they were employed in 
making fine linen and were paid advance money by local middlemen.17Tavernier 
writes that ‘Karkrone’ is the house of the royal manufactories where fine carpets of 
gold, silver, silk and wool together with gold and silver brocade, velvet, taffeta, bafta, 
patolas and other such fabrics are made. Tavernier also mentions that Indian calico 
was exported in enormous quantities to all parts of the world.18 He also praised the 
quality of iron used in Indian muskets.19 Thevenot observes that the gold-enameling 
was not practiced, but he praised the art of soldering gold-wire and inlaying it on 
                                                             
14 Bernier, Francoise, Travels in the Mogul Empire, Oxford, 1916, p. 254. 
15 Ibid. 
16       Pelsaert, F., Jahangir’s India, tr. W.H. Moreland and Geyl, Cambridge, Heffer, 1925. 
17 Peter Mundy, The Travels of Peter Mundy in Europe and Asia, ed. R. C. Temple, Hakluyt  
Society , 2nd series, No XXXV, London, 1914. 
18 Tavernier, Travels In India, tr., V. Ball, ed., W. Crooke, Vol. II., London, 1925, pp. 4, 5. 6. 
19 Ibid., Vol. I., p. 127. 
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other material.20 Manucci writes that bows, arrows, swords, saddles and shoes were 
produced here in large quantities.21 
Manrique appreciates the textiles like brocades, velvets, damasks, satins, 
escomillas, taffetas, taffissirias and muslins. It was imported from south India by the 
Portuguese. He refers that there were two pieces of muslin of the finest, each piece 
ninety yards long and seven palms wide, worked with flowers in gold, silver and 
many coloured silks. They were very beautiful and rich. Interestingly enough, this 
account refers to the camarbando (draw string waist band). He mentions that in these 
belts, to the right, they carry knives, a kind of short sword corresponding to dagger or 
poniard.22 He refers to the term chaquores (chakar) helpers. He mentions that the 
nobility appointed the labour of skilled craftsmen in their private workshops for the 
production of luxury articles for themselves.23 
IV 
Modern works 
 Broadly speaking there are three popular approaches regarding the arts and 
crafts of medieval India. The first approach is regarding the appreciation of the art and 
beauty which was observed by Anand Coomaraswamy, Percy Brown, S. P. Verma 
and others. T.N. Mukharjee outlines the crafts of Jaipur such as wood carving, stone 
carving, enameling of jewellery, ivory carving, printed fabrics, embroidery etc. in the 
‘Art Manufacture of India.’ T. N. Mukherjee and Ananda Coomarswamy have 
investigated the Indian craft techniques. They have laid emphasis on fine arts and 
craftsmen’s technique and artistic taste. Percy Brown in his book ‘Indian Paintings 
under the Mughals’ deals about the Persian and Indian traditions of the paintings. It 
describes the artistic nature of Mughal emperors. The second part of the book throws 
light on the portraiture, European influences, methods and material of the paintings.24 
S. P. Verma outlines varied dimensions of Art and Painting in his book ‘Art 
and Material Culture in the Paintings of Akbar’s Court’. He has studied the Mughal 
miniature and noted 225 names of artists after exhaustive survey of miniature. 
                                                             
20 Sen, S. N., ed. Thevenot in Indian Travels of Thevenot and Careri, New Delhi, 1949, pp. 55 and 
56. 
21 Manucci, Niccolao, Storia do Mogor, 1653-1708, tr. William Irvin, 4 Vols, London, 1930. 
22 Manrique,  Sebastien, Travels of Fray Sebastein Manrique 1629-1643, ed. C.E. Luard, 2 Vols., 
Oxford, 1927. 
23 Ibid., pp. 22, 200 
24 Brown, Percy, Indian Paintings under the Mughals, A.D. 1550 to 1750, Cosmo publication, New 
Delhi, 1981. 
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Interestingly enough he also reflects on the implements of gardening and agriculture, 
the tools of the masons and carpenter etc.25 
The second genre relates to technology. Noteworthy research has been 
conducted by Tapan Rai Choudhari, P. K. Gode, Iqtidar Alam Khan, A. J. Qaisar, 
Irfan Habib and others. Lallanji Gopal also supplies important information on crafts 
and technologies.  P.K. Gode mentions about the use of gunpowder and fire arms in 
India. 
The third approach co-relates artisans and the economic aspect. A close 
scrutiny of urban industries of medieval India in a broader perspective of socio-
economic has been made by the W. H. Moreland, Brij, Narayan, K. M. Ashraf, Radha 
Kamal Mukharjee. Moreland while studying the economic condition which prevailed 
under the Mughals acknowledges that India was more advance in matters of industry 
than Eastern Europe. Jagdish Narayan Sarkar has also highlighted the economic 
perspective of artisans in his book ‘Mughal Economy: Organization and Working’. 
He has given a vivid picture of different parts of the artisans in his study.26 
T. H. Hendley27 and B. H. Baden-Powell give graphic information about the 
decorative arts. They emphasized the craft technologies of decorative arts. T.H. 
Hendley in his book ‘Jaipur Enamels’ gives a picturesque description of the enamel 
workers, who had come from Punjab to Jaipur and also gives specimen of 
enameling.28 
Athar Ali discusses the noble’s role in organization of arts and crafts. He mentions 
that princess also maintained the Karkhanas for the manufacturing of luxury articles 
for their personal need.29 
 
                                                             
25 Verma, S.P., Art and Material Culture in the Paintings of Akbar’s Court,’ New Delhi, 1978. 
26 SarkarJagdish Narayan, ‘Mughal Economy: Organization and Working’ Calcutta, 1987. 
27 Thomas Holbein Hendley was attached to the Jaipur durbar in the 19th Century, He was also a 
resident surgeon who in addition to his medical responsibilities dedicated himself to preserve and 
revive traditional craft which would secure the artisans by generating lucrative employment. He 
developed school of Art in 1866 to provide technical education to artisans. He was fascinated by 
the art of koftgari, inlaying gold and silver in steel weaponry. He was convinced that the 
surviving art of damascening had its finest skilled craftsmen in Jaipur. In 1880 his proposal to 
setup of Museum of Industrial Art was approved by the council of Maharaja Madho Singh II. The 
purpose was to display the local handicrafts and best artifacts, some of these were in shape of clay 
models. Hendley’s dream of finding a permanent abode for all exhibits was finally realized with 
the completion of magnificent Albert Hall in 1887. 
28 Jacob, S. S., and Hendley, T. H., Jeypore Enamels, Aryan Book international, New Delhi, 2008.  
29 Athar Ali, M., The Mughal Nobility Under Aurangzeb, Oxford, Delhi, 1997. 
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Tripta Verma tried to assess the working of Karkhanas in the Mughal period 
on the basis of the Persian works and travelers’ account. She observes that Karkhana 
system was characterized by compulsory labour and it controlled the numerous wage 
earning artisans of the various crafts. It also manifests a different stage of production 
and constituted novel development. She says that it catered to the needs of royal 
household and army by supplying required material. These Karkhanas were spread in 
provincial headquarters after the expansion of the empire under the Mughals. The 
governor of these provinces could supply such commodities to the emperor which 
were specialties of their province. The Mughal emperor followed the same practice 
which prevailed in the workshop of Shah Ismail Emperor of Persia. Such a workshop 
employed the copyist, painters, gilders, colour grinders, gold mixers and others and 
the celebrated Bihzadhas appointed to supervise this group of craftsmen.30 
EuginaVanina in her book ‘Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in India’ discussed 
the evolution of urban industries in pre-modern India: the forms of economic 
organization, the productive forces and social institutions which outline the life and 
work of medieval craftsmen, their relation with the state and nobility. She studies the 
tools and technology of medieval period and the socio-psychological profile of 
medieval craftsmen like their caste, their hereditary and master trainings. 31 
Vijaya Ramaswamy has taken up the study of textile manufacture in south 
India context in the book entitled ‘Textiles and Weavers in Medieval South India’. 
The book deals with the period from Tenth to Sixteenth Century. She studies the 
socio-economic position of the weavers in the said periodization in the light of 
epigraphic evidence, inscriptions and archeological survey. She opined that the status 
and role of the various weaving castes in medieval period revealed the ups and down 
of their economic status. An Important feature was the social mobility of the weaver 
castes during the Vijayanagar period. They shifted in Andhra and Karnataka for 
economic betterment. The weavers were an important group of artisans and some 
weavers joined the ranks of merchants while other became master weavers, employed 
weavers under themselves. They formed their own corporations and regulations. Their 
status in the society can be measured with the extensive donations made by them to 
the temples. Then ownership of the land and the social and economic privileges were 
                                                             
30 Verma, Tripta, KarkhanasUnder the Mughals, From Akbar to Aurangzeb, op. cit. 
31 Vanina, Eugenia, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, (Thirteenth-Eighteenth 
Centuries), New Delhi, 2004. 
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extended by the state. The temples reciprocated by conferring on them certain ritual 
privileges or honours and also provided them important status symbols like sangu and 
tandu which were the right to blow the conch shell and the right to ride the 
palanquins. The social mobility of craft groups depended on their position in the 
economy and the changing nature of technology.32 
Chandarmani Singh work is entitled “Textile and Costumes” She bases her 
study on the records of Rangkhana, Chhapakhana, Sewankhana and Kapad-dwara 
documents of Jaipur. Methodology to identify the texture, design and weaving 
technique of a fabric is explained. According to her Jaipur collection is the different 
type and its fabrics have dates on them, either written on piece of paper or on the 
object itself. She opined that the criteria for naming the textile was based on its 1) 
place of manufacture, 2) design, 3) weight, 4) fineness of fabric sometimes it also got 
name after emperors, noblemen who had a great liking at particular fabric for 
instance, devagiri got name after the place of production, bulbul chashma after 
design, panchtolya after weight, khasa after the fineness of fabric material and 
mahmudi after Mahmud Khalji of Malwa and naurang shahi after Aurangzeb. He 
gives comprehensive details of textile fabrics which were used in Jaipur royal 
household from 17th to 18th century and artisans such as zari workers and printers who 
migrated from different areas. He refers to the name of different fabrics of textile such 
as cotton, alam, adhotra, mahmudi, khasa, panchtolya, sahan, srisaf, salu, bafta, 
naurang shahi, radha nagari, alayacha, daryai, ab-rawan, suqlat, atlas, makhmal, 
mashru, atan, dhup-chhanh and amaru-himaru etc.33 
B. L. Bhadani mentions the thirty occupational castes of western Rajasthan 
which includes brass and copper workers, calico printer, carpenter and potter, 
goldsmith and blacksmith etc. He opines that remuneration is made to the artisans in 
kind and cash was called sukhri, miscellaneous supplementary collections and 
assignments of land on concessional rates were called pasaita.34 
S. P. Gupta in his book ‘The Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan’ deals 
with the artisans and taxes levied on non-agricultural protection mentioned in Dastur-
                                                             
32      Ramaswamy, Vijaya, Textiles and Weavers in Medieval South India, Oxford University Press, 
Delhi, 1985. 
33 Singh, Chandarmani, Textile and Costumes, Jaipur, 2001 
34 Bhadani, B. L., Peasants, Artisans and Entrepreneurs, Jaipur and New Delhi, 1999. 
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Amal and Amal Dastur.35 He undertakes study of artisans like gardeners, barber, and 
distiller who were carrying on cultivation along with their profession. 
H. Bhisham Pal has surveyed varied crafts like calico-printing, engraving on 
sandal wood work and lacquerd work, enameling of stones (kundan), cutting of 
stones, silver smithy, leather works, tie and dye, colouring printing, leather 
embroidery, marble work, pottery, metal work, ivory work and other crafts of Jaipur 
city in his book ‘Handicrafts of Rajasthan’.36 
V 
HISTORICAL DICTIONARIES 
Fortunately enough, we have medieval dictionaries like Miftah-ul-
Fuzla,37Bahar-i-Ajam38 which have a mine of information on the technical terms of 
arts and crafts of medieval India. The said dictionaries also contain information 
related to tools and technique applied in the medieval period. Thus we can treat these 
dictionaries as rich source of information so far as medieval arts and crafts are 
concerned. Ishtilat-i-Peshwaran consists of eight volumes. It also relates to the crafts 
technique and the tools of medieval Indian crafts.39Miftah-ul-Fuzla and Bahar-i-Ajam 
shed light on important aspects labour division. 
VI 
The chapter layout attempts to focus the important role of artisans and 
craftsmen in the crucial transitional period from Medieval to Modern time 
experienced in Jaipur. The tools and Techniques of the artisans matched to meet the 
new demands. The State patronage went quite far in creating demand as well as acting 
as the major manufacturer that hired artisans.  
The present study is divided in to six chapters. The first chapter is ‘Patronage 
to Artisans’ explores the benefits of royal, nobles and merchants patronage extended 
to the artisans. This chapter focuses the patronage to different arts and crafts in Jaipur 
Karkhanas. Chief beneficiaries were artists (chitera), koftgar, Indigo-dyer (neelgar) 
or dyer (rangrez), printer (chippas), goldsmith (sunar), enamel workers (minakar), 
                                                             
35 Gupta, S. P., Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan (c.1650-c.1750),  Manohar, New Delhi, 1986. 
36 Bhisham Pal, H., Handicrafts of Rajasthan, New Delhi, 1984. 
37 Muhammad Bin Daud Mahmud Shadiabadi, Miftah-ul-fuzala, British Library, MS. Or. 3299, 872 
A.H./1468-69 A.D. 
38 Munshi, Tek Chand Bahar, Bahar-i-Ajam, A.D. 1739-40, ed. Nawal Kishore, Lucknow,  1916. 
39 Maulvi Zafarur Rahman, Farhang Istilahat-i-Peshwaran, Delhi, 1940, 8 Vols., (henceforth 
Farhang Istilahat-i-Peshwaran ). 
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arm manufacturers, tailors (darzi), carpenters (khati) etc on the basis of Karkhanajat 
papers and other documents such as Dastur-komwar and Buddhi Vilas. 
Sawai Jai Singh built a new city according to carefully prepared plan. He was 
a great patron of arts and crafts in Jaipur. Buddhi Vilas contains versified description 
of Jaipur. Sawai Jai Singh was a great patron of mathematics and astronomy. Many 
treatises of great merit were written in his court. The state Karkhanas produced the 
general requirements of the state. Sawai Jai Singh encouraged the manufacturing of 
various arts and crafts in Jaipur. 
Sawai Jai Singh provided large job opportunities to builders at the time of 
foundation of city. At the time of foundation of Jaipur city, thousands of workmen 
were employed in the constructional activity. 
Kapad-dwara document reveals the layout of the market with occupation of artisans 
like Jouhari bazar and Rui ka katla etc. The mohalla (locality) were named after the 
occupation of artisans like potter (kumhar), weavers (julaha), indigo-dyer (nilgar) and 
kagadi (paper manufacturer) etc. The number of houses of goldsmith (sunar), potters 
(kumarvad), washermen (dhobi) and gardener (mali) were recorded in the documents. 
The streets became famous by the name of artisans like potters street (kumharo ki 
gali). 
The second chapter ‘Social and Economic Condition,’ entails not only the 
economic condition but also the clothings, moral values and behaviors, caste and sub-
caste, hereditary occupation, awards and honour. The archival records gives valuable 
inputs on mode of remuneration, indicating aspects related to dadni, inventory of 
family and domicile detail indicate heredity played a vital role. 
The Third chapter ‘Craftsmen involved in Textile Production at Jaipur.’ The 
chapter deals about textile workers and Embroiders. The dyers and printers were 
engaged in the colouring and printing of textile.  The textile cloths were coloured and 
printed for Royal House as well as their nobles and influential persons. The 
documents like Rangkhana, Chhapakhana, Toshakhana and Ratangrah provide the 
information about the textile colouring and printing at large scale in Jaipur city. The 
embroiderers were engaged in the embellishment of cloths with different embroideries 
like zardozi, kashida, mukeshdozi and kalabattun works etc. The documents also 
provide the information about the colouring, printing and embellishing of textile 
cloths for the God and Goddesses. 
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The fourth chapter is ‘Other Artisans and Craftsmen’ a sincere attempt has 
been made to highlight the nature of works of different artisans in the light of archival 
records like painters, handworkers of decorative Arts like minakar, koftgar, inlayers, 
precious stone workers, gold-smith etc, arms and armours manufacture, building 
construction workers and other miscellaneous artisans like book binders potters, 
bangle makers, gardener, perfume makers, cobbler and tailors etc.  
The fifth chapter is ‘Tools and Techniques’ explores the tools and technique of 
medieval period in the light of varied opinion of scholars pertaining to primitive 
technology and Asiatic mode of production. The nature of the sources pertaining to 
the tools and techniques are the rich content of Jaipur records and dictionaries like 
Miftah-ul-Fuzala, Bahar-i-Ajam, Farhang’s Ishtilahat-i-Peshwaran and other sources 
like Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, and paintings etc. We assess the technique and tools of 
different art and crafts such as, technique and tools of building construction, of 
paintings, arm manufacturing, book binding craft, Metallurgy and tools of different 
craftsmen like goldsmith, enamel worker, inlayer and damascening workers etc. 
The six chapter is ‘Training and Organisation of Artisans.’ In this chapter we 
discuss the officials who supervised the artisans in various Karkhanas and the nature 
of their training. We discuss the two categories of the organization of workshops, first 
who supervised the workmen and provide the raw material to the state workshops and 
second those who were engaged in the manufacturing. The middlemen operated in 
order to select the best artisans from different areas. Each Karkhana had an official, 
who acted as the superintendent. He supervised the artisans and craftsmen. The high 
officials such as daroghas, tahviladrs and bhaiyas kept vigil on the activity of artisans 
at the time of work. The chapter entails the training of artisans by means of heredity 
and master artisans. 
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Chapter I 
Patronage to Artisans  
The state patronized and controlled numerous wage artisans of various crafts. 
The Imperial Karkhanas were example of collective and large scale employment of 
artisans or craftsmen in different crafts.1 In Mughal period, the state was the major 
producer of several commodities on a large scale. Ain mentions various state 
workshops.2 The artisans produced the articles according to the taste of the emperors 
and the state requirements which displayed the artistic dexterity of the craftsmen. The 
state extended its patronage to producers of different crafts. The Karkhanas worked 
on large scale, for instance numerous artisans in various kinds of crafts were 
patronized at Agra, Fatehpur Sikri, Gujarat and Lahore Karkhanas. Lahore was a 
great center of handicrafts where different crafts were practiced.3 
In this chapter our focus shall be to explore the patronage of different artisans 
and craftsmen in Jaipur karkhanas such as artists (chitera), koftgar, Indigo-dyer 
(neelgar) or dyer (rangrez), printer (chippas), goldsmith (sunar), enamel workers 
(minakar), arm manufacturers, tailors (darzi), carpenters (khati) etc on the basis of 
karkhanajat papers and other documents such as Dastur Komwar and Buddhivilas. 
The documents record the names of artisans with their father and grandfather names, 
caste and their domicile. The documents reveal the artisans flocked from distinct areas 
to settle down in newly built city Jaipur. One can learn from karkhana papers that the 
artisans were inducted from Jahanabad, Gujarat, Bengal, Rewari, Agra, etc., for the 
preparation and manufacturing of different articles. The mode of remuneration was 
made to them according to the nature of their skill and work.4 There were thirty-six 
karkhanas in Jaipur during the reign of Sawai Jai Singh which provided opportunities 
for different artisans and craftsmen.5 
Jaipur city soon evolved into an urban centre because the capital of Jaipur was 
much larger than Amber. The skilled artisans and rich merchants with their family 
                                               
1 Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas Under the Mughals, A Study of Economic Development, op. cit., p. 15 
2 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Naval Kishore, op. cit., pp. 70-71. 
3 Father Monserrate, The Commentary of His Journey to the Court of Akbar,  London, Humphery, 
Milford, 1922, p. 160, cf., Verma,Tripta, Karkhanas Under the Mughals, A Study of Economic 
Development, op. cit., pp. 26-27 
4 Khan, Sumbul, Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur 
Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 7. 
5 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., pp. 14-19. 
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flocked from neighboring areas and built their houses in the city.6 A spillover of these 
technical skills took place in the varied realms of urban culture of Jaipur. The 
influences from countries other than India were meticulously blended into the 
exquisite masterpieces still surviving in the Museums  as well as in literary evidences 
such technique of damascening (koftgiri)  filtered from Damascus and the application 
of lamp-black (wilayati kajalkari) came from central Asia.7 
Sawai Jai Singh not only invited local artisans from Amber8 but also 
welcomed new techniques of arts and crafts from other areas like Gujarat, Agra, Delhi 
and Bengal etc.9The skilled artisans were honoured in the Karkhanas for their artistic 
dexterity.10 The various arts and crafts were promoted here. He acted as a patron of all 
types of craftsmen. The craftsmen received financial support and opportunities by the 
Jaipur rulers. The introduction of various craft and techniques led to the establishment 
of a distinct identity of Jaipur. 
Table showing the artisans and their original domicile 
Name of Artisan Occupation Domicile 
Thamman Das Weaver Gujarat 
TulsiDas - ,, 
Lalji - ,, 
Rahmat - ,, 
Manohar - ,, 
Jetha - ,, 
BaghJi - ,, 
Ghan Singh - ,, 
Manula - ,, 
Doulatam Lohar Narwar 
Bakshyo Mali Delhi 
                                               
6 Girdhari, Bhojanasar, Bhandarkar Oriental Institute, Poona,1739, Girdhari, Bhojanasar, Preserved 
in the Bhandarkar Oriental Research Institute, Poona. The relevant portions along with the 
translation were published by P.K.Gode in his essay “Two contemporary Tributes to Minister 
Vidhyadhar the Bengali Architect at the court of Sawai Jai Singh of Amber (1699-1744 A.D)” in C. 
K. Raja presentation Volume, Madras, 1946. This work is written 12 years after the foundation of 
Jaipur city., cf., Roy, A. K., History of Jaipur City, New Delhi, 1978, p. 233. 
7    Khan, Sumbul, Haleem, Art and Craft workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, 
op. cit., p. 1. 
8 S. P. Gupta, Evidence of Urban Population and its Composition from 17th to 18th Century 
Rajasthan, Proceeding of Indian History Congress, Calilcut, 1976.p. 181. 
9 Dastur Komwar, Vol. 23, R. S. A. Bikaner. 
10 Arhsatta Imarti, B. N. 8, 13, and Dastur Komwar, No. 23, op. cit. 
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Churaman Chiram Chitera Delhi 
- Dhobi Manaraj 
- Dhobi Dilawar Meena 
Roop Chand Sunar Jadya Sunar Delhi 
Nathu Carpenter Bengal 
The table is prepared from Dastur Komwar. The occupation and domicile of 
artisans is mentioned in the table. The table shows that artisans were migrated from 
different areas and settled in the Jaipur city. 
Buddhi Vilas clearly shows that artisans with their family were invited and 
concession was provided in order to entice them.11 
ogqfof/k ds dkjhxj vuwi] 
 ifjokj lfgr cqyok; HkwiA 
 frudkSa iqj eSa nhUgs olk;] 
 gkfly lodkSa ekQh djk;AA 
 
Royal Patronage 
The workers of royal workshops constituted a privileged class of artisans. The 
Emperor issued orders to officers, provincial governors and jagirdars to induct the 
skill of master artisans and workers in various arts and crafts from all over India in the 
Karkhanas.12 
The Delhi Sultanas maintained various Karkhanas and employed the 
craftsmen in these Karkhanas to cater the needs of their household. K M. Ashraf 
remarks that besides fulfilling the demands or need of the household staff and other 
officials, the Karkhanas maintained separate sections for the supply of royal standard. 
As we know that the whole army of masons and architect were engaged in the 
construction and supervision of the royal buildings. The Karkhanas and their 
craftsmen were under the supervision of a distinguished noble who were directly 
appointed by the sultans.13 The sultans of Delhi were forced to establish state factories 
                                               
11 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., Verse No, 112, p. 18-19. 
12 Ray Chaudhari, Tapan, and Habib Irfan, ed., The Cambridge Economic History of India, Vol. I., c. 
1200-c. 1750, New Delhi, 1982, pp. 286-87.  
13 Ashraf, K.M., Life and Conditions of the People of Hindustan, Delhi, 1959, p. 34. cf., Verma, 
Tripta, Karkhanas Under the Mughals, op. cit., p. 7. 
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and manufacturing luxury articles for themselves. These luxury articles maintained 
the splendor of the royal court. It is generally said that the system and management of 
royal Karkhanas was borrowed from Persia. Some chronicles speak about 
Muhammad bin Tughlaq’s reign, which he had employed four hundred silk weavers 
in the Karkhanas. They produced all kinds of stuff for the dresses of persons attached 
to the court, robes of honour and robes for presentation.14 
Humayun had devoted time for patronizing the artistic skill which was 
displayed in the construction of bagh-i-Rawan, bazar-i-Rawan, qasr-i-Rawan, which 
were built on boats and set in float on the river Jamuna.15 
Akbar patronized the artisans and personally inspected them to visit the 
Karkhanas at times. The furnished textile products and cotton cloth was manufactured 
under his patronage at Agra, Fatehpur Sikri, and Gujarat, Ahmadabad and Lahore. Ain 
is considered to be the best source of Akbar’s reign to record the development of 
Karkhanas or factories for manufacturing the articles of different varieties.16 
Akbar paid much attention to patronize and recruit the artisans and master 
craftsmen from different areas.  We can observe it from the following details in Ain-i-
Akbari; “His Majesty pays much attention to various stuffs… skillful masters and 
workmen have settled in this country to teach people an improved system of 
manufacture. The imperial workshops in the towns of Lahore, Agra, Fatehpur, and 
Ahmedabad turn out many master pieces of workmanship and the figures and 
patterns, knots and variety of fashions which now prevail astonish experienced 
travelers.17” 
Akbar was keen about the weaving shops in which master craftsmen (weavers) 
manufactured all kinds of textiles. Ain makes a reference to silken carpets and brocade 
manufacturer being extensively encouraged by the state.18 
Jahangir and Shahjahan continued the patronage of craftsmen and different 
arts and crafts industries flourished during their period. This is proved by the foreign 
                                               
14 Shihab al Din Umari (d. 1348), Masalik-al-Absarfi Mamalik al Amsar (Elliot and Dowson, History 
of India As Told by Its Historians, Vol. III, p. 578. Siddiqui, I.H., and Ahmad, Q. M. Ahmad, tr. A 
14th Century Arab Account of India., p. 39. See also, Verma, Tripta, KarkhanasUnder the Mughals, 
op. cit., p. 7. 
15 Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas Under the Mughals, op. cit., p. 39. 
16 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, Vol. I., op. cit., p. 66. 
17 Ibid., pp.65-66. 
18 Ibid., pp. 66-67. 
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travelers who came to India during that period. Thomas Roe has paid a well-deserved 
tribute to the skill of artisans and craftsmen of Jahangir’s period.19 
Jahangir made a special reference to a craftsmen in his memoirs that a 
craftsmen who surprised the emperor by his artistic dexterity. Jahangir refers that “I 
appointed several skillful men to go to Iran and Turan to look for them and to bring 
same from anywhere and any person, anyhow and at any price.20 The artisans were 
also rewarded with golden bracelet (kara), dress of honour, jeweled bracelet 
(pahunchi) and an increased mansab for their skill.21 
Bernier describes many skilled workers who were employed in the Karkhanas 
by the state and also writes about Agra that the markets of Agra were provided with 
all goods and separate market for every commodity. Pelsaert describes a huge market 
of cotton goods and many other items being sold in the morning.  Agra was also a 
centre for precious stones, gold and silver for making delicate jewelry by skilled 
goldsmith. Ain also refers about the masterpieces of workmanship of Agra.22 
Nobles and Merchant patronage to Artisans- 
The provincial governors and high officials maintained the private Karkhanas 
where the artisans and craftsmen worked under their directions with material provided 
by officials themselves. The skilled artisans were invited sometimes from distinct 
provinces in the imperial Karkhanas. The subedars and other officials of various 
provinces might not have maintained Karkhanas of their own due to frequent transfer. 
But they patronized the local craftsmen for catering their needs and also sometimes 
supply good specimens of crafts to the Mughal emperor as present. Manrique 
describes that the nobility appointed the labour of skilled artisans and craftsmen in 
their private workshops for the production of luxury articles for themselves and to be 
given to the other lord. Irfan Habib observes that “nobles also generated the demands 
of textiles. Many of the articles required by nobles were produced in their own 
Karkhanas. There was a large section of urban population dependent on the service of 
individual nobles and their troopers.”23The nobility had the requisite wealth to spend 
                                               
19 Thomas Roe, The Embassy of Sir Thomas Roe to India 1615-1619, ed. W. Foster, London, 1926. 
20 Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, (tr.) Vol. II., p. 96. 
21 Ibid., pp. 98-99. 
22 Bernier, Travels in The Mughal Empire, op. cit., pp.  292-93, Pelsaert, Jahangir’s India, op. cit., p. 
4, Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., p. 66. 
23 Habib, Irfan, Potentialities of Capitalistic Development in the Economy of Mughal India, Essays in 
Indian History, Towards a Marxist perception, Delhi 1995, p. 211. 
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on all kinds of luxury goods and therefore was proficient of making demand for long 
distance trade in high value goods. 
The Mughal nobles maintained private Karkhanas where skilled artisans were 
employed to produce the articles of luxury not only for their own use but also for 
purpose of presentation to the emperor. Ali Mardan Khan maintained such Karkhanas 
in Lahore and Kashmir where goods such as carpets and shawls were manufactured. 
Ali Mardan Khan sent woolen carpets and shawls to the emperor which were 
produced in his Karkhanas.24 
The craftsmen were also organized by the merchant community. The buying 
of finished goods from artisans was the earliest form of connection between merchant 
capital and crafts. Later, Merchants brought semi-processed articles and sold it to 
craftsmen. Another connection was putting out system of raw material. According to 
K. N. Chawdhari, the merchants directly interfered into manufacturing process.25 
Vijaya Ramaswamy observes in the context of South India that merchants decided 
about the standards of cloth received from the weavers, main technological 
operations, size of fabrics and the number of the warp threads.26Mirat-i-Ahmadi 
mentions that Gujarati merchants had their own Karkhanas where embroiderers, silk 
twisters, dyers, weavers were employed.27 
Sawai Jai Singh built a new city according to a carefully prepared plan. He 
was a great patron of arts and crafts in Jaipur. Buddhi Vilas describes that Sawai Jai 
Singh founded a city which became famous everywhere.28 Sawai Jai Singh was also a 
great patron of mathematics and astronomy and many treatises of great merit were 
written in his court.29 The state Karkhanas produced the general requirements of the 
state as well as choice and quality of articles. Sawai Jai Singh encouraged the 
manufacturing of various arts and crafts in Jaipur. Jaipur state was active in 
organizing all kinds of manufacturing such as that of textile, jewellery, enameling and 
damascening of articles, turbans, perfumes, saddle manufacturing, ivory articles, and 
miniature and fresco paintings etc. 
                                               
24 Mohammad Waris, Badshah Nama MS. Add. 6556, p. 373, cf., Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas Under 
the Mughals, op. cit., p. 99. 
25 Chowdhari, K. N., Asia Before Europe, Economy and Civilisation of the Indian Ocean from the 
Rise of Islam to 1750, Cambridge, 1990, p. 303. 
26 Ramaswamy, Vijaya, Textiles and Weavers in Medieval South India, op. cit., p. 315. 
27 Mirat-i-Ahmadi, Vol. II., op. cit., p. 139. 
28 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., p. 14. 
29 Kamal, Farhat, Urban Morphology of 18th Century Jaipur, Unpublished Dissertation, 2011, C.A.S 
Deptt of History, A.M.U. Aligarh, p. 67. 
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The artisans and craftsmen were also controlled and patronized by the nobles 
and merchants in the provinces. The Jaipur rulers patronized artisans in different 
crafts for manufacturing the articles for their own purpose and presentation of articles 
to influential persons and other state rulers. The Karkhanajat papers of Jaipur reveal 
the organization of artisans and hired labor in the Karkhanas for the manufacturing of 
precious articles.30 
Mirat-i-Ahmadi describes that the Karkhanas of Jaipur were founded by Sawai 
Jai Singh in the village of Jai Nagar. He patronized the artisans in the village who 
produced cloth which he wanted to be superior to the famed Ahmad Nagar textiles. 
He also gave instructions that the tools for the Karkhana be made of special kind of 
wood.31 
The population and prosperity of Jaipur emerged at a rapid pace since its 
foundation. Many rich merchants also settled down here during early years of its 
growth for carrying the commercial activity. They were given concessions for 
carrying on business and some remission on the tax levied on goods carried from one 
place to another place.32 Goldsmith who came from neighboring areas became money 
lenders in Jaipur. According to a study undertaken by S.P. Gupta many artisans and 
craftsmen were shifted to Sawai Jaipur from neighboring areas.33Buddhi Vilas also 
mentions that tax concession was one of the main incentives to artisans and craftsmen 
and traders who were invited by Sawai Jai Singh.34 
The merchants of eastern Rajasthan were engaged in selling and purchasing of 
articles for instance sale of calico and silk cloth. The information of Gujarati 
merchants is also available in our records. Indigo and silken cloths were brought by 
the kafila of Gujarat and Akbarabad and Agra for dyeing purpose. We have records of 
cotton cloth selling and purchasing. The sale and purchase of cloth was done by bajaj 
in the villages of the Jaipur.35 The Karkhanajat papers show that merchant supplied 
the raw material to the state Karkhanas. The research undertaken by Sumbul Haleem 
                                               
30 Jamakharch Chhapakhana, B. N. 2, f. 27, RSAB. 
31  Mirat-i-Ahmadi, op. cit., p.11. 
32 Roy, A. K., History of the Jaipur City, op. cit., p. 52 
33 Gupta, S. P., Evidence for Urban Population and its Composition from 17th-18th Century Rajasthan, 
P.I.H.C. Calicut, 1976, p. 181. 
34 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., p. 14-19. 
35 Gupta, S.P., Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan (c.1650-c.1750), op. cit., p. 108. 
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Khan on the Jaipur Karkhanas, mentions that the Jaipur state delivered reimbursement 
of salaries and cost of raw materials in the form of hawalg/dadni for an entire year.36 
Kapad-dwara also reveals the Havelis (mansion) of the jewelers like Puran 
Chand Jouhari ki Haveli.37 Land or sites were selected even before the construction of 
Jaipur. The document of Kapad-dwara reveals that land was allotted to the prominent 
persons for the construction of Havelis.38 Sawai Jai Singh also collected maps and 
plans of other cities for the well planned construction of the city. The houses or 
havelis of the craftsmen and traders were planned. The main markets, shops and 
havelis were constructed by the state to maintain the uniformity of buildings.39 Our 
documents give ample information about the manufacturing of different crafts for 
instance dye cloths, embroidery and tinsel work in bazaar.40Kapad-dwara collection 
reveals the location and residential houses of artisans. Interestingly enough the plan 
and map of Kapad-dwara shows the area of Jaipur buildings, chowks and markets.41 
Buddhi Vilas mentions that Jaipur had a flourishing market for each crafts. The 
document also reveals the textile like mahmudi, khasa, tansukh in the market. The 
work also deals about thirty six Karkhanas of Jaipur city.42 
dgqa egqj :iS;k ysr nsr] 
tkSagkj fodr lqoju lesr 
dgaq oL= ikVds ogqfj Losr] 
eSgewnh ‘kklk rulq’ksr AA114AA 
We have Karkhanajat papers which gives the detail about the patronage of 
different arts and crafts in Jaipur city. Kapad-dwara source reveals the name of the 
market with occupation of artisans like Jouhari bazar and Ruikakatla etc.43 The 
mohalla (locality) were named with the occupation of artisans like potter (kumhar), 
weavers (julaha), indigo-dyer (nilgar) and kagadi (paper manufacturer) etc. The 
number of houses of goldsmith (sunar), potters (kumarvad), washer men (dhobi) and 
                                               
36 Khan, Sumbul, Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under the Mughals, op. cit., p. 106. 
37 Kapad-dwara, op. cit., p. 100 
38 Ibid. 
39 Map No. LS/17 in the City Palace Museum, cf., History of the Jaipur City, op. cit., p. 42. 
40 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., pp. 17-19. 
41 Kapad-dwara, op. cit., Map and Notes- 200, 204. 
42 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., pp. 18-19. 
43 Kapad-dwara, op. cit., Map no, 199, p. 110.         
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gardener (mali) were also mentioned in the documents.44 The streets were also famous 
with the name of artisans like potters street (kumharo ki gali).45 
Sawai Jai Singh provided large job opportunities to builders at the time of 
foundation of city. When the Jaipur city was founded, thousands of workmen were 
employed in the constructional activity. Fortunately, our documents provide a glimpse 
in the colossal constructional activity by furnishing us with intricate details on the 
workers who were engaged in the constructional activity of Jaipur.46 
Arhsatta Imarti refers various types of artisans (karigar), labourers (major), 
brick-layers (beldar) and architect (ustagar). The domicile, name of workers and the 
duration of the works are recorded in the document. The number of days in which 
they were absent is mentioned. We have information that workers came from different 
areas for the construction of the buildings.47 
 We have information that two category of personnel were engaged in the 
construction. The first category supervised the artisans and craftsmen and second was 
engaged in the construction. 
 The names of artisans in the document are also mentioned with their place 
name like Veerpura ka khati and Devi pur ko khati etc. The carpenter manufactured 
the window frames and doors of the buildings. The document shows that Ironsmith 
and carpenter were present in the construction site. They were involved according to 
requirement.48 
Dastur-Komwar refers that artisans of building construction (karigar imarat 
ko) were brought from different places in Jaipur.49 The regularity and uniformity of 
the buildings maintained by the state is an example which shows that meticulous 
instruction to the artisan regarding the construction of the building was  given, as can 
be inferred from map which are preserved in the city palace museum.50 
Buddhi Vilas mentions that Gold ornaments and Jewellery were sold in the 
city Bazaar.51Similarly, Girdhari Das supplies information on the commercial activity 
                                               
44 Kapad-dwara, Map no. 278. 
45 Ibid., Map. No. 346. 
46 Arhsatta Imarti, B. N. 8, 12, 13, f. 18. 
47 Ibid., B. N. 6, f. 80-88, B. N. 8, 12. 
48 Arhsatta Imarti, B. N. 6, f. 80-88, B. N. 8, 12. 
49 Dastur Komwar, Vol. 23, op. cit., Jaipur, R. S. A. Bikaner. 
50 Map no. LS/17in the City Palace Museum, 
51 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., p. 17. 
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in the bazaar. It shows that thousands of shops on choppers became famous for 
business and many traders came from neighboring areas, started their business here.52 
PkkSij ds: ctkj gS gkVSd bZ gtkj 
nsl nsl ds djrs gS O;ksikjh R;kSgkjAA196AA 
Buddhi Vilas provides a picturesque description of shops of gold, embroidery 
and iron tools. It describes goldsmith smelting gold and iron-smith making iron tools 
by melting the iron. Jaipur market earned fame for embroidery (paricha, jarwaf) and 
tinsel work (zardoz).53Karkhanas were connected with the market through the raw 
material supply and other works. 
Our documentary evidence suggests that specific localities belonged to cloth 
printer (chippas) and potters (kumarvad).54 The maps of Kapad-dwara clearly 
indicate planning of separate areas for different caste for instance, Muhalla of 
Gujarati printers (chippas), potters (kumhar) and houses of weavers (julaha) at 
Sanganer.55 
The plots or land were allotted to the people according to the caste and 
profession or occupation. The Ghasiram Murlidhar trader was invited in Jaipur city 
and land allotted to him and exempted from toll tax (hasil rahdari wa mapa) to carry 
on his business.56 
The Sanganer town of Jaipur state must be regarded as the very metropolis of 
the calico printing craft of India. Chhapakhana provide the detail about the printing of 
textiles by the printers in Jaipur. 
Payment to painters was made according to the work. The ingredients supplied 
by the atelier and the raw material purchased by the artist. Pokhar, Ram-Kishan, Janda 
and Daya Ram were known for their talent in the painting. 
Arms and Armour manufacturing played a significant role in the urban craft 
development. Topkhana was an important department of the army. It consisted of the 
manufacturing and repairing of muskets and gun like nali, hathnali and shuturnali etc. 
The art of making the daggers, shields and helmet is still practiced in Jaipur.57 
                                               
52 Girdhari, Bhojanasar, cf., Roy, A. K., History of the Jaipur City, op. cit., p. 233. 
53 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., pp. 18-19. 
54 Roznamcha of Potdar, Dated V. S. 1783/1726, R.S.A. Bikaner, cf., Khan, Sumbul Haleem, 
Planning of the Pink City, Maps and Documents, Indica, Mumbai, p. 37 
55 Kapad-dwara, op. cit., map and plan, 170. 
56 Roy, A. K., History of the Jaipur City, op. cit., p. 52. 
57 Jamakharch Topkhana, Kartik Vadi 1 to Chaitra Vadi 1, 1783/16 October to May 1726.., and 
Jamakharch Silehkhana, B. N. 2, 1795-96 V.S./A.D. 
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The document reveals the damascening workers were engaged in their works. 
The canons were beautifully crafted with flower motifs and religious motifs by the 
craftsmen during the period of Sawai Jai Singh. We have example of damascening 
canons like Bhairvi canon which is still preserved in Jaigarh fort. The shield of brass 
was also crafted or decorated with animal motifs and flower motifs. The deer, lion, 
rabbit, fish and birds were beautifully crafted on the shields which were preserved in 
Jaigarh fort.58 
Zargarkhana and Silehkhana documents show that minakar were appointed in 
the workshops during the 18th century.59 Jaipur stands as pre-eminent, oldest, and best 
school of enameling (minakari) works. Jaipur was famous and established a distinct 
identity in gold and precious stones enameling.60 The ornaments, arms and armour, 
hilts of swords, daggers and knife were enamelled by the minakar.61 The surahi, bowl 
and cup stand were also enameled in the Karkhanas for the royal class.62 
The tailors were also patronized in the Karkhanas such as Toshakhana, 
Rangkhna, Ratangrah, Silehkhana and Topkhana.63 They received wages according to 
their works in each karkhana. The robes of honour were also tailored by them in the 
Vastragrah, Toshakhna and Ratangrah.64 The documents Vastragrah, Ratangrah and 
Toshakhana reveal that number of tailors was appointed for preparing the dresses of 
the Jaipur raja and their relatives. They also manufactured the robe of honour of 
influential person. Here we find in Jaipur records that several dresses were specially 
produced for Rajputs and Mahajans who were attached to the Jaipur court. 
Ivory and Carving- There are numerous centres of ivory turnery and carving in 
Rajputana. Jaipur earns special mention in these centres. Many articles were produced 
like bangles, surmadani, (antimony boxes), chessmen etc. The hilts of swords and 
daggers were also made of ivory (dandan feel) etc. The Amber palace doors which 
date from 1630 A.D. are inlaid with ivory.65 
                                               
58 Based on Physical Survey of Jaigarh fort, Jaipur. 
59 Jamakharch Zargarkhana or Jouharkhana, 1786 V. S./ 1729A.D. f. no. 7, 202, 204, and 
Jamakharch Silehkhana, B. N. 2, op. cit. 
60 Watt, George, India Art at Delhi, op. cit., p. 22. 
61 Jamakharch Silehkhana, op. cit., f. 95. 
62 Jamakharch Khusbookhana, B. N. 3-4, 1802 V.S. / 1745A.D. 
63 Toshakhana, 1786 V.S./ 1729A.D. p. 311. Jamakharch Rangkhana, B. N. 2, 1793 V.S./ 1736A.D 
Silehkhana, B.N. 2, op. cit., f.471-72.  
64 JamakharchVastragrah, B. N. 1, V.S. 1799/ 1742 A.D., Jamakharch Toshakhana, 1786 V.S./A.D., 
Jamakharch Ratangrah, 1798 V.S./ 1741 A.D.  
65 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, Being the official Catalogue of the Delhi Exhibition, 1902-1903, 
Calcutta, p. 178-89. 
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Sawai Jai Singh gave special attention to the Pothikhana. He preserved a 
number of books and literature from all over the world. The map also shows that he 
collected the books and maps from father Manuel de Figeirodo in the observatory.66 
The scribes (lekhak), painters, calligraphers, book binders, pasters (madhai), tailors 
and cobblers were employed in the Pothikhana. James Tod writes the death of Sawai 
Jai Singh was the sad demise of Knowledge and science.67 
Silehkhana documents reveals the patronage of three types of profession such 
as 1) professional welders of arms 2) artisans specializing in the manufacturing of 
weapons 3) craftsmen who assisted in the preparation of arms like minakar, jewellers 
etc.68 
The master craftsmen like arrow maker (tirgar), bow maker (kamanigar), gold 
beater and measurement incharge (napchi) were patronized in the Silehkhana. The 
jewellers (jadiya), minakar, murassakar were employed for beautifying the weapons. 
Tailors were presented in this department for tailoring the accessories of arms and 
armour. We also fine the brass worker in the Silehkhana. The washer men was 
appointed to wash the accessories of Silehkhna.69 
The artillery weilder like mace bearer, Raigar topkhana, lancer (bhalabardar), 
carrier of fire locks (khasbardar), axe welder (mahibardar), dagger welder (patibaz) 
and carriage driver (garhivan) were appointed in the Silehkhana.70 
The master craftsmen were appointed for the preparation of zins they were 
knows as sikligar. The artisans were also patronized for making horse shoe 
(nalbandi). The saddles of zins were beautifully crafted (jarao) by the master 
craftsmen. The foreign technique was also appointed in the Jaipur state Karkhanas 
like technique of applying lampblack (wilayati kajalkari). The artisans imitated the 
articles of foreign for instance number of sword was imitated in the Silehkhana.71 
                                               
66 Atmaram Kavi, Sawai Jai Singh Charita, ed., Gopal Narayan Bhura, Jaipur, 1979. 
67 Arhsatta Silehkhana, dated AsarhVadi 9, V S 1800 to Bhadva Sudi 2, 1800/16 June to 5 Septemper 
1743. Vadi, Tod, James, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan on the Central and Western Rajput 
States of India, ed. With Introduction and notes by William crooke, London, 1920., Repr., 2001, 
New Delhi.  cf., Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under the Mughals, op. cit., p. 
46. 
68 Ibid., p. 70. 
69 cf., Khan, Sumbul, Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under the Mughals, op. cit., p. 70 
70 Arhsatta Silehkhana, op. cit., See also, Khan, Sumbul, Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under the 
Mughals, op. cit., p. 70 
71 Jamakharch Zinkhana, dated Bhadva Sudi 3 V.S. 1774 to Bhadva 2, 1775/20 September 171 to 2 
August 1718, cf., Khan, Sumbul, Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under the Mughals, op. cit., pp. 
97, 100. 
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Sawai Jai Singh founded of gardens in the new city such as Jai Niwas. 
Baghayatkharch document reveals proper maintenance of these gardens. Dastur-
Komwar refers about gardeners who came from different areas to serve in the city. 
Daily correspondence contained in chitties reveal about Amber artisans. 
Mostly, they were invited to settle in Jaipur after its foundation.  The artisans and 
their occupation are set out in following table, 
Table showing artisan and professions at Jaipur 
Professions Artisans 
Cotton spinning, cleaning and weaving 
Kolis (Hindu weavers and cultivators) 
Pinaras (Bowmen, Labourer) 
Julahas (Muslim weavers) 
Printers and Dyers 
Nilgar (indigo dyer) 
chhinpa (dyer and calico-printer) 
Precious metal workers 
Sunar (goldsmith and silver-smith) 
Muradi (copper-smith) 
Chemical workers 
Lakhera (worker in lac) 
Kachahra (maker of glass-bangles) 
Manihar (chourie-hawker). 
Leather worker Chamar or tanner 
  
Miscellaneous occupational castes 
Mali (gardener) 
Kunjara (green-grocer) 
Teli (oil pressure) 
Bharbhunja (grain parcher) 
  
Thus a close scrutiny of the Karkhana papers and other documents provide 
help to understand the arts and crafts reached its zenith after the foundation of the 
city. Sawai Jai Singh gave special attention to patronize the artisans from different 
areas in Jaipur. The study of other sources also shows that markets were constructed 
by the state for maintaining uniformity. The best articles were produced in the Jaipur 
state Karkhanas for presentation of Mughal emperors, their mansabdars and other 
influential persons such as Rajputs and Thakurs and other state rulers of Rajasthan, 
who were the attached to the Jaipur rulers. The desh-diwan was responsible directly to 
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recruit the artisans and craftsmen in the state workshops. The middleman like 
tahvildar, darogha and bhayyas operated to select the skilled artisans to Jaipur 
karkhanas. Sawai Jai Singh was keenly interested to choose the best artisans of 
Karkhanas from other places like Gujarat, Delhi and Agra etc. The master craftsmen 
also recruited the artisans in the Karkhanas. Sometimes money was handed over to 
the craftsman to purchase the raw material of the Karkhanas. 
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Chapter II 
Social and Economic Condition 
The social condition of artisans was regulated by their caste. The study of 
crafts and craftsmen is a window to the society and culture of medieval period. The 
word craft denotes ‘skill art’ etc. The craftsmen with their skills in handicrafts 
projected their talent through different handicraft works. The contemporary literature 
portrayed the urban craftsmen of medieval India as a distinct social group. The 
behavior, moral values, social interest and psychological features of artisan’s life were 
controlled by their castes.  
This chapter entails the investigation of the moral values, social issues, 
clothing, attitude and behavior, castes and economic condition of artisan. The 
Karkhanajat papers and Dastur-Komwar enable us to reconstruct a picture of socio-
economic and cultural life of artisans of Jaipur. The clay model of artisans of Jaipur 
helps to understand the living standard of artisans which are preserved in Albert 
Museum. The social image of the artisans and craftsmen was determined by its 
peculiar type of life style, culture and standard of living. Fortunately, Karkhana 
papers supply some wages of artisans on the basis of which we can study the 
economic condition of workers. 
Clothing 
Babur refers to men and women wearing insufficient clothing in order to cover 
their bodies in India.1We have information of artisans costume from clay models 
which are preserved in Albert Museum of Jaipur. The clay models indicate the 
standard of living of artisan. I shall explain each artisan’s cloth separately. The clay 
models of artisans are shown performing their work. The block printer used to wear a 
white printed jama and pagri (turban) of pink colour. The maker of lac bangles used 
to wear tight fitted white kurta-payjama with red strips and yellow pagri (turban). The 
gardener is shown wearing tight kurta and langota (loin cloths). He carried a piece of 
cloth on his left shoulder and wearing a turban of pink colour. The water carriers 
(bhishti) is shown wore a turban, a short jama of blue colour with full sleeves and 
short trousers. The tailors is shown wearing a turban of red colour with short jama of 
white colour. The short trousers used by tailors. The potter is shown making the clay 
                                               
1 Zahiruddin Babur, Memoirs of Babur, tr., Beveridge, A.S., Delhi, 1921, Reprinted, 1989, p. 293. 
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utensils. He is half naked and used to wear only dhoti and turban.2 The labourers 
usually wear a turban or a cap with short jama and short pair of trousers. The 
garments of labourer are plain. The patka is tied with waist. Sometimes he is shown 
half naked.3 
The gold thread maker is shown wearing a full length jama with full sleeves 
and turbans. The lace fringe maker is also shown wearing a full length jama with full 
sleeves and yellow turban. The weaver is shown wearing a tight fitted kurta with full 
sleeves and langotas and turban. The clothes are plain and in colour white with 
turban.4 
The turban was widely used by workmen as a necessary part of their dress. 
The half-naked artisans like potter and mocha (cobbler) is also found wearing a 
turban. The turban was more common and cap was also used by the artisans like iron 
smith. Trousers of short length were generally used by gardener. He used the short 
trouser. It appears that the precious stone worker, goldsmith, gold thread maker, 
printer and damascening workers were better dressed than the water carriers, potters 
and washer men.5 
Tashrih-ul-Aqwam reflects the general image of artisans and craftsmen.6 
Tashrih-al-Aqwam is the principal source which refers to the origin of the various 
Indian craftsmen, their professions, manners, dress and mode of worship.7 
Tashrih-ul Aqwam indicates to the behavior and attitude along with clothes of 
artisans like printer was dagawaz (cheat) in nature and philosophical person. He used 
to wear nafees poshak (good clothes).8 The nature of ironsmith was selfish and 
miskeen. Later the jat caste was also adopted this profession.9 The painter was also 
matlab ashna (selfish) and miskeen (poor) in behavior.10 
                                               
2    Clay Models, Albert Museum, Jaipur. 
3 Verma, S. P., Art and Material Cultural, op. cit., p. 117. 
4    Clay Models, Albert Museum, Jaipur. 
5    Ibid. 
6 Skinner, James, Tashrih-al-Aqwam, op. cit., Part C. 
7 Ibid. 
8 Ibid., Part B, f. no.  59, p. 261. 
9 Ibid., f. no. 49, p. 239. 
10 Ibid., f. no. 58, p. 259. 
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The medieval literary works conjure the image of craftsmen as a skilled and 
respected master, honest and humble. In contrast the role attributed to a jeweller was 
rich, practiced forgery and usury and had a negative reputation.11 
Kapad-dwara refers to the urban artisans and traders who reside in specialized 
quarters or mohalla (locality). The mohalla name was determined with the occupation 
or profession of artisans like julaho ka mohalla and chippas ka mohalla etc. Vanina 
mentions that urban castes lived in mohallas which was very convenient to organize 
every kind of crafts by the state and for revenue collection.12 Olafson wrote about 
artisans that they have long houses without walls within which are tables as long as 
the houses.13 
The division of mohallas (localities) for particular caste helped the ruler to 
keep control on traders and craftsmen. The people of mohallas belonged to one caste 
and profession. Akbar’s farman which is reproduced in Mirat-i-Ahmadi shows that 
mir-i-mohalla (headman) was appointed to maintain law and order.14 
N. S. Gupta mentions that the labour class in India could not afford even the 
minimum of clothing to cover them in the winter.15 The housing condition was also 
deplorable as the fooding and clothing. Pelsaert also refers that homes in which the 
labourers were living were mud huts with thatched roofs. Moreland observes that the 
standard of living of labour population was on the margin of bare subsistence.16 
 Caste and sub-caste 
The caste organization was often used by the artisans to struggle against the 
exploitation of nobles and merchants.17 The new and sub-caste developed with the 
emergence of new professions, labour division and technical improvements. The 
changing socio-economic condition affected the hierarchy of urban castes in general. 
The industrial castes emerged with the development of the new cities as centre of 
professional commodity production and trade.18 The artisans adopted their 
                                               
11 Akbar Birbal Vinod, Banares, 1947, p. 147, Satyendra, Braja Loka Sahitya Ka Adhyayana, Agra, 
1949, pp. 500-6. cf.,Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 
140,  See also, Tashrih-ul- Aqwam, op. cit., Part B and C.  
12 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India op. cit., p. 126. 
13   Olafson, John, The life of the Icelander John OLafson, Traveller to India, Vol. 2, London, 1923. 
14  Mirat-i-Ahmadi, op. cit., Vol. I., pp. 168-69, cf., Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in 
Medieval India op. cit., p. 128. 
15 Gupta, N. S., Industrial Structure of India during Medieval period, New Delhi, 1970, p. 137. 
16 Moreland, W. H., From Akbar to Aurangzeb. A Study in Indian Economic History, London, 1923, 
p. 203. 
17 Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas under the Mughals, op. cit., p. 127. 
18 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 123. 
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forefather’s profession and were grouped in castes.19 Jaipur records show that 
chamars were engaged in their hereditary profession of making shoes.20 
E. Ives mentions that the artisans will never put out of their old way of 
working and should you be ever so desirous of instructing them, or showing them a 
more expeditious method, they will plead the custom of their forefathers, for which 
they have so great a veneration that they were never known even in single detail to 
depart from it.21 
The professional activities of a craftsman, their family life, religious and 
cultural needs were regulated by the caste.22 The sources like Nagar Sabha, Sabha 
Sringara and Ardhakanthanaka give list of more than sixty caste and sub-caste of 
artisans like silk weavers, grinders and polisher of weapons, soap makers, ink makers, 
wire drawers, thatcher’s and book-binders etc.23Dastur-Komwar reflects the social, 
cultural and economic life of artisans. The entries are mentioned with caste wise 
profession. A separate Volume of Dastur-Komwar provides the caste of artisans.  
Caste system played a very important role in the formation of socio-
psychological features of craftsmen. The caste also regulated the life of artisans. The 
artisans lived as a member of a particular caste in the society. The values, behavior, 
concepts of good and bad, useful and harmful of individual were regulated through 
the castes.24 The urban society represented Hindu and Muslim castes of weavers, 
smiths, potters and cobblers etc. They had their workshops side by side in the 
market.25 
Hereditary Occupation 
The caste membership was determined by the hereditary occupation. Pelsaert 
informs that workmen of Agra followed hereditary occupation.26 Babur also found the 
                                               
19 Gupta, B. L., Trade and Commerce in Rajasthan, Jaipur, 1987, p. 54. 
20 Rojnama, Chabutara- Kotwali, Qasba Tonk, V. S. 1750 (1693 A.D.) Jaipur Records, cf., Gupta, B. 
L., Trade and Commerce in Rajasthan , op. cit., p. 56, 
21 Ives, E., A Voyage from England to India in the year 1754, London, 1773, p. 52. See also, 
Tchitcherov, A. I., India Economic Structure in the 16th-18th Centuries, Outline History of Crafts 
and Trade, Manohar, 1998,   p. 83. 
22 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 133. 
23 Abdur Rahim Khankhanan, Rahim Ratnawali, Banaras, 192, pp. 28-37, Mukundoram Chakroborti 
Kobikonkan, Codimongol, Russian translation, I. A. Tovstykh, Moscow, 1980, pp. 50, 152, Banarsi 
Das, Half a tale Ardhankanthanaka, ed. And tr. Mukund Lath, Jaipur, 1981, p. 226, Sabha 
Sringara, ed. S. A. Natha, Kashi, 1962, p. 148, cf., Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in 
Medieval India, op. cit., p. 122. 
24 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 143. 
25 Ibid., pp. 151-52. 
26 Pelsaert, Jahangir’s India, op. cit., p. 60. 
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craftsmen of Hindustan organized in rigid and exclusive castes.27Stavorinus wrote that 
‘Artificers confine themselves to one single work…a goldsmith will not work in silver 
nor a silver in gold.’ In the aurungs or looms, a weaver will only weave one single 
sort of stuff during the whole life unless to be compelled to take another in hand.28 
Tripta Verma refers that in the Karkhanas of the provinces or the capital, the 
sons and relatives of the artisans could bring in the Karkhanas to take up the job at the 
time of need.29A craftsman inherits his technical skill from his forefathers. Bernier 
writes that the embroiderer brings up his son as an embroiderer, the son of a 
goldsmith becomes a goldsmith, and the physician of the city educates his son for a 
physician.30 
Sometimes the whole caste would change its profession due to the market 
situation. Buchanan wrote that a Bengali bow-maker turned to wood painting.31 There 
is evidence of Maharashtra, the tailors changed their castes. One part of caste took to 
dyeing and another section turned to indigo dyeing. 32 The caste system was more 
flexible in the cities. The chamars or tanners turned to cotton carders.33 
Guilds-Guild organizations were in India since ancient period. Alberuni refers 
about guilds that they were organized socially and economically and were known as 
Antyaja.34 They were called srenis, nagaram, and sangha in south India. They 
regulated their work and working condition and ensured the interest of the artisans. 
The guilds had a number of administrative, judicial, and economic privileges in pre-
colonial Indian city.35The guilds provided loans to artisans according to their paying 
capacities. Birdwood and Hopkins describe the existence of such guilds as the 
survival of a medieval institution of Indian economy.36The weaver’s guilds also 
                                               
27 Zahiruddin Babur, Baburnama, Vol. II., op. cit., p. 520. 
28 Stavorinous, J. S., Voyage to the East Indies, Vol. I., London, 1798, pp. 474, cf., Tchitcherov, A. I., 
India Economic Structure in the 16th-18th Centuries, Outline History of Crafts and Trade, op. cit., p. 
87. 
29 Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas Under the Mughals, op. cit., p. 136. 
30 Francois Bernier, Travels in the Mogul Empire A.D 1656-68, op. cit., p. 259. 
31 Buchanan, F., An Account of the District of Shahabad, 1812-13, Patna, 1934, p. 403. 
32 Fukazawa, Hiroshi, The Medieval Daccan, Peasants, Social Systems and States Sixteenth to 
Eighteenth Centuries, Delhi, 1991, pp. 100-102. cf., Habib, Irfan, Potentialities of Capitalistic 
Development in the Economy of Mughal India, Essays in Indian History, Towards a Marxist 
Perception, op. cit., p. 127. 
33 Buchanan, F., An Account of the District of Bihar and Patna, 1811-12, Patna, p. 408. 
34 Ahmad, Qayamuddin, Bharat, Alberuni (translation of Kitab-ul Hind ), tr. Noor Nabi Abbasi 
National Book Trust, New Delhi, p. 41  
35 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 131. 
36 Gupta, N. S., Industrial Structure of India during Medieval period, op. cit., p. 49. 
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survive in the seventeenth century in South India. They made substantial donations to 
temples in cooperation with merchant guilds and other professional groups.37 
In our region guild were not present to organize the artisans and traders. Small 
group like sethi, srenis, kothiwals of Amber and bohras paid loan to the artisans, 
traders and peasants.38 In Rajasthan, the other classes like bohras, mahajans, charans 
and bhatts also organized the trade. They also provided loans to the merchants, petty 
traders, peasants and artisans at the time of need.39 The sahs or kothiwals were also 
active to provide the loans to the merchants. But we do not have records that they 
provided training to the artisans. The money lenders also provided raw-material to the 
artisans for manufacturing the articles.40 
Bhakti Movement 
As we know that Bhakti movement provided sense of self respect to the 
artisans. The self-consciousness which made artisans castes claims a higher status in 
the caste hierarchy.41 The bhakti preachers were urban craftsmen such as Kabir 
(weaver), Namdeva (tailor), Raidas (cobbler), Narhari and Akho Bhagat (jewellers), 
Dadu Dayal (carder) etc.  They wanted to secure their self-respect and ritual status. 
They struggled diligently to acquire their higher ritual status in the society. They were 
not satisfied with their socio-economic and ritual position. They took active measures 
for securing their rights like chanting religious hymns and participate in the temple 
processions. Bhakti movement proclaimed for artisans some daring egalitarian ideas 
and tried to implement them. The traders and craftsmen were active participants in the 
bhakti sects.42 
It is said that Hindu craftsmen worshipped the divine artisan Vishvakarma and 
Muslims had its own patron saint to which all family members of artisans worshipped 
before starting their work. The temples, mosques, and mazar (shrine) were also built 
by the industrial guilds where therein patron saints deities were worshipped.43 
Vanina opines that medieval Indian artisans did not organize trade unions and 
they never expressed their protest in the meetings.44 In contrast to the above opinion 
                                               
37 Gupta, N. S., Industrial Structure of India during Medieval period, op. cit., pp.158-59. 
38 Gupta, B. L., Trade and Commerce in Rajasthan, op. cit., pp. 15-16. 
39 Ibid., pp. 14-15. 
40 Ibid., p. 30. 
41 Ramaswamy, Vijaya, Textiles and Weavers in Medieval South India, op. cit., p. 115. 
42 Vaninia, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., pp.  146-150. 
43 Ibid., pp. 46-47. 
44 Ibid., 154. 
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trade and business was organized by the affluent weavers of South India in 
seventeenth century. Some master weavers associated own self with the word citti 
(merchant).45 The rich craftsmen also employed their poor brethren as labourers and 
exploited them. Irfan Habib writes that “of such development there is little evidence 
in Mughal period”, sine “in general in various crafts there were only few independent 
master craftsmen of any subsistence.”46 Jagdish Narayan Sarkar mentioned that 
Superior class could not grow in Medieval India.47 Shireen Moosvi wrote that a 
craftsman was able to provide a subsistence of their family and fulfilled the need of 
social, economic and cultural life of their family.48 
Social protest 
The artisans were often exploited by the middlemen and moneylenders. The 
individual artisans and craftsmen at times did not have sufficient raw material for 
making the articles. They were totally dependent on middlemen for raw material. 
Interest rate was also charged on them by the moneylenders. Sometimes the artisans 
had to sell their products at very low prices to the moneylenders in order to repay the 
loans. The middlemen also exploited them. They purchased their goods at low prices. 
The economic conditions of artisans and craftsmen were also worsened due to the 
heavy taxes which were levied on them.49 The Karkhana workers were better 
economically as compared to the individual workers. They received regular salaries 
and enjoyed state patronage or protection. The financial support was provided to them 
by the state at the time of need. They were rewarded number of times for their artistic 
dexterity.50 The Karkhana workers acquired a higher status as compared to the 
individual workers. Most of the times various artisans sought to improve their skill by 
joining the state Karkhanas. 
The impoverished craftsmen fully depended upon the middlemen. The 
indebtness of artisans made them move to other places.51 N. S. Gupta refers that 
craftsmen could not work without getting advances. The artisans became indebted to 
                                               
45 Ramaswamy, Vijaya, Textiles and Weavers in Medieval South India, op. cit., p. 84. 
46 Habib, Irfan, Potentialities of Capitalistic Development in the Economy of Mughal India, op. cit., p. 
219. 
47 Sarkar, Jagdish, Narayan, Mughal Economy: Organization and working, Calcutta, 1987, p. 88. 
48 Moosvi, Shireen, The Economy of the Mughal Empire, C. 1595. A statistical Study, Delhi, 1987, pp. 
322-48. 
49 Gupta, B. L., Trade and Commerce in Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 30. 
50 Ibid. 
51 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 93. 
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middlemen because of advances.52 K. N. Chowdhari wrote that dadni (advance 
money) was not a sign of the craftsmen poverty. It was like a commercial contract 
with legal obligations of both parties.53 
The archival material indicates that the artisans were given protection against 
the harassment. Sanad Parwana Bahi informs that a parwana was sent by the Jodhpur 
darbar to the hakim of the Jalor against the harassment of Imamuddin and 
Gulamuddin. They were bangle makers of Jalor. The bahi also mentions that a 
parwana was sent by the Jodhpur darbar to the officers of Jalor that the chothai (1/4) 
tax would not be collected from Churigars. They were also exempted from it in the 
past.54 
The industrial castes were active in many cases for opposing the states 
interference. James Tod wrote about Rajasthan that as a grant of privileges to the 
calico printers of the city of Akola in Mewar all crimes committed within the 
jurisdiction of Akola were to be tried by the inhabitants and those whom they 
authorized were to sit in justice. The other document produced by James Tod shows 
that Raja Jagat Singh issued a decree prohibiting the forcible seizure of cots and quilts 
from the printers by the officials.55 
The artisan classes used their caste organization in the struggle for their rights. 
Bernier mentions that the jagirdars, governors and contractors have an authority 
almost absolute over the peasantry and nearly as much over the artisans and 
merchants of the towns and villages within their district and nothing can be imagined 
more cruel and oppressive than the manner in which it is exercised.56 Sometimes in 
Rajasthan, traders and artisans were exploited by the local administration. They 
petitioned to the rulers.57 The weavers of Baroda left the city as a mark of protest 
against governors and settled in Ahmadabad. They were forced to sell cloth below the 
market price.58 The south Indian sources reveal that weavers flocked to their native 
                                               
52 Gupta, N. S., Industrial Structure of Indian During Medieval period, op. cit., p. 75, 
53 Choudhari, K. N., Asia Before Europe, Economy and Civilisation of the Indian Ocean from the Rise 
of Islam to 1750, op. cit., p. 321. 
54 Sanad Parwana Bahi, No. 15, V. S. 1832(1775 A. D.), f. no. 250, Jodhpur Records, cf., Gupta, B. 
L., Trade and Commerce in Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 239. 
55 Tod, James, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, op. cit., Vol. I., 1920., Repr., 2001, New Delhi. 
pp.  239, 240. 
56 Bernier, F., Travels in the Mughal Empire, op. cit., pp. 129, 225. 
57 Mukhia, Harbans, Illegal Extorations from Peasants, Artisans and Menials in the 18th Century 
Rajasthan, IESHR, Vol., I. 1977, pp. 230-39. 
58 Tchitcherov, A. I., Changing Economic Structure in the Sixteenth-Eighteenth Centuries. Outline 
History Of Crafts and Trade, op. cit., p. 96. 
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places in protest against the excessive loom tax.59 The company records indicate that 
the tax on weavers was fairly heavy in South India.60 
Regulations 
The regulations were fixed by the officials for the artisans and craftsmen. The 
documents show the number of days fixed for work. The raw material and tools were 
provided to them by the Karkhana officials. If craftsmen impressed the ruler by his 
artistic dexterity, they were rewarded with inam and siropao (robe of honour). They 
also got the royal favour and high status. The salaries were fixed according to their 
work. They reported their works to the officials of the Karkhanas. Bernier wrote 
about Karkhana workers that Karkhana workmen went home in the evening and 
reported their respective workmanship in the morning. To maintain the discipline of 
the Karkhanas instruction were given to superintendent to treat the artisans well and 
have them attached with the ties of appreciation.61 James Tod wrote that there were 
attendance rolls which was attested and maintained by the superintendent.62 The 
darogha took an undertaking or bond from the workmen to prevent theft and furnish 
security of tools and raw materials which was handed over to the artisans in the 
Karkhana. The Karkhana workers fully depended upon officials for tools and raw 
material. The name of the artisans was not mentioned alone. It is recorded along with 
the name of their fathers and grandfathers, caste and domicile. The selection of artisan 
was done very carefully, because they handled expensive raw materials and tools of 
the Karkhana.63Suratkhana and Chitragrah records indicate that the raw materials 
were handed over to the artisans according to the need of particular articles like 
colours, gum, adhesive etc. 
The documents do not give details about working hours in a day. The duration must 
have varied according to skill. The artisans or workers must have been allowed at 
least lunch and time off to drink water.64 The darogha took raw materials and tools 
from tehvildar and distributed to the artisans, when work was finished in the evening, 
the artisans submitted tools and raw material to the Karkhana officials. The daily 
                                               
59 Stephan, Jeyaseela, S., The Coromandel Coast and its Hinterland Economy, Society and Political 
System, A. D. 1500-1700, Delhi, 1977, pp. 75, 83. 
60 Ramaswamy, Vijaya, Textiles and Weavers in Medieval South India, op. cit., p. 148. 
61 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 97.  
62 Tod, James, Vol., I., p. 239. 
63 Khan, Haleem, Sumbul, Art and Craft workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, 
op. cit., p. 7. 
64 Qaisar, A. J., Building Construction in Mughal India the Evidence from Painting, Delhi, 1988, p. 
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transaction of money for raw material and wages was duly made which was noted 
meticulously in the registers.65 
Mobility 
Artisans moved from one place to another for better work opportunities. We 
have information about mobility of artisans and craftsmen and hired labour from 
different places. Arhsatta Imarti refers that artisans flocked to Jaipur from far and 
wide areas. Kapad-dwara indicates the planned residential layout of the different 
artisans. There was demand of labour in the constructional activity also. The royal 
palace, houses, sarais (inn), dams were constructed by Sawai Jai Singh. Sometimes 
artisans charged money in Mughal period for moving from one place to another place. 
Aurangzeb farman reveals that Gujarati officials used to charge some money from the 
craftsmen who wished to move in other areas.66Dastur-Komwar refers that Thamman 
Das and other artisans migrated from Gujarat, Agra, Delhi, and Ajmer in Jaipur 
city.67Buddhi Vilas also mentions the migration of artisans from different places. 
Honours conferred 
Artisans were rewarded for their artistic dexterity by the Jaipur rulers. Emperor 
and some eminent nobles also conferred liberal rewards to the artisans and craftsmen 
for their skill in the Karkhanas. The following table indicates the nature of honour 
conferred by the Jaipur rulers. 
Table showing craftsmen and nature of reward 
Name Profession Inam(Reward) Worth (Rs.Annas) 
Gopal Mason Rs. 400 - 
Sahajram Enamel Worker Siropao 22.4 
Uda Goldsmith Received pair of gold of bracelet 50.0 
Fateh Mohammad Blacksmith Siropao 6.2 
Pema Carpenter A piece of cloth and Rs. 20 in cash 6.0 
Khema Chetan Carpenter Thirma Butadar 7.8 
Gangaram Mason Thirma Butadar 6.0 
Chatra Carpenter Thirma Butadar thaan 1 6.12 
Sabla Chitera (painter) - - 
                                               
65 Khan, Sumbul, Halim, Art and Craft workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, 
op. cit.,p. 9. 
66 Mirat-i-Ahmadi, op. cit., p. 260. 
67 Dastur Komwar, Vol., 23. 
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Chura mani Son of 
Lachiram Painter - - 
Thamman Das Karigar Siropao thaan 3 22.4 
Jheta ,, ,, 18.13 
Tulchidas ,, ,, 18.5 
Lalji ,, ,, 21.8 
Rehmat ,, Thirma Butadar-1 - 
Mahabat ,, 1 thaan - 
Manula ,, 1 thaan - 
Baghji ,, 1 thaan - 
Bhatt ,, 1 thaan - 
Ghan Singh ,, ,, - 
Lachi das ,, ,, - 
Mnohar ,, ,, - 
Devji ,, ,, - 
Jetha ,, ,, - 
Ran Chod ,, ,, - 
Dayaram Khati Carpenter Thirma Butadar 6.8 
Deepa Printer 
Cheera Mukesi 2 
thaan, Feta 
cheetdar 2, Jama 
Bafta 
14.12 
Deepa ,, Thirma Butadar thaan 1 6.8 
Dulha Karigar Usta Caste kumhar (jaat ko kumhar) - - 
Nizami Embroiderer (Jardozi), 
Angrakha cheenth 
ka thaan 1, Soorbal 
cheenth ki thaan 1, 
5.0 for angarkha, 
3 for soorbal 
Mansaram Taarkash (Wire maker) 
Cheera of salu 
thaan 1,white 
cheera 12 
1.4 for salu, 
0.12 for white 
Muhammad Sadiq Printer Siropao 31.0 
 
An artisan named Gopal was rewarded for the construction of the building 
Chabi Niwas of royal palace. Similarly, Sahajram manufactured a beautiful sarpech 
(turban) for Royal house. Uda Sunar manufactured some toys of silver namely 
kathada, gudalya and chair for royal house. Fateh Mohammad was rewarded for 
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manufacturing a canon. Pema resident of Amber manufactured a chariot for royal 
houses.68 
Robe of Honour- The robe of honour were tailored by the artisans for the rulers and 
influential persons. The Jaipur rulers also presented the robe of honour to the 
mansabdar of Mughal rulers. The word Patshah Chakar and Patshah mansabdar 
were used for such Mughal officials in the documents who visited Jaipur court. They 
were rewarded different types of honour like siropao. Dastur-Komwar mentions that 
robe of honour and other awards (inam mutfarkat) were rewarded to the skilled 
artisans and craftsmen for their work.69 
Wage Structure 
We do not have clear records about the economic position of artisans and 
craftsmen of Mughal India. There are very few incidental records available from the 
memoirs of Babur and Ain-i-Akbari. We get some details of wages of artisans from 
foreign travelers but no contemporary chronicles directly speak about the economic 
situation of artisans of Mughal period. Babur alludes in his memoirs to the 
unnumbered and endless workmen of every kind, infinite number of artisans in 
different crafts and industries as one of the advantages of Hindustan. Abul Fazl refers 
to the wages of skilled and unskilled labourers of different categories. There is no 
clear information about the condition of industrial labour and any economic 
revolution in sixteenth and seventeenth century. The contemporary sources portray 
the condition of artisans of medieval period as bad during the sixteenth and 
seventeenth century. Moreland writes that the artisans in mid-seventeenth century 
were substantially in the same position (in bad condition) as about 1923. They worked 
for the benefit of merchants and middlemen.70 
Traveller’s perception of the Economic condition of artisans 
Traveller’s accounts provide the economic condition of artisans of Mughal 
period. They mentioned that wages paid to the workers were very low. They were also 
paid monthly and daily wages of their work. It is said that uniformity in the wages 
was not maintained in throughout Mughal domains. Pelsaert refers that forty days 
were often counted as one month in Agra.71 
                                               
68 Dastur Komwar, Vol., 23, f. 395, Vol., 30, f.405, 431, Vol., 23, f. 483, 539, 589. 
69 Ibid. 
70 Moreland, India at the Death of Akbar, London, 1920, p. 175. 
71 Pelsaert, Jahangir’s India, op. cit., p. 62. 
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Bernier quoted that the artisan’s life was neither attractive nor rosy in Mughal 
period.72 Moreland remarks that the artisans in the middle of seventeenth century 
were substantially in the same position as the artisan today. They worked for the 
benefit for merchants and middlemen and with no prospect of advancement except 
through the influence of a wealthy and powerful patron. They were dependent on 
merchants and middlemen for their expenses and subsistence. But individual were 
benefitted from powerful patronage. The majority of workers had the bad condition 
and only earned for a bare subsistence.73 Tripta Verma also refers that they would 
depend on the mercy of middlemen and financiers. Other factor which affected their 
economic life was miscellaneous taxes paid by them.74 
Fair remuneration was made in the state Karkhanas according to the work of 
craftsmen. So they felt safe in the state Karkhanas.75 However travel accounts refer is 
pathetic condition of artisans. 
The Indian weavers who produced in order to sell cloth or manufactured ropes 
in the Dutch workshops in seventeenth century, who paid small wages from one to 
two aanas daily. The reaction of artisan’s low standard and un-economic position was 
corroborated by De Laet and Bernier etc. The travellers observed that after Akbar the 
condition of artisans were bad and industry was unprogressive.76 
Bernier writes that ‘no artist can be expected to give his mind to his calling in 
the midst of a people who are either wretchedly poor or who, if rich, assume an 
appearance of poverty and who regarded no beauty and excellence but the cheapness 
of an article.77Bernier also writes that in this quiet and regular manner their time 
glides away, no one aspiring after any improvement in the conditions of life, wherein 
he happens to be born.  
Moreland sums up the general perception of travellers about craftsmen that 
they only mention the variety and skill in imitation of craftsmen rather than economic 
importance. They write that Industry was unprogressive and craftsmen were in bad 
circumstances.78 
                                               
72 Bernier, Travels in the Mughal Empire, op. cit., pp. 228-29. 
73 Moreland. India at the Death of Akbar, op. cit., p. 187-88. 
74 Tripta, Verma, Karkhanas Under The Mughals, op. cit., p. 141. 
75 Ibid., p. 123. 
76 Moreland, India at the Death of Akbar, op. cit., p. 178. 
77 Bernier, Travels in the Mughal Empire, op. cit., p. 228. 
78 Moreland, India at the Death of Akbar, op. cit., p. 160. 
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The artisans worked under strict control and according to dictation as day 
labourers from morning to evening. Foreign account refers to the extent of coercion of 
official or non-official on the artisans skilled or unskilled. Pelsaert mentions that there 
were three classes of people who were indeed nominally free but whose status differs 
little from voluntary slavery: workmen, peons or servants and small shopkeepers. 
Again there are two scourges, the first of which is low wages. Goldsmiths, painters, 
embroiderers, carpet-makers, weavers; by working from morning to night can earn 
only 5 or 6 takas; or about 1/5th of a rupee. The second scourge is the oppression of 
the governor, the nobles, the diwan, the kotwal, the bakshi and other royal officers. If 
any offices among these want a workman, the man is not asked if he is willing to 
come, but is seized in the house or in the street, well beaten if he should dare to raise 
any objection and in the evening paid half his wages or nothing at all.79 
Bernier similarly remarks that the degradation of artistic handicrafts was 
retarded by the influence of the imperial workshops and by the protection of a few 
powerful patrons which resulted in and the payment of higher wages tends to preserve 
the arts. Bernier constantly observes that I say rather higher wages for it should not be 
inferred from the goodness of the manufacturers that the workman held in esteem or 
arrives at a state of independence. Nothing but sheer necessity or blows from a cudgel 
keeps him employed, he never can become rich and he feels it no trifling matter if he 
has the means of satisfying the craving of hunger and covering his body with the 
coarsest garment. If money be gained it does not in any measure go into his pocket, 
but only to increase the wealth of the merchant, who is in his turn, is not little 
perplexed how to guard against some act of outrage and extortion on the part of his 
superiors.80 
Pelsaert writes that carpenters and blacksmith were given five to six takas per 
day. Masons and builders were also paid five to six takas.81 Howkins mention that the 
gardener, porters and washer men paid three to ten rupees in a month. The palanquin 
bearers and umbrella bearers paid two rupees per month.82 Pelsaert writes about it that 
Prince Khurram paid high wages to the craftsmen. “He was a patron of all craftsmen, 
to whom he paid such high wages that he attracted all the splendor of his father’s 
                                               
79 Pelsaert, Jahangir’s India, op. cit., p. 60. 
80 Bernier, Travels in the Mughal Empire, op. cit., pp. 228-29. 
81 Pelsaert, Jahangir’s India, op. cit., p. 60. 
82 Howkins Voyages, ed. C.R. Markham, London, 1878, p. 420. 
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court, for he was as greedy for novelties, costly jewels and other rarities as Jahangir 
himself, and he paid more liberally and being sensible.”83 
The industrial workers and artisans may be divided into two categories, 
corresponding to the forms of industrial organization defined in the preceding section: 
the regimented workers or artisans worked to order under Karkhanas or workshops 
and the free artisans working on their own, under the artisan system. Under the artisan 
system, they worked for order of merchants or the brokers and received the advances 
of money from merchants but they could not always deliver finished goods. 
Economic condition of artisans in Archival records 
The socio-economic conditions of Karkhana workers are reflected in the 
Jaipur records. Amount was also given to the artisans for purchasing the raw material 
from market. They were paid in the form of naqd (cash), jinsi (kind), hawalgi and 
dadni (advance money) according to their work. Their regular wages and number of 
days of work are recorded in the Karkhanazat papers. The documents record the 
organized and hired labour in Jaipur Karkhanas. 
K. N. Chaudhari refers that hired labour were employed by the artisans like 
weavers, smiths, jewellers, carpenters and tinners etc.84Bahar Ajam also refers that a 
goldsmith hired labourers in his shops for the help.85 The paintings also depict the 
example of hired labour in Mughal India.86 Tripta Verma refers that there was 
prevalence of beggar, forced and ill paid labour in Mughal India.87 
The archival records of Rajasthan refer the term majur for hired labour and 
they were paid in the form of taka.88 
  
                                               
83 Pelsaert, Jahangir’s India, op. cit., p. 37. 
84 K. N. Chaoudhari, Industry in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, The Structure of Indian 
Textiles IESHR, Vol. XI, Nos. 2-3, 1974, p. 181.  
85 Bahar-i-Ajam, op. cit., Vol. II., p. 54. 
86 Artists: Tulsi, Bandi and Madhav Khwurd, Akbarnama, VA, IS-2-1896, No. 117, Pl. 91. 
Reproduced from Geeti Sen, Paintings from the Akbarnama, Varansi, 1984, pl. 61. Akbarnama, c. 
1600-5, Victoria and Albert Museum, I. S. No. 117, Pl. 445. 
87 Tripta Verma, Karkhanas Under the Mughals, op. cit., p. 126. 
88   Jamakharch Chhapakhana, V.S. 1784-85/A.D. 1727-28. Arhsatta Imarti, Jamakharch Silehkhana, 
op. cit., Rajasthan State Archives. 
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Table showing the wages of hired labour 
Hired Labour 
with number of 
men (nafar) 
Rate per unit Fixed amount in the form of taka Silehkhana 
30 nafar 2 60 ,, 
4 1.25 5 ,, 
20 2 40 ,, 
8 1.25 10 ,, 
18 2 36 ,, 
22 2 44 ,, 
 
The table indicates the hired labourers wages. They were hired by the master 
artisans for their help. They were engaged in the manufacture of weapons with their 
masters. Nafar 30 paid 60 taka and 22 nafar 44 taka according to the 2 dar (rate of 
unit). 
The contemporary records of our period of eighteenth Jaipur provide the 
sufficient information about the wages of artisans and craftsmen. These records give 
detail information on the process of the recruitment of artisans. The records speak that 
state employed the artisans for the fixed period of time and to the terms and 
conditions of own self. There are some references of artisan’s wages of different 
region of Rajasthan like Jodhpur. A khati (carpenter) of Jodhpur whose name was 
Rahman was recruited for four months in the Karkhana. The same information of 
other carpenter is available in the same type of document like a Khati named Hakim 
was employed in the state Karkhana for the fixed period of six months and his income 
was Rs.6 per month.89 
The wages of ironsmith was same (Rs.6) per month.90. It may be due to the 
increasing demand of guns and cannons both at local as well as at state level. 
Painters were paid monthly like Ramchandra Musavvir a royal favourite was 
paid 5 rupees per mensum. The term mahinadar and rozinadar are recorded in our 
documents for monthly wagers and daily wagers. 
It has been observed that three kinds of remuneration was made to artisan 
caste which was as follows, firstly payment in kind or cash called sukhri in Marwar 
and hakpalla in Amber and khalek in Shekhawati region. Second is a miscellaneous 
                                               
89 Sanad Parwana Bahi, Jodhpur, no. I, V.S.1821A.D. 1764, f. 17 See also, Hussain, Athar, Craft and 
Trade in 18th Century Rajasthan, Unpublished Thesis, CAS Deptt of History, AMU Aligarh, 2008, 
p. 66. 
90 Sanad Parwana Bahi, Jodhpur, No. 11, 1828 V. S./A.D. 1771, f. 14. 
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supplementary collection for which numerous types of terms used is petiya, tahiwari, 
lawajimo and vaghotar. Finally third is assignment of land on concessional rates 
called pasaita. Our documents of Jaipur region also record the assignment of land to 
the craftsmen.91 
The Jaipur rulers displayed great taste in building construction. Numbers of 
artisan were employed at the construction site. They were paid on regular basis. The 
advance money in the form of dadni and hawalgi were paid to the craftsmen and 
ustagar (chief architect). 
Arhsatta Imarti refer to the wage structure of the various types of karigars 
(artisans), khatis (carpenters), majors (labourers), beldars (brick-layers) and ustagar 
(architect) were engaged in the construction, repairing, renovations and whitewashing 
of Jaipur buildings. 
The document contains rich information of expenditure which was incurred on 
wages for particular buildings. The amount was mukarrar (fixed) as we have an 
example about Haveli of Keshav Ramji and Sujoghap Mahi Jodhpuri which was 
repaired and some renovation was done in this haveli. An amount of Rs.112/- was 
fixed for the wages of workers.92 
Ain only mentions the category of workers and their wages.93 However 
Arhsatta Imarti refers to the name of workers and their ajura (wages) and their 
domicile also. 
Table showing Wages of Workers 
S. 
No. Name Domicile 
Duration 
(per mensum) 
No. of 
days 
employed 
No. of 
days 
absented 
(naga) 
Wages 
Rs. 
As. Taka 
1 Kanhiram Khema 
March to April 
(Chaitr to 
Baisakh) 
27 - 6.12 - 
   
June to July 
(Ashadh to 
Sravan) 
16 - 4.0 - 
   August (Bhadrapad ) 15 - 3.0 11 
   September 10 - 2.0 - 
                                               
91 Jamakharch Chitragrah, cf., Khan, Sumbul, Halim, Art and Craft workshops Under the Mughals, A 
Study of Jaipur Karkhana., op. cit., p. 34. 
92  Arhsatta Imarti, B.N. 3, f. 48. 
93 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., p. 117. 
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(Asvin) 
2 Hamid Habib - March to April 27 - 6.0 10.25 
 ,, - June to July 15 - 3.0 11 
 ,, - August 15 - 3.0 11 
3 Jagram Dala March 24 - 5.0 - 
 ,, ,, April 3 - - 10.25 
4 Tulcho Dolta March to April 27 - 6.0 10.25 
 ,, ,, June 25 - 5.0 10.25 
5 Devmani Magho March to April 27 - 6.0 3.25 
6 Magolo ,, ,, 27 1 6.0 - 
7 Jasom - ,, 24 4 6.0 - 
  - August to 
October 
34 - 8. 8 - 
8 Maniram - March to April 27 1 6.0 10.25 
9 Kishan Kashipur ,, 27 - ,, ,, 
10 Megho - ,, 27 - ,, 10.25 
11 Gegho - ,, - - 4.0 29 
12 Valo Dayaram - ,, 23 - 5.0 1.25 
,, ,, ,, August (Bhadrapad) - - 7.0 7.25 
13 Imam Hussain - March to April - - 1.0 11 
14 Ramkishan Tulcha ,, 27 3 6.0 - 
15 Hasan Rahim - ,, 27 - 6.0 10.25 
16 Rahim lal - ,, 27 - 5.0 12.25 
17 Chitar Nath - ,, ,, - 6.0 10.25 
18 Lachi Guja - ,, ,, 4 5.0 3.25 
19 Ratnomparam - ,, ,, - 6.0 10.25 
20 Ramji Sambhal ,, 27 1 6.0 7 
,, ,, ,, June 9 - 2.0 - 
21 Nathu Vopath - March to April 27 - 6.0 10.25 
,, ,, - June 16 - 4.0 ,, 
,, ,, ,, August 12 - 3.0 - 
22 Dayaram Gha - ,, ,, - 6.0 10.25 
23 Bhagirath 
Sukhram 
- ,, 27 2 6.0 - 
24 Sukhram - ,, ,, ,, 6.0 10.25 
25 Pohkar Udehi ,, 6 - 1.0 7 
26 Isharman Singh - ,, - - 3.0 22 
27 Harjeen 
Raheen 
- March to April 2 - - 7 
28 Khemo Hira - ,, 9 - 1.0 4 
,, ,, ,, April 2 - - 2 
29 Nenho Chitar - March to April 7 - 7.0 7 
30 Manpema - ,, 27 - 9.0 - 
,, ,, ,, May 14 - 4.0 9.25 
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31 Hari Singh Udehi July to August 14 - 3.0 7.25 
 ,, ,, - - - 4.0 - 
,, ,, ,, September 22 - 5.8 - 
32 Tulobadan - March to April 19 - 4.0 3.25 
33 Vijaytula - ,, 17 - 2.0 3 
34 Udai Khema - April 17 - 4.0 3.25 
,, ,, - July 21 - 5.0 - 
35 Peerthiram 
Singh 
- March to April 17 - 3.0 5.25 
36 Gangaram Toda ,, 5 - 1.0 9 
37 Balkishan - ,, 27 - 9.0 - 
,, ,, - May 14 - 4.0 9.25 
38 
Ram kishan 
Maan - March to April 27 - 9.0 - 
,, ,, ,, May 14 - 4.0 9.25 
39 
Maan Singh 
Deepu - March to April 28 - 6.8 7 
,, ,, ,, May 29 - 6.0 18 
40 Lalu Pohkar June to July 5 - 1.0 - 
41 Jasotara - March to April 28 - 7.0 - 
 ,, ,, May 14 - 3.0 7.25 
42 
Ram Maan 
Singh - March to April 28 - 7.0 - 
,, ,, ,, 27April  to May 33 - 7.0 8.25 
43 
Ghasi Todar 
Singh - June to July 5 - 0.12 12.25 
44 Khemu Dayaram - 
August to 
September - - 5.8 - 
45 Gangaram Kather August 22 - 5.0  
,, ,, ,, September to October 33 - 8.4 - 
46 Murli ,, August 22 - 5.0 - 
,, ,, ,, October 8 - 2.0 - 
47 Akhairam 
Bathaira 
 July - - 6.0 - 
,, ,, ,, August - - 2.0 6.25 
  ,, September - - 5.0  
,, ,, ,, October 
 
- - 4.0 - 
,, Ramkishan ,, July - - 6.0 - 
,, ,, ,, August 29 - 8.12 - 
,, ,, ,, September - - 2.0 6.25 
48 Mojiram Malarna June - - 13.0 3 
,, ,, ,, July - - 7.0 9 
49 Than Singh Saha - June - - 6.0 - 
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,, ,, ,, July 48 - 12.0 - 
,, ,, ,, September - - 9.0 9 
,, ,, ,, December(Paush) - - 7.8 - 
,, ,, ,, February 
(Phalgun) 
- - 6.0 9 
50 Lalchand Saha - June 66 - 16.8 - 
,, ,, ,, July 48 - 12.0  
,, ,, ,, September - - 19.0 - 
,, ,, ,, December - - 17.8 - 
,, ,, ,, February - - 15.0 - 
,, ,, ,, March - - 9.8 - 
51 Khubram Saha ,, March to April 66 - 16.0 7.25 
52 Mojiram Viyas - - 66 - 13.0 3 
53 Parasram - March 30 - 6.0 - 
54 Bhuro(Muslim) - June to July - - 23.0 12 
55 Mayaram Bhatt - September - - 22.12 - 
56 Khursal baman - September 48 - 9.0 9 
 
The table shows the name of the various workers, their domicile and the 
duration of their work. The number of days in which there was naga (absent) and their 
wages in terms of taka and rupees is also indicated in the table. We have information 
from this table that workers came from other areas for the construction of Jaipur 
buildings. The amount was mukarrar (fixed) for wages for example Rs. 6.12 was paid 
to Kanhiram, who came from Khema, and this amount was paid for 27 days. 
Interestingly, the available document shows the absent days of karigars for example 
Ramji had absented for 1 day out of 27 days so the amount Rs.6 and 7 taka was paid 
to him for 26 days. The month in which wages paid was also mentioned in the 
document. The workers who were employed for 23-27 days were paid 5 rupees to 6 
rupees and the workers who were below these numbers of days were paid 2-4 rupees 
and the workers who worked above these days were paid 8 rupees.94 
The wages were paid in cash to the workers according to the nature of their work. 
They were paid in the form of rupees and taka. 
Table indicating the wages of Khati (carpenter) 
Khati (carpenter) 
Phalgun (February) 
Year V.S 1795 
Muqarrar 
(Fixed) days 
Ujura (Wages) 
(Rs. As., Taka) 
Talabda ka Khati ,, 7 1.4,0 
Veerpur ka Khati ,, ,, ,, 
                                               
94 Arhsatta Imarti, B.N. 13. 
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Peeperhetha ka Khati ,, ,, ,, 
Khurai Hari ka Khati ,, 6 1.0,1 
Kosaryama ka Khati ,, ,, ,, 
Raheravad ka Khati ,, 43 10.0 
Devipur ka Khati ,, 7 1.0 
Bhopur ka Khati ,, 7 1.4 
 
This table shows that the wages of khatis (carpenters) were fixed as we have 
an example, Rs.1.4 were paid to the carpenter of Veerpur for 7 days. An amount of 
Rs.10 was paid to the carpenter of Raheravad for 43 days, but there should be Rs.8.12 
paid according to the above days. It appears that the carpenter of Raheravad belonged 
to the superior category. Ain mentions the amount of carpenters and their category, 7 
dams were paid to the first class, 6 dams for second class and 5 dams were paid to the 
third category.95 
There are  information of labourers and that their work were divided for 
instance, some were engaged for making the lime mortar (chuno- ko-gara-karo),some 
were engaged in the work of kot ki chunai, some were engaged for digging the clay 
and the construction of burj (raised platform ).96 
Abul Fazl mentions the beldars (brick-layers) and their wages. Our documents 
offer the name of beldars as well as their wages. The following table indicates the 
wages of beldars. 
Table Showing the Wages of beldars 
Name of the Beldars Amount paid (Rs.) 
Kuslo Kharwal Gubadi 4.12 
Sadwo Viarjwasi 50.4 
Maharam Virajwasi 1.2 
Batwo Virajwasi 5.6 
Megha Virajwasi 10 
Sheoram Mahajan 20 
Kesri Singh 6 
Julpo Gubadi 2.16 
                                               
95 Arhsatta Imarti, B.N. 13, p. 18.  
96 Ibid., B. N. 13 p. 71  
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There were number of ustager (architect) whose name finds mention in the 
document like Dayaram, Kushpal Kumar, Udairam, Sumram and Sitaram Kumar 
etc.97 
Ujura (wages) dadni (advance money for works or goods) was also paid to the 
workers. The following table indicates the name of workers to whom wages were paid 
in advance.98 
Table illustrating the Dadni Wage structure in 1737 A.D. 
 
The above wages were distributed under the supervision of Tahvildar and 
darogha (superintendent) e.g. Mohan Ram Tahvildar who was responsible for wages 
distribution in 1738 A.D and Santosh Ram in 1739 A.D.99 The artisans were also paid 
through the system termed hawalgi. The term hawalgi or dadan is recorded in our 
documents. It is amply clear from the above investigation that exhaustive information 
on raw material and wages are exhaustively dealt with in the rich content of document 
preserved in Rajasthan State Archive.  
One can classify grades in the same craft like Abul Fazl distinguishes between 
aarakash (sawyers) and darudgar (general carpenter). Their wages differ with each 
other. The wages was also paid according to the specialization of the crafts. The sang-
tarash (stone cutter) could be a stone cutter but naqqash (stone carver) was a skilled 
worker in the same craft. Both are involved in stone work but one is engaged in 
                                               
97 Arhsatta Imarti, B.N. 6, f. n. 80, 81, 88. 
98 Ibid., B.N. 8, 12. 
99 Ibid., B.N. 13. 
Name of the worker Ujura dadni (wages in advance) Rs. and Taka Fixed days 
Sudardas 7 and 10 46 
Lakshmiram 6 and 7.25 39 
Ramji Meeno 7 and 21.25 52 
Niryamu Wakhan 2 and 2 8 
Nathuram 1and 5 8 
Harkishan 18.0 91 
Jamal 7 and 76.25 74 
Somaram 18. and 6.25 141 
Kanha Ji 11and 15 72 
Devidas 11 and 20 74 
Hiramani 5 and 12.25 35 
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cutting the stone other is engaged in the carving of stone. So they were paid according 
to their skill.  
The profession helped the artisans to acquire the higher status in the society. S. 
P. Gupta refers that Goldsmith became moneylenders when they shifted to Jaipur 
from Amber.100 
The socio-economic condition of Karkhana workers is reflected in the Jaipur 
records. The amount was also given to the artisans for purchasing the ingredients of 
colour material from market. The Karkhana workers were paid regularly in the form 
of naqd (cash) and jinsi (kind). They were rewarded with Siropao. The Karkhanazat 
papers reveal the stability in organization of different arts and crafts. 
Arhsatta Imarti reveals workmen and hired labour in the construction of Jaipur 
buildings. They flocked from different areas for employment in the Jaipur city. The 
daily and monthly wages are recorded in the Karkhana papers. Sometimes they were 
paid in dadni (advance money) for their work. 
Table showing the wages of artisans in different Karkhanas 
Profession  Wages Rs./As./Taka Name of Karkhana 
Tara Luhar and Gumani 
Luhar 
1.8 Aana Silehkhana 
Minakar 3  
Koftgar 2  
Bhagtu darzi 12 aana  
Mansa khati 4.8 aana Silehkhana 
Mochi 8 aana Silehkhana 
Darzi 5.8 aana fixed amount ,, 
,, 4 aana, 8 aana ,, 
Washer men 8 aana 
12 aana 
,, 
Mochi with 2 nafar 4. 8 aana ,, 
Mochi with 5 nafar 7.4aana ,, 
Chippa rozinadar 4 aana Chhapakhana 
Son of Kamal chhapgar Rs. 1 ,, 
Nathu Rahmatulla Rs. 12  Fixed amount  
Tularam Sunar 8 aana, 
1. 8 aana 
Zargarkhana 
Khemdas sunar 8 aana Zargarkhana 
Khemdas sunar Rs. 30 (Fixed amount) ,, 
                                               
100 S.P. Gupta, Evidence for Urban Population and Its Composition form 17th-18th Century Rajasthan, 
op. cit., p. 181. 
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Sunar Rs. 33 ,, 
Khuspaal 2. 4 aana, Rs.4 and 29. 8 
aana 
,, 
Khemram Mulamchi 1.4 aana ,, 
Khushpal chand - Palkikhana 
20 nafar in Palkikhana 4. 4 aana ,, 
Dayaram Sunar Rs. 3 ,, 
Artisans in Palkikhana, 12 aana ,, 
Vedna Ram Chitera Naqd (Advance) 31.8 
aana, 
Chitragrah 
Tulcha 63 taka for 25 days ,, 
Darzi 8 aana Suratkhana 
Jagroop Chitera 2.25 ,, 
Darzi 1.4 aana Toshakhana 
Khati Rs. 2 - 
Darzi 4 aana - 
Jadiya 
(Precious stone worker) 
17. 4 aana, 20, 25, 28, 35, 
53, 75 Rs., 
Roznamcha Zargarkhana 
 
The table shows the wages of artisans in different Karkhanas. The number of 
days of works is not recorded here. The table mentioned that the highest wages were 
paid to the sunar and precious stone workers. The naqd (advanvce) wages also paid to 
the chitera as mentioned in the table. The fixed amount was also given to the 
goldsmith for his work. 
A stray reference from Rangkhana mentions that Rs. 150/- wages paid to son 
of Khidra Rupa Rangrez for dyeing the 60 thaan (unit) of cloths and the masala 
(material) which used in the dyeing of it. The costumes of temple God and Goddesses 
were coloured in the Rangkhana for instance Ali Baksh was engaged in coloring the 
poshak (garment) of Govind Dev Ji. Rs. 58/-was paid to him for colouring.101The 
minute details are recorded in the document such as the variety of cloths or textile. 
Sixthaan (unit) Mahmudi and two thaan (unit) Khasa were coloured by the son of 
Nathu Chippa (Printer). 
  
                                               
101 Jamakharch Rangkhana, Bundle No. 2, V.S. 1793, f. n. 349. 
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Table showing the wages of artisans 
Source: Topkhana Document 
Profession Name Place 
Fixed Days 
(Mukarrar 
roz ) 
Wages 
Rs./As. 
Reference 
No. 
7 NafarLohar 
(blacksmiths) - Ajavgarh 9 days 40  
Carpenter Govardhan Das Papri 25 4 481 
,, Mohan Kheri 25 3.8 ,, 
,, Karamchand Khora - 2. 4 ,, 
2 nafar 
Khati(Two 
carpenter) 
 Doulatpura 25 6.2 482 
,, Mohan Gopalgarh - 1.4 484 
,, Ram Kishan Navada - 1.4 ,, 
 Devo Khora 25 3 483 
,, Mano Sahiwada 25 3 ,, 
 - Vimalpura - 2 484 
Nafar 13 Sheoram Rahori 21 25.4 485 
Carpenter 
Nafar 23  
Kaswa 
Amber 25 34.4 ,, 
Thathera Ramji ,, - - 487 
,, Mohan ,, 25 4.4 ,, 
,, Dayaram ,, 25 4.4 ,, 
,, Ramchand ,, 37 6.6 ,, 
,, Lali ,, ,, ,, ,, 
,, Laalchnad ,, 25 2.1 ,, 
Lohar - Amber - 7.1 494 
10 Lohar - - 25 22 26 
 
The table is indicating the wages of artisans who employed in Topkhana. The 
wages fixed according to working days of artisans. The table also shows that artisans 
flocked from vicinity. The high wages was paid to the iron smith mentioned in the 
table. 
Thus we conclude that the social and economic condition of the workers was 
good. They were freeman and not exploited by the officials. They were paid 
according to their works and working days. The name of the artisans, their father and 
grandfather and place (where they belonged) are mentioned in our documents. They 
were also rewarded for their artistic dexterity by the Jaipur rajas. 
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Chapter- III 
Craftsmen Involved In Textile Production at Jaipur 
 
Jaipur was a famous centre of textile production in the eighteenth century. The 
region was handling varied crafts such as colouring, printing and embellishments like 
zardozi, phuldozi, kashida, chikandozi, mukeshdozi and kalabattun work etc. Different 
techniques were employed for colouring of fabrics as for instance the panch-rangi 
(five coloured) safa of Jaipur and its mothra are renowned. Different colour on two 
sides was another special feature of Jaipur dyeing. The significance attached to textile 
production can be gauged from the fact that as many as five Karkhanas were handling 
textiles production namely, Toshakhana, Vastragrah, Rangkhana, Chhapakhana, 
Ratangrah and Siwankhana. Unique feature of Jaipur was the costumes designed for 
the deities at Jaipur. Textile production at Jaipur is a rich legacy carried forth in 
Baagru and Sanganer textile. Major information on textile industry comes from Afif’s 
Tarikh i Firozshahi and Abul Fazl’s account in Ain. The nature of information in 
Persian sources lack such details as available in our documents. 
Rajasthan was famous for the manufacturing of various textiles. Ajmer was 
famous for the manufacturing of fine white cotton cloth.1 The coarse printed cloth was 
manufactured in Mewar.2 Peter Mundy refers that Sironj was famous for the 
manufacturing of chintz and muslin.3Ain refers about the manufacturing of Silk stuffs 
in our region.4Interestingly enough study conducted on urban population, based on 
Arhsatta of Amber, points out that the textile workers were dominant in numerical 
terms of population. The kolis (Hindu weavers and cultivators), julahas (Muslim 
weavers) and pinjaras (bowmen, labourer) were engaged in spinning, cleaning and 
weaving. Raw cotton was imported from other areas in the town.5 Similar study has 
been conducted on textile workers of western Rajasthan.6 
                                               
1 Niccolao Manucci,  Storia do Mogor, tr. William Irvin, Vol. II., Indian Text Series London, 1907-8. 
p.  432. 
2 Ibid. 
3 Peter Mundy, The Travels of Peter Mundy in Europe and Asia, Vol. II., op. cit., p. 56. 
4 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., p. 70,  See also, Habib, Irfan, An Atlas of the Mughal 
Empire, Political and Economic Maps with detailed Notes, Bibliography and Index, Delhi, 1982, 
Sheet-B, p. 20 
5 Dastur-ul-Amal and Dastur Pargana Phagi, 1691 A.D. Arhsatta Amber, V.S. 1723/1666 A.D., 
1725/1668 A.D., 1729/ 1672 A. D. Gupta, S. P., Evidence  For Urban Population and its 
Composition From 17th-18th Century Rajasthan, op.cit., p. 181. 
6 Bhadhani, B. L., Peasants, Artisans and Entrepreneurs, Economy of Marwar in the Seventeenth 
Century, New Delhi, 1999. pp. 363-64. 
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Kapad-dwara documents refer to the separate area allocated in Jaipur city for 
cotton production termed Rui ka katla.7 Turbans, saris, odhni (a piece of cloth three 
meters long and half meter wide), ghagra (skirt), angarkha (a long dress for male 
with full sleeves) dyed and printed and embroidered and silk knitted with gold and 
silver thread manufactured in Jaipur at large scale.8 An interesting aspect is the nature 
of available details of the different textiles coloured and printed at the Rangkhana and 
Chhapakhana of Jaipur include varieties of cotton and silk cloth as  for example, tafta 
(silk cloth), bafta (cotton stuff), tansukh (kind of muslin), panchtola (cotton stuff), 
shrisaf (cotton stuff), suqlat (woolen cloth), alam (a kind of muslin), kimkhab(type of 
silk cloth), zari (brocade), khasa (cotton stuff), atlas(type of silk), narma(type of 
cloth), gospech (woolen cloth), sarpech (woolen cloth), feta (cotton stuff) and 
makhmal etc.9 Several varieties of Indian textiles including panchtola (cotton stuff) 
and khasa (cotton stuff) etc. have been mentioned in Ain. It classified khasa, tansukh, 
panchtola, shrisaf, bafta, salu, feta as the cotton stuffs and suqlat, gospech and 
sarpech as the woolen cloths.  Kimkhab and tafta are the silk cloths.10 
Rangkhana document are replete with the dyeing of textile such as, panchtola 
(cotton stuff), mahmudi (white cloth), khasa (cotton stuff), malmal (a kind of muslin), 
bafta (cotton stuff), tafta (silk cloth), etc. in bulk. There were different qualities of 
fabrics which are as follows, atlas (type of silk), was pure and high quality of silk 
listed in the Ain.11Istilahat-i-Peshwaran also discussed about this fabric.12 It is a 
general term for satin.13It was not very expensive and used for lahanga and choli.14 
Cheera (turban cloth)- It is turban cloth, constantly recorded in the Rangkhana 
document. Gazi (cotton cloth)- It is recorded in the Ain as a low priced cotton cloth 
and also designated as calico.15Taat (kind of cloth)- It is constantly recorded in the 
document. Taatband was a kind of cloth which was made of eri-silk and used for 
                                               
7 Kapad-dwara, op. cit., Map and Notes No. 1700 
8 Jamakharch Chhapakhana, V.S. 1784-85/A.D. 1727-28.  
9 Jamakharch Chhapakhana, V.S. 1784-85/A.D. 1727-28, f. 21, 102, Roznama Rangkhana, V.S. 
1786/A. D.1729 to 1860/1803 A.D., See also, Gupta, B. L., Trade and Commerce in Rajasthan 
during the 18th Century, op. cit., p. 56. 
10 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, Vol. I., op. cit., pp. 65- 73. 
11 Muhammad Kazim, Alamgir Nama, ed. Khadim Hussain and Abul-I Hai, Bib. Ind., Calcutta, 
1865-73, p. 724, See also, Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., p. 71. 
12 Farhang Istilahat-i-Peshwaran, Vol. II., op. cit., p. 51. 
13 Hobson Jobson, A Glossary of Colloquial Anglo-Indian works and phrases and of kindred terms, 
Etymological, Historical, Geographicaland Discursive by Henry Yule and A. C. Burnell, New 
Edition, Ed. William Crooke, London, John Murry, 1903, Repr., Asian Educational Services, New 
Delhi.  
14  Singh, Chandramani, Textiles and Costumes, op. cit., p. XVI 
15  Farhang Istilahat-i-Peshwaran, Vol., II, op. cit., p. 84 
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making the tents and screens.16 Watt mentions that taat band was woven into a coarse 
kind of white cloth of incredible durability.17Tansukh (kind of muslin)-Ain refers that 
tansukh was a high-priced cotton cloth.18Bahar-i-Ajam describes it as a kind of muslin 
which was very delicate and soft.19 It is also identified with nainsukh.20Mashru and 
Reja cloth were also given to the nobles as a tribute.21Malmal is constantly recorded 
in Rangkhana document.22 
The textiles of India can broadly be classified as the cotton, silk, wool and 
gold fabrics by varied treatment of loom, different broad-cloths, the muslins, velvets, 
carpets and brocade etc. were manufactured. The method of ornamentation was 
accomplished after leaving the loom like dyeing, calico-printing and embroidery 
etc.23The travelogues also praised the beauty and delicacy of the textiles of India.24 
Interestingly enough the Indian textiles were considered much superior in 
comparison to the Chinese and European products after the foundation of Delhi 
Sultanate. Muhammad bin Tughlaq employed five hundred skilled weavers at Delhi to 
weave silk and gold brocades for royalty. Different artists were encouraged during his 
period.25 
Ain mentions that skillful artisans were employed for the manufacturing of 
textiles. Gayash Naqshband seems to be famous person who was engaged in the 
manufacturing process. Abul Fazl writes that “His Majesty pays much attention to 
various stuffs. Skillful masters and workmen have settled in this country to teach 
people and improved system of manufacture. The imperial workshops, the towns of 
Lahore, Agra, Fatehpur, Ahmadabad and Gujarat turn out many master pieces and the 
figures, patterns, knots and variety of fashion which now prevail astonish experienced 
                                               
16 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, Vol. I., op. cit., p. 70., See also, Mohammad Kazim, Alamgir 
Nama, ed. Khadim Hussain and Abdul Hai, Bib. Ind., Calcutta, 1865-73, p. 724. 
17 Watt, George., Dictionary of Commercial Product, Vol. III., New Delhi, 1966, p. 163  
18 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, Vol. I., op. cit., p. 72. 
19 Bahar-i-Ajam, op. cit., Vol. I., op. cit., p. 259. 
20 Hobson-Jobson, op. cit., p. 595 
21 Dagh-o-Cahra Document, Rajasthan State Archive, Bikaner.  
22 Hobson Jobson, op. cit., p. 595 
23 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, op.cit., p. 236  
24 Thevenot, Travels of the Thevenot and Careri, ed. S. N. Sen, Vol. I., op. cit., pp. 54, 116, 181. 
Ovington, India in the Seventeenth Century, ed. J. P. Guha, Vol. I., Delhi, 1976, pp. 97, 148. 
Tavernier, Tavels in India, op. cit., Vol. I., p. 54, Vol. II., p. 5. 
25 Shihab al Din al Umari (d. 1348) Masalik-al-Absarfi Mamalik-al- Amsar, Elliot and Dowson, 
History of India as Told by its Historian, Vol. III., p. 578.  
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travelers. All kinds of weaving brought to perfection and imperial workshops furnish 
all those stuffs which are made in other countries.”26 
Textile was a thriving and pivotal industry of medieval times. In this chapter 
we shall discuss the different varieties of textiles which were handled by the dyers and 
printers in the light of Toshakhana, Vastragrah, Rangkhana and Chhapakhana. 
Fortunately, we have information pertaining to the dyers, indigo dyers and printers 
from Rangkhana and Chhapakhana documents. 
The different dresses like cheera (turban), lamsara, izar (drawer) sari, davan 
(hem), cholna (jacket), ghagra (skirt), aanchal (veil), nima (jacket), odhni (dupatta), 
angarkha, kurti (upper garment for women), kurta (upper garment for men with full 
sleeves), paiyjamawar (piece of dress), jamawar (piece of dress), choga, were dyed 
and printed in Rangkhana and Chhapakhana of Jaipur. Our documents also give the 
information of different mattress like palangposh (a type of bed sheet), saij kash, dari 
(mat), chadri (bed sheet), razai and dulayi (quilts).27 
Raja of Amber also encouraged the weavers and provided an employment in 
their Karkhanas for instance Mirat-i-Ahmadi refers that Sawai Jai Singh invited 
skilled weavers to settle in Jaipur from Gujarat.28Arhsatta Sanganer mentions that 
Sanganer is a qasba (town) near Jaipur which emerged as an important centre of 
weaving, spinning, dying and calico printing.29 The weavers of Sanganer used cotton 
cloth of fine quality which was generally blue, white and yellow.30 
The artisan added silk yarn with cotton in weaving the saris. The outer yarn 
remained of cotton and inner became that of silk. The artisan did not weave the sari of 
pure cotton.31Bafta (cotton stuff) and tafta (silk cloth) find frequent mention in the 
document. Bafta is a kind of cotton stuff and tafta is a silk fabric. The terms like bafta 
(cotton stuff) and tafta (silk cloth) are frequently recorded in the Rangkhana. 
One can discern that bafta (cotton stuff) was woven in Gujarat mainly at 
Baroach and Navasari near Surat. The archival sources record the bafta (cotton stuff) 
                                               
26 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., pp. 65-66. 
27 Jamakharch Chhapakhana, op.cit., Jamakharch Rangkhana V.S. 1755/A.D. 1698- 1850/A.D 1793, 
Jamakharch Toshakhana, Jamakharch Vastragrah, bundle  No. 1 (henceforth, B. N.), V.S. 
1799/A.D. 1742, 
28 Khan, Ali, Muhammad, Mirat-i-Ahmadi, ed. Nawab Ali, 2 Vols., Supplement, op. cit., p.11. 
29 Arhsatta Sanganer, VS 1778/ AD 1721. 
30 Pal, Bhisham, H., Handicrafts of Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 15 
31 Kothari, Gulab, Colourful Textile of Rajasthan, Jaipur 1995, p. 44. 
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colouring and printing so it seems that bafta (cotton stuff) was also produced in our 
region also. 
The artisans started using double yarn, known as double twist cloth. Gradually 
the weavers of Rajasthan were shifted from the cotton to the use of silk. The weavers 
used to go to selling their cloths in different places like Ahmadabad etc. Mostly cotton 
cloths were produced such as cotton saris, pagaris (turbans) and khadi (type of cloth) 
cloth because silk was expensive at that time and it was not worn by the common 
people.32 Silk cloth was also purchased by the Gujarat traders in Jaipur State 
Karkhanas.33 
The zari (brocade) work saris of Kota were sold in Marwar region. The 
charges of zari (brocade) work were extra. The weavers who were engaged in zari 
(brocade) work were paid Rs.25 for the first 20 tolas (weight) and 75 paisa per each 
subsequent tola. In our document which is related to Jaipur mentions constantly zari 
ka kurta banayo or rangayi hove. It is clear from these records that zari work was also 
prevalent in Jaipur region in 18th century. The weaving and colouring charges were 
decided on the basis of work and length of the saris. Silk and cotton were brought 
from Gujarat in Jaipur region. The merchant from Gujarat used to come here for their 
required supply of silk. Some of the merchant did the business exclusively of 
supplying raw goods and purchasing finished goods.34 
Rangrez (dyers) engaged in colouring of Textile 
Dying of textiles was a specialized art of Rajasthan. The dyers satisfied the 
urge of royalty as well as nobility to beautify their dresses according to occasion. 
Jaipur is one of the glaring examples of it. Jaipur provided the opportunities for 
artisans of distinguished areas the co-mingling of different culture is reflected in tie 
and dye of Rajasthan. 
The Rangkhana document of Jaipur supplies information pertaining to rangrez 
(dyers) and other subordinates karigar chakar (artisans) who were engaged in 
colouring the textile and other items. The Jamakharch Karkhana papers mention to 
one master artisan such as Nathu rangrez who was employed by the state. He appears 
to be famous and skilled dyer in Rangkhana of Jaipur.35Buddhi Vilas refers about the 
                                               
32 Kothari, Gulab, Colourful Textile of Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 44. 
33 Jama Kharch Ratangrah, B. N., 4. R.S.A. 
34 Amal--dastur Chotra (chabutra) Kotwali Qasba Phagi, 1684 A. D. Dastur Rahdari, Pargana 
Malpura, Gupta, S.P., Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan, op. cit., pp. 105. 108-13. 
35 Jamakharch Rangkhana, B. N. 2, V.S. 1793/1736. 
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dyers that they were engaged in the colouring and making the design like lahariya 
design on cloths.36 
jaxjst+ j¡xr dgwa iV lqjax] 
ygfj;k tq oka/kr dfj meaxAA 
 
Rangkhana document mention that Rs. 150/-was paid as ajuro wages to son of 
Khidra Rupa rangrez for dyeing 60 thaan (unit) of cloths and the ingredients masaala 
(raw material) which was used in the dyeing of it.37 The micro level details are 
recorded in the document such as the variety of textile. One such indicates 6 thaan 
(unit) of mahmudi and 2 thaan (unit) khasa (cotton stuff) were colored or printed by 
the son of Nathu chippa (printer). For this service Rs. 37.8 aana was paid as wages to 
him. 
The town of Sanganer in Jaipur played a vital role in the colouring of textile in 
India. It is described as a centre of dyeing in seventeenth century records.38 Indigo 
was in much demand for dying purpose. Arhsatta of Sanganer mentions that the dyers 
of Sanganer brought indigo from areas like Bayana. The Indigo was cultivated in 
Sanganer qasba (town) for three years.39 Pelsaert refers that some quantity of the 
Bayana Indigo must have been sold to merchants engaged in long distance trade.40 
Indigo was also cultivated in pargana Amber. Indigo (blue colour) was also brought 
by the kafila of Gujarati and Akbarabad (Agra). It is said that Indigo and silk cloth 
were imported from Gujarat and Agra in the territories of Eastern Rajasthan.41 
The dyers also catered to demand generated by religious devotees. One can 
gauge from Rangkhana document that the cloths of temple God and Goddesses were 
coloured in the Rangkhana for instance Ali Baksh was engaged in coloring the poshak 
(garments) of Govind Dev ji. Rs. 58 was paid to him for colouring it.42 
We have such minute detail from Rangkhana papers that artisan was colouring 
the juzdaan (cover) for keeping the papers of tahvildar. The juzdaan (cover) was 
                                               
36 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., Verse No. 118. 
37 Jamakharch Rangkhana, B. N. 2, V.S. 1793/1736. 
38 cf., Irvin, John, and Schwartz, Paul R., Studies in Indo-European Textile History, Ahmadabad, 
1966, p. 16.  
39 Arhsatta Sanganer, V. S. 1772 /A. D. 1715 to V. S. 1828 / A. D. 1771. cf., Jibraeil, Urban Centres 
and Population During 18th -19th Century in Rajasthan, CAS. Deptt of History, A.M.U. Aligarh, 
2007, p. 91. 
40 Pelsaert, Jahangir’s India, op. cit., pp. 10-18. 
41 Gupta, S. P., Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan, op. cit., pp. 110-15. 
42 Jamakharch Rangkhana, B. N. 2, op. cit., f. 349 
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prepared of kharwa (roughly spun yarn), and narma cloths. Even the variety of 
juzdaan (cloth) cloths like kharwa 2 gaz (yard) and narma (type of cloth) 2 gaz (yard) 
are mentioned in the Rangkhana papers.43 
The colours were also prepared for Holi festival such as Nathu Rangrez 
prepared the colours for playing the Holi festival. The ingredients which were used in 
the preparation of colours were extracted from kesar (saffron), kusum (safflower), 
keestha(?), gond (wax), saji (vegetables) and gulal (red starch) etc.44 
Rangkhana document refers that the dyers also prepared the cloths on the 
occasion of festivals, birthdays and marriages of royal persons. The document 
provides the information that the cloths were brought to colour on special occasion 
like a dignitary namely Girdhardas birthday. We have the details of these costumes 
coloured on Girdhardas birthday.  
Table indicating the variety of costumes prepared on Girdhari Das Birthday 
Name of costumes Variety of fabrics thaan (Unit) 
keemat (cost) 
Rs./as/paisa 
Ghagra Bafta 1 - 
Sari Panchtola 1 1.14 
Odhni Panchtola 1 1.8 
Ekpech Malmal 1 2.12 
Dupatta Malmal 1 8 aana 
Neema Shrisaff 1 4 Rs. 
Cholna Shrisaff 1 6 Rs. 
Cheera Tansukh 1 6.4 aana 
Ghagra Malmal 2 3 Rs. 
 
 The table is an example of the female costumes prepared to be coloured on the 
occasion of Girdhari Birthday. He seems to have belonged to the royal family. 
Karigar engaged in the dyeing of jhalari tafta ki and used ingredients like kusum, 
keestha, saji, haldi (turmeric), naspal (pomegranate), fitkari (alum), neel (indigo) and 
asav rang(?). Nathu Rangrez coloured two unit of bafta in aatshi rang (aatshi colour). 
Four ser (unit of weight),  ingredients were purchased from the market like kusum 3 
                                               
43 Jamakharch Rangkhana, op. cit., f. 280. 
44 Ibid. 
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ser (unit of weight), half ser saji, and half ser keestha for the colouring of bafta and 
khasa textile.45 
           Nathu Rangrez and other artisans were engaged in colouring the chadar of 
neema textile and chati of narma. 1.25 taka was incurred on 2 thaan and 4 ser (unit of 
weight) and 1 pousa (unit of weight) ingredients brought from market in 
Rangkhana.46Rangrez chakar were employed in colouring the izar (drawer) of neema, 
cholna of tansukh, cheera (turban cloth) of panchtola. The specific colours were used 
for different cloth like sawaz rang (green colour) for izar (drawer), narangi (orange) 
for cholna and cheera.47 
The documents furnish details of the rangrez engaged in dyeing and colouring 
of different varieties of printed fabrics such as sari, cheera and razai (quilt) etc. The 
chippas (printers) and rangrez (dyer) were engaged in printing, dyeing and finishing 
of different varieties of cloths or fabrics.  
The tahvildar and darogha provide the ingredients to the artisans but we find the 
references in Rangkhana that money was handed over to skilled dyer as Nathu 
Rangrez for buying the material of colouring from the bazar (market). We have 
frequently found the information about the wages of darzi (tailor). Darzi (tailor) was 
employed in Rangkhana so we can say that tailoring was also done in this workshop 
in the later period siwankhana took up this art. Nathu Rangrez purchased the haldi 
(turmeric), khatai khareedi (sourness purchased) from market. Six taka was incurred 
on it.48 
  
                                               
45 Jamakharch Rangkhana, op. cit., f. 326 
46 Ibid., f. 324 
47 Ibid., f. 323 
48 Ibid., f. 392 
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Table indicating the dying of textile by the rangrez (dyers) 
Rangrez (dyer), and other artisans 
(karigar chaker), 
Colouring of Costumes with 
thaan (unit) and keemat 
(cost) 
Ingredient Expenditure of material and 
wages (Avaj Masala wa Ajura 
ka, Rupya Shahjahani, taka 
Auragzeb shahi) 
Mahina 
(month) 
Folio 
No. 
Karigar Chakar Sut Sufaid, Botana Bajwada 
ka(?) 
Haldi, Neel, Zard, 
Sawz, Keestha, 
Rs.1 and half (adha) Aana Ramzan 388 
Karigar Chakar Shrisaf Kusum, Gulal, 
Kesstha, Neel, 
Sosni, Saji 
- Zilhajj 337 
Nathu Rangrez and other karigar 
Chakar (Artisans) 
Sari Panchtola ki keemat 
1Rs. 8Aana, Cheera 
tansukh, 
Gul Anar, Kesar, 
Zafran, Kesstha, 
Kusum, sosni, 
Haldi, 
- Zilhajj 336 
Karigar Chakar Cheera tansukh ka Fitkari, Neel, Zard, 
Naaspal, 
- Zilqada 333 
Nathu Rangrez, and Karigar 
Chakar 
Odhni unit1, Khasa, and 
Botana Bajwada ka (?) 
- - Shawwal 331 
Nathu Rangrez Sari thaan (unit)31 Haldi - Shawwal 330 
Karigar Chakar Cheera 1 thaan zafran 
colour, Botana 4tha, 2thaan 
Narangi, 2thaan zafran, 
bafta 28thaan, 
Lakdi Kesar ki, 
Narangi, Zafran, 
Saji, Neel 
- Shawwal 329 
Nathu Rangrez, Karigar chakar, Gazi Su     
Karigar chakar Malmal, Sari Panchtola 
keemat Rs. 1.8 Aana 
Haldi, kusum, 
Keestha 
- - 355 
,, Cheera tansukh, Chaderi 
Shrisaf 
Kesari, keestha, 
Neel, Saji, Lakdi 
- - 353 
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Kesari, 
,, Aghotra(?) thaan  2,  Keestha, Kusum, 
Saji, 
- Rajab 313 
,, Feta2thaan Siyah rangaya Tanka 2 ,, ,, 
,, Daman gulanar ka, 2 thaan, 
keemat 9Rs. 
Lakdi karap 
outbani, Kesari, 
Chawal 
- ,, 310-
11 
,, Cheera thaan7, Cholna 2, Kusumal, Aatsi, 
Saftalu, Zafri, 
Sosni, kespa 
- ,, ,, 
,, Gazi 28 thaan Naspaal - Ramzan 326 
Nathu Rangrez Bafta thaan 2, Khasa  Kusum, Saji, 
Keestha 
- ,, ,, 
Karigar chakar Neema, Cholna khasa ka, 
kurta shrisaf ka, Dupatta 
palla zari ka, 
Kesari, Keestha, 
Saji, Maida 
- Ramzan 325 
Nathu Rangrez and other karigar 
Chakar (artisans) 
Chadri Neema ki thaan2, 
Chati Neema ki 
Keestha, Saji, 
Kusum 
1.25 taka Ramzan 324 
Nathu Rangrez and other rangrez 
chakar (dyers) 
Izar, Cholna, Cheera 
Tansukh ka, 
Sawaz and 
Narangi rang 
- Ramzan 323 
Karigar chakar 1Ghagra bafta ki keemat 
1Rs.,1Ghobti khasa ki 
keemat 8 Aana, 
Kusumal, keestha, 
saji, Kesari, 
- Shaban 318 
Nathu Rangrez Malmal, Sut   Gulabi, Zarad, 
kusum 
- - 373 
Karigar chakar, Khasa sufaid Mahabad, Geru, 
Siyahi, Gond, 
Pevrhi 
- - 376 
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This table has been prepared from Jamakharch Rangkhana record of Jaipur. It 
indicates the different variety of costumes which were handled by the artisans and 
craftsmen. The ingredients of various kinds are mentioned. The artisans used the 
natural ingredients and extracted the different colours from them. The following table 
indicates the name of these ingredients. We will discuss the preparation of colours 
from natural ingredients in chapter five. We have such intricate detail about the cost 
of particular costumes and also detail of its unit. The table does not provide sufficient 
information about the wage structure of artisans and craftsmen. But we have some 
references about the wages from Rangkhana. The mentioned ingredients in the table 
indicate that the vibrant and rich colours were used in dying. We have also the visual 
knowledge of vibrant colours from the paintings of Rajasthan. Even the unit of the 
outfits and its cost and ingredients of dying for particular outfit have mention in the 
table. The ingredients like kusum, (safflower), kesar (saffron), pevrhi (mahaleb 
cherry), haldi (turmeric) saji (vegetable), keestha (?), mahawar (lac resin), geru 
(ochre), gulabi (pink), zard (yellow), maida (refind flour), chawal (rice), sawaz 
(green), narangi (orange), gulal (red stach), gul anar, aatshi, neel (indigo), siyah 
(black), phitkari (alum), sosni (lily flower) and naaspal (pomegranate) are recorded in 
the table. 
Rangkhana document showing the expenditure of ingredients and wages of 
artisans- 
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The document reveals that the cloths of dignitaries Thakurs (thakur logon ke 
kapde) for colouring in Karkhana. The details of these costumes are as follows; 
Table indicating the coloured costumes of nobles 
Name 
Cloth unit 
(thaan) 
Colour Variety of costumes 
Fathesingh 
Khangrawat 
3 Zafran 
Cheera-1thaan, Cholna-
1thaan, Dupatta-1thaan 
Udai Singh Goud 2 Laal (Red) Cheera-1, Dupatta-1, 
Girdhardas 
Rajawat 
3 
Red, Kesari, 
Gul Anar 
Cholna, Dupatta, Cheera, 
Neema, 
Kavi Rai Malka 3 - Cheera-1, Chola-1, Dupatta-1, 
Jagram Bodka 3 Red Cheera-1, Chola-1, Dupatta-1, 
Gulab Rai Chatera 3 Red, Zafran Cheera-1, Chola-1, Dupatta-1, 
Jeevan Ram Bhatt 3 Zafran - 
Gadhar Raseni 8 - - 
Kanhya Paagh 3 - Cheera-1, Chola-1, Dupatta-1, 
 
The above table indicates the preferred colour. Costumes were prepared by the 
raja to present to the nobles. In other documents costumes was presented as reward to 
the Rajputs. We can see that 3 thaan was given to each and same fabrics were 
prepared for them. 8 thaan was only prepared for Gadhar Raseni. It seems that he was 
the influential noble of Jaipur Raja. 
Toshakhana record refers that cloths were especially prepared for Rajputs’ as a 
reward which are follows;49 
Table indicating the details of Siropao (reward) presented to the Rajput nobles at 
Jaipur 
Name of the 
Document 
Name of the Rajput 
Thaan (unit)  Presentation 
of Siropao Bhakhsyo 
(gifts) 
Folio 
No. 
Toshakhana Ratan Singh and Fateh Singh 15 thaan 349 
 Ajeet Singh and Jurab Singh 9 thaan - 
 Pratap Singh 3 thaan  
                                               
49 Toshakhana, V.S. 1785-1788/A.D. 1728-1731, f. 349-356  
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 Kishan Singh 3 thaan  
 Mohan Singh 3 thaan  
 Megh Singh 12 thaan  
 Hira Nand Mahajan - 357 
 Narayandas - 357 
 
Amar Singh Rawat Raaj and 
Motiram 
- 364 
 Sheikh Mohammad Zahid -  
 Mahemdas -  
 Bhagatmal Laharkara - 372 
 Har Narayan - 375 
 
Wajid Khan, Dula Khan, 
Gairat Khan, Darvesh Ali 
Khan, Babu Khan 
- 374 
 
The table shows that costumes were bestowed as a mark of honour to the 
nobles etc. of Jaipur. Toshakhana records the costumes which were especially 
prepared and tailored by the artisans for the Rajputs and Mahajans who were the court 
favourite. 
Tie and dye work 
Since the dyeing of textiles was important craft in Rajasthan, tie and Dye work 
added a new dimension to textile adornment. Textile printing is considered as a 
fashion in entire areas of Rajasthan. Jaipur earned the fame for tie and dye work 
among Rajasthan. The panch rangi (five coloured) safa of bandhej work of Jaipur is 
well renowned.50 The craft of tie and die as called bandhej it is a skilled work for 
ornamenting the cloth with intelligent combinations of contrast colours.51 
There are divisions of labour in the process of Bandhej in Shekhawati region 
of Rajasthan. The preliminary work of dyeing was done by a neelgar (dyer) after 
tying the knots on white cloth. The subsequent work was allocated on contract and 
finally the specific work of tipai and the separation of colour were the responsibilty of 
bandhej craftsmen. The bandhej work is divided in four stages likhai, bandhai, tipai 
                                               
50 Gulab Kothari, Colourful Textile of Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 48. 
51 Pal, Bhisham, H., Handicrafts of Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 14 
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and dyeing.52 Gujarat was also famous for this craft and this art was expressed in the 
form of garchola. The artisans of Rajasthan have shined in their presentation of this 
art.53Ain also refers about the bandhej as bandhnun.54 
Printer and printing of textile- 
George Watt acknowledges Sanganer as the capital of the art of textile printing 
in India and it also earned the fame in foreign countries. The fabrics printed here were 
exported to different countries. The various kinds of cloths or dress materials, 
dupattas, saris, curtain cloth, quilts and veils etc. were exported to various 
countries.55 
Rajasthani prints are in much demand in foreign markets because of its utility, 
attractive design and beauty. The artist fulfilled the demand of the customer by 
exquisitely and skillfully using the indigenous raw material. 
The archival records reveal that Jaipur rulers also encouraged the colourful 
textile production. Chhapakhana document reveals the characteristic feature of Jaipur 
prints is the use of vegetable dyes. There are long list of vegetable colours in our 
documents. As this printing and dying is largely done with vegetable colours it is 
great achievement to produce multicolour printing and dyeing with substantially 
variety. 
Sanganer is described as a centre of dying in seventeenth century records.56 
The houses of cotton printers in Sanganer which have foundation of seventeenth 
century were built and rebuilt again. The old dye vats still lie within their precincts. 
Some of them claim that their forefathers belonged to Gujarat. It is said that Gujarat 
suffered badly during the wars of Aurangzeb and the plunder raids of the Marathas 
later. So, craftsmen migrated to seek more settled employment in Rajasthan and other 
parts of north-west India.57 
Sanganer and Bagru were also the centres for printing. Besides these, small 
communities of chhipas were also engaged in printing and dyeing at local levels. The 
Chhapakhana records of Jaipur mention about specialized artisans in printing such as 
                                               
52 Gulab Kothari, Colourful Textile of Rajasthan,  op. cit., p. 48 
53 Pal, Bhisham, H., Handicrafts of Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 14 
54 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, Vol. I., p. 68 
55 George Watt, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., p. 236 
56 Irvin, John and Hall Margaret Hall, Indian painted and Printed Fabrics, Vol. I., Calico Museum, 
Ahmadabad, 1971, p. 110. 
57 Gupta, B. C., The Baroda Court, Journal of Indian Art, Vol. I., No. 16, London, 1886, p. 129, Irvin, 
John and Hall Margaret Hall, Indian painted and Printed Fabrics, Vol. I., op. cit., p. 111 
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Fateh Mohammad and Dost Mohammad.58The other renowned chhipas were Chand 
chhipa, Nathu chhipa, Dunka chhipa and son of Kamal chhapgar.59 The document 
also mentions about panigar such as son of Nathu Rahmattula. Rs. 1 and 1/2 aana 
was paid to the son of Kamal chhapgar for printing.60 Rs. 3 was paid to Dost 
Mohammad and Rs.7 and 12 aana to Fateh Mohammad. At other place 5.12 was paid 
to one chhipa. It is not clear in the document that these wages were mahinadar 
(monthly) and rozinadar (daily wages) for printer. But we have reference of 
rozinadar wages from the document like 4 aana was paid to rozinadar chhipa (daily 
wages printer).61 They were engaged in the printing of sari (sari chhapdar), kurta 
chhapdar, jama, ghagra (skirt), odhni (a piece of cloth for covering the head) and 
angrakha etc. They were also prepared the cloth of chheenth (chintz). 
 
(I) Clay model of block-printer of Jaipur, Preserved in Albert Museum 
                                               
58 Jamakharch Chhapakhana, VS 1794-95/AD 1737-38 B. N. 2. 
59 Ibid., f. 104 
60 Ibid. 
61 Ibid., f. 105 
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The turban cloth is printed with a close pattern of small butis in Rajasthan. It 
is outlined with black and decorated with red. It is made of cotton muslin with block-
printing.62 
The hand printers came from Sawai Modhopur, Alwar, and other places of 
Rajasthan to settle in Bagru. One legend reveals that two families of chhipas were 
brought by the thakurs of Bagru from a village of Jaipur which was known as Isarda. 
In Chintz production the name of Bagru had acquired importance in Jaipur textiles. 
The thakurs of Bagru got the important position in Jaipur court.63 The dyers and 
printers of Bagru adopted their own methods in the preparation of colours, dyeing, 
printing and finishing of cloth fabrics.64 Watt mentions that Jaipur prints had more 
similarity to Jodhpur prints.65 
Table indicating the printing of cloths in Chhapakhana 
Fabrics 
Rangin 
(coloured) 
Chhappadar 
(printed) 
Sufaid, 
sada 
(plain) 
Folio 
no. 
Alamsara 36 - - 1 
Alamagbaad 9 9 - ,, 
Jama 6 56 - 3 
Cheera 23 23 3 2 
Jamawar(pasmi butadar) - - 6 6 
Cheent 4 thaan - 2 2 6 
Sela 8 thaan 4 4   
Feta (16-thaan-musalsal- 
kalabatun-ka-kaam) 
- 8 8 5 
Sari thaan 42 21 21 - 15 
Odhni 92 thaan 46 46 - ,, 
Abra makhmal ka thaan 4 - 2 2 18 
 
The table indicates the variety of printed textile with its unit. The printers 
prepared these cloths in the Chhapakhana. The embellished cloths are mentioned in 
                                               
62 Irvin, John and Hall Margaret Hall, Indian painted and Printed Fabrics, Vol. I.,  op. cit., p. 113 
63 Mohanty, Bijoy Chandra, Mohanty, Jagadish Prasad,  Studies in Contemporary Textile Crafts of 
India, Block Printing and Dyeing of Bagru, Rajasthaan, 2nd edition, 2004, p. 8 
64 Ibid., p. 9. 
65 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., p. 249. 
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the table like feta was embellished with kalabatun work (musalsal-kalabatun-ka-
kaam). The printed, coloured, and plain textiles are recorded in the table. 
Rajasthan is famous for block printing, resist printing and khari printing. 
Block printing displays an extensive variety of butas. The colours for printing were 
obtained from vegetables and metals. The wax, resins, clay material were used for 
dabu printing. The cloth emits a peculiar smell because of vegetable dyeing. 
Since earlier time the special class of weavers was called as chhipas are in the 
textile trade. They were produced new designs with their imaginations. The traditional 
method of printing was adopted after some change in it.66Buddhi Vilas mentions that 
printers were engaged in the paintings.67 
dgwa ‘k=h Nhis pwujhu] 
ikseps okaf/k ospr izohuAA 
 
The lotus, peacock, elephant and camel were designed on the cloth fabric. 
These dresses look very attractive by the embroidery designs made by the artist.68 The 
term chitera is recorded in the Rangkhana document. It seems that he was employed 
in this workshop for making the sketch or figure on cloth fabrics. We have found two 
references of chitera with names like Govind chitera in Rangkhana and Dubarak 
chitera in Chhapakhana.69 
The Chhapakhana reveal the block printing and resist printing with the use of 
resins, multani mitti (fullers earth), and wax in Jaipur. The dyers and printers flocked 
from different areas of the state. The flowing motifs in four to five colours were used 
in Jaipur painting. Persian themes were also introduced to Jaipur printing.70One sees 
an infinite variety of motifs, flowers leaves, animal figure, birds and human figures in 
dance poses on cloth fabrics of Rajasthan. 
Chhapakhana mentions about the majur jamahaal (labourer’s expenditure). 
These pertain to expenditure incurred by labourers who were engaged in the printing 
of cloths.  They were hired labour who employed with the master craftsmen for their 
help in the printing of textiles. 
                                               
66   Pal, Bhisham, H., Handicrafts of Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 12. 
67   Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., Verse No. 119. 
68 Pal, Bhisham, H., Handicrafts of Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 13. 
69 Jamakharch Rangkhana and Chhapakhana,  op. cit. 
70 Saraf, D.N., Indian Crafts, Development and Potential, New Delhi, 1982, p. 158. 
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An exhaustive inventory gives labourers names (majur jamahaal) in 
Chhapakhana 
Name of Labourers 
Parveen Rai 
Mirdang Rai 
Bakhat Rai 
Chandan Rai 
Jayan Rai 
Anoop Rai 
Gatsamvad 
Jaanman 
Sangat Rai 
Chanchal Rai 
Anand Rai 
Imrat Rai 
Rang Rai 
Khuspal Rakhand 
Veelas Rai 
Sasas Vilas 
Rai Rang 
Karat Rang 
Kamod Rai 
Gun Rai 
Sajan Rai 
Surang Rai 
Mangal Rai 
Gulab Rai 
Naval Rai 
Saras Vinod 
Rang Vinod 
Surat Rai 
Neerat Rai 
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Sugat Rai 
Perbhas Ram 
Nain Sukh 
Patang Rai 
Sukh Veela 
Rai Chouhan 
Ram Chandra 
Ram Sisodan 
Ragi Padhar 
 
The table shows that they were employed in Chhapakhana in different task of 
printing. They were guided by the master craftsmen. 
The artisans prepared the robe of honour which were bestowed by the Raja to 
their nobles. Toshakhana document refer to the rewards which were given to the 
nobles and other influential persons of Jaipur. Vastragrah and Toshakhana recorded 
different variety of textile fabrics were presented to the high officials of Jaipur court 
like Rajputs, Mahajans and siropao also rewarded to the nobles of Mughal Emperor 
and Jaipur officials.71 
Table indicating the different textile cloths were presented to the nobles 
Name of the 
Noble 
Presentation of 
Gifts in the form of 
textile 
cloth(siropao-ajuro-
meharbangi-
bakshyo) 
Variety of Textile folio No 
Kirparam and 
Kishanram 5 thaan 
AlamZari-1, Turrabadi-1,(?)Feta 
Gujarati, Jama-1, Izar Ilaicha-1 - 
Chakar Siyah 
Kuli 6 thaan 
Alam-2, FetaMukesi-1, Zari ka-1, 
MahmudiChikendozi-1, Masru 
Butadar-1, 
591 
Beta Kamuser 
Shyambhu 6 thaan 
Alam Zari-1, Feta Gujarati-1, 
Jama Mehmudi-1,Turrabadi-1, Izar 
Ilaicha, Izarbandh tafta ka-1, 
587 
Beta 
Vidhyadhar 
Santoshram 
(desh diwan) 
31 thaan - 586 
                                               
71Vastragrah, B. N., 1, V. S. 1799/ A. D. 1743. Jamakharch Toshakhana, V. S. 1786/ 1729 A. D. to V. 
S. 1788/ A. D. 1731. 
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Shankar 
Ruddev 5 thaan - ,, 
Kirparam and 
Kishanram 6 thaan - ,, 
Hare 
HarRuddev 6 thaan - ,, 
Chakar 
Nawab ji 
Kripa Khan 
Ka Pyare 
Mohammad 
- Mashru Butadar 593 
Beta Anoop 
Chand Devda, 
and beta 
Khupal 
- Alam Zari, Feta gujarati, Mashru, 595 
Beta 
Jagupawar - Mahmudi kapda 590 
Chakar 
Patshah ji Rao 
Kirparam and 
Raihar Prasad 
thaan 9 - 594 
Beta Gulab 
Rai Wakil 
Patshah chela 
thaan-3 - ,, 
Beta Mardan 
Ali khan 
mansabdar of 
Patshah 
- - ,, 
Ajmat Khan 3 thaan - 582 
Beta 
Badrinath 
Gangaram 
3 thaan - ,, 
Beta Kazam 
Ali Khan - - 581 
Nawab 
Saduddin 
Khan 
3 thaan - 602 
Ali Mazkoor 
Khan 
mansabdar of 
Mughal 
Emperor 
 
Alam manjari 16unit, Feta 
Banarsi30 unit, and Mashru 
butadar38 unit, 
488 
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Vastragrah refers to the variety of textiles which were rewarded to the nobles of 
Mughal Emperors and high officials of Jaipur Court. The table shows that these 
textiles were rewarded to the high officials and Mughal nobles who came in the court 
of Jaipur. These textiles were tailored in the Vastragrah and Toshakhana. The printed 
and embellished textiles were rewarded to the nobles. 
Embroiderers and different embroidery 
Embroidery includes all forms of needle work and a kind of practice for ornamenting 
the textile by embroiderer. Embroidery is known in India from the Vedic period.72 
Sujan Rai Bhandari writes about embroiders of Agra that they are unique in their 
embroidery of gold and silver and using the karchob upon cheera and other fabrics.73 
We have an illustration of Agra embroider which shows that old man is engaged in 
making the design with the help of needle and thread.74Bahar-i-Ajam refers that cloths 
is broached between the two wooden sticks.75Ain also refers about the zardozi, 
kahsida and kalabatun embroidered stuffs.76Buddhi Vilas refers that the zardoz was 
engaged in the embroidery of cloth (parcha).77 
tjnkst dgwa lhor forku] 
fljikou ds ogq oL=&FkkauA 
 
The document reveals the chikan work, zardozi, kalabatun with gold, kahsida, 
phuldozi and gota zari ka of Jaipur. The workers or artisans of Jaipur were engaged in 
the practicing of this art.78 We have specimen of different embroidery which are 
preserved in Albert Museum Jaipur. The embroiderers used silver and gold 
(kalabatun) thread and resham in embroidering the cloths. Palkikhana document 
reveal that the cloth of palanquin accessories were embroidered with zardozi, 
karchobi, chikandozi, phuldozi, kahsida and jali(open work) works.79 
 
                                               
72 Moti Chandra, Costumes, Textiles, Cosmetics and Coiffure in Ancient and Medieval India, Delhi, 
1973, p. 8. cf.,Alam, Ishrat, Textile Craft and Trade in India in Sixteen and Seventeen Centuries, 
Unpublished Thesis, C.A.S. Deptt of History, A. M. U. Aligarh, 2005, p. 206. 
73  Sujan Rai Bhandari, Khulasat-ul-Tawarikh, ed. Zafar Hasan, Delhi, 1918, p. 40, cf.,Alam, Ishrat, 
Textile Craft and Trade in India in Sixteen and Seventeen Centuries, op. cit., p. 207. 
74 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., Plate. No.55. 
75 Bahar-i-Ajam, Vol. II, op. cit., p. 281. 
76 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, Vol. I., op. cit., p. 67. 
77 Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., p. 18-20. 
78 Jamakharch Rangkhana, op. cit. 
79 Jamakharch Palkikhana, dated Asoj Sudi, 15 V. S. 1800 to Asarh Vadi 10, 1800/ 23 september to 
15 June 1743. See also, Khan Sumbul, Halim, Art and Craft Workshops under the Mughals, A Study 
of Jiapur Karkhanas, New Delhi, 2015, p. 86. 
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(II) A Clay model of embroiders Preserved in Albert Museum of Jaipur 
 
The clay models at Albert Museum shows that three embroiders of Jaipur were 
engaged on a piece of cloth for making the design. The piece of cloth is broached 
between the two wooden sticks.  We have also some designs of embroidery on a piece 
of cloth which preserved in Albert Museum Jaipur.80 
Taylors graphically describes the details of embroidery that “the cloth is 
stretched out in a horizontal bamboo frame of rude construction, raised about a couple 
of feet from the ground and the figures intended to be worked or embroidered are 
drawn upon it by designers. The embroiderers, seated upon the floor around the 
frame, play the needle, which, it may be remarked; they do not draw towards, but on 
the contrary, push from them, as in the case with all native sewers in India. In place of 
scissors they commonly use a piece of class or chinaware to cut the threads. The 
zardoz or embroiders constitute a distinct society or Mohammedan guild of 
artisans.”81 
                                               
80 Clay Model, Albert Museum, Jaipur. 
81  Taylors, James, Descriptive and Historical Account of the Cotton Manufactures of Decca, 1851, 
(Notes on Bengal Embrodery) p. 102. 
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Dastur-Komwar refers that Hedayatullah zardoz and Nizami zardoz were the 
skilled artisans who employed by the state. They were rewarded time to time by the 
Jaipur Raja.82 
Our records reveal that embroidery on bottom strips of jalidar (net), velvet 
(makhmal) done in various stitch for instance, kalabatun, gota kinari and zari work. 
Laces were produced on net or other fabrics of textile.83 
Our documents mention about the chikan work. It is a kind of embroidery and 
the cloth on which chiken is embroidered is called chikandozi and the person who 
involved in this work called chikandoz.84 
The other form of embroidery is kahsida. Jaipur was also famous for its 
kahsida embroidery. The specimen of this embroidery also exhibited in the city palace 
and Albert museum Jaipur. Kahsida embroidery was employed on the muga silk with 
gold colour.85Bahar-i -Ajam refers it as kahsida.86 Taylors provides description about 
kahsida embroidery thus “some of these cloths are embroidered in the cotton portion 
of the warp with the needle and are then called kahsida.” Cloth printers were 
employed to stamp the figures for embroidering on the kahsida cloths. They used 
small blocks of the wood for this purpose.87 
Bahar-i-Ajam mentions guldoz embroidery in which flowers were stitched on 
cloth.88 It is called phulkari in Hindi, done by dawn stitch, entirely from the back.89 It 
was called phuldozi in our documents. 
We have reference of embroidery on purse which is preserved in the City 
Palace Museum. Embroidery was made on purse with silk. It is made of unbleached 
cotton length 10 cm and width 10 cm. The colour was used two pinks, two blue-
greens, indigo, yellow, and pale orange. The silver-gilt thread was used in the purse 
embroidery. It is a small bag with a draw-string of red silk threaded two rows of small 
holes at the top. It was embroidered all over in chain stitch. The warrior seated with 
his sword in front side and shield tucked under his arm. He holds a dish in his right 
hand, from which he feeds two birds. The ground of the panel is yellow. The border 
                                               
82 Dastur Komwar, Vol. 23., f. 449, 731. 
83 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., pp. 369, 406-11. 
84 Bahar-i-Ajam, op. cit., Vol. I. 
85 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., p. 385. 
86 Bahar-i-Ajam, Vol. II., op. cit., p. 301.  
87 Taylors, James, Cotton Manufactures of Decca, op. cit., p. 102. 
88 Bahar-i-Ajam, Vol. II., op. cit., p. 351. 
89 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., p. 374. 
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of flowers is embroidered in colours.  The rose plant with two parrots is made on the 
back side of the purse on yellow ground. The purse is lined with green silk and 
divided inside in to three pockets. The edge is finished with a narrow piping of orange 
silk rolled over a foundation of soft cotton thread.90 
Zardozi- It is gold and silver wire embroidery done on embroiders wooden 
frame. The cotton fabric is stretched on a frame after the pattern has been embossed 
over the surface. There are two forms of gold and silver wire embroidery like zardozi 
as a heavy and massive and kamdani as a light and graceful.91 James Taylor gave 
information about these embroideries and he traces its genesis from 9th century from 
Bussora.92 
The kalabatun (gold wire) is used as a special weft along with silk.93 We have 
records of Kalabatun work and this thread was brought in tola in Toshakhana. It was 
used in the embroidery on Resham cloth.94 
The fabrics which were used in the preparation of Palki were embroidered 
with zardozi, chikendozi and kalabatun work.95 Jaipur was famous in the practicing of 
zari and gota kinari works and it was the centre of artisans of this craft. The artisans 
cut the gota into shapes matching with the forms or design of birds, animals and 
human figures and then attached it to the cloth.96 
The embroidery has also done on leather articles. Mahmudi phulkari was 
embroided by the son of Neta mochi. He was paid Rs. 61 for it. Jamdani charmina 
was done by the son of Khuspal mochi.97 
We can conclude that different kinds of textiles were produced in Jaipur. 
Jaipur colouring and printing acquired a distinct identity in India. The artisans 
prepared the different pigments etc. for colouring and printing. The textile cloths were 
also embellished with different embroideries. The artisans also dyed, printed and 
embellished cloths for the deities of Jaipur as well as Jaipur Rajas, nobles and 
influential persons of Jaipur court. 
                                               
90 Irvin, John and Hall Margaret, Indian Embroideries, Vol. II., Historic Textiles of India at the Calico 
Museum, 1973, p. 21 
91 Bahar-i-Ajam, Vol. II., op. cit., p. 53. 
92 Taylor, James, Cotton Manufactures of Dacca, op. cit., 1851,  cf., Watt George and Brown Percy, 
Arts and Crafts of India, New Delhi, 1978, p. 384-85. 
93 Watt George, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., p. 319. 
94 JamakharchToshakhana, op. cit., f. 101. 
95 Palkikhana, Bundle No. 2. f. no. 6, 42. 
96 Pal Bhisham, H.,Handicrafts of Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 18. 
97 Jamakharch Vastragrah, B. N. 1, V. S. 1799/ A. D. 1743. 
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Chapter IV 
Other Artisan and Craftsmen 
Artisans and craftsmenhave been treated as a distinct classfrom the nobles, 
mansabdars, hired labour, and merchants.1 Terms like hunarmardan, ahl-i-harfat for 
craftsmen, mazduran, and ajuradaran for hired labour and chakiran have been 
appliedfor servants in the later Persian sources.2 They involved such artisans as 
painters, handiworkers of decorative arts, minakar (enamel worker), koftgar (gold 
beater), murrassakar (inlayer), munabbatkar (engraver or stone carver), goldsmith, 
buildingworkers, arm manufacturers and miscellaneous skilled and unskilled 
workmen like gardener, tarkash (wire makers), potter, carpenter, barber, cobbler, 
perfume maker, bangle makers and brass workers etc. 
In the present chapter an attempt has been made to study the artisans and 
craftsmen of different arts and crafts in the light of Jaipur records which are preserved 
in Rajasthan State Archive, Bikaner.The medieval craftsmen made effort for every 
item on an individual basis, to express his artistic dexterity in it. Their purpose was to 
achieve perfection in the craft, win over his colleagues and competitors for achieving 
quality and artistic beauty of the work. 3 
 
Painters 
Mughal Rulers assembled the best artists in their courts. These artists executed 
the most celebrated paintings of Mughal period. Ain gives the detail of artists in 
atelier during Akbar’s reign. Both painters Muslim and Hindu were addressed simply 
as naqqash (stone carver), musavvir or chittera (painters) because of their profession.4 
The ornamental artists, gilders, line-drawers and pagers were also employed in the 
Mughal atelier as painters and duly encouraged.5 
The painters prepared the different kinds of pictures or portraits. Ain explains 
the art thus ‘Drawing the likeness of anything is called taswir.’6 They join the several 
pieces of papers together to be able to paint the miniatures on it.7 
                                               
1 Hemchandra, Abhidhanacintamani, (St. Petersburg, 1847), p. 167. 
2 Ali Muhammad Khan Bahadur, Khatima-i-Mirat-i-Ahmadi, op. cit., p. 132. See also, Borhan-i-
Qat’e, Lucknow, 1888, p. 397. cf., Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, 
op. cit., p. 121. 
3 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 29. 
4 Mittal, Jagdish, Indian Painters as Designers of Decorative Art Objects in the Mughal India, ed. 
Skelton, Robert, Andrew, T., and et. al., Facets of Indian Art, Heritage Publishing, New Delhi, 
1987, p. 243. 
5 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., p. 78. 
6 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., p. 77. 
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One can discern the influence of Akbar and Jahangir’s paintings on Amber 
and Jaipur paintings.8Scholarshave observed that Rajasthani style paintings flourished 
in various provinces after the downfall of Mughals.9 The other scholars opined that it 
was the offshoot of Mughal paintings.10 We can trace the Mughal style of 
ornamentation in Jaipur paintings like Jama four pointed edges and Jahangiri turban. 
Our sources also reveal the ornamentation of portrait picture.11 
In the context of painterswe gather there were classifications like Odedar 
(rankholders) painters who worked in the chitaron ka karkhana (karkhana of 
paintings). They were called sarkari chittera (royal painters).Chitragrah is also 
replete with the term Sarkari chittera (royal painters). The senior artists of the atelier 
enjoyed the position of Karkhana darogha (superintendant of karkhana). The second 
category was the non-official odedar (rankholders). They were engaged in the 
painting of manuscripts, portraits and mythological subjects. The third category 
consisted of Muslim painters converted into bhatis. They were employed in painting 
doors and windows with figurative or floral designs. The fourth category consisted of 
architects, mistris (masons) and chittera (painter). For our region a clear cut 
categorization of the entire hierarchy cannot be discerned 12 
In this section an attempt has been made to highlight the different aspects of 
paintings which were accomplished by the chittera (painter) in the Chitragrah and 
Suratkhana. The documents reveal that the artists of atelier prepared the sketches, 
albums, scenic description of paintings like laila majnu, dhola Maru, baramasa etc., 
maps and plans of buildings, survey maps and religious cartograph. These documents 
are available in literary forms which provide the description of each painting, 
executed in the atelier. The literary evidence provides the information that the artists 
executed the scenes of shikargah (hunting) etc. Buddhi Vilas refers that the painters 
was engaged in making the paintings (chitra).13 
 
                                                                                                                                      
7 Brown, Percy, Indian Painting Under the Mughals, A.D. 1550 to A.D. 1750, New York, 1975. p. 
185. 
8 Neerja, Jai Singh, Splendor of Rajasthani Paintings, New Delhi, 1991, p. 40. 
9 Ibid., p. 8.  
10 Ibid., p. 40. 
11 Jamakharch Chitragrah V.S. 1797-99/ A. D. 1740-42 and Roznamcha Suratkhana, V.S.1783- 
1813/ 1726-1756 A. D. f. no. 35, 55, 62, 71, 76. 
12 Shridhar Andhare, Mewar Painters, their Status and Geneologies, ed. Skelton, Robert, Andrew, T., 
and et. al., Facets of Indian Art, op. cit., pp. 176-77 See also, Shridhar Andhare, Chronology of 
Mewar Paintings, Agam Prakasham, New Delhi, 1987, p. 107. 
13   Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., Verse No, 116. 
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dgqa pwjk fp=r gS prsj] 
dgaq ospr gS frudkSa y’ksjAA 
The documents show chittera (painters) were employed in the atelier of Jaipur 
such as Pokhar, Janda, Dayaram, Shri Chand, Vednaram Chittera, Deepa and Tulcha. 
They were the court favorites and were rewarded in recognition of their artistic 
dexterity. The name of Pokhar Chittera is frequently recorded in the Chitragrah 
document. Roznamcha Suratkhana also records the painters such as Jagroop Chittera, 
Amar Singh Chittera, Sita Ram Chittera and Sahib Ram. They were also the skilled 
artists employed in the atelier. Dastur komwar also gives the information of painters 
with their name like Ram Chandra, Gopal Chittera, Lakshman Gajadhar, Saligram 
and Sevaram, Hira, Deepa, Dubarak, Goderam, Ramlaal, Mohammad Chand and 
Mohammad Sadiq. They were rewarded for their artistic dexterity by the Jaipur 
court.14Dastur-Komwar recorded that two painters, Muhammad Sadiq and Fazal 
Mohammad came from Delhi in the Jaipur Karkhana during the reign of Sawai Jai 
Singh.15 
Several illustrated sets of miniature paintings of Rasik Priya, Kavi Priya, Gita 
Govinda, Navasara, Baramasa, and Ragmala have been noticed for Sawai Jai Singh 
period. These are   preserved in City Palace museum. Jai Singh took personal interest 
in their themes and execution.16 
 Scholars tend to think that Sahib Ram was employed by Jai Singh Sawai. 
There were numerous paintings executed by him such as that ofJanana Mahal, the 
Devitemple of the Jaipur city Palace. Chitragrah and Suratkhana documents reveal 
that large numbers of chittera (painters) were employed during the reign of Sawai Jai 
Singh.17 He employed fifty paintersat one instance in Chitragrah. They produced sets 
of miniature paintings on his order in the city palace.18 
The artists and architects settled in Jaipur after the foundation of Jaipur city. 
Sahib Ram Chittera emerged as skilled artist during the reign of Raja Ishwari Singh. 
He painted the portrait of Maharaja Ishwari Singh. He also made the painted God and 
Goddeses like Govindji and Ramjidas. Lal Chittera was another talented artist who 
                                               
14 Dastur Komwar, Vol. 23., f. no. 312, 599, 657, 678, 690, 698 
15 Ibid. 
16 Seth Meera, Wall Paintings of Rajasthaan, New Delhi, 2003, p. 401. 
17 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit., Roznamcha Suratkhana, op. cit. 
18 Ibid. 
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painted the pictures of animals and birds in struggle. He also painted the royal 
sports.19 Madho Singh’s period were also known for fresco paintings like Sisodia 
Rani Palace.Chandra Mahal was adorned with frescos. 
 
(III) A Painter adapted from‘Art and Artisits of Rajasthan’ 
 
Hira Nand and Trilok were the best artists employed by the state. They painted 
a large portrait of Maharaja Prithavi Singh.20 Sahib Ram continued painting the 
portraits during the period of Pratap Singh. He accomplished two portrait of the 
Maharaja and the third painting of Radha-Krishna in dance form. Radha-Krishna, 
Nayik Bheda, Rag-Ragini and Ritu Varman were executed during his period. The 
                                               
19 Neerja, Jai Singh, Splendor of the Rajasthaani paintings, op. cit., p. 42. 
20 Ibid. 
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noticeable paintings of his reign are Bhagwad Puran, portrait of Raja-Rani, Durga 
Saptshati and Krishna Lila.  
The painters who had expertise of the wall paintings of Rajasthan came from 
different religions and castes as well as different parts of India.21 The famous artists of 
atelier were Jeevan, Ghassi, Salig Ram, Raghu Nath, Raju, Daya Ram, Ram Sevak, 
Gopal, Udai, Hukma, Chimna, and Niranjan. They had special attention of Jaipur 
Raja. They were employed in Jaipur atelier and worked on both type of paintings like 
frescos and miniature during Sawai Pratap Singh reign.22 There were numerous fresco 
painting on the walls of palaces, temples, cenotaphs and havelis. It seems that the 
drawing of frescos on palaces, temples and havelis had become the tradition of 
architecture. 
The painters used the deep red colour in drawing margins of the paintings. The 
main colour like white, yellow, red, gold and silver were used in the paintings by the 
artists.The work is divided between the painters in atelier for instance one artist makes 
the sketches of trah surat (portrait) and otherwas engaged in applying colours.23We 
find in the document that the paintings of dieties were also executed in the Suratkhana 
and Chitragrah. The chittera (painter) was engaged in rang-amezi (filling the colours) 
of the painting of diety Thakur Veer Daraz Ji. This portrait was prepared on bafta 
cloth (cotton stuff).24 
Kishan Ram Darogha and Hari Shankar Tahvildar organized the artist in the 
chitragrah in V.S. 1799/ AD 1742. Sitra Ram Chittera in his painting depicted a mali 
(gardener) with a mala pohe (garland of flowers). The artists had executed a large 
variety of paintings. In one of the paintings two hiran (deers) have been shown 
fighting with each other. In one of such painting a Sardar is depicted sitting on the 
masnad (throne) and shooting the animal with his banduq (gun). The records reveal 
that artist was engaged in the preparation of hunting scene. The artists of chitragrah 
produced one scene of choughan (polo) on kagad (paper).25 
The painter of Suratkhana also executed the paintings of savi jogi (ascetic). 
There are number of such paintings which portrait by the chittera with the jogi aasrag 
                                               
21 Dastur Komwar Vol. 23., Rajasthan State Archive, Bikaner. 
22 Neerja, Jai Singh, Splendour of the Rajasthaani Paintings, op. cit., p. 42. See also, Seth, Meera, 
Wall Paintings of Rajasthaan, op cit., p. 420. 
23 Jamakharch Chitragrah, f. no. 31. 
24 Ibid. 
25 Ibid., f. no. 42. 
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(houses of ascetic).26 The types of cloths which were handled by the artists for 
painting included bafta (cotton stuff), tafta (silk cloth), alaicha (striped silk material), 
momjama, makhmal (velvet), mashru (a fabric woven of silk and cotton) and kharwa 
(roughly spun yarn ) etc. These fabrics were used for packing the paintings.27 The 
thaila (bag) was prepared with durable fabrics like momjama and kharwa variety. The 
portrait of the diety of Govind Dev Ji (surat banai Govind Dev Ji ki) was executed by 
the painter on bafta cloth (cotton stuff).28 The juzdan (cover) of makhmal variety was 
prepared for keeping the picture of the diety of Thakur Veer Daraz.29 
One can discern that Suratkhana artists prepared the maps and plans which 
were preserved in Pothikhana.30 The artists prepared the city plan and buildings plan 
with specific measurement. Chitragrah documents entail the plan of a pilgrimage 
centre, the plan of gardens and plan of urban houses etc. Arhsatta Imarti indicates that 
usta used to prepare the plan of buildings. The artists prepared the trahs (plans) of 
number of buildings for instance trah (plan) Mansagar, trah Amber, trah Sawai 
Jaisagar, trah Bhandari ke Naka ki, trah Jagannath Odissa ki, trah Sawai Jaipur ke 
Chowk aurBazar. Plan of Sanganer and other cities were also executed in the atelier.31 
The artists also painted the picture of domestic animals and wild animals for 
instance ghora (horse ), dhumimedha (nanny goat with curled horns), reachh (bear), 
bhainsa (male buffalo), baz (falcon), nahar (lion), cheetah (leopard), magarmachh 
(crocodile) and kutta (dog).32 
Ragmala paintings were produced in Jaipur atelier. Anand Coomarswamy 
mentions the four raginis which were produced in 18th century Jaipur for instance 
Ragini Dipak, Ragini Gouri, Ragini Toriand Ragini Megha-mallara.33Ragmala 
paintings are the interpretation of Indian musical modes. They show the romantic or 
devotional situation.34 Ragmala paintings were also described in Chitragrah and 
                                               
26 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit. 
27 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit. 
28 Ibid., f. no. 31. 
29 Ibid. 
30 Ibid., See also Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of 
Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 18. 
31 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit., f. no. 318. 
32 Ibid., See also, Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of 
Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 20. 
33 Coomarswamy, Ananda, Rajput Paintings, Humphery Milford Oxford UniversityvPress, London, 
Edinburgh, Glasgow, New York Toronto, Melbourne Bombay Madrass Calcutta, Plate No., XII, A.  
XII B, XIII A.  XIII, B. 
34 Klaus, Ebeling, Ragmala Paintings, New Delhi, 1973, p. 54. 
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Suratkhana documents.35 These descriptions were perpetuated by the visual examples 
of such paintings of 18th century.36 The Ragmala painting like Ragini Malwa Mahal 
mei and Ragini Goude Mahal mei were produced by the chittera (painter) in atelier of 
Jaipur.37 
Ragini Dipak -In this painting a youth and a lady seated on the doorway of a 
garden house was entertained by three musicians at night and flames flickering on the 
youth’s forehead.38 
Ragini Gouri- It depicts women in a formal garden, holding flower sprays in 
each hand.39Tori Ragini- It shows that a woman with a vina and a garland of flowers 
and deer attracted by the music. It also depicts ground with water and lotus.40 
Ragini Megha-Mallara- It reveals that a woman wearing a skirt of leaves. As 
a background there is an island of a lake covered with lotus flowers and wild fowl. 
The sky also depicted in this ragmala painting.41 The different types of flowers like 
buta sosini (lily), gulab (Rose), gulabbasi (plant marvel), phul anari (carnation), 
kamal (lotus) and scene of village, oceans and woods depicted in the Ragmala 
paintings.42 The artists produced the flora and founa, rainy seasons, Indian seasons in 
their paintings. We can see the Mughal Influence on these paintings. 
The painters of Ragmala were closely associated with this subject. Ragmala 
paintings originated from four sources like folk song, poetical work and devotional 
songs of the yogis and the composition of professional musicians. These origins 
indicated the raga names such as pahari (mountain), hindola (swing), jogi (ascetic) 
and sarang (from Sarangdeva, a musician of the 13th century). Other names refer to 
the sentiments of the raga or ragini as vasanta (spring) and dipak (dipika).43 
Chitragrah and Suratkhana mention that the artists of the atelier were paid 
regular monthly ajura (wages). They were respected and their work was praised by 
the royal patrons. Wages were also paid to the artists in cash and kind while awards 
                                               
35 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit. 
36 Klaus, Ebeling, Ragmala Paintings, op. cit., plate, C6, p. 37. See also, Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art 
and Craft Workshops under the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., pp. 23-28. 
37 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit. 
38 Johnston Album, Vol. 37, no. 29. Vol. I., pp. 15-16.cf., Anand Coomarswamy, Rajput Paintings, 
op. cit., Plate No., XIII, B. 
39 Collection of the Calcutta School of Art, Vol. I., p. 15. cf., Anand Coomarswamy, Rajput Paintings, 
Plate No., XIII, A.. 
40 Ibid, p.15, 66. Plate No., XII. B. 
41 Ibid, p.15, Plate No., XII. A. 
42 Ebling, Klaus, Ragmala Paintings, op. cit., Plate No., C 11, C 32, C 33, C 34, C 39. 
43 Anand Coomarswamy, Rajput Paintings, Vol. I., p. 65. See also, Klaus, Ebeling, Ragmala 
Paintings, op. cit., pp. 28-30. 
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were in the form of siropao (reward), jewels and even the grant of the villages. 
Kamthaana bahi provide the evidence of artists of Jaipur who settled in Bikaner in 
1750 onwards. Mentionworthy, Mohan Haji Ram, Sukhram Baburam, Dhillon, Deo-
Ram, Sabro-Shokram, Nathu Haji Ram who were employed with ustas in 1750. The 
other artists such as Kirpo, Rikho, Dhano, Jivraj, Jaikishan, and Nanag are also 
mentioned. They were called Jaipuria artists in Bikaner.44 
 It has been suggested that the trend of self–portrait have been started since 
1571.45 The literary evidences of Suratkhana and Chitragrah reveal the description of 
portraits which were executed in the Karkhanas. These paintings depict usage of 
apparels like Jama butadar, kurta, sarpech (turban), chogya, angarkha (long dress for 
male with full sleeves), patka and shoes. 
The portrait of Aurangzeb depicts that the Emperor wore the painted cloth in 
which belt was attached. He wore white sufaid chhapadar (white printed) serpech. He 
held khanjar (dagger) in his hand. The portrait of Jahangir has background of imperial 
court. He wore the cheera (turban cloth) of red colour with zardozi and moti works. 
He held the piyala (bowl) in his right hand.46 Mughal impact is evident in Jaipur 
portraits like Jama with four pointed edges and Jahangiri turban. Ornamented dresses 
belonging to the Mughals are found depicted in Jaipur paintings.47 Emperors, Raja of 
Jaipur, and nobles and influential persons are depicted wearing jama butadar, kurta, 
sarpech, chogya, angarkha, belt, patka and ornamented shoes in the portarits.48 
Chitragrah and Suratkhana documents furnishes literary description of 
portraits like the portrait position sitting and standing, variety of cloths like butadar 
jama, seated on the kursi (chair) and masnad (throne), holding khanjar(dagger) and 
piyala (bowl) in his hand and types of garland adorned neck.49 
 
  
                                               
44 Kamthaana bahi, VS 1882/AD1765, cf., Seth Meera, Wall Paintings of Rajasthaan, op. cit., p. 418. 
45 Das, A. K., Calligraphers and Painters in Early Mughal Painting, Bharat Kala Bhavan, Varansi, 
1983, Figs. 278-79. 
46 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit., 
47 Neerja, Jai Singh, Splendour of Rajput paintings, op. cit., p. 40. 
48 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit. 
49 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit. 
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Table indicating the type of portraits 
Emperors 
No. of 
portrait 
(chhavi) 
Rajput –
Rajas 
No. of 
portrait 
(chhavi) 
Prince 
No. of 
portrait 
(chhavi) 
Babur 
Patshah 2 
Raja 
Bhagwan Das 1 Azam Shah 6 
Akbar 
Patshah 13 
Maharaja 
Man Singh 3 Dara Shikoh - 
Humayun 
Patshah 3 
Maharaja 
Bada Jai 
Singh 
3 Rafi-us Shan 2 
Jahangir 
Patshah 25 
Maharaja 
Ram Singh 4 
Didar 
Baksh/Bedar 
Baksh 
6 
Shahjahan 
Patshah 29 
Maharaja 
Jaswant Singh 5 Murad Baksh 4 
Aurangzeb 
Patshah 22 
Maharaja Ajit 
Singh 5 Alam Shah 9 
Bahadur 
Shah 
Patshah 
9 Maharaja Durjan Saal 1 - - 
Mohammad 
Patshah 
6 
Maharaja 
Bhopal Singh 
ji 
1 - - 
- - Madho Singh 1 - - 
- - Raja Birbal 2  - 
- - Raja Jagat Singh 1 - - 
- - Girdhar Bhadra 1 - - 
- - Raja Todar Mal 2 - - 
- - 
Anirudh 
Singh 
Bhadora 
2 - - 
- - Raja Kamroop 3 - - 
- - Anoop Singh Rathore 1 - - 
- - Karda Singh Rathore 1 - - 
- - Raja Hada 5 - - 
- - Mota Raja 5 - - 
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Rathore 
- - Raja Amar Singh 13 - - 
- - 
Kunwar 
Kishan Singh 
Ji 
4 - - 
- - Raja Birbal 2 - - 
- - Maharaja Bhao Singh 5 - - 
- - Raja Singh Hada Kothi 1 - - 
- - 
Maharaja 
Sawai Jai 
Singh 
5 - - 
- - Maharaja Ram Singh Ji 4 - - 
 
Above table indicates that the portrait of emperors, princess and Rajput 
Rajaswere used as a mark of respect. These paintings were produced during the period 
of Sawai jai Singh. The detail descriptions of these paintings are recorded in the 
Chitragrah and Suratkhana.50 
The chittera (painters) also painted the images of Gods and Goddesses (Devi 
and Devta ki chhavi). Numerous painting of Gods were executed in the time of Sawai 
Jai Singh like Shri Govind Dev Ji ki chhavi, Shri Nath, Shri kishan ki chhavi, 
Lishmani ji ki chhavi, Jagannath Rai ki chhavi, Mahadev dev ji ki chhavi, Arjun 
Bheekhmali ki chhavi etc. Chitragrah records reveals that the paintings of incarnation 
like Kishan avtar, Nar Singh avatar, Ram avatar, Brahma avatar were produced in 
the atelier. The painters also painted the nature Gods such as samundra (ocean), 
meghraj (rain) and kamdev (beauty). The noticeable famous paintings were that of 
Thakur-Thakurani, Sita-Ram and Radha-Kishan.51 
 
  
                                               
50 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit., See also, Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under 
the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 29. 
51 Jamakharch Chitragrah, f. no.  9-10 
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EMBELLISHERS AND HANDIWORKERS OF DECORATIVE ART 
Minakar (enamel worker), Koftgar (gold beater), Murassakar (inlayer) and 
Munabbatkar (engraver orstone carver) 
Regarding the art of minakari Ain refers that Minakar first applied the colour 
and after enemelling puts the metal in to the fire two or three times. He was paid 16 
dams for a tola of gold and 7 dam for a tola of silver. The minakar (enamel worker) 
worked on cups, rings, flagons and other articles with gold and silver.52Bahar-i-Ajam 
mentions about the minakar and their dexterity in this craft.53 
Enameling is the art of colouring and embellishing or ornamenting the surface 
of metals by blending over it various mineral ingredients. Before the enamel was 
applied, the surface of the article was carefully burnished and cleansed.54 Jaipur is the 
best and old school of enameling in India. Man Singh brought five Sikh enamel 
workers from Lahore. Hari Singh, Amar Singh, Kishan Singh, Ghuma Singh, Sham 
Singh, Gheesa Singh, Amba Singh, Gokal and Har Sukh Singh were the descendent of 
these Sikh enamel workers.55 Our documents provide information of enameling 
articles but do not provide the name of enamel workers.  The enamel workers also 
migrated to Jaipur from Delhi. References of enamel workers from Dastur-Komwar 
mention Gumani minakar of Jaipur who was rewarded with high quality cloth namely 
thirma pashmi butadar by JaipurRaja it was worth Rs. 23/-.56Another minakar 
(enamel worker) named Sahaj Ram was given thirma cloth, worth Rs. 22.4/-.57 They 
were rewarded for their work. 
Zargarkhana conducted enameling on pure gold. The documents provide the 
detail of articles enameled like anguthi (fingerring), kara (bracelets), ornament for the 
sisphul (head), bazuband (armlet), karanphul (ear-flower), an ornament for the in step 
shaped like half a bell (bichhwah) and decoration of articles of jewellery. Silehkhana 
took up enemelling of articles like swords and daggers hilts etc.The design was 
prepared by the chitera (painter), the sunar (gold smith) produced the articles for 
enameling and after it engraver worked the pattern.58 
                                               
52 Abul Fazl, Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Sir Syed Academy, 2005, p. 183. 
53 Bahar-i-Ajam, op. cit., Vol. II., p. 426. 
54 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., p. 22. 
55 Jacob, S. S. and Hendley, T.H., Jeypore Enamels, New Delhi, 2008, p. 3. 
56 Dastur Komwar, Vol. 23, f. no. 410. 
57 Ibid., Vol. 31, p. 431. 
58 Jacob, S. S. and Hendley, T.H., Jeypore Enamels, op. cit., p. 3. 
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Silehkhana mentions the wages of minakar (see chapter 4). These payments 
were made by hawalgi. The hawalgi or dadni (advance money) payments involved 
the merchants who took the responsibility to pay the artisan on behalf of State. 
Zargarkhana provide the information of enemelling of ring like (anghuti ki 
minakari kari). Pahunchi (ornament worn around the wrists) and Ring (anguthi) were 
crafted with emerald (panna), nagina. Sarpech (turban) is made of laak tamba 
(copper) in which enemelling has been done. Pahunchi was crafted with murassakari 
(inlaywork). Bazuband (armlet) was ornamented with inlaying. According to 
Hendley, horse, camel and elephents trappings were also adorned with gold enamel.59 
Hendley also mentions that the ankas/ankus were prepared with gold or 
enamel for presenting as gifts to nobles or rank holders. It served the purpose of a 
khilat or dress of honour given by the Raja of Jaipur to the nobles. Silehkhana provide 
the detail information that daggers and swords were prepared for the nobles of 
JaipurRaja. These daggers and swords were decorated with enamel and precious 
stones.60 
Zargarkhana provide the information of engraving, inlaying and enemelling of 
articles like sisphul (head-flower), sarpech (turban), karanphul (ear-flower) etc. 
Silehkhana also provide information of engraving of swords, daggers, shields and 
helmets in Jaipur. 
Table showing variety of art applied on articles 
Articles Enemelling Inlaying Engraving 
Kalgi teela ,, - - 
Gulabpass   ,, 
Paunchi crafted 
with churni 
 ,,  
Piyala kesar poss   ,, 
Rakhi teela  ,,  
Itardani   ,, 
Raqabi   ,, 
Itardani kesarposs   ,, 
 
  
                                               
59 Jacob, S. S. and Hendley, T.H., Jeypore Enamels, op. cit., p. 5. 
60 Jamakharch Silehkhana, V. S. 1795-96/ A. D. 1738-39. 
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Koftgari 
It is art of ornamenting or beautifying the arms and artillery. Ain refers that 
koftgar or gold beater worked on steel and other metals and damascened with gold 
and silver wire. He worked generally on weapons. He received one hundread dams for 
each tola of gold and sixty for a tola of silver.61 
Jaipur was famous in the ornamentation of daggers, shields, swords and other 
weapons. The koftgari workers of Gujarat and Sialkot also beautified the utensils for 
domestic purpose. They also prepared the damascened swords, daggers handle, 
scabbards, shields and helmets etc. Silehkhana document record details of 
damascening of the artillery. Watt mentions the two main forms of koftgari, 1) 
tahnashan or deep engraving 2) Ordinary and shallow koftgari. Jaipur was famous for 
tah nashan in which the steel was deeply engraved and thick gold and silver wire 
hammered in to the grooves. After completing this process it was filed down, cleaned 
and blued. Basically, gold was mixed with silver but certain parts of India; gold was 
mixed with copper to get the pinkish tint. The surface gets blued after putting it into 
the fire. The small boat shaped tray was the main example which is found exhibited. 
Iron and steel was ornamented with gold and silver wire in this art. The design was 
strived on the surface of steel with a hard and sharp style.62 
Jamakharch papers reveal the information of engraving and inlaying of 
artillery, articles of domestic use and others articles. Jaipur became famous for this 
craft. According to Watt, the main series of engraved armour was brought from Jaipur 
in the Art Exhibition. The craftsmen were handsomely awarded for their skill.63 
Munabbatkar (engraver or stone carver) 
Ain mention that munabbatkar (engraver or stone carver) worked plain figures on a 
gold ground. He was charged ten dams for a tola of gold and four for a tola of silver. 
They also carved and engraved the precious stones.64 
Silehkhana and Khusbookhana documents refer the engraving or stone carving 
of artillery and other articles such as nargisdan, surahi, raqabi (cup), and itardan etc. 
The precious stones brought from the Rajmahal mines of Jaipur and other other parts 
of Rajasthan. Zargarkhana mention that the precious stone were carved in the articles 
                                               
61 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, op. cit., p. 183. 
62   Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., p. 43-45. 
63 Ibid., p. 44. 
64 Koch, Ebba, The Complete Taj Mahal and the River front Gardens of Agra, Bookwise, New Delhi, 
2006, p. 261. 
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such as sisphul (head-flower), sarpech (turban), paunchi, bazuband (armlet) and 
bichwah etc. Rock crystal was used into sword and dagger handles. These were used 
extensively in Jaipur.  
Our documents refers that the stone carver prepared different articles such as 
surahi, pagpan, hathpan (ornament of hand), piyala (bowl) and raqabi (cup) etc. 
Khusbookhana mentions dastgar term used about the stone carver or engraver and 
inlayer in our document. Dast Kashidan means to touch with the hand and gar means 
a workman.65 
Zinkhana document provide the detail of beautifying and crafting of saddles 
and jots. It was studded with precious jewels. Saddles and jots were crafted and 
ornamented with inlay work and enemelling. The precious stones were used in the 
ornamentation of it for instance moti (pearl), beads of gold, and pukhraj (topaz), 
panna (emerald), churni (small rubies).66 Zargarkhana also mention about these 
precious stones. These stones were studded in the bazuband, paunchi, sarpech, 
bichwah and anguthi etc. These stone added to the beauty of jewelley, artillery and 
other articles which were produced in Zargarkhana, Silehkhana, Khusbookhana and 
Zinkhana. Silehkhana refers to the detail of sword scabbards and dagger sheaths 
which were made of wood, dear horn and ivory. The covers of sword scabbards and 
dagger sheaths were made of velvet and also embroidered with kalabatun (gold wire) 
and moti works.67 
Zargarkhana provide detail of engraving of bracelets, rings, hathphul, 
hathpaan, and payal. These articles were studded with hira (dimond) and precious 
stones. The piyala (bowl) and raqabi (cups) were decorated with the flowers like 
roses and lily with pointed petals. Silehkhana refers that roses, lilies and buds of 
another flower enrich the hilts of swords and dagger. Our documents describe the 
religious impressions on the daggers and sword hilts like murat (image) of hanumanji 
and das avtar.68 
Murrasakar (inlayer) was called zarnishan (gold inlayer) who worked silver 
agate, crystal and other gems in various ways and set them on gold. He inlayed 
                                               
65 Steingass, F., Persian English Dictionary, Routlege and Kegan Paul Limited, London, 1963, First 
Edition, 1892, pp. 530-1076, 
66 Jamakharch Zinkhana, dated Bhadva Sudi 3 V.S. 1774 to Bhadva 2, 1775/20 septemper 1717 to 2 
August 1718, Khan, Haleem, Sumbul, Art and Craft Workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of 
Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 100. 
67 Jamakharch Silehkhana, op. cit.  
68 Ibid. 
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silverand steel with lines of gold and embellished agates and other stones by 
engraving and cutting them. For one tolah of gold on steel and gems, he charged one 
and half. He also inlaid on ivory, fish bones, tortoise-shell, rhinoceros horn or silver, 
he charged for every tola of gold was one tola of the same.69 Documents show the 
inlaying with precious stones, of swords, daggers, itardani, surahi, raqabi and piyala. 
He also inlaid on the articles which were made of ivory (dandan feel), and deer horns. 
The documents refer to the enemelling and inlaying of kalgi teela and rakhi teela and 
jhut band. The precious stones like panna and nagina were studded in these 
ornaments. 
Gold-Smith (sunar) and Jewellers 
The goldsmith’s art is a time honored craft and was much popular at the 
Mughal court. Ghulam Yahya mentions two types of Jewellery: the first is plain and 
that is crafted by goldsmiths and second is set or studded with precious stones like 
pearls, rubies, topaz, emeralds and corals etc.70Tashrih-al-Aqwam refers to the sunar 
(goldsmiths) sitting in their shops and engaged in making the zargari (gold and silver 
Jewelry).71 
Ain refers that the goldsmiths and jewellers were praised for their artistic 
workmanship.72Jama Kuli Zargarkhana and Roznamcha Zargarkhana mention the 
goldsmith whose main profession was manufacturing of gold and silver ornaments. 
They manufactured the crafted ornaments for Jaipur rulers. Sawai Jai Singh promoted 
the workshop of goldsmith. Some craftsmen were invited from different places like 
Delhi and Lahore to settle down in Jaipur. Heera Nand and Purshotam Das Johri were 
the skilled craftsmen and they got various facilities in Jaipur and started their craft in 
Zargarkhana. The other names like Khuspaal, Bhikharidas Narayan, Dayaram, 
Khemdas, Tularam and Thakarsi are frequently recorded in the documents.73 
Zargarkhana refers that sunar manufactured the different variety of items such 
as karandu (?) kalgi (headgear), anguthi tila (ring of gold), paunchi tila (silver 
bangle), bichwah sone ka (gold ring), zanjir sone ki (chain of gold), kalai sarpos ka 
                                               
69 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, op. cit., p. 183. 
70 Yahya, Ghulam, Crafting Traditions, Documenting Trades & Crafts in Early 19th Century North 
India, ed. Mehr Afshan Farooqi, New Delhi, 2005, p. 91, 
71 Tashrih-al-Aqwam, Part, B, op. cit., p. 257. 
72 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, op. cit., pp. 182-83. 
73 Jamakharch Zargarkhan  V. S. 1786- 88/ A. D. 1729-31, and Jamakharch Palkikhana, B. N. 2, V. 
S. 1810-11/A. D. 1753-54. f. no. 281. 
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sanka (bracelet), peshwand sone ka (ornament of hand fingers of gold), 
sarpech(headgear), sisphul and champakali etc.74 
Anand Ram Tahvildar of Zinkhana gave order to sunar of Zargarkhana to 
manufacture dhunkchi sone ki (?) and chouki. Sanibram Tahvildar of Paatrakhana 
ordered for the manufacture of pagpaan (?).75Zargarkhana describes ornaments like 
phulkatar, kara (bracelet) jouhar, bazuband, jugabali tili or tilai (?), jugabali nageen 
panna ki (?), paunchi nukra ki and ghunghuki lakh ki (tiny peg-shaped bells) were 
manufactured forroyalty.76 Documents mention details here such as one pair of 
hathphul, three pair of hathpaan, one pair of payal, one pair of pagpaan, one pair of 
bazuband, one pair of bichwa.77 
The raw material was purchased from the market for Zargarkhana. The article 
like bhoga of pital (brass) was bought by the Tucha Thathera. Zargarkhana reveals 
the names of the people from where articles were purchased in jins (kind), thaan 
(unit), jodi (pairs), tola for Zargarkhana such as Ramji, Nandlaal, Santosram, 
Bhikharidas, Kawarpaal, Mansaram, Gangaram, Ghasi Jaat and Radha Kishan. It 
seems that they were associated with the Karkhanas and provided raw material at the 
time of need. Raw material was also brought from Sanganer.78 
Zargarkhana also mentions the manufacturing of chamcha (spoon), sadsi, 
katori, and dasta kachola (?). All these items were crafted with gold forroyalty.79 
Dayaram Sunarwas appointed in Palkikhana. He manufactured the articles of 
palki like tabak, kulas taba of gold.80 Khemdas Sunar prepared the articles which 
were made of hira (diamond) and manic (beads of gold and silver).81 The goldsmith 
also manufactured the itardani, naal huqqa, gulabpass and nargisdan of gold for 
different departments like Khusbookhana.82 
Jodhpur, Kota and Bikaner were also important centre for goldsmith. Kota 
documents refers that a sunar named Khushal Chand manufactured a huqqa which 
was crafted artistically and other parts of it like pipe, chain and rod were also made of 
                                               
74 Jamakharch Zargarkhana, op. cit., f.  no. 9-14. 
75 Ibid. 
76 Ibid., f. no. 7, 180-81, 203, 346. 
77 Jamakharch Zargarkhana, op. cit., f. no. 30, 37, 39. 
78 Ibid., f. no. 193-95. 
79 Ibid., f. no. 73. 
80 Jamakharch Palkikhana, op. cit., f. no.  281. 
81 Jamakharch Zargarkhana, op. cit., f. no. 118. 
82 Ibid., f. 262, 291-93. 
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gold and silver.83 The goldsmith also prepared the houda (elephant seat) for the royal 
elephants. Birdha Jothi, Nanda and Kalyan were the expert who made the houda 
(elephant seat).84 
Sanad Parwana Bahi of Jodhpur reveals that some goldsmiths like Heera 
Chand and Manik Chand were the skilled craftsmen who emerged as famous 
goldsmith. They were rewarded with a haveli and land in recognition of their artistic 
dexterity.85 
The goldsmith prepared the ornaments on festive occasion on special order of 
Maharaja. The reference of Bikaner sources shows that goldsmith manufactured the 
items such as kangan (bangles), and saltaro of pearls (?) etc, on the marriage occasion 
of Princess Suraj Kunwar of Bikaner.86 
The Mughal Jewellery was exquisitely crafted with precious stones such as 
emeralds and pearls. The bracelets, ear-rings, nose and hair ornaments were made of 
pearls.87Ain also gives the list of jewel ornaments.88 Our documents show that 
goldsmith was also engaged in making the fine work of jewellery craft. The jewellery 
was crafted with precious stones such as kurand, panna, nagina, pheroza and pearls 
etc in Zargarkhana. The term zargari was used for making the gold items in our 
documents.89 
The divisions of labour existed in Jewellery craft such as refiner, the setter of 
stones and the enameller. They accomplished their own nature of work. The urban 
jewellers were divided into eight professional groups.90 Zargarkhana refers the four 
distinct natures of craftsmen like goldsmith, engraver, inlayer and enameller. The 
sunar who studded the stones and pearls called Jadiya Sunar in our document.91Ain 
refers the term sadah-kar of plain worker of gold. He received five and a half dams on 
                                               
83 Bhandar No. 19, Basta No. 3, V.S. 1826-32/A.D. 1769-75, cf., Gupta, B. L., Trade and Commerce 
in Rajasthan during the 18th Century, Jaipur, op. cit.,  p. 23. 
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Rajasthan, op. cit., pp. 23-24. 
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86   Sanad Parwana, Bahi, Jodhpur, No. 2, V.S. 1822/A.D. 1765. 
87 Godden, Rumer, Gulbadan, New York, 1981, Pls. 32, 34, 51. cf., Firdous, Rana, Professions and 
Crafts Depicted in Mughal Paintings, Unpublished dissertation, C.A.S. Deptt of History, A.M.U. 
Aligarh, 1985, p. 123 
88 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, pp. 180-81. 
89 Jamakharch Zargarkhana, op. cit., f. 364 
90 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, p. 183. See also, Nazir Akbarabadi, Nazir ki Bani, 
Allahabad, 1953, pp. 30-31, 
91 Dastur Komwar, Vol. 23, f.  651. See also, Roznama Zargarkhana, V. S. 1802/ A. D. 1745 to V. S. 
1806/ A. D. 1749. 
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every tola of gold and two for every tola of silver.92 The painting shows a polisher 
and gem-cutter. Kangra painting also depicts the group of five craftsmen who were 
engaged in various tasks of Jewellery craft.93 Ovington mentions about the cutting and 
polishing of ruby.94 Careri refers that they cut sapphire with a bow of wire.95 We have 
a clay model of precious stone workerwhich shows that one worker is engaged in 
settling the precious stones.96 Zargarkhana also refers to the precious stone workers 
who were engaged in the preparation of the precious articles.97Buddhi Vilas refers that 
Jadiya (precious stone worker) was engaged in the work of precious stones (rattan 
jadith).98 
dgaq jru&tfM+r tfM+;k lqukj] 
eqyeph osxM+h fldyxkjAA 
 
 
(IV) Clay model of Precious Stone Worker Preserved in Albert Museum Jaipur 
 
Building Construction workers 
Buildings of India have been the focus of attention of Mughal Emperors. 
Babur in his memoirs criticized the building structures of India because of its lacking 
                                               
92 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, p. 183. 
93 Coomarswamy, Ananda, Rajput Painting, (Pl. IXXV A) 
94 Ovington, India in the Seventeenth Century, op. cit., p. 89. 
95 Careri, Vol., II, p. 138. 
96 Clay Model, Albert Museum, Jaipur. 
97 Jamakharch Zargarkhana and Roznamcha Zargarkhana, op. cit. 
98   Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., Verse No. 122. 
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in regularity and symmetry. Though Humayun laid the foundation of Delhi but he had 
no time for pursuing building activities. Full fledged building activities started from 
the time of Akbar. Since the empire came to be completely consolidated in the time of 
Akbar, he therefore started his building enterprise by laying out massive forts of Agra 
and Delhi. Abul Fazl describes the large scale construction of Akbar’s period 
comprising of forts, towers, palaces and sarais (inn) etc.99 
Sawai Jai Singh founded the new city Jaipur in 1727. The foundation of the 
city provided the large job opportunities to the building construction workers.In this 
section we shall discuss about the artisans characterized as karigars likestone 
workers, iron-smith, carpenter, major (labourers), beldars (brick-layers) and ustagars 
(architects) etc. in the light of Arhsatta Imarti. 
Arhsatta Imarti document not only noted down the amount paid in cash to the 
karigar (artisans) and majur (labourers) by the state but also furnish the information 
of building materials such as wood, stones, bricks and mortar etc. The rozinadar 
(daily) and mahinadar (monthly wages) in cash paid to the artisans and labourers are 
recorded in the document either in the names of individual or sometimes are recorded 
of a group of majur (labourers).100 
Arhsatta Imarti refers to the wage structure of the various types of karigar 
(artisans), khati (carpenters), majur (labourers), beldar (brick layers) and ustagar 
(architect) were engaged in the construction, repairing, renovations and whitewashing 
of Jaipur buildings. 
Labourer class were also paid in dadni (advance wages) for instance, Rs.18 
was paid to 29 Nafar (men) for carrying the stone. This amount was given under the 
supervision of Manmohanram Darogha. The document refers that labourer class were 
paid in the last date of month. 25 dates was fixed for the distribution of wages.101 
The Mughal Emperor rewarded the skilled workman whose article he liked 
most. The numerous cases of a variety of articles appreciated and artisans rewarded 
under Jahangir.102Arhsatta Imarti also mention that rewards were given to the artisans 
                                               
99 Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas under the Mughals from Akbar to Aurangzeb, op. cit., p. 89. 
100 Arhsatta Imarti, B.N. 4, 6, 8, 13. See also, Kamal, Farhat, Urban Morphology of 18th Century 
Jaipur, op.cit. 
101 Ibid., B.N. 13. 
102 Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas under the Mughals from Akbar to Aurangzeb, op. cit., pp. 42-43. 
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according to the excellence of workmanship for instance reward was given to Kushal 
Ram Rajawat in V.S. 1787/ A.D. 1730.103 
The document contains rich information of expenditure which was incurred on 
wages for particular buildings. The amount was mukarrar (fixed) as we have an 
example about Haveli of Keshav Ramji and Sujoghap Mahi Jodhpuri which was 
repaired and some renovation was done in this haveli. An amount of Rs.112/- was 
fixed for the wages of workers.104 
I have prepared the table of second group (artisans and workers) from Ain who 
were engaged in the constructional activity.  
 
Ain-i-Akbari indicating the personnel and their wages 
Personnel Wages 
Gilkars (workers in Lime) First class workmen 7 dams, second class 6 dams,  
third class 5 dams. 
Sang-tarash (stone-masons) 6 dams paid for each gaz,  
5 dams paid to those who did plain work,  
22 jital was paid to the labourer class, employed in 
quarries for every man he breaks 
Darudgar, Najjar 
(carpenters) 
7 dams for first class,  
6 dams for second class,  
4 dams for third class,  
3 dams for fourth,  
2 dams for fifth class one who did plain work, A first 
class carpenter got 1 dam 17 jitals for one gaz, second 
class 1 dam 6 jitals and the third class 21 jitals, 
Pinjara-saz (lattice worker 
and wicker worker) 
First, when the pieces are joined (Fastened with 
strings), 24 dams for every square gaz; 22 dam when 
hexagonal, 18 dam when jaffar,i10516 dam when 
shatranji (or square fields, as on a chess board), 12 
dam for every square gaz. Secondly, when the work is 
ghayr-wasli,106 for first class work, 48 dam per square 
gaz; for second class 40 dams. 
Arra-kash (sawyers) For job work, per square gaz 2 ½ dams if sisau wood; 
2 dams if nazhu wood.107 
Beldars (brick Layers), 3 ½ dams for first class daily, 3 dams for second class 
if employed by the job, for building fortress walls 
with battlements, 4 dams pergaz; 2 ½  dams for laying 
                                               
103 Arhsatta Imarti, B. N. 8, f. no 4. See also, Kamal, Farhat, The Organisation of Artisans in Building 
Construction, A Case Study of Jaipur, I.J.H.R., Vol. 3, no. 1, 2014. 
104 Ibid., B.N. 3, f. no. 48. 
105 It is orrhombus-like, one diagonal being vertical and the other horizontal 
106 It is the sticks not being fastened with strings, but skillfully and tightly interwoven. 
107 A labourer employed for the day 2 dams. There are three men for every saw, one above and two 
below. 
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foundation, 2 dams for all other walls and for digging 
ditches ½  dam pergaz. The gaz of a labourer contains 
32 tassuj. 
Khist-tarash (tile makers) For 100 moulds, smoothened, 8 dams. 
Surkhi-kob (pounders of old 
bricks) 
1 ½ dam for a heap of 8 mans. 
Glass-cutters 100 dam per gaz. 
Bamboo-cutters 2 dams per diem. 
Chappar-band (thatchers) 3 dams perdiem, if done by job, 24 dams for 100 gaz. 
Patal band 1 dams for 4 gaz. 
Lakhira (they varnished 
reeds etc. with lac) 
Wages, 2 dams per diem 
Abkash (water carriers)108 3 dams per diem for first class, second class do, 2 
dams.  
 
This table shows that the wages depended on the specialization of a particular 
artisan. This table is prepared from Ain. The wages of artisan for instance were higher 
to the carpenter in comparison to Arrakash (one who saws beam). 
Ain mentions that some artisans worked on Ijara (lease) for definite task of 
specified dimensions and measurements.109 Ijara workers got slightly higher wages. 
Arhsatta Imarti also mentions the Ijara workers.110 
Ain only mentions the category of workers and their wages.111 However, 
Arhsatta Imarti refers to the name of workers and their ajura (wages) and their 
domicile also. The constructional activity in Jaipur provided employment to a number 
of artisans and labourers who came from different areas. 
The document does not mention specialization of artisans but only alludes that 
some artisans were engaged in stone works (karigar patthar ki jali banayo),112 
otherswere engaged for making the lime mortar (chuno- ko-gara-karo), yet others 
engaged in the work of Kot ki Chunai. Some engaged for digging the clay and the 
construction of burj (raised platform).113 But sometimes document mention the 
specialization of artisans for example, carpenter and beldars. Abul Fazl mentions the 
beldars (brick-layers) and their wages. Our document mentions the name of beldars 
as well as their wages. 
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Selection of the site of the buildings was the main concern for muhandis 
(engineers), me’mar (architect) and banna (builders). After the selection of the site, 
the next step was the design and planning of the building. The plan or trah of the 
proposed building was drawn on paper. Trah or plan was a general term used both in 
painting and Architecture for the traced outline or plan.114 
The Red fort was carried out according to the trah ratified by Shah Jahan.115 
Before the construction of Khwabgah of Shah Jahan in the Lahore fort, Asaf Khan 
placed a number of trahs (plans) prepared by the master architect before the Emperor; 
only one was approved by Emperor and handed over it to engineers to carry out 
construction accordingly.116 
Kapad-dwara reveals that selection of the sites was the main concern of 
Jaipurruler. Before the actual construction of Jaipur city, trahs (plans) were prepared. 
Kapad-dwara is the collection of an exceptionally large mass of maps, plans and 
notes on the planning of the Jaipur city. This document recorded the step by step 
development of Jaipur city.117 
The term usta was used for architect in our document. Firstly, ustagar 
(architect) were prepared the trahs (plans) of Jaipur buildings on the order of 
Vidhyadhar and than actual construction was started according to the trah (plan). 
There were number of ustagar (architect) whose name was mentioned in the 
document like Dayaram, Kushpal Kumar, Udairam, Sumram and Sitaram Kumar 
etc.118 
Arhsatta Imarti mentions the name of some ustagar who were paid in advance 
for instance, Rs. 107/- was paid to Dayaram architect, Rs. 67/- paid to Rekho Khati. 
But there is the mention of architect who were given Rs. 76/-. These wages was 
distributed under the Devidas Mahajan Darogha.119 
Masons and Stone cutter- The main occupation of masons was house 
building construction.  Bhu Dhar was a noted stone-cutter of Jaipur. He constructed a 
cenotaph of the late Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh in 1755 A.D. He was rewarded with 
                                               
114 Qaisar, A. J., Building Construction in Mughal India, the Evidence from Paintings, op. cit., p. 14. 
115 Muhammad Waris, Badshahnama, transcript at the centre of advanced Study, Department of 
History, Aligarh Muslim University Aligarh, p. 39, See also, Qaisar, A. J., Building Construction in 
Mughal India, op. cit., p. 14. 
116 Abdul Hamid Lahori, Badshahnama, Bib. Indica, Vol. II., Calcutt, 1866-72, p. 224, See also, 
Qaisar, A. J., Building Construction in Mughal India, op. cit., p. 14. 
117 Kapad-dwara, Vol. II., op. cit. 
118 Arhsatta Imarti, B.N. 6, f. no. 80, 81, 88. 
119 Ibid., B.N. 6, 8. 
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scroll of cloth which was worth Rs. 13/-.120Dastur komwar mentions the names 
silawat (stone cutters) who were employed by the Raja such as Muhammad Raza. He 
was rewarded for his work by the Jaipur Darbar.121 Gangaram Karigar was skilled 
artisan of building construction and was rewarded by the Raja for his work.122 
To conclude one can discern from the forgoing discussion that there was 
whole hierarchy of personnel involved in building constructional activity which 
sustained it by their coordinated effort.  
Arms and Armours manufacturers 
The master craftsmen were employed for the manufacturing of arms and 
armours. Ain mentions that skillful artisans manufactured the gajnals and narnals. 
The craftsmen like Ustad Kabeer and Hussain were appointed for the manufacturing 
of weapons during the period of Akbar.123 
We have discussed here the manufacturing of arms and armours and zins by 
the artisans and craftsmen in the light of Topkhana, Silehkhana, Zinkhana and Dastur 
Komwar documents. Silehkhana, Zinkhana and Topkhana employed blacksmith, 
goldsmith, tailors, cobblers, sikligar (metal worker) and expert of naal-bandi (horse 
shoe maker).  
Dastur-Komwar refers that Imam Kamal was the expert in the manufacturing 
of canons. He was rewarded forhis work by the state.124 The cannon manufacturers 
were called shorgirs.125The document like Silehkhana provide ample evidence about 
the manufacturing of artillery and long range and short range weapons such as 
daggers, guns, swords, tir kaman, banduk (matchlock) straight blade, bhaala and 
qabza (lance), pati (narrow blade). Topkhana refers the manufacturing of cannons 
such as arjun baan and san baan, etc.  
Silehkhana document reveal the manufacturing of different jewelled weapons 
such as talwar tega ahani, talwari tega wilayati, talwari tega ahani Gujarati, Katar 
ahani, etc. T. N. Mukharjee mentions that jeweled swords and daggers hilts were 
made at Jaipur.126 Birdwood observes thus about the jeweled weapons of India, “The 
                                               
120 Dastur Komwar, Vol. 23, f. 589. 
121 Ibid., f.97. 
122 Ibid., f. 295. 
123 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, Vol. I., pp. 82-83. 
124 Dastur Komwar, Vol. 23, f. 45. 
125 Sharma, G. S., Sources on Social and Economic History of Rajasthan 17th to 20th Century Bikaner, 
Bikaner, 2005, p. 179. 
126 Mukharjee, T. N., Art Manufactures of India, New Delhi, 1974, pp. 97-148. 
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Indian Jewellers producing the sumptuous imposing effect of a emeralds and foul 
spinal rubies, large as walnuts and more splinters and scales of diamonds which he so 
lavishly uses are often valueless, except as points and sparkles and splashes of 
effulgent colouring but nothing can exceed the skill, artistic feeling and effectiveness 
with which gems are used in India both in jewellry proper and in the jeweled 
decoration of the arms.”127 
James Tod refers that the artisans manufactured with dexterity in their own 
shops, swords, blades, matchlock, dagger, iron boxes and iron lances.128 The other 
sources also provide ample information regarding the localities of arm manufactures. 
They prepared sharp headed spear and swords. The weapons were manufactured in 
the Karkhanas on the special order of Rajas and nobles. We have one reference of 
Jodhpur Raja that he issued an order for the manufacturing of one hundred twenty five 
guns with long neck and other weapons like, swords, katari were also 
manufactured.129 
Silehkhana refers that Tara Lohar was expert in manufacturing the swords. 
The swords were manufactured for Kawar Paal, Narayandas Khandela, Gopal Singh 
Bhadoda, Sabat Khan, Itad Khan Bahadur, Gada Beg Musalman, Arjun Singh, Bhim 
Singh, Hathi Singh, Son of Biharidas Panchouli, Son of Puran Chand etc.130 
The iron-smiths were engaged in the manufacturing of weapons such as 
cannons in Topkhana. They were the skilled workers frequently mentioned in the 
document such as Fateh Mohammad, Nuro, Kamal, Rajaf, Sabla, Nathu, Kanho, 
Parsog, Kholu, Bhagwan, son of Kasaba, son of Teja Lohar and Ganglo 
Lohar.131Dastur komwar also refers about Sabla Lohar. He was rewarded number of 
times for their work by the state.132 
Kishanban was repaired and renovated. It was sent to Ram Sheodas. The 
eleven workers (majornafar) were engaged in the renovation of it. Rs. 49.7 was paid 
to them.133 The nali of kishanban was renovated by the son of Neta and Khasa. 
                                               
127 Birdwood, G.C.M., The Industrial Arts of India, London, 1880, p. 190, cf.,  Pant, G. N., Indian 
Arms and Armour, Vol. II., New Delhi, 1980, pp. 204-205. 
128 Tod, James, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan on the Central and Western Rajput States of India, 
ed. Vol. II., op. cit., New Delhi. 
129 Sanad Parwana Bahi, Jodhpur, no. 17, V.S. 1833/A. D.1776. 
130 Jamakharch Silehkhana, op. cit. 
131 Jamakharch Topkhana, op.cit. 
132 Dastur-Komwar, Vol. 23. 
133 Jamakharch Topkhana, op. cit., f. 489. 
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The seat of camel was made of kanth-chowin (wood). The carpenters and iron 
smiths were engaged in the making of it for instance son of Mohan Khati (carpenter), 
son of Sabla Lohar and son of Peetha Khati (carpenter).134 
Silehkhana refers to the manufacturing of tabal ahani, tugal ahani, nagara 
(kettle-drum) ahani, bhala (lance) ahani, singhara (handkerchief) ahani, nath ahani, 
katar (sword) ahani, churi tega (sword) ahani, kaman (arrow), chaalgirda (?), gupti 
tega (short knife) etc. The document refers the manufacturing of different kind of 
swords like gupti, kata and dhup. The swords were termed tega and talwar in our 
document. The literary and visual knowledge shows that the swords hilts were 
decorated with different precious stones. The hilts were made of hiran ke seeng (deer 
horn), dandan feel (ivory), metal and wood. 
The Zinkhana document also refers to the detail of the preparation of zins 
which were crafted by the craftsmen who came from different regions like Rewari and 
Jahanabad etc. The bridles, saddles and harness were manufactured, repaired and 
renovated in Zinkhana.135 The documents refers about the precious stones such as 
churni (small rubies), kundan (enamel), moti (pearl), manik (beads of gold and silver), 
pukhraj (topaz), panna (emerald) which were used in the decoration of zins (saddles) 
and jot (fastenings). The document refers to the term jarao jot (studded fastenings) 
and jarao zins (studded saddles). The zins and jots were beautifully crafted and 
decorated with murassakari (inlay work) and minakari (enameling). The jaraozins 
and jarao jot were studded with precious stones. The precious technique of kajalkari 
(application of lampblack) crafted on jarao zins. It could be decorated with gold and 
copper. The craftsmen also made zins which was purely of gold.  
Topkhana also refers about the preparation of jhool. The Zinkhana refers about 
the specific items like jhool (carpet like cloth worn on the elephants back), howda (a 
wooden cubicle like structure), firaki (open howda), mohala charka and Imari 
(pailanquin).136 Topkhana document also refersto these items. It seems that these 
items were also manufactured in Topkhana as well as Zinkhana. Topkhana refers that 
                                               
134 Ibid., f. 383. 
135 Jamakharch Zinkhana, op. cit., cf., Khan, Sumbul, Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under the 
Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 99. 
136 Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art and Crafts Workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur 
Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 100. 
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goldsmith was also appointed in this department for decoration the cannons and other 
weapons.137 
Topkhana and Zinkhana refer the detail of metal armours. The master 
craftsmen who prepared these zinswere called sikligar. Dastur komwar also refers 
sikligar. They were the metal workers who prepared the metal armours. Zinkhana 
document mentions that the master craftsmen of this craft manufactured the zins and 
metal armours.138Dastur-Komwarrefersabout the skilled metal workers who were 
rewarded by the court for their work such as Kanyasio Ji and Siobaksh 
Sikligar.139They were invited by Jaipur rulers from different places and got 
employment in the Jaipur Karkhanas.140 
The items of zins like chowki (low seat), singharkhana (handkerchief), taat 
pirhi (seat of eri silk), kursi (chair), muzzama (heel rope) were studded and crafted 
with precious stones. These items were prepared in Topkhana and Zinkhana.141 These 
details give the idea of artistic dexterity. We can say on the basis of these details that 
expert workman were employed for this craft in Karkhanas. The detail of enameling, 
engraving and inlaying on particular articles shows the high or good quality of works 
by master craftsmen. Fortunately, we have a detail of cost/price of these articles 
which were manufactured in these workshops. The minute details like particular 
articles studded with precious stones and even the information pertaining to precious 
stones used in the crafting of decoration of particular items are available in the 
documents. 
The document mentions that the wages was fixed for labour (majur).  
  
                                               
137 Jamakharch Topkhana, op. cit., f. no. 567. 
138 Jamakharch Zinkhana, dated Bhadva Sudi 3 V.S. 1774 to Bhadva 2, 1775/20 September 171 to 2 
August 1718. cf., Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art and Crafts Workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of 
Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 97. 
139 Dastur Komwar, Vol., 23, f.no. 42, 711. 
140 Ibid. 
141 Jamakharch Topkhana, op. cit., Jamakharch Zinkhana, op. cit., See also, Khan, Sumbul Haleem, 
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Table showing the fixed wages (mukarrar) of hired labour 
Labour (major) Dar Mukarrar (Fixed wages) Document 
Thirty labour man 2 60 Silehkhana 
Four man 1.25 6 ,, 
Twenty man 2 40 ,, 
Eight man 1.25 12 ,, 
Eighteen men 2 36 ,, 
Twenty  two - 41 ,, 
 
Naalbandi (shoe-smith)-Zinkhana document provide the information about 
naal bandi (horse shoe making). The artisan used to fix the shoe by hammering on it. 
The Mughal miniatures also depicted the technique of shoeing a horse.142 
The armours of men, horses, elephants and camels were prepared in 
Topkhana, Zinkhana and Silhkhana. The armours of men were helmet, kawach (waist 
coat), bhuj bandh (arm guard), moza-i-ahani (socks of iron), char ainah (a breast 
plate), zirah (coat of mail with sleeves), angrakha (tied fitted coat), daghlah (a coat of 
quilted cloth), panja (iron quilted cotton piece worn in the palm), dastana ahani 
(gauntlet) and shield etc. The elephant armours are included gaddi taat ki (a cushion 
put on the back of an elephant), pichwa (belt fastened over the butt of elephant), 
mauallo (ring of nickel fixed with the trunk of an elephant), pichnod (cloth spread 
over the behind part of elephant), tokara (ornaments of legs), qutas (attached to the 
throat, forhead and neck of animal), pakhar (piece of armour made of steel), seeri 
(special equipment for the protection of the head), jhool (long cloth put on the back of 
the animal) etc. The armour of horse were tang (girth), gardani, (equipment for the 
protection of neck made of steel and leather) pakhar (equipment to protect legs), 
dumchi (crupper), jer band (martingale mohra put on the mouth), zeen (saddle), 
chakma (a woolen padded cloth put on the saddle), kukari (ornament for the neck) etc. 
The armour of camel are palan (saddle of camel), tang, jhool, nool (iron chain put on 
the front legs), mohera (bridle put on the mouth), puch tarang (crupper), kanpad (ear 
ornament) kunchi (saddle cloth) etc. 
The carpenters were employed in Topkhana for manufacturing the scabbards, 
arrow shaft, spear shaft, handle of battle axe, handle of match, banduq, gun carriages, 
bulk cart, palanquins, howdad for elephant and camels, tripod of canons etc. There are 
                                               
142  B.K.B., Cat. No., 17015, 19747, A. I. I. S. cf., Gupta, N. S., Catalogue of Paintings in the Central 
Museum of Lahore, Calcutta, 1922, cf., Firdous Rana, Crafts and professions depicted in Mughal 
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two terms kawaj kanth and choubin used in Topkhana documents. These terms were 
used for wood. The choubin was a wooden frame which prepared of bans (bamboo). 
Lal sal and shisham (variety of wood) were used for making the howdah, cart, arrow, 
and handle of swords, daggers, katar and stands of cannon.143 The takhat nali was 
made by the son of Sukhabgo Khati and son of Hema Khati. The carpenters were 
working with collaborations of iron-smith in the Topkhana and Silehkhana such as 
Sabla Lohar and son of Kasaba Khati, Teja Lohar and Deepa Khati were working 
together for making the nali and howdah of chowbin etc.144 
Book-Binding Craft 
Jama Kharch, Pothikhana and Rangkhana papers reveal the book binding 
craft. Payment was provided to the craftsmen in naqd (cash) and in jinsi (kind). 
Jamakharch papers of Suratkhana reveals  that different kind of papers were used 
here such as Kashmiri, Mansinghi, Doulatabadi etc. for writing the manuscript and 
paintings. P.K. Gode writes that various types of papers seem to have been 
manufactured in India.145The documents provide ample detail about the 
ornamentation of papers. These papers were coloured or printed with floral patterns. 
White papers were used for writing the manuscripts. The wooden clamp was used to 
hold the pages.  
The detail of book coverswas also mentioned in the documents. The juzdan 
(covers) were prepared for keeping the books and paintings. These covers were 
decorated with chikandozi, zardozi and kalabatun etc. The covers of the book were 
prepared of various textiles such as neelak, tafta, suqlat, mashru, alaicha, makhmal 
etc. The lakdi ka sanduk, choubin sanduk (wooden chest) and pitara bans ka (cane 
basket) were also prepared for keeping the manuscripts and books. These wooden 
chests were used for keeping the manuscript safely. It was used to be tala ahani 
(locked). The craftsmen employed included madhai (scribes, who wrote the 
manuscripts), chittera (painters prepared the margin paintings on the border of 
manuscripts), madhai (pasters), darzi (tailors, who stiched the juzdan for keeping the 
manuscripts and books), jild saaz (book-binder) and mocha (cobblers).146 
                                               
143 Jamakharch Topkhana, op. cit. 
144 Ibid., f. no. 537-38. 
145 Gode, P.K., Migration of Papers from China to India, Studies in Regional History of Indian Paper 
Industry, Studies in Indian Cultural History, Vol. III., pp. 1-12, 18-30. 
146Jamakharch Pothikhana, dated 1 Safar 1109/19 October 1698 to 20 Rajab 1111/11 January 1700, 
See also, Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art and Crafts Workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur 
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Abul Fazl mentions about the other craftsmen in the atelier like ornamental 
artists, gilders, line drawers and pagers were employed at the atelier. Ain refers to the 
ornamental artists and line drawers was accomplished the margin-illumination. The 
margin paintings on particular manuscript folios represent the decoration executed by 
different artists.147 
Our documents refers that craftsmen were engaged with their crafts. Tailors 
and Jildsaaz were engaged in their task and a scribe (Ramnath) was engaged in 
writing the manuscripts. He wrote 600 copies of a manuscript and received Rs. 12, 
972/- for it.148 
The Persian sources of medieval India often mention about the scribes and 
calligraphers and rarely mention the book-binders. Our sources refer about the 
scribes, tailors and jildsaaz (book-binder) and their wages (to be discussed in fourth 
chapter).149 
Miscellanous Workers: 
Malis (Gardeners) 
We can discern the fondness of Sawai Jai Singh in gardens. He founded Jai 
Niwas Garden when he laid out the foundation of Jaipur city. The Account of 
Bhojansar refers that Sawai Jai Singh instructed Vidhyadhar that a city should be 
founded here and Jai Niwas should come within the city.150 
 Dastur-Komwar and Bhagayat Kharch document refers that Jai Singh and his 
successors employed the gardeners. Kapad-dwara shows that upper classes also 
maintained the gardens for their amusement. We have a list of gardens from Kapad-
dwara which were built in the Jaipur city. The importance of the gardens in the layout 
of Royal palaces and masons of the nobles increased with the coming of Mughals.151 
We have literary evidence about the gardeners and their wages. These literary 
documents are Baghayat kharch document, Arhsatta of Sanganer, Kapad-dwara and 
Dastur-Komwar. Ain also dealt about the different kind of fruits but does not refer to 
                                               
147 Verma, S.P., Margin Paintings of Medieval Indian Art, P.I.H.C, Waltair, 1979, p. 464. See also, 
Brown, Percy, Indian Paintings Under the Mughals, op. cit., pp. 91-92, 139-40, 190-191. 
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Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 59. 
149 Jamakharch Pothikhana, op. cit. See also, Khan, Halim, Sumbul, Art and Crafts Workshops Under 
the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 59. 
150 cf., Roy, A.K., History of the Jaipur City, op. cit., p. 42. 
151  Firdous Rana, Crafts and professions depicted in Mughal Paintings, op. cit., p. 140. 
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the details of gardens and gardeners.152 The miniature paintings are the most 
important sources which reveal the detail of maintaining the gardens by the gardeners. 
Dastur-Komwar refers to the term wilayat ko mali it seems that gardeners also 
came from other areas. The other gardeners like Gulaba Mali of Maji Garden, Kishan 
Mali, and Thakarsi Mali of Jai Niwas garden was also mentioned in Dastur 
Komwar.153Jama Kharch, Baghayat and Arhsatta Imarti documents encompass the 
details on the planning of flower-beds as well as masonry construction and irrigation. 
In the planning of Jaipur city, number of gardens was laid out for the personal use of 
royal houses and nobles. Mentionworthy in this context are Jai Niwas garden, 
Vidhyadhar Ka Bagh and Sisodia Rani Ka Bagh.154 
Arhsatta Sanganer refers to the gardeners such as Kanho Kheeba, Khubo 
Kusla, Khemo Kusla, Khuspaal, Neta Lala Neta Rekha, Neta Khema, Ghsiya Jeewa 
and Kishan Neta Chaju.155Baghayat Kharch document also refer to the name of 
periphery areas gardens such as Sanganer and Baswa.156 The sources even reveal the 
expenditure which was incurred on the maintenance of gardens.157 
The miniature paintings are the best source of information about the 
maintaining of gardens by the gardeners. One miniature paintings show three 
gardeners who were responsible to maintain the gardens. Two gardeners used a spade 
for maintain the flower-beds. They hold different designs of spades. One holds belcha 
(a square flat blades), the other holds a blade with a pointed edge. It seems that in the 
middle, one gardener was planting seeds of flower. This painting depicted that his one 
hand out stretched forbroad casting seeds, and his left hand holds a patkaa (rough bag 
for seeds).158 
Babur Nama miniature shows that Babur inspected the workmen in the Bagh-
i-wafa in Kabul. Two gardeners are holding a spade for maintain the gardens. One 
blade is triangular in shape. Two other workmen depicted in the miniature painting 
                                               
152 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., p. 49. 
153 Dastur-Komwar, Vol., 23. 
154 Jama Kharch Baghayat, List No (fard), 88, 76. 
155 Arhsatta Sanganer, R. S. A. Bikaner. 
156 Jama Kharch Baghayat, op. cit. 
157 Arhsatta Imarti, op. cit. 
158 Sulaiman, Hamid, Miniature of Babur Nama, Tashkent, 1970, Plate No., 24,cf., Firdous Rana, 
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are measuring the length of a flower bed. The gardeners are engaged in various jobs in 
depicrtion of Jahangiri paintings also.159 
The Diwan-i-Anwari painting also depicts a gardener. One gardener is 
pluncing flowers and other workmen digging a flower bed with spade.160A painting 
from RazmNamah shows that two gardeners are working on a plot. They have leather 
bags in their hands. One gardener holds a spade while the other maintains the flower-
beds with the help of arod. We can observe from these paintings that one gardener 
was engaged in digging with spade. Another gardener was planting a shrub in the hole 
dug with a spade (khumni). The other man shows carrying a small plant, its roots was 
encased in the mud while another gardener encased the same plant in earthen pot. We 
can observe from these paintings that one gardener was engaged in digging with 
spade. Another gardener was planting a shrub in the hole dug with a spade (khumni). 
The other man shows carrying a small plant, its roots was encased in the mud while 
another gardener encased the same plant in earthen pot.161 
                                               
159 Hambly, Gavin, Cities of Mughal India, Delhi, 1968, Plate No., 20, cf., Firdous Rana, Crafts and 
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160 Catalouge No. 14127, American Institute of Indian Studies, Varanasi, cf., Firdous Rana, Crafts and 
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161 Goedhuis, Indian Paintings, London, 1978, Plate No., 53, cf., Firdous Rana, Crafts and professions 
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We have also developed the table from Baghayat kharch document.  
Table indicating wages of gardeners (Mali) 
 
Bagh  (garden) Name of 
the 
gardener 
(Mali) 
Jan 
{Magha] 
Rs 
Feb 
{Phalgua) 
Rs 
March 
(Chaitra} 
Rs 
April 
{Baisakha} 
Rs 
May 
(Jyeshtha) 
Rs 
June 
(Ashadha) 
Rs 
July 
(Sravana) 
Rs 
August 
(Bhadrapada) 
Rs 
September 
(Asvina) 
Rs 
October 
(Karttika) 
Rs 
 
November 
(Margshirsha) 
Rs 
December 
(Pausha) 
Rs 
Garden of   
Rajawat 
Thakarsi - 11 - - - 21 - - - - - 22 Ru 
Mukand Bagh Anando - 16 - - - 12 - 2 - - - - 
Raambagh Nihalo - - - - - 35.48 - 7.32 - - - 34.32 
Murlidharbagh Bhabani - - - 23.54 - - - 3.10 - - - 8 
DalaRaam 
Bagh  
Girdhari 
Lichmano - - - - - - - - - 9paisa 13.18 13.32 
Bagh Chandra 
Badaran 
- - 41.50 - - - 83.50 - 41.50 - - - 83.48 
BaghMaji 
Ranawat ji 
- - 50 - - - 281.33 - 43.50 87.61 - - 99.60 
Paal ka Bagh - - 118.4 - - - 234.7 - 118.2 - - - 236.7 
Beej   Mahal 
Bagh dasraha 
ki 
- 
- 5.46 - - - 11.24 - 5.48 - - - 11.30 
Nand Bagh Ganga 
Ram - - 25 - 61 - 5 97.36 - 40.28 18.8 53.8 
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This table shows that highest wage amount was paid to the gardener of Paal Bagh and 
low wage amount was paid to the gardener of Dalaram Bagh. We have got 
information about the name of some gardeners viz, Thakarsi, Anando, Nihalo, 
Bhabani, Girdhari lichmano and Ganga Ram of the gardens Rajawat, Mukand Bagh, 
Rambagh, Murlidhar Bagh, Dalaram Bagh and Nand Bagh respectively.162 
Khatis (Carpenters) 
Our sources of the period refer the term khati for carpenters who were 
involved in the manufacturing of different articles of wood. Arhsatta Imarti, 
Rangkhana, Topkhana, Dastur-Komwar mention about the carpenter and their wages. 
Dastur Komwar refers that carpenters were engaged in the manufacturing of 
Palanquins, raths (chariots) etc. Arhsatta Imarti refers that they were engaged in the 
manufacturing of doors and window frames etc. Silehkhana refers that carpenters 
were involved in making the scabbard of swords and daggers. The name Mansa Khati 
and his wages were recorded in the Silhkhana. Even Dastur Komwar refers the name 
of famous carpenter like Bhima and Hema produced the beautiful elephant seat for 
the Jaipur Raja. Jaipur rulers rewarded them for their artistic dexterity. Our records 
shows that khati (carpenter) and luhar (iron-smith) worked together like Topkhana 
document refers that luhar prepared the weapons and khati envolved in making the 
other items like chariots, swords and dagger scabbords etc. Rangkhana and 
Chhapakhana also refer to the work of carpenter. They also made the wooden blocks 
for printing. Jodhpur records also show that the carpenter and luhar worked together 
and were called khitrawasar for making palan (camel seats).163Rangkhana mentions 
that Nathu Khati made the wood of kusum (Nathu khati kusum outbanai) and other 
carpenter engaged in the preparation of other wood (khati patang cheero). 
They were paid for special work more than the other workers of the same 
profession. They were also prepared the other items for the amusement of childerns as 
well as luxurious articles of the rulers and their nobles. The toys like chat patri 
(canopied) chakriyan (wheels) and jhunjhuna (child rattle) were prepared by 
carpenter. In western part of Rajasthan the term refer to them was Suthar.164 These 
record shows that these articles were made on demand from the ruler of Jodhpur at 
Sojat. They also manufactured the figures of domestic and pet animals. The record 
                                               
162 Baghayat Kharch Document, op. cit. cf., Kamal, Farhat, Urban Morphology of 18th Century Jaipur, 
op. cit., p. 100. 
163 Sanad Parwana Bahi, Jodhpur, No. 23, V.S.1836/A.D.1779, f 35., No., 41, V.S. 1846/A.D. 
164 Ibid., No. 17, V.S.1833/A.D.1778, f. 153, and No. 25, V.S. 1830/ AD, f. 257. 
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shows that Jodhpur rulers ordered these items for instance one such requisition 
demanded ten elephants, ten cows, ten parrots, ten horses and ten peacocks were 
manufactured by the carpenter.165 
Kumhars (Potters) 
Kapad-dwara documents mentions about the residential areas of potters in 
Jaipur city. Dastur-Komwar reveals the name of potters who were employed by the 
Jaipur rulers. Potters manufactured the earthen pots for domestic purpose as well as 
other articles. They also prepared the khaprail (roofing tiles). Sanad Bahi records 
about the potter named Padam and Pema who prepared the pots on demand of state 
and also paid the transport charge by the state to bring the required items.166 They 
also made the clay lamps and clay toys on the occasion of festivals such as Diwali 
and Holi. Padam Khati was paid Rs. 10 by the Jodhpur ruler for the wares because he 
brought the wares.167 
 
(V) Clay model of Potter in Albert Museum Jaipur 
                                               
165 Sanad Parwana Bahi,Jodhpur, No. 17, V.S.1833/A.D.1778, f. 153, and No. 25, V.S. 1830/ AD, f. 
153. 
166 Sanad Parwana, Bahi, Jodhpur, No, 8, V.S. 1825/A.D.1768, f. 95. 
167 Ibid., No, 9, V.S., 1829/A.D 1777, f. 12 (b). 
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Our document shows that reward was given to the potters for their skill. 
George Watt mentions about the two steps of potters; 1) the kumhar or village potter 
produced the unglazed pottery and confines themselves to the ordinary articles of 
household and second category of potters who produced the artistic wares and called 
kuzagars and kashigars. Kuzangar also produced the other articles such as surahis, 
martabans and other ornamental wares.168 George Bird Wood also writes that potters 
produced the two forms of pottery; 1) Vases for domestic purpose and ornament 2) 
tiles for the decoration of tombs and mosque.  
The kumhars were paid poorly but enjoyed honorable and respectable position 
in the village community. The Kumhars of Jaipur produced both glazed and unglazed 
pottery. Jaipur produced the two shades of pottery such as blue-cobalt and turquoise 
on a very pure white. Jaipur produced the Persian models and produced the admixture 
of green leaves, brown, and yellow flowers of pottery.169 
The Burbura (ground felsper) was used in the preparation of the pottery of 
Jaipur. It was locally known as kamchini. Bhola was the potter who produced many 
masterpieces of pottery in Delhi. Later his pupils got admitted in the Art School of 
Jaipur and produced many masterpieces in large demand of pottery of Jaipur city.170 
Jaipur had won the silver prize for vases and tiles on façade of buildings in the Art 
Exhibition of Delhi.171 
Tarkash or Patwas (wire makers)- They were engaged in the work of 
designing strips and flowers in silver and gold threads. These strips were designed on 
the turbans of aristocratic class.172Dastur-Komwar mentions the name of famous 
tarkash or patwas of Jaipur such as Sahab Ram, Madan, Ram Dayal and Thakarsi.173 
The clay model shows that the tarkash was engaged in making the fringe.174 
                                               
168 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., pp. 80, 86, 90. 
169Ibid., p. 91. 
170 Ibid., p. 90. 
171 Ibid., p. 97. 
172 Rajputana Gazetteer, Vol. II., p. 252, A, Erskin, Scotish Mission Industries, Ajmer, 1908 and the 
Poineer Press, Allahabad, 1909, Gupta, B. L., Trade and Commerce in Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 27. 
173 Dastur Komwar, Vol. 23, f. no.  379, 594, 663 and 699. 
174 Preserved in Albert Museum, Jaipur, 
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(VI) A clay model of Tarkash in Albert Museum, Jaipur 
 
Thatheras- They were engaged in the manufacturing of utensils of brass, 
copper and bronze. They were employed in the Karkhanas of Jaipur. We have also 
information that thathera provided the articles to the Zargarkhana at the time of need. 
Kirkirikhana provides information about the manufacturing of brass utensils.175 
Lakheras (Bangle makers of lakh)- Lakheras were engaged in the 
manufacturing of lac bangels called chutas. The documents show that Lakhera 
Karana purchased lac worth five Rs. in Tonk from Karamsi for the manufacture of 
bangles. The records mention that four Lakheras brought their bangles for sale in the 
weekly market of Tonk.176 
                                               
175 Jamakharch Kirkirikhana, V. S. 1795/1738 A. D. R.S.A. Bikaner. 
176 Roznama-Chabutara-Kotwali, qasba Tonk, V.S. 1750 (1693 A.D) Jaipur Records. 
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(VII) A Clay model of lac bangle maker, preserved in Albert Museum. 
 
Churigars (Bangle makers)- They manufactured churi, and bracelets of ivory 
for Royal ladies. They were generally Muslims and famous all over Rajasthan. Kabir 
was a famous churigar of Bikaner.177Jodhpur records mentions Ali Bakash, 
Muhammad Khan, Maruf, Muhammad Bagha, Saiyyed Jiwan and Nasir were 
engaged in the manufacturing of churi (bangles) in Jodhpur.178 The clay model 
reveals that bangle maker was engaged in selling the bangle also.179 
Mochis (Cobblers)- They used to manufacture leather goods, such as shoes, 
scabbards of the swords, saddles, shields, cover of books and leather buckets. Buddhi 
Vilas mentions that cobbler was made the saddles.180Dastur-Komwar refers the name 
Daula Mochi who was the expert cobbler. He was rewarded with siropao and its 
worth was Rs. 5.7/- for making the beautiful saddle for the Royal use.181Silehkhana 
also refers the wages of mochi. They were engaged here in making the scabbard of 
                                               
177 Sawan- Mandi- Sader-Bahi, No. 11, V. S. 1822 (1765A.D), Bikaner Records, cf., B. L. Gupta, 
Trade and Commerce in Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 24. 
178 Kotwali-Chabutra-Jamabandi-Bahi, qasba Jodhpur, 1832 V. S. (1775 A.D), Jodhpur District 
Archives, Jodhpur, 
179 Clay Models, Preserved in Albert Museum. 
180  Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., Verse No. 123. 
181 Dastur Komwar, Vol. 23, f. no. 414. 
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swords and katar etc.182 The Chitar and Manyo Mochi was also rewarded by Jaipur 
Raja.183 
Gandhis (Perfumers)- They used to prepare different kind of perfumes and 
scented oils. Baghayat Kharch document and Khusbookhana refers the preparation of 
different kinds of perfumes and scented oils. They also prepared the rose water to 
Royal House. Buddhi Vilas mentions that perfumer was prepared the different 
perfumes and scented oils.184Khushbookhana refers that perfumes and sandal oil also 
brought from different areas like Ajmer and Agra etc.185 Sandal oil was bought from 
Vijay Ram who was the perfumer of Ajmer. 4 seers and 9 chhataks of sandal oil 
purchased for the Khushbookhna.186 We have a list of perfumes and scented oils 
which prepared in the Khusbookhana by the perfumer. We have found two names of 
perfumer who were employed in khusbookhana such as Bal Kishan Gandhi and Kirpa 
Ram Gandhi.187 
dgqa xa/kh bZÙkj osfy rsy] 
ospr feLlh Qqyok QqysyA 
Khusbookhana refers the different varities of perfumes like sandal, khas, 
sukhvil, gulkheri, itargulabka, itar kastoori ka, itar chandanka, itar kapoor ka, and 
gulkama etc.188Ain also gives the list of perfumes and its prices and distillation of 
some perfumes and scented soap like chuwa perfume and barjat. Barjat prepared 
with the miture of aloewood, sandalwood, luban, camphhor and ladan etc.189Bayaz-i-
Khushbui also provides information of the preparation of different perfumes.190 
Father Monserrate also discusses the perfume and scented oil poured out in Fathepur 
Sikri.191 
Hajjams (Barbers)- They were expert in their professions. They catered to 
the houses of the richmen for shaving the heads.192 We have a clay model which 
shows that a barber is engaged in shaving the head of a man with a razor. The 
                                               
182 Jamakharch Silehkhana, op. cit. 
183 Dastur Komwar, Vol., 23, f. no. 353, 633. 
184  Buddhi Vilas, op. cit., Verse No. 116. 
185 Jamakharch Khusbookhana, V. S. 1802/ A.D. 1745, Jaipur Records. 
186 Arhsatta Karkhanajat, Khusbookhana, Chaitra Sudi 11, 1777 (1720 A.D.), Jaipur Records. 
187 Ibid. 
188 Ibid. 
189 Ain-i-Akbari, ed., Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, p. 66-67. 
190 Bayaz-i-Khusbuyui, India Office Library, bab No., 1 Rotograph No. 194. 
191 Monserrate, S. J., The Commentary of Father Monserrate, op. cit., p. 27. 
192 Foster, William, Early Travels in India, 1583-1619, London, 1921, p. 313. cf., Firdous, Rana, Crafts 
and professions depicted in Mughal Paintings, op. cit., pp. 168-69. 
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instruments of barber also depicted on the ground. The Mughal paintings also show 
the barber at work.193 Ovington writes about barber that “moderate barber shaves the 
beard and cuts the hair, picks the ears and pares the nails, all for one pice or two.194” 
Tashrih-ul-Aqwam illustration also depicts the barber at work.195 
Darzi (Tailors)- Our sources reveal the presence of darzi in Rangkhana, 
Toshakhana, Silehkhana, Topkhana etc. Their main occupation was sewing the cloths 
of Royal house and nobles. They also prepared the cloth on the special order of raja 
for giving the robes of honour to the nobles. They were paid according to their work. 
The tailor was paid according to the unit and quality of cloths which was prepared by 
them. Darzi also prepared the accessories of arms and armours. The different fabrics 
like taat patti, gulab taat, badra taat, sailka taat, safara taat, patti taat, gol taat, gazi 
reza, momjama, maskan, chhint and sut were used in the preparation of accessories of 
arms and armours. The thaila (bag) was made of gazi (cotton cloth). Reza fabric was 
used for keeping gunpowder and other items. Silehkhana refers that velevet cloth 
embroider with moti work and these velvets were used in the making of covers of 
swords, daggers, katar etc. tailored by the darzi.196 
Table showing the tailor’s wages for particular fabric in Topkhana 
Darzi Thaan(Unit)/gaz Variety  Rs. Paid 
Darzi 37 thaan Chadri Sufaid reza Nali Arjunban 11-3/4 
,, - Sut sufaid - 3.4 tanka 
,, 3 thaan, 60 gaz Thaila reza ka - 2.4 aana 
,, - Kharwa, reza, sut fabrics - 3-1/2 aana 
,, 40 thaan Jhul taat ki, patti taat ki - - 
,, thaan 6 - - 1.4/3/4 
,, - 
Reza-astar 
jhul jhalar-
260 gaz, 
howda, 2.4 aana 
,, - Chadri 41 gaz howda chowgirda 3.4 taka 
                                               
193 Suleiman, Hamid, Miniature of Babur Nama, op. cit., Pl. 29. See also, Gray, Persian Paintings, 
1961, pl. LXXXVIII, cf., Firdous Rana, Crafts and professions depicted in Mughal Paintings, op. 
cit., p. 168. 
194 Ovington, India in the Seventeenth Century, op. cit., p. 143, cf., Firdous Rana, Crafts and 
professions depicted in Mughal Paintings, op. cit., pp. 168-69. 
195  Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, op. cit., No. 43. 
196 Jamakharch Silehkhan, op. cit. 
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(VIII) Clay model of Tailor, preserved in Albert Museum Jaipur. 
 
We can conclude that the different artisans and craftsmen were engaged in 
making the precious articles for the royal class. The study also reveals that the 
production were at large scale in Jaipur. The paintings of Jaipur were much 
influenced with the Mughal School of paintings. We can notice that the cloths were 
also wear like the Mughals in the paintings. The divisions of labour were also existed 
in each Karkhana like iron-smith, goldsmith, enamel worker, inlayers, damscening 
workers, cobblers, carpenter and tailors were employed in Silehkhana. Zargarkhana 
reveals the ornaments of royal ladies like sisphul, bazuband, pahunchi and karanphul. 
These ornaments also recorded in Ain. It seems that Jaipur rajas were much 
influenced by the Mughal life style and adopted the same. 
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Chapter V 
Tools and Techniques 
The present chapter discusses the tools and technique of arts and crafts. 
According to Karkhanazat papers the large craft production has been shown in the 
Jaipur state.  Sawai Jai Singh instructed the artisans to use the best quality of tools in 
the manufacturing of articles.1 The miniatures are a valuable source to reflect the 
techniques which were applied in manufacturing process. We have the visual 
knowledge of tools and techniques of crafts from the paintings. The literary sources of 
medieval period reveal the name of tools which were employed in technique of 
manufacturing. The medieval dictionaries   also reflect the technical terms pertaining 
to different crafts and these sources allow us to reconstruct the tools and techniques as 
well as the level of labour division. 
There are divergent views of scholars regarding the tools and technique of 
medieval crafts. Some scholars consider medieval India as the period of stagnation, 
conservatism, and primitive technology which are the frequently applied definitions in 
other scholars praise the artistic dexterity and skill of Indian craftsmen. They 
emphasize their genius needed no sophisticated tools to produce the real masterpieces. 
         It was considered by most of the scholars that Indian and European industries 
like textiles were approximately equal in the developmental technology.  As for 
instance Burnes opines that the Indian weaving process does not differ from England.2 
The other scholar J. F. Royl indicates that the implements of a British weaver were as 
simple as those of the Indian weaver.3 Mirza Abu Talib Khan who visited England 
praised its technical development, mentioned the yarn which was produced by the 
jenny to be of inferior quality as compared with the one made by the Indian charkha 
(wheel).4 Eugenia Vanina explains that the weaving techniques and implements were 
surprisingly simple only when compared with the weaving machines of the nineteenth 
                                                             
1 Mirat-i-Ahmadi, op. cit., p. 11. 
2 Burnes, Alexander, On the Commerce of Tatta in Scinde, in Reports and Papers Political, 
Geographical and commercial, submitted to the Government by Sir Alexander Burnes, Lieutenant 
Leech, Doctor Lord and Lieutenant Wood, Employed on Missions in the Years 1835-37 in Scinde, 
Afghanistan and Adjacent Countries. Pt. III, Commercial, London, 1839, p. 11. cf., Vanina, 
Eugenia, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, (Thirteenth-Eighteenth Centuries), op. 
cit., p. 37. 
3 Mitra, D.B., The Cotton Weavers of Bengal, Calcutta, 1978, p. 12. 
4  Khan, Abu Talib, Travels of the Mirza Abu Talib Khan in Asia, Africa and Europe During the Years 
1799 to 1803, tr. C. Stewart, Lucknow, 1974, p. 119, cf., Vanina, Eugina, Urban crafts and 
craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 32. 
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and twentieth century’s but in terms of hand labor Indian and European weaving 
techniques were on the same level.5 
According to Marx “it is not the articles made, but how they are made, and by 
what instrument, that enables us to distinguish different economic epochs.”6 Eugenia 
Vanina observes that the medieval or modern craftsmen adopted the same instruments 
which come from remote antiquity without any change in shape and functions.7 
It is a controversial notion that Indian craft technology was not self-sufficient 
for market demand and hence reinforced stagnation in manufacturing output.8Scholars 
generally hold the view that it was primitive, conservative and stagnated. Morris D 
Morris writes, it was totally static and backward while Tapan Ray Chowdhary 
mentions that the productivity level was low. Surendar Gopal also held the same view 
of technological stagnation.9 Tapan Ray Chowdhary mentions that technology of 
textile was surprisingly simple in major manufacturing part or sector of India.10 
Eugina Vanina refers that the manual crafts were distinguished by very slow 
development of tools and techniques for both medieval India and Western countries.11 
The medieval craftsmen did their best in the manufacturing of articles which shows 
their talent of skill. The main aim of the craftsmen was to achieve the perfection in 
their crafts.12 
The development of the weaving technique in India was slow. But it does not 
mean that it was unchanged, stagnant throughout the Mughal period. Lallanji Gopal 
mentions that textile industry was considered very important in the early medieval 
period.13 The sources of early medieval period reveal the exports of textile from 
India.14 
                                                             
5 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 33. 
6 Karl Marx, The Capital, Vol. I., Moscow, 1984, p. 175. 
7 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. X. 
8 Chowdhary Tapan Ray and Habib Irfan, ed. The Cambridge Economic History of India, Vol. I., op. 
cit., p. 261 
9 Gopal, Surendar, Commerce and Crafts in Gujarat 16th and 17th Centuries, New Delhi, 1975, p. 
147. 
10 Chowdhary Tapan Ray, and Habib Irfan, ed. The Cambridge Economic History of India, op. cit., p. 
293. 
11 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 29. 
12 Ibid. 
13 Gopal, Lallanji, The Textile Industry in Early Medieval India, (c. A.D. 700-1200), Journal of the 
Asiatic Sociaty of Bombay, Vols., 39-40, 1964-65. 
14 Ibn Khordadbah in G. Ferrand Relations des Voyages et Textes Geographiaques Arabes, Perranset 
Turks, p. 31, Marco Polo, Vol. I., p. 107, Vol. II., pp. 379, 385, 388. 
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Textile technique and tools 
The chapter also studies the tools for fibre preparations, cotton ginning, 
carding, spinning before weaving the different kinds of cloths like golden and silver 
brocade, shawls, silks, cotton cloths, coarse layers etc.  We shall also discuss the 
different types of cloth which were woven like kamkhwab, malmal,bafta, tafta, 
tansukh, panchtola and velvet etc. Farhang’s Ishtilahat-i-Peshwaran refers to the 
technique of making different kind of clothes, shawls and carpets woven in different 
places.15 We will discuss their tools and technique of weaving on the basis of 
paintings and other Persian sources. The Rangkhana and Chhapakhana reveal the 
minute details of colouring and printing operation. 
In this investigation I shall only discuss cotton ginning, carding, spinning, 
weaving tools, implements and techniques. The nature of the sources pertaining to the 
tools and techniques are and dictionaries like Miftah-ul-Fuzala, Bahar-i-Ajam, 
Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, and Farhang’s Ishtilahat-i-Peshwaran.  
The technical development was slow in medieval period but we cannot 
consider it as a dark period. There is list of medieval innovation which included 
charkha (wheel), horizontal loom with heddles and treadles draw loom, block 
printing, silk twisting implements, ribbon-loom, pit loom, vertical loom for carpet 
making and new dyeing ingredients etc. 
Tools and Implements of Carder, Spinners and Weavers 
The most important step was separating the seeds from cotton. This process 
was termed as auntna, bhinna and bodhna16 which was depicted in the Miftah-ul-
fuzala a fifteenth century Persian glossary. Cotton-gin was used for ginning the cotton 
in speed and is called poni and chunangi.17Charkhi (wheel) is the earliest example of 
worm gearing and crank-handle is believed to have originated in India18 but at the 
same time Joseph Needham also observes that cotton gin is to be India’s innovation.19 
Irfan Habib points out that the first textual reference to the charkha (wheel)in India 
can be traced from Bahar-i-Ajam.20 But depiction of this device is also shown in the 
                                                             
15 Farhang Istilahat-i-Peshwaran, Vol. II., op. cit., pp 49-52, 91-98. 
16 Ibid., p. 5.  
17 Ibid., p.  4. 
18 Habib, Irfan, Technology and Economy of Mughal India, Indian Economic and Social History 
Review, Vol. XVII, No. I., 1980. p. 7. 
19 Needham, Joseph, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. 4, Cambridge, 1971, p. 127. 
20  Habib, Irfan, Technology and Economy of Mughal India, op. cit., p. 7. Bahar-i-Ajam give the earlist 
textual evidence of charkha and charkha-i-naddafi to the cotton dresser’s wheel. 
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Kangra Paintings.21 Cotton was cleaned by the charkha (wheel)which traditionally 
comprised two wooden and iron rollers, it is made to rotate by hand and foot labour 
communicated by the crank and wheel. The use of roller and board are found in 
ancient civilization and Ajanta fresco.22 Later roller and board were made of stone in 
nineteenth century.23 The illustration of a wooden instrument in Miftah-ul-Fuzala 
shows that this tool was used for extracting the cotton from seeds in medieval 
period.24 
The earlier device to beat cotton with sticks seems to have continued during 
the seventeenth century.25 The other example of stick is shown in miniature that an 
old man sitting on the ground, beating the cotton fibres with a stick26 has also been 
noticed by S. P. Verma in Sixteenth Century Mughal Miniatures at London.27Farhang 
termed this device as paina (stick).28 
The next step was carding the cotton. The implement which was used for this 
operation was the carder’s bow or pinja. It is known in India as kaman, dhunki and 
kamatha.29 This device was vibrated by the workman and he divided the cotton into 
separate filaments. The same method was applied in wool-carding.30Tant-tat (bow-
string) was used to loosen and separate the fibres. Irfan Habib observes that carder’s 
bow was not traceable in India until the advent of the Sultanate period.31 According to 
Vijaya Ramaswamy this device was introduced in South India around 6th century 
                                                             
21 Randhawa, M.S., Kangra Paintings, Delhi, 1965. Plate. 5. 
22 Schlingloff, D., Cotton Manufacture in Ancient India, The Journal of the Economic and Social 
History of the Orient, XVII (I), Lieden, 1974, pp.86-88. See also, Alam Ishrat, K.A.S.M., Textile 
Crafts and Trade in India in the 16th and 17th Centuries, Unpublished Thesis, op. cit.,  p. 39. 
23 Watt, George, The Dictionary of Economic Product in India, IV, London, 1890, pp. 105-106. See 
also, Alam Ishrat, K.A.S.M., Textile Crafts and Trade in India in the 16th and 17th Centuries, op. 
cit., Unpublished Thesis, p. 39. 
24 Muhammad Bin Daud Mahmud Shadiabadi, Miftah-ul-fuzala, British Library, MS. Or. 3299, 872 
A.H./1468-69 A.D. folio.100a. 
25 Foster, William, English Factory Records, 1665-67, p. 174, cf., Habib, Irfan, Technology and 
Economy of Mughal India, op. cit., p. 6. 
26  Toy Folk and Mildred Archer, Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library, London, 1981, Pl. 3, 
Cat. 110.4, p. 47. 
27 Verma, S. P., Sixteenth Century Mughal Miniatures at the Royal Library (Windsor) and Indian 
Office Library (London) A Survey hitherto unnoticed paintings India, P.I.H.C, Bodhgaya, 1981, p. 
217. 
28 Farhang Istilahat-i-Peshwaran, Vol. II., op. cit., p.3. 
29 Ibid., p. 5. 
30 Ibid., pp. 5-6. 
31 Habib, Irfan, Medieval Technology: Exchanges between India and Islamic World, Aligarh Journal 
of Oriental Studies, Professor Ram Suresh Tripathi Commemoration Volume II, (1-2), Aligarh, 
1985, pp. 13-15. 
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A.D.32 The device is depicted in the Tashrih-ul-Aqwam and Miftah-ul-Fuzala. 
Tashrih-ul-Aqwam shows the heavier bow and it is positioned horizontally on the 
ground and supported by a rope attached to a hook suspended from the 
ceiling.33Miftah-ul-Fuzala shows that the carder (naddaf, dhuniya) holds the double 
headed mallet called muthia or mushta with which he strikes the bow string.34 
Sanskrit dictionaries had also mentioned the same tool.35 
The next operation was katna (spinning) after ginning and carding. 
Fortunately, there are many miniatures which show the spinning wheel like 
Razmnama painting.36 However, the textual reference also shows that charkha 
(wheel) was the medieval invention. The Sanskrit vocabularies and texts furnish 
nomenclature to spinning like tarku (spindle) and kartanasadhana (literally a tool for 
spinning).37 Joseph Needham indicates that spinning wheel originated either in India 
or in China.38 It is difficult to make certain that the charkha (wheel) came to India 
from the Islamic world. But Irfan Habib asserted that it must have come to use during 
the thirteenth and fourteenth century by taking the reference of Isami, being really the 
earliest one.39 The painting of 17th century by the Mughal artist shows the spinning 
wheel on the wall.40Sanskrit dictionaries of 12th centuries reveal thuri (cloth roller or 
beam), trasara (shuttle) and kalpana (reed). 
Small Tools- We shall also discuss the small instruments which were attached 
to the weaver’s loom and spinning wheel. These small tools were used during the 
operation of weaving. They were used for giving the final touch to cloth, carpets and 
coarse layers etc. These are mentioned below. 
                                                             
32 Ramaswamy, Vijaya, A Note on Textile Technology in Medieval South India, Proceeding of Indian 
History Congress, (henceforth P.I.H.C.), 40th Session, Waltair, 1979, p. 451, See also, Notes On 
Textile Technology of Medieval India with Special Reference to the South, I.E.S.H.R., XVI (2), 
Delhi, 1980, p. 227. 
33 Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, op. cit., Part C, p. 303 
34 Miftah-ul-fuzala, op. Cit., f. 126b and 259a. 
35 Damodara, Uktivyaktiprakarana, Bombay, 1953, pp. 39-45. 
36 Razmnama, folio, 22. It is lodged in the Jaipur Palace Library. Also reproduced in T. H. Handley, 
The Razmnamah Manuscript, Memorials of Jaipur Exhibition, 55, London, 1883, pl. 22. cf., 
Firdous, Rana, Professions and Crafts As Depicted in Mughal Paintings, op. cit., p. 9. 
37 Hemchandra, Abhidhanacintamani, St. Petersburg, 1847, p. 170. See also, Gopal, Lallanji, The 
Textile History of Early Medieval India, J.A.S.B, Vols. 39-40, 1964, p. 102. 
38 Needham, Joseph, Science and Civilisation in China, op. cit., Vol. 4, p. 103. 
39 Habib, Irfan, Changes in Technology in Medieval India, Studies in History, Vol. 2, 1980, p. 21. 
Habib Irfan and Raychaudhuri, Tapan, ed. The Cambridge Economic History of India, Vol. I., 
Cambridge, 1982, p. 78. 
40 Ivan Stchoukine, La Peinture Indienne al Epoque des Grand Moghols, (Paris), 1929, Plate 44. cf., 
Firdous, Rana, Professions and Crafts As Depicted in Mughal Paintings, op. cit., p. 12. 
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Lapetan is the wooden roller behind which the weaver sits, and on which the 
cloth is wound up as fast as it is made. Lapetan (wooden roller) is also called tur. This 
instrument is supported by the khunta. Ahari is like a beam to which the web was 
fastened at the opposite end from the weaver.41Beun is a wooden implement which 
passed between the thread of the web to tighten each thread of the woof. Bai is a 
movable sticks placed at intervals to separate the threads of the web.  
Kanti is used to press the rua (filament) from the cloth. The other tool called 
ustar was also used for removing the fiber. Kaat is a wooden tool used to wound the 
rope during the weaving of dari. Jakhi is an implement which is used to tighten the 
logs of wood in order to compress the cloth. Makda is a wooden tool to raise the 
whole structure of cloth weaving. Guloini is like a rope to hold the wooden shaft. 
Jukta is the knot of the rope of wooden tool called makda. Log of wood which 
provide the support to makda (wooden tool) was known as ghodi. Kirki was a tool 
used to compress weaving work. It is of panja (punch) shape.42Miftah-ul-fuzala also 
shows the same device used for sizing the cloth.43 
Before discussing the different processes of weaving, it is necessary to give a 
brief description of the loom generally used in the weaving techniques in medieval 
India. The simple horizontal loom was widely used since ancient period.44 Vijaya 
Ramaswamy observes that vertical loom was used in 11th century in south India.45 
One of the important aspects of loom is treadles which is depicted in Miftah-ul-fuzala 
defined as laugh pay (foot-board).This is the pit loom which is depicted in Miftah-ul-
fuzala and shows the yarn stretched across a wooden beam and tied to a stake driven 
in the ground while overhead hang bundles of yarn. The weaver is in the act of 
throwing shuttle.46 The reference of pit loom also came from the Mughal miniature of 
Tutinama. It shows the weaver adjusting the threads in the warp, with the other hand 
holding the comb. Two combs are clearly visible in this painting.47 Another example 
                                                             
41 Farhang, Vol. I.I, op. cit., pp.86, 92. 
42 Ibid., p 102. 
43 Miftah-ul-Fuzala, op. cit., Plate XIV, f. 271b-272a. 
44 Forbes, R. J., Studies in Ancient Technology, IV, Lieden, 1960, pp. 198-99, Alam, Ishrat, Textile 
Craft and Trade in India in Sixteen and Seventeen Centuries, op. cit., 2005. 
45 Ramaswamy, Vijaya, Notes on Textile Technology in Medieval India with Special Reference to the 
South, op. cit., p. 230. 
46 Miftah-ul-Fuzala, op. cit., f. 262a. 
47 Ziauddin Nakhhabi, Tutinama Manuscript, Chester Beatty Library, Dublin, MS, 21, f. 79r, See  
produced in The Indian Heritage Court Life and Arts Under Mughal Rule, Balding/Mansell, 1982, 
pp. 23, 32, Firdous, Rana, Professions and Crafts As Depicted in Mughal Paintings, op. cit., p. 15. 
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of pit loom is depicted in Tashrih-ul-Aqwam without treadles.48 Ishrat Alam opines 
that the earliest reference possibly comes from Maulana Daud’s reference to a 
weaver’s skill. It seems in Daud’s description that the weaver’s feet were possibly on 
the treadles.49 The treadles are also depicted in the painting; in this miniature one 
finds Idris giving the instruction in the art of weaving.50 The other painting depicts 
Bhakti Saint Kabir at his loom with his disciple. This illustration  does not depict 
treadles, but Kabir’s legs hidden in the pit, seems be working on these boards.51 Irfan 
Habib mentions that draw-loom was not widespread in India whereas in Iran it was 
prevalent.52 Vijaya Ramaswamy observes that draw loom or something analogous 
appeared in 11th century in south India.53 Ishrat Alam opines that draw loom was 
spread in India in fourteenth century when some Chinese weavers were employed in 
royal workshops.54 
Technique and Tools of Resham-saaz (Silk Twisting), Parcha-baafi(Cloth 
Weaving), Nawar-baafi (Coarse Layers) and Boriya-baafi (Mat Weaving) 
Traveler accounts mentions the cotton and silk production in Mughal India.55 
Pelsaert and Theve not mention that Ahmadabad was chief Centre for carpets of gold 
and silver and silk. Bohran-i-Qata a Persian dictionary mentions about charkha-i-
abrishum tabi (silk twisting wheel). Ali Muhammad Khan observes that professional 
charkh taban (silk twisters) were engaged in Gujarat by the silk dealers.56 Silk was 
collected in cage-spool called pareta.57 The pareta was also depicting in the 
miniatures. This painting shows that a man was transferring the yarn from the spindle 
                                                             
48 Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, op. cit., No. 51. 
49 Maulana, Daud, Chandayan, ed. Mataprasad Gupta, Agra, 1967, p. 169, cf., Alam, Ishrat, Textile 
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50 Folk Toby and Archer Mildred, Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library, London, 1981, Plate 
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op. cit., p. 97.  
56 Mirat-i-Ahmadi, Vol. II., op. cit., p. 139. 
57 Farhang Istilahat-i-Peshwaran, II., op. cit., p. 10. Also Known as Thari. 
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in this elongated wooden instrument with handle.58Miftah-ul-fuzala also shows the 
wooden instrument which was termed as katabeh.59 After being wound the cloth and 
silk on this instrument, the yarn was collected in the form of lachhis (bundles) for 
dyeing and weaving purposes. Tashrih-ul-Aqwam refers to the manufacturing process 
of resham(silk) thread. The weaver who made resham (silk), called thread maker 
(resham saaz) and rajjugar in sanskirt. Tashrih-ul-Aqwam refers that a craftsman with 
a spinning wheel was engaged in making the thread and in order to fix the wheel it 
has been tied to a two wooden post with a rope at a good distance. The wheel is 
connected to a wooden plate-form through a wooden shaft. The wooden shaft and the 
charkha (wheel) are then connected with a rope and with the help of wooden handle 
the wheel was used to move. There is one wooden platform which supports the four 
phirki (whorl holder). The phirki (whorl holder) moved when the wooden handle 
rotated the wheel. The craftsman is seated in such a way that on the left hand he holds 
fibre/silk which is rolled by the moving pins of the wooden plate-form and on the 
right hand he rotates the handle to allow the rope to move, which is connected 
between moving wheel and the pins of wooden plate-form. The craftsmen also used to 
put his right leg on the wooden shaft in order to maintain the whole structure present 
before him. The silk fibres are drawn in to long silk threads and then rolled round the 
moving pins. Later on the bundle of the threads is removed from the pins and is used 
to make a variety of things like silk cloths etc.60 
The weavers who make the nawar baaf (coarse layers) were also called 
rajjugar in Sanskrit. In the coarse layer manufacturing (nawar-baaf), the sources 
depict that the craftsman had fixed the coarse layer thread horizontally between the 
two wooden posts. In between the two wooden posts is a raised platform on which the 
weaver sits. On the platform the worker has fixed two pairs of wooden posts with 
varied heights tied to each other strongly so as to bear the pressure of the stretched 
thread of coarse layer. The wooden posts fixed on the platform increases the 
stretching power of the course layer and after being highly stretched, it becomes easy 
for the weaver to clean it. The picture of the coarse layer manufacturing shows 
weaver with a brush cleaning the thread of coarse layer. The position of weaver is in 
such a way that he holds a brush in his right hand to clean it by supporting the thread 
                                                             
58 Folk Toby and Archer Mildred, Indian Miniatures in the India Office Library, op. cit., plate No. 3, 
cf., Firdous, Rana, Professions and Crafts As Depicted in Mughal Paintings, op. cit., p. 14. 
59 Miftah-ul-Fuzala, f. 240a. 
60 Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, f. no. 53, Rotograph. 206, Part B, p. 249. 
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with the left hand. Further in order to tighten the coarse layer thread and to clean it 
with a good finish, he had tightened the thread by putting his left leg on it which had 
made his work comfortable. The picture also shows the weaver holding another tool 
in his left hand which probably supports the thread of coarse layer while he applies 
his brush on the thread. Asari (bobbin) played an important role to make the warp of 
coarse layer. The picture has depicted two asari (bobbins). The bobbins rolled the 
yarns or threads of produced by the charkha (wheel). The picture also shows three 
bundles of coarse layers.61 
Parcha baafi (Cloth weaver) weaves the cloth of resham (silk) and kamkhab 
cloth etc. They also made the silk dohshala and different kinds of malmal 
cloths.62Tashrih-ul-Aqwam depicts the parchabaaf (cloth weaver) sitting in front of a 
wooden stand. The wooden stand was used to form a pit loom. The picture also shows 
a bundle of yarn hanging on the wall of the room. The yarn hanging was pulled and 
later tied with the wooden stand to pit loom. Actually the bundle of yarn consisted of 
many threads and those threads were tied with one side of the wooden stand and then 
stretched by the opposite side to form a loom. The stand was designed in such a way 
that all the threads were kept equidistant and parallel to form a loom. The wooden 
stand was open downside so that weaver can sit near the stand, and can put his knees 
beneath the wooden stand in order to roll and tighten the loom. The weaver in the 
picture is shown holding a handle to adjust the loom properly.63One can discern that 
the pit loom and handloom were used for weaving the cloths in Rajasthan. A pit loom 
was made by local carpenter in Rajasthan.  
In mat weaving a simple loom has been horizontally placed and weaver works 
it from one end to the other. In this weaving process the loom is tied to a big log of 
wood on one side fixed tightly to the ground to extend it and the next side is also tied 
to the other log of wood which is being fixed to the ground by big heavy stones put on 
it. These stones were used to stretch the loom properly and then it becomes easy for 
the weaver to work between the yarns. To initiate the work on the simple loom 
weaver holds two iron sua (needle) one in the each hand and weaves in a crisscross 
pattern. In order to continue the same pattern weaver had also taken the help of a 
comb needles of which stretch the loom from left to right to maintain its regularity. 
                                                             
61 Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, op. cit., f. no. 52. P. 247. 
62 Ibid., f. no. 51, p. 244. 
63 Ibid., f. n. 51, p. 244. 
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We can also see a small piece of wood along the comb. As the weaver goes on 
weaving the mat, the comb and the small piece of wood used, were moved ahead by 
the weaver. He used to sit on the loom while weaving, and as the weaving of the loom 
is finished, it is then cleaned by him.64 
As far as the carpet weaving is concerned, it was a reputed craft in Medieval 
India. The technique of weaving the carpets was same as in Persia.65Ain mentions 
about the carpet weaving. Akbar took interest to appoint experienced workmen to 
weave carpets of wonderful varieties and charming textures in imperial workshops.66 
Even the chief centers of carpet weaving are mentioned in Ain like Lahore, Agra, 
Fatehpur, Ahmadabad, Gujarat, Jaunpur.67 
Unfortunately Ain is not helpful in giving such details of weaving tools and 
technique of manufacturing cloths and shawls. But it is a valuable source which 
provides information of manufacturing of cloths, shawls, carpets etc. in abundance.  It 
refers that gold stuff and silk were brought from different places like brocaded velvet 
brought from Yazd, Barash, Hirat, Gujarat and Lahore.68 Abul Fazl writes that Akbar 
took interest for encouraging the shawl manufacturing of Kashmir in every possible 
way.69 Lahore was also the main centre for weaving the shawl which becomes clear 
from Ain. Abul Fazl mentions that thousand workshops were available in Lahore for 
manufacturing the shawl.  Lahore was famous for weaving a kind of shawl, called 
mayam which is chiefly woven there. It was made of silk and wool mix. They were 
used for cheeras (turbans) and fotas (loin bands) etc.70Following is a table of material 
and the source from which it was acquired. 
Table showing textile material of cotton, silk and wool 
Name of Silk Stuff in Ain Jaipur Records 
Velvet ,, 
Qatifa-yi-I purabi - 
Tajabaf - 
Darai-i-baf - 
Mutabbaq - 
Shirwani - 
                                                             
64 Tashrih-ul-Aqwam f. no. 85, op. cit., Part C, p. 332. 
65 Hans. E. Wulff, Traditional Crafts of Persia, Cambridge, 1966, p. 213, Ishrat Alam, Alam, Ishrat, 
Textile Craft and Trade in India in Sixteen and Seventeen Centuries, op. cit., p. 82. 
66   Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Naval Kishore, op. cit., pp.  65-66. 
67 Ibid. 
68 Ibid., p. 68-72. 
69 Ibid., p. 68. 
70 Ibid. 
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Milak - 
Kamkhab Kamkhab 
Tawar ,, 
Khuri ,, 
Satin Satin 
Katan - 
Tafta Tafta 
Anbari - 
Cotton Cloths in Ain Cotton Cloth in Rangkhana, Chapakhana, Toshakhana 
Khasa Khasa 
Malmal Malmal 
Tansukh Tansukh 
Srisaf Srisaf 
Mahmudi Mahmudi 
Bafta Bafta 
Atan - 
Panchtoliya Panchtoliya 
Shela Shela 
Goshpech Goshpech 
Dupatta Dupatta 
Silahati - 
Woollen Stuff Ain 
Parmnaram - 
Cheera-yi-parmnaram - 
Fota Fota 
Jamawar-i-parmnaram - 
Sarpech Sarpech 
Aghri - 
Katas - 
Phuk - 
Patu - 
Burd-i-Yamini - 
Takyal Namad - 
Blankets - 
Kashmirian Caps - 
 
The above table shows the nature of information of the various cloths, shawls 
and carpets in Ain.71It also mentions that one thousand complete suits were made for 
                                                             
71 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., pp. 67-73. 
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the imperial wardrobe in every season.72 Toshakhana and Ratangrah document 
provide the information of different textiles which were prepared on the order of 
Jaipur Raja and were preserved in the wardrobe. 
Akbar changed the names of various garments and invented new terms. The 
following table provides a glimpse of these costumes as mentioned in Ain.73 
Table of garments in the imperial wardrobe with Hindi equivalent of Persian 
Persian word Hindi word 
Jama (coat) Sarbgati 
Izar (drawers) Yar-pirahan 
Nimtana, (Jacket), tanzeb, Fauta, patgat 
Burqa (a veil) Chitragupita 
Kulah (cap) Sis sobha 
Muy-baf (hair ribbon) Kesghan 
Parmnaram shal Parmgram 
 
The table indicates that Akbar substituted the Persian word by the Hindi term. 
Blochman opines that it is reflection of Akbar’s predilection for Hindi terms.74 
Colouring and Printing of Textiles 
We have rich sources which provide the intricate details about the colouring 
and printing of textile. Our sources do not provide the detail of weaving process of 
textile. But Jaipur records mention that skilled weavers were invited from Gujarat.75 
Father Courdoux (a French Jesuit chemist), Roques and other travellers 
mention that Indian dyers used juice and peel of lemon, lime, pomegranate, 
myrobalan as well as flour, alum, ochre, antimony, alkaline, copper and iron vitriol 
and indigo, sandal, safflower etc.76Miftah-ul-fuzala depicts the operation of dyers of 
Medieval period.77Tashri-ul-Aqwan also depicts the dyers and their tools. It mentions 
the origin, cloths and social condition of dyers. 
                                                             
72 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., p. 66-67. 
73  Ibid.,p. 67. 
74 Abul Fazal, Ain-i-Akbari, tr. Blochman, H., ed. S. L. Goomer, Delhi, Aadesh Book Depot, 1965, p. 
96. 
75 Dastur Komwar, Vol., 23, f. 395. 
76 Father Courdoux specially visited India in the 40s of the eighteenth Century. cf., Schwartz, P. 
Printing of Cotton in Ahmadabad, India in 1678, Ahmadabad, 1969, p. 237. See also, Vania, 
Eugina,Urban Crafts and Craftsmen of Medieval India, op. cit., p. 36. 
77 Miftah-ul-fuzla, op. cit., f. 133. 
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Rangkhana gives detailed information about the preparation of vegetable and 
mineral colours. The ingredient like amla (emblic myroblan), naspal (pomegranate), 
pevrhi (mahaleb cherry), nibu (lime), chari (coconut), haldi (turmeric), saji 
(vegetable), chawal (rice), maida( refined flour), juwar (barley), gurh (jiggery), gulal 
(Indian mahogany), saresh (green herb), neel (indigo), patrang (sappan wood), hinglu 
(mahogany), mahawar (lac resin), loha (iron), fitkari (alum), zargar (sulphate), 
lajward (lapis lazuli), asis (potassium nitrate), sabun (soap), kharia (whitening chalk) 
etc. were used in substantial quantity. 
Preparation of colours for dye 
 Mahabad (Cocus lacca) - The lac was used as a pigment as well as dyeing the 
textile. It was mostly used for dyeing the wool and silk.78 Saltpeter was specially used 
in the dyeing of wool.79 
Chari (Cocoa-nut) - It is frequently employed in different processes of dyeing. 
The myrobalams and sulphate of iron were added with each other for producing the 
black colour to silk. J. H. Baker mentions that the whole part of the tree is claimed as 
a dye ware.80Fitkari(alum) - It is said that Fitkari was used to purify the colour tones 
of the prints. 
Haldi (turmeric) - It is a dyeing agent. It gives a dirty yellow colour with the 
alkine earth. The special form of turmeric was grown for this purpose. The dyers of 
Calcutta prepared a brilliant yellow (known as basanti rang) by the addition of saji 
mati (carbonate of soda), lime and lemon with turmeric. The green shades formed 
along with indigo. Turmeric was also used or added with other colours to sharpen and 
brighten the colours. The calico printers used turmeric by preparing a mixture of 
turmeric, pomegranate rind and the alum.81Haldi (turmeric) powder was added with 
the mitha tel and boiled. The yellow colour was extracted and mixed with orange 
colour for imparting a rich golden yellow colour. 
Naspal (Pomegranate) – The naspal (pomegranate) rind was boiled in water 
for extracting the colouring matter. The dry rinds of naspal (pomegranate) were used 
for obtaining the colour. The rind of pomegranate is called naspal (pomegranate) in 
our documents. The orange colour was obtained after boiling the naspal 
                                                             
78 Watt, George, Dictionary of Economic Products, Vol. II., Calcutta, 1889, p. 412. 
79 Khan, Sumbul, Halim, Art and Craft Workshops Under the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, 
op. cit., p. 39. 
80 Watt, George, Dictionary of Economic Products, Vol. II., op. cit., p. 426. 
81 Ibid., p. 657. 
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(pomegranate) rinds. It was left overnight to cool down.82The naspal (pomegranate) 
was also boiled in water and haldi (turmeric), soda, fitkari (alum) was mixed with it 
for getting the yellow dye.83The blue dye was prepared from the Indigo leaves. Indigo 
mixed with haldi (turmeric) produced the green colour. The light yellow colour was 
extracted from multani mitti (clay). Mahogany produced a red dye and yellow colour 
which was used in the dyeing of cotton cloths. The flowers of Indian mahogany yield 
a red and yellow dye used for dyeing cotton.84 The blackish grey colour was produced 
from the fruits of amla (emblic myroblan). It was also mixed with other barks of trees 
to produce a black colour. 
Neel (indigo fir tinctoria) –The dye stuff was extracted from its leaf. The cut 
branches of indigo were soaked in water for some hours, then liquid become thick and 
yellowish brown. It takes green after stirring the surface and then blue colour 
produced.85 The different shades of blue were obtained from indigo. The amount of 
water was also added in it accordingly to obtain the shades. The other colours were 
also added to get the different shades. The violet colour was obtained after mixing the 
darker shades of indigo and red. The light blue was prepared after diluting the indigo. 
The purple colour was obtained with the mixture of indigo with sappan wood. The 
apple green was formed with the addition of indigo in hartal (orpiment).86 The lapis 
lazuli also produced the blue colour.87 
Sabun (Soap)-The cloth was first cleaned by boiling in soap and water for an 
hour. Silk was also cleaned by boiling in soap and water.88 
The safflower produced the shades of yellow. It was also used in the oil 
paintings. The zard yellow colour was obtained from hinglu (mahogany).89  The 
orpiment was used for obtaining the lemon yellow. The gypsum produced the white 
                                                             
82 Studies in Contemporary Textile Craft of India, Block Printing and Dyeing of Bagru, Rajasthan, op. 
cit., p. 11. 
83 Kothari, Gulab, Colourful Textile of Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 54. 
84 Ibid., p. 54. 
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and grey colour. The pink colour was extracted with the mixture of gypsum, earths, 
and calcium carbonates.90 
Nibu (Lemon) - The rind of lemon was used for extracting the oil. Oil was also 
known as essence of lemon.91 The lemon was also used for tanning the cloths.92 
Babul gond (gum) was extensively used by the calico-printer. The babul-ki-
chhal (bark) is a powerful astringent and tanning substances widely used in India.93 
The starch was made from the chawal (rice) and maida (flour). It was used for 
adhesive colours. 
Printing in Chhapakhana 
Chhapakhana document reveals the printing of textiles and Rangkhana 
document mentions the detail of dyeing the cloth as well as printing. We have detailed 
information about printing from Chhapakhana documents. Chhapakhana reveals the 
masalo (material) which were used in the printing like loung, sut, chandan, itar 
(perfume), nakh, khas (poppy seeds), makhluti, gulabi, sandal, javitri (mace), ilaichi, 
badam (almond), kesar, kastori, gulab ka pani(rose-water), kusum, kafur (camphor), 
abeer, ambar (succinum), lobhan (olibanum), gohula, hartal(orpiment), gulkama, 
akseer (elixir) and banosa (ruffed grouse) etc.94 
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Specimen of Jamakharch Chhapakhana showing the ingredients of printing. 
The rangrez used eighty ingredients for preparing the colour for instance, red 
sandal-wood, musk, mace, nutmeg, cloves, champa flower, char chhabila, camphor, 
kachai, khas, alses, tagar, paro, suman flowers, tamaru, tawar, khushboo flowers, ha-
ur-ber, chappa kali, cinnamon, doda, amber, nagar motha and saffron etc.95 
Clove, caryophyllus aromaticus (loung) - The flower buds or stalks of cloves 
was yielded scent when distilled with water. It is a colourless or a yellowish colour.96 
The oil was extracted from its buds and flower stalks which was also used in the 
preparation of perfumes.97 It was used in the printing for the fragrance.  
Akseer (elixir) (Adhotoda Vasica, Arusa in Hindi) - It was used in the dyeing 
of cloth fabrics. The yellow colour was extracted from its leaves after boiling. It 
produces a greenish-blue with the mixture of indigo.98 
Badam (almond) - The tree yields a gum known as Indian almond gum. It 
contains fragments of the bark. The bark was used for astringent and tannin. They 
were also mixed with iron salts to form a black pigment. The leaves contained a 
moderate amount of colouring matter which produced different shades of brownish 
yellow on silk and wool.99 
Sandal (santalum album) - The oil and perfume were extracted from the wood 
of sandal. It is also known as chandan in India.100Javitri (myristica fragrans)- The 
document refers it was used in the printing operation. Kusumul is direct synthetic 
colour for dyeing the ground with chocolate colour.101 
Technique of printing the cloth 
In printing the outlines of the design are marked by red ochre. Then the 
printing of the design has done by the alum paste. The coarse cloth was allowed to dry 
after the alum printing. After it the cloth was dipped in boiling water which contained 
alizarin and some ingredients like flower and fruits. Then it was dried without 
washing. The potion turned red which was printed with alum paste.  
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The next operation was related to wax printing. Wax is heated in an earthen 
pitcher. The ground nut oil and alizarin are mixed in the wax. It was left overnight. It 
was put on fire next day and ready for being used for printing. The printing was done 
with special blocks with long handles. The printers dipped the block in the boiling 
wax and then stamped on the piece of cloth. After the process of printing the cloth is 
dried in the sunlight for two days.102 
Rangkhana refers three types of coloured cloths like rangin (coloured), 
badrang (badly coloured) and chappa (printed). The half piece of cloth fabrics was 
coloured and half printed.103 The Chhapakhana document also refer that the half cloth 
was plain and half printed with buti and butadar. The jalidar (net) fabrics with border 
was also dyed and printed. We also find the border of the cloths was printed and the 
middle portion of piece was rangin (coloured) and sada (plain).104 
Hand-printing blocks called butis and butas.105 Our document mentions the 
term chapadar lakdi ka (wooden block). Even the places are also mentioned from 
where it was brought like Sanganer, Udaipur and Agra.106 Sanganer earned the fame 
for its artistic work and technique of calico-printing. The craftsmen used the 
sandalwood blocks for printing which gave a sweet smell to the cloth. The patronage 
of ruler encouraged the artist to bring sophistication and fineness to their pieces. 
Bagru printer also obtained the wooden block from Jaipur.107 
Three types of wooden blocks were generally used in the printing such as gad, 
rekh and data. The gad blocks were used for making the designs of motifs. The rekh 
blocks comprised the fine line details of the inside of motif. The data blocks were 
carved in a bold relief. It was used for applying the resist printing.108 
We shall also discuss the equipment which was used in the printing and 
dyeing such as Pathiya is a rectangular table, the cloth spread over the entire surface 
of the table. The printer used this table mostly for the sitting position of printing. Gadi 
was a trolley which consisted of two shelves for keeping trays of syahi and begar 
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pastes and buntas kept on the second shelve. Matka- It is an earthen pitcher which 
was made of clay. It was used for the preparation of syahi and begar paste.109 
Imam dasta (cylindrical stone grinder)- The ingredients of colour were 
prepared by the dyers in to a cylindrical stone grinder. Bat ahani (iron weight) was 
also used to measure the proportion of the ingredients. The squirrel tails brushes were 
used in the kalamkari paintings. It was also used to absorb the wax and mordant 
dye.110 
Technique and Tools of Building Construction 
Sawai Jai Singh was a great builder. He planned the city with the desh-diwan 
(Vidhyadhar). The well planned and harmonious construction of the city made it 
distinct. We will explain the technique and tools of building construction in the light 
of Kapad-dwara and Arhsatta Imarti documents. Kapad-dwara documents reveal that 
number of trahs or plans were prepared before the construction of any buildings. The 
several plans and sketches were prepared of the buildings. These trahs or plans give 
the dimensions and measurement of each building which were mentioned in the 
Kapad-dwara. The literary notes are also attached with these plans and maps.  
About the technique we can witness the construction of number of buildings, 
canals and dams which still survive. The expert craftsmen constructed great 
monuments. Kapad-dwara document recorded step by step construction of buildings 
and canals with its measurement. Arhsatta Imarti refers about the building material 
and artisans who were involved in the construction. Ain also gives the lists of several 
categories of workmen in the building construction, stone cutter, carpenter, plasterer, 
lattice-maker, sawyer, tile-maker, bamboo cutter, tile maker and brick-pounder etc. 
Our documents like Budhi Vilas and Girdhari Bhojansar refer that Sawai Jai 
Singh performed a ritual ceremony at the time of foundation of the city.111Arhsatta 
Imarti offer details ofthe beldar who were employed in the constructional activity. 
Tashrih-al-Aqwam notes that a beldar (brick layer) digging a foundation trench with a 
spade.112Akbarnama and Amal-i-Salih observe the first operation of the building 
construction was digging the hafar (foundation-trenches), on an auspicious day. 
                                                             
109 Ibid., p. 17. 
110 Khan, Sumbul, Halim, Art and Craft in Mughal Workshops, A Case Study of Jaipur, op. cit. 
111Budhhi Vilas, op. cit., Girdhari, Bhojansar, op. cit., cf., Parikh, Nand Kishore, Rajdarwar and 
Raniwas, Jaipur, 1984, p. 213. 
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The paintings are the best source which depicts the tools and technique of 
construction. Arhsatta Imarti does not provide details about the technique. Kapad-
dwara offers detailed information about the technique with dimension and 
measurement of each building. 
The khati (carpenter) was also employed in the construction site. They 
manufactured the kibad (doors) and barsa (window frames) at the time of 
construction of buildings.113Tashrih-al-Aqwam illustration shows the tools of 
carpenter such as barma (bow-drill), randa (plane), sumba/tesha (carpenter’s chisel), 
arri (handsaw) and hathori (hammer).114 
Arhsatta Imarti also refers to the ironsmith in building construction. Ain does 
not refer about the ahangar (iron-smith) in the building construction workers. The 
paintings show the iron smith in the construction site. One painting depicts that the 
iron-smith holds a hammer and is striking on the metal at the construction site. Other 
workers were also engaged with their task.115 Our document provides the detailed 
information regarding the variety of iron articles procured in large quantity for 
instance it was brought in several man from Mansaram Lohar in 1738 A.D.116 
Arhsatta Imarti refers that the hired labour were engaged in the preparation of 
lime (chuno-ko-gara-karo).117 The paintings depict the preparation of chuna (lime).118 
The document also mentions about the tools and their quantities for particular 
buildings, mention worthy are hathori (hammer), fouda (spade), kasi and kudal etc. 
Farhang also refers these tools in building construction.119 Terry also noticed the 
building articles like sankal (door-knockers), gulmekh (large nails) and nails of 
different quality and screws and nets.120 
Our documents mention about multani mitti (fullers earth). Ain alludes about 
the clay that it was used for adhesive purpose, like making the simplest cementing 
                                                             
113 Arhsatta Imarti, op. cit. 
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material.121 Watt refers that multani is a soft saponaceous earth, varying in colour 
from yellow to red, employed as a pigment colour.122Farhang gives information about 
it that it was mixed with lime for making gara (mortar).123 
ArhsattaImarti refers about the unbaked bricks (kalib kachchi itha ki) which 
were used in the construction of Jaipur’s bazar shops.124 The document mentions the 
large quantity of bricks and its expenditure. Ain categorizes the bricks into three kinds 
like pukhta (burnt), neem pukhta (half burnt) and kham (unbacked bricks).125 Our 
document do not mention about pazawah (brick-kilns). The pazawah are depicted in 
the Tashrih-al-Aqwam.126 The document allude that the bricks were brought from 
Kumhar.127 
There is information of hired labourers and their work for instance some were 
engaged for making the lime mortar (chuno-ka-gar -karo) and others were engaged in 
making the screens of window with stones.128 
The ustagar (architect) was the main builder in building construction. Arhsatta 
Imarti refers about them. Afif and other sources mention that the main builder was the 
raj (mason).129 The paintings depict the raj holding a kirni (trowel) in his hand for 
spreading the mortar. Farhang also refers about this tool.130 S. P. Verma facilitates 
our understanding by offering the sketches of these tools with the explanation of 
masons work.131 
Metallurgy and tools of different craftsmen 
The different types of iron tools or implements were to be handled by the 
craftsmen of different occupation. The metal items manufactured were in great 
demand. Our sources refer to the professional specialization of metal-working crafts 
such as jeweler, ironsmith, armourer, sikligar (grinder), enameller, zarnishan, 
                                                             
121Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., p. 117. 
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murassakar (inlayers), koftgars (gold and silver notch) and munabatkar (golden 
relief) etc.132 
 
(IX) The illustration shows that old man is engaged in the damascening of 
weapons, Adapted from Indian Art at Delhi, 
 
The gold and silver are ornamented on iron and steel in damascening 
(koftgari).133Silehkhana gives the detail of damascening the weapons like swords and 
                                                             
132 Jamakharch Zargarkhan, op. cit.,  Roznama Zargarkhana, op. cit., Jamakharch Topkhana, op. cit., 
Jamakharch Silehkhana, op. cit. 
133 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, op. cit., p. 44. 
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daggers etc.134 The technique of damascening was acquired from Damascus for 
beautifying the products of arsenal and gun foundry.135 Percy Brown gives the 
illustration of koftgar in which tools and techniques are depicted. The illustration 
shows the two wire reels which were hammered by the koftgar on steel plates and 
swords, daggers and other weapons. The gold and silver wires were hammered into 
the grooves in the deep (tah nashin) koftgari. An old man was engaged in 
damascening in this illustration, two hammers (small and big) are noticeable one 
placed on the ground and second placed on the stool. Two stools of wood are shown 
here. The small pair of sandsi (tongs or forceps) is also shown on the small stool of 
wood. The damascening of swords, daggers handles and steel plates are depicted in 
the illustration.136 
 
(X) Adopted from ‘Jaipur Enamels’ 
The enamel workers used the implements and tools such as poker, tongs, 
forceps, scissors, pestle and mortar, blow pipe, graver for scratching, tools for 
engraving and scratching, polishing instruments, plaque of corundum and wax ditto 
for sharpening tools forceps, compass waxed tool for holding the plate.137 The 
illustration shows the Jaipur enamellers in which four workers are depicted. The first 
                                                             
134 Jamakharch Silehkhana, op. cit. 
135  Khan, Sumbul Halim, Art and Craft Workshop Under the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, 
op. cit., p. 1. 
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man is sitting near the angithi (furnace) and holds the saucepan type of utensil in one 
hand and tongs holds in other hand. He is engaged in alloying or melting the metals. 
The second workman was engaged in engraving the article. The third one also holds 
the sharp tool for polishing. The fourth worker was engaged in giving the final touch 
of the article. The box of rings is also noticeable in the illustration. The other tools are 
spread on the wooden stand on which artisan sits. The small tools and cup of glass 
and box of wood are also shown here. The box of wood may be used for keeping the 
tools.138Zargarkhana also mentions about the minakari of anguthi (rings).139 
The tools of goldsmith are as follows angithi (earthen stove), chimti (forceps), 
iron anvil with wooden handle, large and small hammer, bronze blowpipe, sohan 
(file) with a wooden handle, rezah (iron moldings), sandan (anvil) for making a 
challa (ring of toes), thappa large and small etc.140They light a fire in an angithi and 
put gold or silver on it. After melting the gold or silver, they cut off it according to the 
need of a particular piece of jewellry.141 The document refers that goldsmith made the 
different ornaments of jewellry for instance halqa-i-dast (bracelet) and hamail (chain) 
etc. after melting the gold. 
The traveler account writes, Indian craftsmen were also perfect in other craft 
like soldering gold on brittle semi-precious stones.142 Fryer praised the skill of Indian 
Jewellers thus, “where as to be wondered the tools, he worked with more than his art, 
because we see it surpassed in Europe, but with far more invention of instruments. 
Here hands and feet being all the vice and other tools unshaped bits of iron”143 
 The sources reveal that the smiths and tanners were worked at the 
bazar.144Kirkirikhana refers to the production of household utensils like saucepans, 
dishes, vessels, spoons, locks, knives, and scissors etc. The metal workers produced or 
manufactured the different items of metals such as household utensils like knives, 
needles, chains, locks, spoons etc.145 The hammers, saws, drills, axes, spade, dyeing 
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vats, chisels were manufactured by the metal workers.146 The paintings and 
illustrations also provide visual impression of tools handled by the metal workers.147 
The sozangar (needle makers) emerged as a distinct professional group in the 
late medieval period. Baden Powell mentioned that a needle maker prepared 250 
needles in a day with the help of other workers.148 The golden, silver, iron and copper 
wires were also prepared by the metal workers called tarkash (wire makers). They 
made the wire with the help of draw-boards with holes of different diameter and a 
hand wheel.149 Percy Brown gives the illustration of wire inlayers in his book. Three 
workers were engaged in the wire inlaying. The illustration shows two young men and 
one old man. He is engaged in the wire inlaying with the help of hammer and other 
tools which are handled in both hands. The man in the middle holds the sharp tool in 
his right hand and was engaged in the same work. The other sharp tools are placed on 
the stand in front of him. The third worker holds the small hammer in the right hand 
and hammering on the wire.150 
 
(XI) Wire inlayers Adapted from ‘Arts and Crafts of India’ 
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The Technique of paintings and Tools 
We will discuss the technique, tools and material for paintings on the basis of 
Suratkhana, Chitragrah and Kapad-dwara documents. These documents refers to the 
ingredients of colours, binding material, pigments, variety of cloths and paper on 
which paintings were executed and different bags, juzdan (cases), types of paintings, 
themes, tools such as brush, container of colours and pen etc. 
The terms like patha, dasta, kagad were used for papers in our documents. 
Porter refers that paper is named or originated generally after the place and name of 
the people.151 Our documents refer to papers like hariri dastaa,Mansinghi dasta, 
singhara dasta, mohradar dasta, Jahangiri dasta, Gujarati dasta and Kashmiri dasta 
etc.152Hariri paper is made of silk rags.153 The safaid (white) and rangin (coloured) 
papers were also mentioned in the Chitragrah and Suratkhana. 
The paintings were also painted on cloths like the portrait of the deity of 
Govind dev Ji was painted on bafta cloth.154 The papers were also decorated and dyed 
and flecked with gold or silver or marbled.155Suratkhana gives the detail of different 
colours but does not provide the technique of dyeing the papers and cloth fabrics.156 
The painter first made the outline of drawings on the papers. The siyah qalam 
derived its name from black outline. The black outline was made on the paper with 
the help of it. Percy Brown refers the characteristics of Jaipur qalam, Delhi qalam, 
Kashmiri qalam and Lucknow qalam.157 The design was also copied from other 
existing works with the help of pin. The lines of the design were pierced with pin 
holes.158 The documents refer that the siyahi was purchased in large scale for 
Suratkhana.159 
Suratkhana refers toalsi ka tail (oil of linseed). The oil was also used in the 
painting. Sadeqi describes the way to make this oil. “Painters who want to paint 
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objects on wood or other grounds, must first of all prepare oil colours. This is done by 
a mixture of resins of ral (shorea robusta) and alsi(linseed oil), the resinis melted over 
heat and linseed oil is added to it.”160 
The two types of pens were purchased in bulk from traders such as the short 
bamboo and felt tip pen and second was made of iron with hair. The first pen was 
made for dye and second was used for applying resist wax. The documents provide 
the price of it at Rs. 5 and Rs. 1.75.161 The qalam firangi was also mentioned in our 
documents. 
Brushes were prepared from the hair of she-goats, squirrel and camel.162 Our 
document mention the squirrel tail (gileheri-ki-punch) was used for making the brush. 
The squirrel tail hair cut in the shape of a barley corn and next it is passed through a 
feather quill. The hair should be inserted at the top after wetting it and tip taken out 
from the end. Moti Chandra mentions that different types of brushes were used for 
colouring, finishing and outlying purpose.163 
The different colours were obtained with the addition of other colours. The 
colours mentioned in the document are as follows, the lajward (lapis lazuli), mahabad 
(lac), hinglu (mahogany), the bark and resins of gogal (sal), gond (gum), pista ka 
phool, sindur (vermillion), neel (Indigo), maida (flour) etc. These ingredients were 
used for obtaining the colours, wax and pigments. The details of these ingredients 
used are as follows.164 
The pigments were also extracted from minerals and some obtained from 
vegetable.165 Various kinds of pigments were used for the paintings. The colours were 
also extracted from ochres, natural ingredients and mineral colours. The colour 
pigment was also found in hinglu (vermilion stone). The artists also prepared the 
colours from precious metals like gold, silver, zinc and copper. Siyahi colour was 
prepared from kajal (charcoal or collyrium). The hartal (orpiment) was also mixed 
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with colours for obtaining the different colour. The hartal (orpiment) is a sulphide of 
arsenic. 
The red pigment was extracted from hinglu. The hinglu was frequently 
mentioned in the Suratkhana. The white pigment was obtained from the kharia(chalk) 
and sufaida. It was mixed with gond (gum). Taflisi mentions about the preparation of 
sufaida for paintings. The white was mixed with gond and applied to on paper of 
paintings.166 Percy Brown refers that the Mughal artists applied a thin coat of white 
colour over the entire surface of the paper.167 
Lapis lazuli (Blue colour) - It was prepared after grinding and it looks 
peacocks neck. It is mentioned that it was used for the decoration and illumination of 
paintings, manuscripts and albums.168 
Neel (Indigo)- It has two components one is soluble in water and second is a 
blue which insoluble. The dark blue colour was obtained with the mixture of 
lajvard.169 
Our documents refer to the pasting material for the paintings such as hinglu, 
maida, saresh, gond, chapdi, lakh, mahabad etc.170 The different things were used for 
fastenings the albums, manuscripts and paintings such as siluqi (thread), kor 
resham(silk bud), chhateriv(thin cloth), and launvarhi (fibre) and halkari (?).171 
The earthen pots, bowl of the shells (kator- seep-ka) and cups of glass (seese 
ka glass) were used for colours. The bowl of wood (pyala kanth ka) is also mentioned 
in the document. The boxes of wood like pitara bans ka, sanduk choubin and sanduk 
kanth ka are referred in the sources. It might be used for keeping the brushes and 
pens.172 
The gatta (paste board) was also used. The paintings were made on paper and 
also pasted on board as well as ghar (frame). These frames or stands and paste board 
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were padded by velvet and also other fabrics like tafta, ilaicha, mashru etc.173 The 
fabric on paper was coloured (rang-o-amizi) for instance the portrait of Akbar 
Padshah was pasted on frame and velvet and zari fabrics were used for padding the 
picture.174 The cloth fabrics like makhmal, momjama, Ilaicha, tafta, mashru, kharwa, 
bafta were used in making or preparing the juzdan for paintings.175 
Tools and Technique of arm manufacturing 
The artisans used five dhatu (metals) such as loha(iron), tamba (brass), petal 
(bronze), kansa (bell metal), katheer for the manufacturing of cannons. The senna 
herb (sona mukhi oshad) was used in the melting of these metals.176 Bernier praised 
the excellence of the Indian muskets.177 
Topkhana and Silhkhana refers that there were plenty of material like ahani 
(iron), petal (bronze), zasta (zinc), tin, steel were used in the manufacturing of arms. 
The arrows, blades, bows, spear and hilts were manufactured of iron. The documents 
refer to gold, silver and precious stones. These items were used in the decoration of 
arms for Royal and noble class. The heavy artillery was manufactured of ahani(iron), 
bronze, brass and copper. The iron and copper were used in the preparation of cannon 
balls. The twist iron was used in making the handles of swords, daggers, knife and 
katar etc. The documents reveal the detail about the manufacturing of different items 
of iron like bull cart connected with dhur ahani (leather belt), iron nail were used for 
fixing the items (mekh ahani), vana ahani (bullock cart), polka ahani (hollow 
cylindrical rod) of iron used in the manufacturing of arms and armour. Tar loh (iron 
wire) was used for tying the items. Silehkhana refers kudal ahani and kach ahani. The 
kudal was a one sided pickaxe. Hathodi was used for beating the metal. Sedasi (hot 
utensil) was used for sharping the blades of swords, daggers, katar and knife. Kado 
ahani (heavy ring of iron) was used for joining the canons to the carriages. The 
precious stones like diamond rubies, gems, and jade crystal were used in the 
decoration of weapons. 
                                                             
173 Roznamcha Suratkhana, op. cit., See also, Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under 
the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 31. 
174 Roznamcha Suratkhana, op. cit., See also, Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops Under 
the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 31. 
175 Jamakharch Chitragrah, op. cit.  
176 Sanad Parwana Bahi, V. S. 1840/ A. D. Jodhpur, f. 253. cf., Sharma, G. S., Sources on Social and 
Economic History of Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 179. 
177 Bernier, Travels of Mughal Empire, op. cit., p. 254. 
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The items like suhago, mom (wax), seeng (deer horn) chaman, khadaz which 
were used in the preparation of weapons. Sutli was used in the tying and stitching. 
Niwar was used in making the howdah and chair and stool bed. Mom was used in 
making the canon moulds. Mom ral was used for polishing the items. Actually ral was 
a kind of resins of sal tree used for cleaning the metals. The hiran seeng (deer horn) 
and dandan feel (ivory) were used in the manufacturing of weapon handles. Vachkani 
nakara was a kind of instrument which used for cutting. The angrakha (coat), topi 
uoonki (wollen cape) and kamla uoon ka (woolen blanket) were used as armour.178 
The Indian craftsmen show a remarkable capacity of imitative 
skill.179Silehkhana shows that artisans manufactured the swords and other weapons on 
the pattern of European. The naqleed wilayati (foreign articles imitation) term was 
used in the Silehkhana for imitation. 
Topkhana and Silehkhana refer to dozen of varieties of cannons, swords, 
daggers, spears, knives and lances etc. The special kind of arms and armour were 
manufactured on the instruction of rulers. The example of beautiful inlaid armours, 
helmet, shields and damascening of arms are still preserved in Jaigarh fort and Jaipur 
city palace. The documents reveal the detail information of damascening of arms and 
armour in Jaipur karkhanas.180 
Our documents refer that ahani (iron), copper and brass were used in large 
quantity in the manufacturing of cannons and other weapons.181 K. N. Chowdhari 
praises cannon foundry near Amber. The furnace and moulds and gigantic lathe with 
crank prove the advance manufacturing of cannons.182 Tavernier also praised the 
matchlocks of India.183 It is said that India was based upon small archaic and 
unproductive furnaces. The gun foundry of Jaigarh fort preserved the best furnaces of 
smelting the iron for the manufacturing of cannons. Iqtidar Alam Khan writes that the 
Indian was rather quick for adopting a new technique of firearms.184 
                                                             
178Jamakharch Topkhana, op. cit. 
179Pelsaert, Jahangir’s Indian, op. cit.,  p. 9. 
180 Jamakharch Silehkhana, op. cit. 
181 Jamakharch Topkhana, op. cit. 
182 Choudhari, K.N., Europe Before Asis, Economy and Civilisation of the Indian Ocean from the Rise 
of Islam to 1750, op. cit., p. 328. 
183 Jean Baptiste Tavernier, Travels in India , Vol., I., op. cit., p. 127. 
184 Khan, Iqtidar, Alam, Indian Response to Firearms, 1300-1750 A.D. P.I.H.C. 1997, pp. 7-17. 
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Each Karkhana had its tools, implements and other accessories of production. 
The use of iron was prevalent in the manufacture of steel, arms and ammunition, tools 
and implements. 
Tools and Technique of Book-Binding Craft 
Mughal Paintings are the most valuable source which depicted the tools and 
technique of book-binding crafts. The Medieval dictionaries such as Bahar-i-Ajam 
refer the tools and technique of this craft. Farhang also refers to the tools and 
technique of it.  
A. J. Qaiser has discussed the technique and tools on the basis of miniature 
paintings of medieval period. The scribes and calligraphers depicted the act of 
writings in the paintings.185 The painting shows that one man is depicted sitting with 
cross-legged for writing. The scribe holds a pen in his right hand and dips his pen in 
the ink-pot. He holds the open bound volume in his left hand. The pen is also 
noticeable on the writing-desk.186 
All the craftsmen are depicted in the sitting position except one who is in a 
kneeling posture. The stitching tools are also noticeable on the ground. It also shows 
that scribes and calligraphers performed their jobs after binding the manuscript and 
books.187 
The painting shows two eyed buildings. It seems that upper storey was used 
for residential purpose. The lower story of the buildings is being used for crafting the 
books. The five craftsmen are depicted with their task. The oldman holds the 
burnisher (das, dhas) in his right hand. The other man is in the sitting position with 
his right leg mounted over the left. He holds a shikanjah (press) in his hands. The 
third craftsman is kneeling on the background and engaged in smoothing the wrinkles 
in a square piece of leather. Robinson writes that it is red colour leather. Farhang 
refers about the tool which used for smoothing. It is called chakkas or chaks which 
was made of wood and stone. This operation was called Burasai.188 
The fourth man is holding a rectangular object. Robinson writes that it is the 
pair of boards on which it will be stretched out. The painting depicts the young boy 
                                                             
185 Qaiser, A.J. and Firdous, Rana, Craft of Book-Binding, A study based on Mughal Paintings, PIHC, 
1981. He used the Washington folio in which scribes and calligraphers depicts.  
186 Ibid., p. 12. 
187 Ibid. 
188 Farhang, Vol. II., op. cit., s.v. bursai, p. 211. 
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who entered the courtyard from the outer door of the courtyard. He is carry’s a bundle 
of hides on his head. 189 
A.J. Qaiser observed that the old man in the painting may be a master 
craftsman. The other three craftsmen may be hired workmen for book binding craft. 
But Old man could be a rich craftsman. It seems he was capable of running a 
manufactory under one roof with the help of his family members, apprentices and 
wage earners. The painting also shows the workshop or manufactory system of 
medieval India.190 
We can say that book-binding is the craft of group craftsmen on the basis of 
paintings. It is not possible by one man. This crafts can be accomplished with the 
group of workmen. Our documents also refer to the group of workmen who were 
engaged in different task. 
Chemical Industry- The paper making craft was one of the most important craft in 
Mughal period. There are miniature shows the manufacturing of papers in medieval 
period. The white and coloured papers were manufactured at Jaipur and Sanganer. 
The white paper was vended at the rate of Rs 3.10. and 6 pies per dasta or roll, while 
the cost of the coloured paper was at the rate of one anna per sheet.191The document 
refers the prices of Hariri paper. It was purchased at a price from rs.1 to 2.32 per dasta 
(roll). Mansinghi paper would be manufactured at local level after the name of Raja 
Man Singh. Arhsatta Bhomi also refers the cost of white and coloured papers such as 
it range was Rs. 1 to 48. 75.192 
One may thus conclude that there was a rich heritage of artistic excellence 
achieved by craftsmen in the above mentioned varied arenas and it would be ironical 
if it was summarily dumped as ‘Dark Ages’. As we see that the artisans extracted the 
different colours from leafs, flowers, vegetables ingredients and used these colours in 
the dyeing, printing and paintings. We can say that our region was rich in the 
production of different dyes and printing of textile. Jaipur was also famous for the 
enameling. The different kind of weapons was manufactured in Jaipur. The 
                                                             
189 Qaisar, A. J. and Firdous, Rana, Craft of Book-Binding, A study based on Mughal Paintings, op. 
cit., p. 14. 
190 Qaisar, A. J. and Firdous, Rana, Craft of Book-Binding, A study based on Mughal Paintings, op. 
cit., p 16. 
191 Roznamamcha (Jaipur) Pargana Gijgarh, Baisakh Sudi 11, V. S. 1769/1712 A. D. 
192 Arhsttta Bhomi Pargana Chatsu dated 1 Muharram A. H. 1102/V. S. 1751/A. D. 1691 to 
Muharram 1106/1695, R.S.A. Bikaner. cf., Khan, Sumbul Halim, Art and Craft Workshops Under 
the Mughals, A Study of Jaipur Karkhanas, op. cit., p. 32. 
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damascening was also done at large scale in our region. The nature of the tools was 
also high quality in respect of constructional activity. The tools facilitated specialized 
art and reflect artistic dexterity. Our study indicates the aspects of high level of 
progress in the Jaipur constructional activity. 
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Chapter VI 
Training and Organisation of Artisans 
Artisans of our region have received considerable acclaim. It therefore seems 
interesting to investigate as to how the artisans were trained and organized. The 
craftsmen were largely organized and trained by the master craftsmen. The state 
maintained many Karkhanas in the principal cities of the empire where skilled 
workmen were placed under a government superintendent (darogha). He checked the 
production of handicrafts in the Karkhanas which were stocked in the stores.1He 
assisted by clerks and accountants.2A number of administrative officers were 
appointed to maintain the smooth functioning of the Karkhanas.3 The diwan-i-buyutat 
was an officer of high rank. He was responsible for the management and financial 
side of the Karkhanas.4 Ain mentions that many mansabdar and ahadis were 
appointed in the Karkhanas.5 They organized the artisans of different areas in the 
Karkhanas.  
We have detailed information of organization of artisans and craftsmen 
employed in large scale in the Jaipur Karkhanas. In this chapter we will discuss the 
officials who supervised the artisans in various Karkhanas and their training. We will 
discuss the two categories in the organization of workshops, first who supervised the 
workmen and provided the raw material to the state workshops and second those who 
were engaged in the manufacturing. Fortunately, rich archival material preserved in 
Rajasthan State Archives Bikaner, provides exhaustive details about organization of 
different arts and crafts. This information is statistical in nature. There were thirty-six 
Karkhanas in Jaipur during the reign of Sawai Jai Singh which provided opportunities 
for different artisans and craftsmen. These papers of Karkhanas reveal the details of 
craftsmen, their wages and even the particular task or work of artisan in the various 
workshops. How they were organized in the Karkhanas? Who were responsible for 
the maintenance of artisans? How many men or workmen (nafar) were appointed at 
particular work? 
  
                                               
1 Hedayatullah Bihari, Hedatul, Qawaid, 1715, p. 17. cf., Sarkar, Jadunath, Mughal Administration, 
Fourth Edition, Calcutta, 1952, pp. 4-041, 
2       cf., Sarkar, Jadunath, Mughal Administration, op. cit., pp. 44-45. 
3 Ibid., 41-46. 
4 Zawabit-i-Alamgiri, British Museum Oriental No. 1641. 21b. See also, Dastur-ul-Amal, Asiatic 
Society of Bengal, 84A, cf., Sarkar, Jadunath, Mughal Administration, op. cit., pp. 44-46. 
5 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, op. cit., p. 82-83. 
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Training of Artisans 
Hereditary Training 
The caste organization played an important role for the training of artisans and 
craftsmen. A caste or a clan used to provide an effective institution of training to the 
artisans. Training was imparted to the artisan clan wise and the artisan learnt the craft 
with great interest and by his own choice. He enjoyed the guidance of the master 
artisan. It was due to the interest of the artisan and his attachment for the master 
artisan which makes him perfect craftsman. He got regular training and was 
supervised by his master frequently.6 
Several occupations were hereditary, as castes were the representatives of the 
various craft. The caste regulated the professional activities, family life, religious and 
cultural needs of artisans and craftsmen. 
Indian caste was characterized by a hereditary occupation. The artisans learnt 
the craft with curiosity under the patriarchal care of his father.7 We thus come to 
know the importance of artisan’s caste. It is therefore necessary to know their 
occupation and their place in the society. Babur found the craftsmen organized in 
rigid and exclusive caste in India.8 Pelsaert also refers that “Workmen children can 
follow no occupation other than that of their father, nor can they marry with any other 
caste.”9 Bernier also stated about the hereditary education thus “The embroiderer 
brings his son as embroider, a goldsmith son becomes a goldsmith and the physician 
of a city educates his son for a physician.”10 
De Laet similarly remarks, ‘The artisans can never rise to a higher station, for fathers 
generally teach their children the same handicrafts which they themselves practice.’11 
We do not have records about the existence of schools and colleges for the 
training of artisans in Medieval India. The state Karkhanas played a vital role in the 
training of artisans of various crafts. Ain refers that the artisans were trained in 
various professions of art and craft in the Karkhanas. The skilled craftsmen were 
invited from different areas to train the artisans. Ain refer term like Ustad and Chela. 
                                               
6 Gupta, N. S., Industrial Structure of India during Medieval period, op. cit., pp. 118-119. 
7 Ibid., p. 117. 
8 Babur Nama, op. cit., p. 520. 
9 Pelsaert, Jahangir’s India, op. cit., p. 60. 
10 Berniers, Travels in the Mughal Empire, op. cit., pp. 238, 251. 
11 De Laet, Joannes, Empire of the Great Mogol, tr. J.S. Hoyland and S. N., Banerjee, Bombay, 1928, 
pp. 88-89. 
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Ustad were attached to experienced craftsmen to train apprentices.12As Bernier writes 
that the excellence of arts and craft could only be protected within the four walls of 
the imperial workshops. The excellence of art and craft flourished under the state 
workshops.13 
The specialization of handicrafts also worked through a proliferation of caste 
and sub-caste. A farman was issued by the Emperor Aurangzeb which is reproduced 
in the Mirat-i-Ahmadiit reveals that if anyone wanted to study the art of weaving, 
needle making and embroidery but prescribes the local official charge something from 
such a man after completing his education.14Vanina remarks that the farman referred 
to those people who were so keen to study a profession which was different from their 
own caste people and farman was not issued by chance to the Ahmadabad’s most 
developed crafts but numerous people have tried to take to these occupation which 
was more profitable.15 Irfan Habib interpreted this farman as a conscious 
administrative action which was in favour of keeping the gates open to the 
professions.16 
Training by the Master Craftsmen 
The Karkhanas were also smoothly conducted and supervised by master 
craftsmen of established reputation in Mughal period. The documents of Jaipur 
contain the word shagird pesha for apprenticeship. It is clear from these documents 
that master (ustad) was appointed for the training of artisans and craftsmen. As 
mentioned in Mirat-i-Ahmadi that various trained weavers came in the Jainagar 
(Jaipur) from Gujarat and settled here.17 
The apprentices were not only instructed but employed as assistants by their 
masters. Borhan-i-Qat’e, (a seventeenth century Persian dictionary) has the term 
shagirdana which is clarified as a small amount of money paid to the master apart 
from his salary as remuneration for the apprentice’s work.18 
                                               
12 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Nawal Kishore, op. cit., pp. 65-66. 
13 Bernier, Travels in the Mughal Empire, op. cit., pp. 254, 258-59. 
14 Mirat-i-Ahmadi, op. cit., p. 260. 
15 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 135. 
16 Habib, Irfan, Potentialities of Capitalistic Development in the Economy of Mughal India, op. cit., 
p. 40. 
17 Mirat-i-Ahmadi, op. cit., p. 11. 
18 Bohran-i-Qat’e, op. cit., p. 81. cf., Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval 
India, op. cit., p. 134. 
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Tashri-ul-Aqwam refers to the training of painters. Ustad was appointed to 
train the pupil.19 The senior master painter used to check the work of imperial atelier. 
S. P. Verma has mentioned that the term Ustad was an honorific title 20 Moti Chandra 
also mentions the relationship between the artists and the students in poetic manner. 
“In the days of the Mughals, the pupils were admitted by the master artist 
when they were children, after they had work shipped him with flowers, etc., and 
presented him with eatables. They began their lessons in drawings by practicing 
circles and spirals on a wooden panel searched with the bole. When they had 
thoroughly mastered the designs they began to practice in drawing lotus flowers, fish, 
peacocks, deer…”21 
Vivadacintamani offers a detail account on artisans and craftsmen. It discusses 
the relation of master and student. “If one wishes to gain knowledge of an art or craft 
he should, with the sanction of his relatives, go and live with a master for the exact 
period of apprenticeship being previously settled. The master (ustad) should teach the 
student (shagird) in his own house and feed him, he should not assign him any other 
work and treat him like a son,” These lines make a clear distinction between an 
apprentices and a religious preceptor’s pupil. It was illegal on the part of the master to 
assign the work which was not related to the occupation of shagird. While his 
immediate duty was to serve the master and his wife.22 
The apprenticeship existed in India alongside hereditary occupation. It  existed 
from ancient time or early medieval period as proved by the sources like 
katyakalpataru , a thirteenth century law digest which refers that a master craftsmen 
had to ‘feed an apprentice in own place or house, punish him immediately after a 
misdeed had been done and it is not possible in some cases.”  
The actual work was carried on by the artisans who have been referred to as 
apprentices under of the master artisan or Ustad. Ain refers that the success of each 
department depended by and large upon the experience and skill of the master artisan 
and Ustad.23 The master artisan was guided by his subordinates and arranged raw 
                                               
19 Tashrih-al-Aqwam, op. cit., p. 259. 
20 Verma, S. P., Mughal Painters and their Work,  Delhi, 1994, p. 9. 
21 Moti Chandra, The Technique of Mughal Painting, Lucknow, 1949, p. 74.cf., Porter, Yves, 
Painters, Painting and Books, op. cit., p. 147. 
22 Mishra, Vachaspati, Vivadacintamani, tr. G. N. Jha, Baroda,1942, p. 68. cf., Vanina, Eugina, 
Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 134. 
23 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, op cit., pp. 13. 
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materials and tools to them.24 The master artisans managed the private workshops on 
their own behalf under Mughals.25 The master artisan was well skilled person who 
had acquired excellence and perfection in his craft.26 
Moti Chandra presents some idea regarding the head artist under whom the 
other workmen were supervised. “The painters assembled in the big hall under a head 
artist who entrusted each of them with the execution of that part of the picture with 
which he was well acquainted. The head artists sketched the composition, second 
applied the colours, and third finished the animals and scenery and a fourth gave 
finishing touch to the picture.’27 
It seems that if an artist was born in the workshop their training was 
guaranteed. Chardin describes of apprenticeship that “there is no commitment point 
for apprenticeship and nothing is given for learning the skill. On the contrary, the 
student who was trained under master receives wages from the very first day.”28 
It is clear that any apprentice organized a feast for the caste members when he 
became a full-fledged master himself after completing his education and paying his 
respect to his master. Ain alludes that all the students of Abdus Samad became 
masters. 
Vanina mentions that it was not easy in reality and things were more 
complicated if any apprentice belonged to the same caste as his master, it was not 
easy for him to acquire a workshop and the tools of his own. The apprentice who had 
a father, elder brother and uncle etc., were initiated or trained by them. But if an 
apprentice was not the member of his master’s family and belonged to the poor family 
and had nobody to support him, it was next to difficult for him to initiate working 
individually.29 
Sometimes the apprentice did not belong to the same caste as his master. Some 
believed in the unchanged caste profession but here Hiroshi Fukazawa remarks that 
“unless we assume a considerable mobility of the people between different industrial 
occupations, we cannot explain how the supply could be adjusted to a steep rise or fall 
                                               
24 Gupta, N. S., Industrial Structure of India during Medieval period, op. cit., p. 118-120. 
25 Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas Under the Mughals, op. cit., p. 130. 
26 Gupta, N. S., Industrial Structure of India during Medieval period, op. cit., p. 118. 
27 Chandra, Moti, Technique of the Mughal paintings, op. cit., pp. 76-78 
28 Chardin, Voyages, Vol. IV, p. 94, cf., Porter, Yuves, Painters, Painting and Books, op. cit., p. 147. 
29 Vanina, Eugina, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 134. 
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of demand…and why new industries developed.30 The people change the caste 
profession due to the introduction of new crafts and techniques and the migration of 
the peasants to the cities. As we know in the Mughal period, Daswant, the celebrated 
miniature painter of Akbar’s Court, was the son of a palanquin-bearer and an 
apprentice of a Muslim painter Khwaja Abdus Samad.31 
Sometimes the emergence of the rich craftsmen took place because of 
economic differentiation and these rich craftsmen employed their poorer brethren as 
hired labourers and exploited them. Irfan Habib makes a special remark on such 
development in other countries as a revolutionary step towards capitalistic 
development but mention that “of such growth there is little evidence in Mughal 
India,” since in general in various craft there were only few independent master 
craftsmen of any substance.32 
Vijaya Ramaswamy observed about the south Indian city that 44/ looms of the 
total number of looms belonged to three persons. But it is not clear whether the looms 
were stationed under one roof and the laborer worked for these three persons.33 
Akbar issued a farman in favour of Ramdas (master dyer) who was the 
prominent master craftsmen and belonged to the rank of the rich and had a plot of 
land.34 Our records reveal that land was granted to the master craftsmen.  
Jadunath Sarkar mentions that skillfull artisans were trained in the imperial 
workshops. They completed their education and period of apprentices than found 
employment with the nobles and powerful umara.35 
An artisan devoted his life to achieve the perfection in his skill and craft as a 
skilled craftsman. After polishing his skill, he got cherished post of a master artisan. 
He received respect and reverence from his subordinate for their skill in the 
performance of the craft.36 
                                               
30 cf., Habib, Irfan, and Ray Chaudhari, Tapan, ed., The Cambridge Economic History of India, Vol., 
I., op. cit, p. 311. 
31 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, op. cit., p. 83. 
32 Habib, Irfan, Potentialities of Capitalistic Development in the Economy of Mughal India, op. cit., 
pp. 42-43. 
33 Ramaswamy Vijaya, Some Enquiries into the Condition of Weavers in Medieval South India, 
I.H.R, Vol. nos., 1-2 (1979-80), p. 321, See also, Textiles and Weavers in Medieval South India, p. 
143. 
34 Habib, Irfan, ‘Three Farmans of Akbar in Favour of Ramdas, The Master Dyer’ Habib, Irfan, ed. 
Akbar and His India, Delhi, 1977, p. 271. 
35 Sarkar, Jadunath, Mughal Admisnistration, op. cit., pp. 168-169. 
36 Gupta, N. S., Industrial Structure of India during Medieval period, op. cit., p. 118. 
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The master artisan managed the private workshops and employed the skilled 
craftsmen and the apprentices who worked more often from morning till evening. 
They were also paid for their work. He was the supervisor, manager, administrator of 
his establishment. He also supplied the raw materials and tools, implements and other 
accessories of production to his subordinates.37 
The raw material for the Karkhanas was not purchased by the artisans from 
market instead it was supplied to them by the state. In our documents we also find that 
master artisans also brought the material from market and money was handover to 
them for purchasing the raw material.  
They were also served in the state workshops as employees of the ruler. They 
were required to work according to abilities in the Karkhanas. Firstly, they 
manufactured the finer and delicate article with artistic dexterity and second, they 
guided and supervised the work of skilled workers and apprentices. They were highly 
paid in comparison to other ordinary workers.38 
They achieved a higher status after completing successfully the period of 
apprenticeship under the masters. They were promoted from a position of an 
apprentice to the status of skilled craftsmen. The workers received the material and 
implements and instructions from their master in the morning and returned the 
finished article in the evening to their masters.39 
The apprentices were merely beginners or totally unskilled to perform any task 
in the process of production. They started to receive small wages after completing the 
little bit training from the skilled craftsmen.40 
The middlemen operated to select the best artisans from different areas. Each 
Karkhana had an official, who acted as the superintendent. He supervised the artisans 
and craftsmen. The high officials such as daroghas, tahviladrs and bhaiyas kept vigil 
on the activity of artisans at the time of work. They recorded the daily expenditure of 
particular articles and also recorded their wages according to the nature and days of 
work. 
The Karkhanajat papers reveal that meticulous care was taken about the 
details of raw material and its expenditure and wages of artisans. The Karkhana 
                                               
37 Gupta, N. S., Industrial Structure of India during Medieval period, op. cit., p. 118. 
38 Ibid. 
39 Ibid., p. 119. 
40 Ibid., p. 120. 
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papers refer that in some cases money was handed over to the master craftsmen for 
purchasing the raw material from the market for Karkhanas. 
Darogha was appointed in each branch of Karkhanas who dealt with the 
artisans of his branch. The darogha of every Karkhana took raw material from 
tahvildar and distributed to the artisans. He also distributed to them their daily work. 
The officials recorded the daily work of artisans and noted the material supplied to 
them in a day. He took the unfinished articles from the tahvildar and distributed it to 
the artisans. 
Tahvildar took charge of cash and material required for the Karkhanas. They 
kept the necessary raw material in stocks at the time of need. They also fixed the cost 
price of the article and wages of artisan for the manufacturing of particular article. 
Tahvildar also fixed the reward for artistic dexterity of craftsmen and also presented 
him to the court. They also provided the best fabric, jewellry and other items to the 
court at the time of royal marriages and festivals. 
Table indicating the names of tahvildar and darogha in different Karkhanas 
 
Mir-i-Saman or Khan-i-Saman was responsible to check all official 
appointment in the karkhanas during the Mughal period. He enjoyed equal status with 
the diwan. Our records reveal that desh-diwan appointed the superintendent, 
accountants and tahvildars of the various karkhanas. Desh-diwan had the power to 
take initiative with regard to the appointment or dismissal of the tahvildars, bhayyas, 
khazanchi, daroghas and sahukars. He dealt the transactions of each karkhana.41 
Khan-i-Saman was instructed by Emperor that “ Treat well and attach to 
yourself by the ties of gratitude artisans like goldsmith, enamellers, die carvers, net 
weavers, plain-workers in metal (sadahkar, class of goldsmith) etc. The duties of a 
khan-i-Saman in the dastur are included, 1) Appointment, dismissal and posting of 
                                               
41Karkhanajat papers, R. S. A. Bikaner,  
Karkhana Tahvildar Year Darogha Year 
Zargarkhana Motiram 1782 Ramotar 1787-88 
- Girdharidas 1794 - - 
Chitragrah Hari Shankar 1799 Kishanram 1799 
Suratkhana Doulatram - HiraNand - 
Chapakhana Gulabchand - - - 
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daroghas, tahvildars,amins and mushrifs of the various karkhanas. 2) Laying down 
rules for the work of the Karkhanas and treasuries. 3) Record for hire and wages of 
labour etc.42 
The high officials recorded the number of days of works and absent days of 
artisans. The tahvildar and darogha also brought the articles from other Karkhanas at 
the time of need. They recorded the details of hired labour and their wages who were 
working with skilled artisans. Records were submitted by the officials to the desh-
diwan of Jaipur. 
The artisans were not directly involved in remuneration. The official like 
tahvildar, darogha, bhayyas disbursed the money to the artisans. They were 
responsible for the payment to the artisans on contractual, monthly and daily basis. 
The Tahvildar sent all records of Karkhanas to desh-diwan Vidhyadhar. Desh-Diwan 
provided the money to the officials for maintaining the Karkhanas. 
The different types of articles were manufactured in Zargarkhana for royalty 
by the craftsmen. The Karkhanas worked with collaborations for instance Tahvildar 
of Zinkhana ordered the goldsmith for the preparation of dunakchi and chouki of 
gold.43Amarpaal Tahvildar of Khushbokhana instructed to the Zargarkhana 
Tahvildar for the manufacturing and enemelling of itardani, gulabpass, nargisdan 
and naalhuqqa etc.44Tahvildar Sanibram of Patrakhana ordered the craftsmen of 
Zargarkhana for the manufacturing of kahwadan, pagpaan,and inlaying of rakabi. 
The different Karkhanas tahvildar gave order to the artisans of Zargarkhana for the 
manufacturing of articles according to the need of this Karkhana. The other articles 
like chamcha (spoon), dadsi, katori (bowl) were also manufactured by Zargarkhana 
craftsmen for Patrakhana.45 
Table showing the variety of raw materials distributed to the artisans by the 
darogha 
Type of  
Precious stones 
Weight 
(Kata) 
Year Folio No. 
Pukhraj (topaz) 4  1788-89 5 
Imni (?) 4 ,, ,, 
Pheroza 3 ,, ,, 
Kurand 5 ,, ,, 
                                               
42Sarkar, Jadunath, Mughal Administration, op. cit., pp. 42-44. 
43JamakharchZargarkhana, f. no. 165. 
44Ibid., f. no. . 262, 291, 293,  
45Ibid., f. no. 73.  
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(whet stone) 
Laladi (?) 23 ,, ,, 
Manik 
(beads of gold and 
silver) 
314 ,, 118 
Hira (diamond) 150 ,, ,, 
Meena (enamel) - ,, 123 
 
The above raw materials were brought under the supervision of Doulatram 
darogha of Zargarkhana. Sometimes the skilled craftsmen achieved the position of 
superintendent of Karkhana. He supervised his subordinates and provided raw 
material and tools to them. A darogha of goldsmith workshop was a celebrated 
lapidary and calligrapher during the Shahjahan period.46 
The artisans prepared the articles according to the need of each Karkhana. 
They were instructed by the tahvildar of other Karkhanas. The documents refers that 
craftsmen were engaged in zargar work (gold). The 150 tola gold was bought by the 
Hathsukh Nanhu Thathera. It may be possible that he was a brass worker and 
produced the articles individually and also provided the raw-material to the 
Zargarkhana at the time of need. 
Organization of Building construction workers 
Babur observes in his memoirs that Hindustan had unnumbered and endless 
workmen of every kind, infinite number of artisans in different crafts and industries as 
one of the advantages of Hindustan. There is a fixed caste (jami) for every sort of 
work and for everything, which has done that work or that thing from father to son till 
now.47 Pelsaert wrote about the India’s craftsmen, ‘for a job which one man would do 
in Holland here passes through four men’s hands before it is finished’. This statement 
clearly shows that various profession or number of artisans were available for making 
one piece of article.48 
Mulla Sharf in his writing ZafarNama mentions about the building of the 
Timur Beg’s stone mosque which lays stress on the fact that 200 stone- cutters 
worked on it, came from Azarbaijan, Fars, Hindustan and other countries. But 680 
                                               
46Shahjahanama, Bib. Indicaendn Calcutta, Vol., II, pp. 89-90, cf., Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas Under 
the Mughals, op. cit. 
47Babur Nama,Vol. II., op. cit., p. 520. 
48Pelsaert, Jahangir’s India, op. cit., p. 60. 
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men worked on my buildings in Agra, Sikri, Biana, Dulpur, Gwalior and Koil. In the 
same way there are numberless artisans and workmen of every sort in Hindustan.49 
The craftsmen were engaged in construction work. They constituted a 
significant group of urban population. Thousands of workmen were employed in the 
state owned construction sites.50 
The illustration of Akbarnama also depicts Akbar’s visit to a construction site, 
accompanied by officials and attendants. Akbar is shown in conversation with the 
stone worker and his left hand stretched towards the latter in a gesture either of 
instruction or point out some flaw in his works.51 
Monserrate mentions that Akbar is so devoted that he sometimes quarries 
stone himself along with other workmen. Nor does he shrink from watching himself 
practicing, for the sake of amusement the craft of any ordinary artisan.52 
 In the present chapter an attempt is made to discuss the organization of artisan 
of Jaipur in the light of Arhsatta Imarti document. These documents are in the nature 
of statistical data of expenditure incurred on wages of the artisans and buildings of 
Jaipur. The available document pertains to the period of V.S. 1783, 1784, 1785, 1795 
and 1796.  
The entire staff of building construction could be divided into two category:  
Firstly, we will discuss about the first category who supervised the constructional 
activity of royal buildings.53 
Basically, they were the nobles who were the supreme commander of Mughal 
building construction. The painting of Akbarnama depicts a man, well-dressed and 
dignified in appearance, sits on a blue carpet with decorative designs. Such blue 
carpets appear in Mughal paintings associated with the Mughal elite. Four people 
attend upon the noble, one serving food, while a number of building workers outside 
the enclosure are busy with their task. Four horses with grooms outside the enclosure 
further establish his noble status.54 
                                               
49 Babur Nama,Vol. II., op. cit., p. 520. 
50 Vanina, Eugenia, Urban Crafts and Craftsmen in Medieval India, op. cit., p. 61. 
51 Akbarnama, Victoria and Albert Museum, London, No, IS 2-1896, 91/117. cf., Qaisar, A. J., 
Building Construction in Mughal India, op. cit., Plate No. 3. 
52 The Commentry of Father Monserrate, trs., J. S. Hoyland and annotated by N. Bannerji, Cuttack, 
1922, p. 201. 
53   Akbarnama, Victoria and Albert Museum, London, No, IS 2-1896, 91/117. cf., Qaisar, A. J., 
Building Construction in Mughal India, op. cit., Plate No. 3. 
54 Akbarnama,Victoria and Albert Museum, London, No, IS2-1896, 86/117. cf., Qaisar, Ahsan Jan, 
Building Construction in Mughal India, op. cit., Plate No, 1. 
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The other painting also shows that the person is inspecting the construction 
with his attendant holding a fly-whisk behind him. He may be either a very exalted 
noble or the sovereign himself.55 
.                              Table indicating the title of building staff in sources 
Personnel Source 
Amalawafa ‘la- imarat, Uhdadaran-i 
‘imarat, Sarkardaran-i ‘imarat, 
Mutasaddiyan-i ‘imarat, Karagahan-i 
‘imarat, 
Afif, Tarikh-i FerozeShahi, AbulFazl, 
Akbarnama,ArifQandhari, Tarikh-i 
Qandhari, Lahori, Badshahnama, Waris, 
Badshahnama, Muhammad Kazim, 
‘Alamgirnama. 
Mir Imarat Tarikh-i FerozeShahi, Iqbalnama-i Jahangiri, AmalSalih, 
Qualification and Functions of the Mir 
Imarat, HedayatulBihari, Hedayat-ulQawa ‘id 
Mir Bahar Barr Akbarnama, II, Nizamuddin Ahmad, Tabaqat-i Akbari, 
Sara mad-i me ‘maran, memar SalihKanbu, Amal-i Salih, Munshat Namakin, 
Mir Saman or Khan saman IbnHasan, The Central Structure of the Mughal Empire, Lahori, Badshahnama, 
SarbarahImarat, Tuzuk-i- Jahangiri, 
Darogha-i- Imarat, Tarikh-i-Qandhari,  Kewal Ram, Tazkirat-al Umara, 
Other Officers-  
Mushrif ‘imarat-i Padshahi ShaikhFaridBhakkari, Zakhirat-ulKhwanin, 
Shahnachalak, Tarikh-i FerozeShahi, 
 
This table shows the title of officers and master builders under whom Mughal 
building construction carried out. Hedayat-ul-Qawa‘id mentions the qualification and 
functions of the mir imarat: 1st, he must be well versed in accountancy, employ an 
accountant, 2nd, he must be able to ascertain the number of bricks (khist) required 
according to the fixed units of measurement, 3rd, he should be aware of the builder’s 
wages (me’mar) for the work to be accomplished; 4th, he should know the prices of 
building materials.56 
                                               
55 Catalogue of Paintings in the Lahore Museum, Lahore, 1976, pl. B. 75, facing p. 30, cf., Qaisar, A. 
J., Building Construction in Mughal India, op. cit., Plate No, 2. 
56 Hedayatullah Bihari, Hedayat-ul Qawa‘id, Aligarh Collection No, Farsiya 108, ff. 39a-40b. See 
also, Qaisar, A. J., Building Construction in Mughal India, op. cit., p. 7. 
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Mir saman or Khan saman was the highest officer of the buyutat and one of 
his duties to oversee the plans of or expenditure on, lodgings and building belonging 
to the state.57Mir saman occupied a higher status under Jahangir and Shahjahan.58 
Arif Qandhari mentions the term darogha Imarat with reference to 
construction work at Agra under Qasim Khan.59 Apart from the darogha and mir, 
‘imarat, there were other officers under whom the construction was carried out 
likewise: accountant (Mushrif) and auditor (Mustaufi) etc.60 
Fortunately, Arhsatta Imarti furnishes the information that Jaipur building 
construction was under the supervision of darogha and tahvildar. There were various 
other officers who are listed in the document like potdar and kotwal.  They also noted 
down the detail of wages, the number of bricks (Itha) and tiles (thokra), the variety 
and size of stones and the quantity of other material which was used for particular 
dimensions for instance Screens (jali) and raised seating at entrance (gokha) were 
built of sang danau (stone) in the haveli.61 
It is interesting to note that tahvildar and darogha had sent all records to 
Diwan whether it was related to artisan wages or raw material. In the study of 
document, I found that all records which are related to wages and buildings 
construction were sent to Vidhyadhar who was the desh-diwan of Jaipur. Vidhyadhar 
looked to the financial side and attended to the needs of expenditure.62 The wages 
were distributed under the supervision of tahvildar and superintendent (daroga) as we 
have an example, Mohanram tahvildar who was responsible for wages distribution in 
1738 A.D and Santoshram was in 1739 A.D.63 
The Superintendent (darogha) of Imaratkhana took the raw materials and the 
unfinished articles from the tahvildar and distributed them to the artisans. They kept 
records of regular entries of artisans work besides the articles or building material 
which were provided to the artisans for the building construction by them. After 
                                               
57 Sarkar, Jadunath, Mughal Administration, op. cit., p. 45. 
58     Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas Under the Mughals from Akbar to Aurangzeb, op. cit., p. 50. 
59 Arif Qandhari, Tarikh-i-Qandhari, eds., I. A. Arshi et al., Rampur, 1962, See also, Qaisar, A. J., 
Building Construction in Mughal India, op. cit., p. 10. 
60 Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas under the Mughals from Akbar to Aurangzeb, op. cit., pp. 44-53 See 
also, Qaisar, A. J., Building Construction in Mughal India, op. cit., p. 11. 
61 Arhsatta Imarti, B. N. 12, op. cit., f. 31-33. 
62 Ibid., B. N. 13. 
63 Ibid. 
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completion of the work of artisans calculations were made of total number of days for 
its completion and on the basis of their work the wages of artisans were paid.64 
Fortunately, document furnish the name of artisans and also the name of 
darogha and tahvildar under whose supervision work has been done for instance 
artisans Shah Pratap Singh and Sahab Bula Ram had worked under the supervision of 
Vijay Ram darogha and Vijay Anand Ram and Jagram had worked under Shah Sahib 
Ram darogha.65 
When the construction of building was completed, Tahvildar and darogha 
kept records of building expenditure which was incurred on the wages of artisans and 
on the raw material used in particular building for instance Rs 20. 34 were incurred on 
the wages and Rs 21.8 on raw material for the renovation of Sawai Mahal Barahdari.66 
So far as the second category is concerned they consisted of artisans and 
labourers at the construction site. The first category of building staff supervised the 
artisans and labourers. Strict control was inevitable at the construction site. This 
example is clearly shown in the paintings of Akbarnama. 
The painting of Akbarnama depicts a man noting something on a ledger, while 
an ordinary labourer faces him with one hand half-outstretched, in a pleading gesture. 
Yet another scribe is seen standing near Akbar below him and on the right, holding a 
roll of paper in his left hand. Besides the site overseers or supervisors, too, are noticed 
in the painting invariably holding the traditional staff, overseeing workers and 
artisans.67 
Arhsatta Imarti document not only noted down the amount paid in cash to the 
artisans (karigar) and labourers (majur) by the state but also furnish the information 
of building materials such as wood, stones, bricks and mortar etc. Wages were paid on 
daily (rozinadar) and monthly (mahinadar) based to the artisans and labourers. These 
are recorded in the document either in the names of individual or sometimes a group 
of labourers (majur).68 
                                               
64 Arhsatta Imarti, B. N. 6, 8, 12, 13, See also, Verma, Tripta, Karkhanas Under the Mughals from 
Akbar to Aurangzeb, (A Study in Economic Development), op. cit., pp. 52-53. 
65 Arhsatta Imarti, B. N. 8, p. 24,  
66 Ibid., B. N. 3,  p. 17. 
67 Akbarnama, Victoria and Albert Museum, London, No. IS 2-1896, 46/117.cf., Qaisar, A. J., 
Building Construction in Mughal India, op. cit., Plate No. 4. 
68 Arhsatta Imarti, B.N. 4, 6, 8, 13. 
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Arhsatta Imarti mentions that tahvildar and darogha recorded the particular 
dimensions of the area and materials used like the variety of stones, bricks etc.69 
Organisation of artisans in different Karkhanas 
Chappakhana records show that Gulab Chand tahvildar organized the hired 
labour for printing workshops in 1788. Gulabchand provided the raw material to the 
artisans for printing cloth. Toshakhana cloths were also printed in the Chappakhana. 
The different motifs printed were according to the demand of the aristocracy. The 
documents record the name of the artisans with their fathers.70 
Rangkhana records reveal the name of Harkishan who was the in charge of 
money (khajanchi). The records of Rangkhana show that raw materials for dyeing the 
cloths were also brought by the Nathu Rangrez. He was paid the wages and raw 
material (masalo) by the Khajanchi of Rangkhana. The raw material were bought in 
than, ser and pousa for Rangkhana. 
We have information about the organization of printing and dyeing from 
Chhapakhana and Rangkhana records. In these Karkhanas the textiles were printed 
and coloured. Tahvildar and darogha noted the name of the ingredients of colour 
which were bought in stocks from market. Tahvildar and Darogha divided the works 
among the artisans like some artisans pounded the ingredients in the Hamamdasta and 
others remained engaged in drying the colours in the sunlight.71 
Khushbokhana papers show the preparation of different perfumes and oils. 
The material of this Karkhana was brought from market. The name of the traders was 
also mentioned from whom the raw material was bought e.g. chandan (sandal wood) 
and khas were bought from Kishan Gandhi. Kalash of jasta and Hammam dasta were 
bought from Pohkar Thathera. The raw material like kastori was bought from 
Balkishan and Dharamdas Gandhi. The different types of perfumes and oils were 
presented to the Jaipur Raja like itar gulab ka was presented by Rao Badan Singh Jaat 
and oil of Chameli was presented by Doulatram. They came from Agra to Jaipur 
Raja.72 
Desh-Diwan was responsible for all accounts which then passed to Tahvildar 
of the Karkhana. They recorded the daily work done in each workshops and payment 
made for the same. The materials were brought in stock from market for each 
                                               
69 Arhsatta Imarti, B.N. 4, 6, 8, 13. 
70 Jamakharch Chhapakhana, op. cit., B. N. 2, f. no. 103. 
71 Jamakharch Rangkhana, op. cit., and Jamakharch Chhapakhana, B. N. 2, op. cit. 
72 Jamakharch Khushbokhana, op. cit., f. no. 98, 104, 137. 
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Karkhana and entries were made of these stocks and expenditure every day. 
Rangkhana shows that the ingredients were recorded daily then these were supplied to 
the karigar chakar and rangrez for dyeing the cloths of Karkhana. The reports were 
prepared in each workshop of particular articles cost and name of artisans under 
whom these articles were finished. The name of Darogha under whom the artisans 
worked was recorded in the Karkhanajat papers. The same pattern was followed in 
each Karkhana after finishing the articles. 
Karkhana workers produced the articles of choice of rulers under the 
instruction of tahvildar and darogha. Palkikhana records refer that Palanquins were 
manufactured on the order of rulers and other influential people.73 
The minute details were noted in the Karkhana papers like colouring and 
printing of the juzdan of tahvildar and its expenditure were recorded here. Tahvildar 
kept the records of Karkhanas in these bags (juzdan).74 
Role of Merchant in the organization of Karkhanas 
Our documents show that Indigo, Silk cloths and other raw material were 
exported from Gujarat and Agra in the Jaipur Karkhanas. The mercantile classes 
played an important role in facilitating the Karkhanas in proper manner. They 
supplied the raw material of each Karkhana on regular and monthly basis. The raw 
materials were brought in stocks in the Karkhanas by the merchants. They were 
attached to the state workshops. They were paid in kind and cash for raw material 
which were brought in stocks in the Jaipur Karkhanas. Tahvildar kept all records of 
raw material which were brought by the merchants. The term like veopari or byopari, 
bajaj, bichhaiti or bachhayat and mahajan find mention in our records.75Veopari were 
big merchant community who operated at every level.76 
The material was brought in the form of kind (jinsi), kata, tola (weight) and 
pairs (jodi). The diamond articles were manufactured for ruling class in the 
Zargarkhana. 
Zargarkhana refers that sellers were also paid in hawalgi as well as naqd/cash 
for instance Bhikharidas was paid 75 moharand Rs. 25 in 1792 V.S.77 The sellers who 
                                               
73 Jamakharch Palkikhana, B. N. 2. V. S. 1812/A. D. 1755. 1813 V.S./A.D. 1756. 
74 Jmakharch Rangkhana, op. cit., B. N. 2. 
75 Jamakharch Ratangrah, op. cit., B. N. 4, Jamakharch Toshakhana,  op. cit. 
76 Gupta, S. P., Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan, op. cit., p. 105. 
77 Ibid., p. 212 
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provided the raw material for Zargarkhana is available. They were also paid in the 
form of advance money (naqd). 
Table showing the name of traders who provided raw material to Zargarkhana 
 
 
The traders who brought the textiles from Surat and Gujarat were also 
mentioned in the Karkhana papers. We have prepared the table of traders from whom 
textile material was purchased for the Karkhanas. The table is prepared from 
Ratangrah documents. 
Table showing traders involved in textile trade 
SOURCE: RATANGRAHDOCUMENT YEAR-V.S. 1798 (BUNDLE NO. 4)  
Raw Material/ 
Variety of Cloths 
Unit 
(Than) Expenditure Related Person 
folio 
No. 
Cloths of Tanzeb  - - 1457 
Gota sunehra tola,  
Kanari sunehri  - - 1461 
Sari zari ki  - - 1465 
Tas (gold and silver 
gauze) zariki  - - - 
Sarpench zariki, 
sunehri  - - 2850 
Tafta   S/o Chhachhu Ram Bajaj - 
Mahmudi chiken  - Nathu Singh Bajaj - 
Suqlatki Khareed 
(soft woolen cloth 
purchased) 
 - Bajaj HarLal, Bajaj Sambhu 
Ram, Jankidas 
2847 
-  - Bajaj Gulaab Chand, Bajaj 2949 
Name of Trader 
 
Amount 
(Rs. As.) Folio No. 
Name of 
Superintendent and 
Tahvildar 
Ramji 942.4 aana 193-94, 95 
Doulatramotdar, 
Girdharidas and 
Motiram 
Nand Laal 39. 8 aana ,, ,, 
Bhikharidas 8389 ,, ,, 
Santoshram 290.4 aana ,,  
Kawarpaal 17.12 aana ,,  
Mansaram 872 ,,  
Gangaram 74.8 ,,  
Ghasi Jaat 37.12 ,,  
Radha Kishan 947.12 ,,  
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Bhivrada 
Sari   Fateh Chand Bajaj - 
-  - 
Bajaj Kisna, Bajaj Murli, 
Bajaj Thavar, keshav Ram 2859 
-  - 
Bajaj Ram Lal, Lalani, 
Ramsay Bajaj, Bajaj Dolti 
Ram, Ghasi Ram 
2859 
-  - Roop Chand Sera Bajaj 2962 
Makhmal  - Bajaj, PegaVeopari - 
Tansukh  - Chhetrmal Bajaj - 
Kanari Sunehri  - Tejpal - 
Kanari  -[ Bajaj Bhivraj 2963 
Chhitwa  - Ramsay Bajaj 2965 
Bafta  - Bajaj Chhetrmal 2966 
Tanzeb  - Bajaj Chhetrmalmahajan 2966 
Cheera and sela  - Bajaj Chand Mukeem 2867 
-  - Bajaj Murlidhar 2876 
-  - Manak Chand, Jivan Das, Gokul Chand 2877 
Faita moul (feta 
purchase)  - Bajaj Anand Raam - 
Mashru Butadar  - Bajaj Than Singh - 
Mashru Sada  - Bajaj Puspal Chand 2999 
Kanari 43  Bajaj Harkishan Das - 
Badili sunehri 85 
moti tika   Bajaj Malook Chand - 
Tafta - - Bajaj Bhag Chand - 
- - - Bajaj Dev Kishan, Bajaj Devi das 2993 
(KHUS KHAREED 
BAFTA)     
Bafta 32  Bajaj Ram Das Mahajan - 
Theerma 7  Bajaj Sita Ram - 
Bafta 39  Bajaj Neer Singh Das - 
Bafta 21  Bajaj Nanag Ram - 
Bafta 22  Bajaj Gulab Rai - 
Bafta 23  Bajaj Puvram - 
Bafta 21  Bajaj Ram Sevak 2885 
- 29  Bajaj Puvram - 
Bafta 47  Bajaj Rijav Das - 
Bafta 28  Ram Sevak Jhalani 2886 
- - - Ghasi Ram Bajaj, Trilok 2885 
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Chand Bajaj 
- - - Bajaj Basant Ram 2997 
- - - Veopari from Surat 2998 
Theerma Butadar 17  Bajaja Gulab Chand - 
Kalabattun - - - 2887 
Ladi 836 -  Bajaj Muhammad purji - 
Ladi 1309 -  Bajaj Khan Muhammad Bisayati - 
Ladi 563 -  Bajaj Hashim Bisayati - 
Ladi -  Bajaj Tahevi Bisayati - 
(MAHMUDI 
KARCHOBI)     
Mahmudi karchobi 4 Rs.320 Bajaj Rikhav Das - 
Karchobi 2 Rs.300 Bajaj Puvram - 
Pati chiken 4 Rs.94 Bajaj Chhajju Ram - 
Dupatta chheelmal -  Bajaj Bhag Chand - 
Dupatta reshmi 2  Bajaj Bakhshi Ram - 
Zarika dupatta 4  - 2888 
 
The table shows that bajaj were active in procuring different variety of textiles 
in the Karkhana from different areas. The unit of some cloths and its expenditure is 
mentioned in the table. These textiles were brought monthly and annually in the 
Karkhanas. The term like khus khareed is also recorded in the table. Nathu Rangrez 
name is recorded here. He was a dyer of Rangkhana. He was engaged here in the 
colouring of textiles. The table also shows that the textile like bafta was brought in 
substantial quantity. The thread of kalabattun and its quantity also recorded. The 
embellished cloths with embroidery were also purchased from the traders. The name 
of the traders also recorded in the table from whom raw material was purchased for 
Ratangrah. 
The foregoing discussion indicates that the artisans achieved such excellence 
in their art because the rich legacy was handed over to them through generations of 
improvement and refinement. They were also trained and guided by master craftsmen 
for their task in the premises of Karkhanas where affluence of resources abounds. The 
raw material was regularly provided to them by the traders on time. The official 
distributed the raw material to the artisans at the time of work. 
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Conclusion 
Our study concludes that Jaipur Raja followed the Mughal life style. They 
patronized the artisans in line of Mughal emperors. Mughal emperors also allotted the 
land, jewels and dress of honour to the artisans for their artistic dexterity. 
Zargarkhana reveals the manufacturing of gold and silver ornaments like sisphul, 
karanphul, bazuband, pahunchi and kara etc. The Mughal ladies also wear these 
ornaments. Ain also refers about manufacturing of these ornaments. It seems that 
Jaipur rajas were much influenced by the Mughal life style and adopted the same. 
Sawai Jai Singh gave special attention to patronize the artisans from different 
areas in the Jaipur state Karkhanas. The study of the documents also shows that the 
best articles were produced in the Jaipur state Karkhanas for presentation of Mughal 
emperors, their mansabdars and other influential persons such as Rajputs and Thakurs 
and other state rulers of Rajasthan who were the attached to the Jaipur rulers. 
Different kinds of textiles were produced in Jaipur.  
Jaipur colouring and printing acquired a distinct identity in India. The artisans 
prepared the different pigments etc. for colouring and printing. The textile cloths were 
also embellished with different embroideries. The artisans also dyed, printed and 
embellished cloths for the deities of Jaipur as well as Jaipur Rajas, nobles and 
influential persons of Jaipur court. 
Many artisans and craftsmen were engaged in making the precious articles for 
the royal class. The study also reveals that the production were at large scale in Jaipur. 
The paintings of Jaipur were much influenced with the Mughal School of paintings. 
We can notice that the costumes were also like the Mughals in the paintings. The 
divisions of labour also existed in each Karkhana like iron-smith, goldsmith, enamel 
worker, inlayers, damascening workers, cobblers, carpenter and tailors were 
employed in Silehkhana. Zargarkhana reveals the ornaments of royal ladies like 
sisphul, bazuband, pahunchi and karanphul. These ornaments also recorded in Ain.  
Silehkhana also provide information about the manufacturing of weapons like 
katar (daggers), talwar or gupti (swords) and teer (bows) etc. The master artisans 
were employed in this department. The artisans used dandan feel (ivory) and heeran-
ka-seengh (deer horns) in making the scabbords of daggers and swords. The enamel 
workers beautifully enameled the weapons. The Koftgar damascened the weapons. 
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The specimen of these weapons also preserved in separate section of Maharaja Man 
Singh Museum, Jaipur named Silehkhana. 
There was a rich heritage of artistic excellence achieved by craftsmen in the 
above mentioned varied arenas and it would be ironical if it was summarily dumped 
as ‘Dark Ages’. As we see that the artisans extracted the different colours from leafs, 
flowers, vegetables ingredients and used these colours in the dyeing, printing and 
paintings. Our region was rich in the production of different dyes and printing of 
textile. Jaipur was also famous for the enameling. The different kind of weapons was 
manufactured in Jaipur. The damascening was also done at large scale in our region. 
The nature of the tools was also high quality in respect of constructional activity. The 
tools facilitated specialized art and reflect artistic dexterity. Our study indicates the 
aspects of high level of progress in the Jaipur constructional activity. 
Thus we conclude that the social and economic condition of the workers was 
good. They were freeman and not exploited by the officials. They were paid 
according to their works and working days. The name of the artisans, their father and 
grandfather and place (where they belonged) are mentioned in our documents. They 
were also rewarded for their artistic dexterity by the Jaipur rajas. 
Sawai Jai Singh carefully planned the city with his trusted minister 
(Vidhyadhar). He had collected several maps and plans from different places. The 
document like Kapad-dwara shows proper planning of the buildings in Jaipur. The 
instructions were given to maintain the proper arrangement of the localities. There is 
separate areas of each caste like Brahmans were invited and land was allotted to them 
for inhabitation in the newly built town, this locality knows as Brahmapuri. The 
documentary evidence reveals the specific localities belonged to the chhipas 
(printers), goldsmith, weavers and potters. The street or mohallas were named after 
the occupation or professions and castes like julaho-ka-mohalla (weaver’s locality) 
and kumharo-ki-gali (street of potters). 
Thus a close scrutiny of the Karkhana papers and other documents provide 
help to understand the arts and crafts reached its zenith after the foundation of the 
city. Sawai Jai Singh gave special attention to patronize the artisans from different 
areas in Jaipur. The study of other sources also shows that markets were constructed 
by the state for maintaining uniformity. The desh-diwan was responsible directly to 
recruit the artisans and craftsmen in the state workshops.  The middleman like 
tahvildar, darogha and bhayyas operated to select the skilled artisans to Jaipur 
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Karkhanas. Sawai Jai Singh was keenly interested to choose the best artisans of 
Karkhanas from other places like Gujarat, Delhi and Agra etc. The master craftsmen 
also recruited the artisans in the Karkhanas. Sometimes money was handed over to 
the craftsman to purchase the raw material of the Karkhanas. 
The craftsmen were largely organized and trained by the master craftsmen. 
The state maintained many Karkhanas in the principal cities of the empire where 
skilled workmen were placed under a state superintendent (darogha). He checked the 
production of handicrafts in the Karkhanas which were stocked in the stores. He was 
assisted by clerks and accountants. A number of administrative officers were 
appointed to maintain the smooth functioning of the Karkhanas. They organized the 
artisans of different areas in the Karkhanas.  
The foregoing discussion indicates that the artisans achieved such excellence 
in their art because the rich legacy was handed over to them through generations of 
improvement and refinement. They were also trained and guided by master craftsmen 
for their task in the premises of Karkhanas where affluence of resources abound. The 
raw material was regularly provided to them by the traders on time. The official 
distributed the raw material to the artisans at the time of work. 
The traders provided the raw material to the artisans. They were also paid in 
hawalgi and dadni for providing the raw material for one month and year. The 
artisans also purchased the raw material from local veopari and traders. The raw 
material also brought from different areas like Sanganer, Gujarat, Agra and Udipur in 
Jaipur Karkhanas. 
The present study concludes that the artisans and craftsmen were confronted 
with the rising demand due to assumption of urban character of Jaipur in the 18th 
century. The detail investigation of tools and techniques alludes that they coped 
appropriately with the colossal challenge. The State buttressed the strength of the 
artisanal class by providing best ever facilities within India and abroad so as to 
achieve the production of the luxury goods. 
It is amply clear from the above investigation that thoroughly detailed 
information on artisans and craftsmen is exhaustively available in the rich content of 
documents preserved in Rajasthan State Archives. This is singular good fortune of 
R.S.A. that such detail survives. 
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Appendix-1 
Clay Model Showing the weaving work, Preserved in Albert Museum of Jaipur 
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Appendix -2 
Embroidery Preserved in Albert Museum of Jaipur 
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Appendix-3 
Textile printing cloth Preserved in Albert Museum 
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Appendix-4  
Ratangrah document showing the preparation of costumes for deities 
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Appendix- 5 
Toshakhana document reveal the different embroideries 
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Appendix-6 
Wooden Blocks used in the Printing, Preserved in Albert Museum 
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Appendix-7 
Suratkhana document showing the expenditure of ingredients (used in the 
paintings) and wages of chitera (painter) 
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Appendix-8 
Roznamcha Zargarkhana showing the enameling of articles and wages of sunar 
(goldsmith) 
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Appendix-9 
Clay Models showing damascening workshop, Preserved in Albert Museum. 
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Appendix-10 
Clay Model showing the goldsmith’s workshop, Preserved in Albert Museum 
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Appendix-11 
Arhsatta Imarti showing the wages of Building Construction Workers 
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Appendix- 12 
Akbar inspecting the building of Fatehpur Sikri (Akbarnama. VA, IS-2-1896, No. 
117, pl., 91) Reporoduced from Geeti Sen, Paintings from the Akbarnama, 
Varanasi, 1984, pl. 61. 
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Appendix-13 
Jamakharch Topkhana reveals the wages of khati (carpenter) and lohar 
(iron-smith) 
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Appendix-14 
Silehkhana document showing the manufacturing of daggers and swords 
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Appendix- 15 
The document shows purchasing of oils and perfumes 
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Appendix -16 
Kapad-dwara document showing the places of artisans 
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Appendix 17 
Bhairvi Cannon Beautifully crafted During Sawai Jai Singh Period, 
Preserved in Jaigarh Fort 
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Appendix- 18 
Crafted Shields Preserved in Jaigarh Fort, 
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Appendix- 19 
The document Budhhi Vilas reveals information about Zardoz, Rangrez, Chittera, 
Chhipa, Jadiya Sunar, Lohar, Bunkar, Mochi, Sikligar, Gandhi and Kasera 
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Appendix-20 
Arhsatta Imarti showing that all records related to Karkhanas sent to desh-diwan 
(minister) Vidhyadhar 
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GLOSSARY 
Aanchal  - veil 
Aarakash  - sawyers 
Aatsi   - a colour  
Abkash  - water carrier 
Ajura   - wages 
Alam   -  A kind of muslin 
Alsi   - linseed 
Amla   - emblic myroblan 
Angarkha  - a long dress for male  
Anghuthitila  - ring of gold 
Angithi  - furnace 
Anguthi  - ring 
Arrakash  - sawyer 
Arri   - handsaw 
Asari   - bobbin  
Asis   - potassium nitrate 
Atlas   - a type of pure and high quality of silk 
Auntna  - the process of separating  
Badla/badli  - silver gilt wire 
Bafta   - a kind of cotton stuff 
Bai   - a movable stick placed  
Bajaj   - a community of traders 
Bakshi   - royal officer 
Balabandi  - a male upper garment which comes a little below the  
waist with long sleeves 
Bandhej  -  the craft of tie and die 
Banduq  -  gun 
Banna   - builder 
Bans   -  bamboo 
Barm   -   bow-drill 
Barsa   -  window frames 
Bat ahani  -   Iron weight 
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Baz   -  falcon 
Bazu band  -  armlet 
Bel   -  stripe with creeper design 
Belcha   -  a square flat blades 
Beldar   - brick-layer 
Beun   -  a wooden implement which passed between the thread  
Bhainsa  -  male buffalo 
Bhalabardar  -  lancer 
Bharbhunja  -  grain parcher 
Bhatti   - furnace 
Bhishti   -  water carrier 
Bhujbandh  - arm guard 
Bohra   - money lender  
Boriya-baafi  -  mat weaving 
Burbura  -  ground felsper 
Burj   -  raised platform 
Butasosini  -  lily 
Butadar  -  printed with floral 
Buti   - a floral motif on Indian textile 
Chadri   - a wrap for the shoulder worn by a man 
Chakma  - a woolen padded cloth  
Challa   - ring of toes 
Chamar  - leather worker 
Chamcha  - spoon 
Chandan  - sandal wood 
Chappar  - band-thatcher 
Chari   - coconut 
Charkha  - wheel 
Charkha-i-abrishumtabi- silk twisting wheel 
Chawal  - rice 
Cheera   - a turban cloth 
Cheetah  - leopard 
Chela   - pupil 
Chhateriv  - thin cloth 
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Chheenth  - chintz 
Chippa   - printer 
Chitera  - painter  
Chogya  - a loose fitting coat   
Cholna   - jacket 
Chothai  - one fourth parts 
Choubin sanduk - wooden chest  
Choughan  - polo 
Chowki  - low seat 
Churigars  - bangle maker 
Churni   - small rubi 
Citti   - merchant 
Dadni   - advance money 
Daghlah  -  a coat of quilted cloth 
Dari   -  mattress 
Darogha  -  superintendent  
Darudgar  -  general carpenter 
Darzi   -  tailor 
Dastanaahani  -  gauntlet 
Dastgar  -   this term used about the stone carver or engraver and  
inlayer or Handi-workers 
Deshdiwan  - minister of state 
Dhatu   -   metals 
Dhobi   -  washer man 
Dhumi medha  -  nanny goat with curled horns 
Dhur ahani  -  leather belt 
Diwan   -  minister/royal officer 
Dohshala  - a sort of shawl  
Dumchi  -  crupper 
Fitkari   - alum 
Feta   - cotton stuff  
Fota   -  loin band 
Fouda   -   spade 
Gaj   - a unit of measurement  
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Gandhi  -  perfumer 
Gara   -  mortar 
Garhivan  -  carriage driver 
Gatta   -   paste board 
Gazi   -  a low priced cotton cloth and also designated as calico 
Geru   - ochre  
Ghagra  - Skirt  
Ghora   - horse 
Gogal   -  sal 
Gokha   -  entrance 
Gond   -  gum 
Gospech  -  woolen cloth 
Gota zari  -  a narrow border in which badla forms the weft and silk  
or cotton threads the warp 
Gudalya  -  toys of silver 
Gul abbasi  -  plant marvel 
Gulabi   -  pink 
Gulal   -         red starch 
Guldoz  -  embroidery in which flowers are stitched on cloth 
Gulmekh  -  large nail 
Guloini  -  a rope to hold the wooden shaft 
Gund   - wax 
Gurh   -   jiggery 
Guznals and Narnal -  cannons  
Hafar   -   foundation-trenches 
Hajjam  -   barber 
Hakpalla  -  tax 
Haldi   -  turmeric 
Halqa-i-dast  –  bracelet 
Hamail  –  chain 
Hartal   -   orpiment 
Hathori  -  hammer 
Hathpaan  -  ornament of hand 
Haveli   -  mansion 
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Hawalgi  -   advance money 
Hindola  -  swing 
Hinglu   -   mahogany 
Hira   -  diamond 
Houda   -  elephant seat 
Hunarmardan  -  skilled craftsmen 
Ilaicha   - type of textile fabric   
Inam   - award 
Itardani  -  bottle of perfume 
Itha   -  brick 
Izar   -  drawer 
Jakhi   -  an implement which is used to tighten the logs of wood  
in order to compress the cloth 
Jali   - one of the methods of open work  
Jalidar   -  over all patterns 
Jamawar  -  a piece of dress 
Jarao jot  -  studded fastenings 
Jer band  -  martingale mohra put on the mouth 
Jhalari   - a fringe usuallyan edging comprised of gold/silver  
thread hanging like a fringe 
Jhool   -  long cloth put on the back of the animal 
Jhunjhuna  -  child’s rattle 
Jinsi   -  kind 
Jital   -  a sort of coin 
Jogiaasrag  -  houses of ascetic 
Jukta   -  the knot of the rope of wooden tool 
Julaha   -  weaver 
Juwa   -   barley 
Juzdan   -  cover 
Kaat   -  a wooden tool used to wound the rope during the  
weaving of dari 
Kado ahani  -  heavy ring of iron 
Kafila   -  a group of travelling traders 
Kagad   -  paper 
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Kagadi   -  paper manufacturer 
Kahwadan  -  tea pot 
Kalabatun  -  gold wire 
Kalgi   - headgear 
Kalpana  -  reed 
Kamal   -  lotus 
Kamanigar  -  bow maker 
Kamdani  -  light and graceful form of gold and silver wire  
embroidery 
Kamdev  -  God of beauty 
Kangan  -  bangle 
Kanpad  -  ear ornament 
Kansa   -   bell metal 
Kanti   -  used to press the filament from the cloth 
Kara   -  bracelet 
Karan phul  -  ear-flower 
Karandu  -  gold chain 
Karchob  -  a kind of embroidery  
Kartanasadhana -   a tool for spinning 
Kashida  -  embroidery with silk 
Katabeh  -   wooden instrument 
Kathada  -  toys of silver 
Kathiwals  -  mercantile community 
Katna   -  spinning 
Kawach  -  waist coat 
Khadi   -  a type of cloth 
Khanjar  -  dagger 
Khaprail  -  tiles 
Kharwa  -  a type of cloth 
Kharia   -   whitening chalk 
Khasa   -  cotton stuff 
Khasbardar  -  carrier of fire locks 
Khatai khareedi -  sourness purchase 
Khati   - carpenter 
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Khazanchi  -  treasurer 
Khilat   -  dress of honour 
Khist-tarash  -  tile maker 
Kibad   -  door 
Kimkhab  -  a type of silk cloth or silk fabric brocaded with silver  
and gold   
Kinari Zari  -  border of brocade 
Kirki   -  a tool used to compress weaving work 
Kirni   -  trowel 
Koftgar  -  gold beater or damascening worker 
Kolis   -  hindu weavers and cultivator 
Kotwal  -  royal officer 
Kudal   -   a one sided pick axe 
Kukari   -  ornament for the neck 
Kulah   - cap 
Kumhar  -  potter 
Kunchi  -  saddle cloth 
Kundan  -   enamel 
Kunjara  -  green-grocer 
Kurand  -  a kind of precious stone or wet stone or corundum 
Kurta   -  a upper garment for men with full sleeves 
Kurti   -  a upper garment for women 
Kusum   - safflower 
Kutta   -  dog 
Lachha  - bundle 
Lajward  -  lapis lazuli 
Lakdi karap outbani -  a kind of wood used for making the colours 
Lakheras  -  bangle makers of lac 
Lapetan  -  wooden roller 
Laugh pay  -  foot-board 
Launvarhi  -   fibre 
Lawajimo  - tax 
Madhai  -  paster 
Magarmachh  -  crocodile 
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Mahabad  -  cocuslacca 
Mahajans  -  grain dealers 
Mahibardar  -  axe welder 
Mahmudi  - white cloth 
Maida   -  refined flour 
Majur Jamahaal -  labourer’s expenditure 
Makda   -  a wooden tool to raise the whole structure of cloth  
weaving 
Manihar  -  bangle hawker 
Manik   -  Ruby Gemstone  
Masaala  -  material 
Mashru  - a fabric woven in silk and cotton 
Masnad  -  throne 
Matka   -  an earthen pitcher 
Matlab ashna  -  selfish 
Mayam  -  a kind of shawl 
Mazar   -  monument 
me’mar  -  architect 
Meghraj  -  rain 
Minakar  -  enamel worker 
Miskeen   -          poor or pathetic in nature. 
Mistri   -  mason 
Mitha tel  - sweet oil  
Mochi   -  cobbler 
Mohalla  -  locality 
Mom   -   wax 
Momjama  -  a type of fabric 
Moti   -  pearl 
Moza-i-ahani  -   socks of iron 
Muga   - a type of wild silk 
Muhandis  -  engineer 
Mukarrar  -  fixed 
Mukeshdozi  -  embroidery with badla usually small dots are  
embroidered 
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Multani mitti  -  clay/ fuller earth 
Munabbatkar  -  engraver or stone carveror golden relief 
Muradi  -  copper-smith 
Murassakar  -  inlayer 
Murat   -  image 
Musavvir  -  painter 
Mushrif  -  accountant 
Mustaufi  -  auditor 
Muy-baf  -  hair ribbon 
Muzzama  -  heel rope 
Naalhuqqa  - pipe of huqqah 
Naal-bandi  -  horse shoe maker 
Naddaf/ dhuniya -  carder 
Nafar   - number of men 
Nahar   - lion 
Napchi   -  measurement in charge 
Naqd   -  cash 
Naqleed wilayati -  foreign articles 
Naqqash  -  stone carver 
Narangi  -  orange colour 
Nargisdan  - vase/pot for nargis flower 
Narma   -  a type of cloth 
Naspal   -  pomegranate 
Nawar-baafi  -  Coarse Layers 
 Neel   -  indigo 
Neelak   -  a type of textile 
Neelgar  -  Indigo-dyer 
Nibu   -  lime 
Nima   -  jacket 
Nukra   - gold 
Odedar  -  rank holder 
Odhni   -   It is a piece of cloth three meters long and half meter  
wide. Women wear it with ghagra. 
Paatrakhana  - workshop of utensils  
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Pagri   -  turban 
Pahari   -  mountain 
Paina   -  stick 
Paiyjamawar  -  a piece of dress 
Pakhar   -  equipment to protect legs 
Palan   -  camel seat 
Palangposh  -  bed sheet 
Palki   -  palanquin 
Panchtola  -  cotton stuff 
Panja   -  punch 
Panna   -  emerald 
Parcha-baafi  -  cloth Weaving 
Pareta   -  collected silk in cage spool 
Paricha, Jarwaf -  embroidery cloth 
Pasaita   -  an assignment of land on concessional rates 
Pathiya  -  a rectangular table 
Patibaz            -   dagger welder 
Patkaa   -  rough bag for seeds 
Patrang  -  sappan wood 
Patshah  -   emperor  
Payal   - Anklet 
Pazawah  -  brick-kiln 
Petal   -   bronze 
Petiya   -  tax 
Pevrhi   -  mahaleb cherry 
Pheroza  -  feroza (a precious stone) 
Phulanari  -  carnation 
Phulkatar  -  an ornament 
Pinaras  -   Bowmen 
Pinja   -  bow 
Pinjara-saz  -  lattice worker and wicker worker 
Piyala   -  bowl 
Polka ahani  -   hollow cylindrical rod 
Poni/ Chunangi -  cotton-gin 
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Poshak   -  dress 
Pousa   -  weight of unit 
Pukhraj  -  topaz 
Pukhta             -  burnt 
Paunchi  -   silver bangle put on the saddle quality of silk 
Randa   -  plane 
Rang-amizi  -  filling the colour 
Rangrez  -  dyer  
Raqabi   -  cup 
Razai, dulayi  -  quilt 
Reachh  -  bear 
Reja   -  a type of cloth 
Resham-saaz  -  silk twisting 
Rezah   -   iron molding 
Rua   - filament 
Sabun   -   soap 
Sadahkar  -  a class of goldsmith 
Safa   -  a type of turban 
Saijkash  -  a piece of cloth for the decoration of bed 
Sajimati  -  carbonate of soda 
Saji   - vegetable  
Samundra  -  ocean 
Sandsi   -  tongs or forceps 
Sang-tarash  -  stone cutter 
Sankal   -  door-knockners 
Sarai   -   inn 
Saresh   -  green herb 
Sarpech  -  turban 
Sawz   -  green colour 
Sedasi   -  hot utensil 
Seeri   -  special equipment for the protection of the head 
Ser   - a unit of measurement for weight   
Sethis   -  mercantile community 
Shagird  -  pupil 
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Shikargah  -  hunting place 
Shorgir  -  cannon manufacturer  
Shrisaf   -  cotton stuff 
Sikligar  -  grinder 
Silawat  -  stone cutter 
Siluqi   -   thread 
Sindur   - vermillion 
Singharkhana  -  handkerchief  
Siropao Bhakhsyo -  gift or honour to be given to the artisans and nobles 
Sis phul  -  head-flower 
Siyah   -  black smoothing the wrinkles  
Sosni   - lilly flower  
sozangar  -  needle makers 
Sua/Sui  -  needle 
Sukhri   -  a kind of tax  
sumba/tesha  -   carpenter’s chisel 
Suqlat   -  woolen cloth 
Surahi   - a pot to keep wateror water bottle 
Surkhi-kob  -   pounders of old bricks 
Taat   -  a kind of cloth which was made of erisilk and used for  
making the tents and screens 
Taatpirhi  -  seat of eri silk 
Tafta   -  a type of silk cloth 
Takht   -  bed 
Tansukh  -  a high-priced cotton cloth and a kind of muslin which  
was very delicate and soft 
Tant-tat  -  bow-string 
Tanzeb  -  Fine white cotton fabric 
Tar loh  -   Iron wire 
Tarkash  -  wire maker 
Tarku   - spindle 
Taswir   -  picture 
Teli   -  oil pressure 
Thaan   -  unit 
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Thaila   -  bag  
Thokra   -  tile 
Thuri   -  cloth roller or beam 
Tirgar   -  arrow maker 
Tola   -   weight of unit 
Trah   -  plan 
Trasara  -  shuttle 
Tuss   - gold or silver gauze 
Usta   -  used to prepare the plan of buildings 
Ustad   -  master 
Ustagar  - architect 
Ustar   - a tool used for removing the fibre 
Vachkani nakara -  a kind of instrument which used for cutting 
Vana ahani  -  bullock cart 
Vina   -  a musical instrument 
Wilayati kajalkari -   lampblack 
Yogi   -  ascetic 
Zafran   -  saffron  
Zard   -  dark yellow colour 
Zardozi  -  It is gold and silver wire embroidery done on  
embroiders wooden frame 
Zargar   -  sulphate 
Zargari  -  gold and silver Jewelry 
Zari   -  brocade 
Zarnishan  -  metal-working craft or gold inlayer 
Zasta   -  zinc 
Zin   -  saddle 
Zirah   -  coat of male with sleeves 
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Annotated Bibliography- 
Primary Sources: 
Archival Records- 
Arhsatta Imarti- It was compiled from the daily records or entries. The expenditure of 
buildings construction and wages of artisans who were involved in building 
constructions of Jaipur are recorded in this document. 
Baghayat Kharch document-It contains the information about the gardener, different 
perfumes and oils were extracted from the different process. The bhatti (furnace) term 
was also used in the document. It seems that furnace was used for distillation. 
Chitthis- These are the miscellaneous papers, preserved in Rajasthan State Archives. 
Dastur-Komwar documents are in the form of an inventory. It contains Dastur or 
protocol observed in respect of persons of different castes, communities and social 
status. These records have been prepared from the touji records and are arranged in 
thirty two volumes. Volume 23 of Dastur-Komwar contains information pertaining to 
artisans and craftsmen such as painters, zardoz, enamel workers (minakar), carpenter 
(khati), potters (kumhar), washer men (dhobi) artisan in building construction 
(karigar--Imarat-ko), gardener (mali),  tanners (chamar), dyers (rangrez), tailor, 
(darzi) Indigo dyers (neelgar) and printers (chipas) etc. The documents belong to the 
time slot of 1718 to 1918 A.D. These volumes are preserved in Rajasthan State 
Archives, Bikaner. 
Jamakharch Chitragrah- The document entails the theme of paintings, ingredients of 
colour for paintings, variety of papers and cloths, tools and technique, painters who 
were engaged in particular work and their wages. 
Jamakharch Palkikhana- The document gives the detail information about the 
preparation and repairing of the palkis or palanquins and also other related 
accessories. The wages of the kahar or palanquin bearere is recorded in the 
documents. Palkikhana also provide the information about the embroidery like 
zardozi (embroidery with gold), guldozi (floral embroidery), karchobi and chikendozi 
etc. The cloth fabrics of palki were adorned with this embroidery. 
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Jamakharch Pothikhana- It contained the information about scribes (lekhak), 
painters (chitera), paster (madhai), tailor (darzi), cobbler (mochi) etc. The technique 
of book-bindings is recorded in the document. 
Khusbookhana- The document provides the information about gandhi (perfumer), 
preparation of different perfumes and its expenditure. The perfumes were also bought 
from different areas like Agra and Ajmer. 
Kapad-dwara- It is the collection of large mass of maps, plans and notes on the 
planning of Jaipur city. These plans also reveal the residential houses of artisans like 
goldsmith, weavers, printers, potters and paper makers etc 
Rangkhana- It provide the detail study of colouring the textiles, ingredients for the 
preparation of different colours and its expenditure, wages of the dyers and indigo 
dyers (rangrez, neelgar) etc. 
Roznamcha- These are the daily accounts of receipts and expenditure, land revenue 
of each village in a Pargana along with the different cesses other than land. These 
records were maintained by the Potdar of a Pargana. 
Roznamcha Suratkhana- The document contained the detail of ingredients of colour, 
wages of the painter, variety of papers and cloths for paintings. 
Jamakharch Silehkhana- Arms were manufactured, renovated and repaired in the 
Silehkhana. It contained the wages of artillery wielders and master craftsmen such as 
arrow maker, bow maker, gold beater and Iron smith etc. They were engaged in the 
manufacturing of arms in this karkhana. 
Jamakharch Topkhana- The cannons, trappings, carriages and armours were 
prepared in this workshop. The department is divided into two parts heavy and light 
artillery. Nali, hathnali, tobra, shuturnali, zambur, ramchangi and banduq were 
prepared in this Karkhana. We have detail information of iron smith, carpenters and 
tailors from this department. Gold-smith was also employed in the department for 
decorating the surface of the cannons. 
Jamakharch Zargarkhana- It entails the information of articles which were studded 
with precious stones, diamond, gold, enemelling and inlaying of articles like rings, 
bracelet, sarpech etc. The names of the people by whom articles were bought at 
discount rate (khus khareed). The articles were bought in kind, in pairs and tola. The 
wages of Jewellers were also recorded in the document. 
Jamakharch Zinkhana- It contained the preparation, maintenance and repair of 
harness, saddles and bridles. The craftsmanship like enemelling, inlaying are also 
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recorded in this Karkhana. The information of precious stones which were used in the 
decoration of zins is mentioned. The artisans and craftsmen came from different areas. 
The other workmen such as blacksmith and tailor were also employed in the 
workshop. 
Rajasthani and Sanskirt Works- 
 Arhsttta Bhomi Pargana Chatsu dated 1 Muharram A. H. 1102/V. S. 1751/A. D. 
1691 to Muharram 1106/1695, R.S.A. Bikaner. 
 Buddhi Vilas by Bakht Ram Shah- It was written in 1770 in Jaipuri dialect and 
this work mainly deals with Jaina rituals. It also contains a description of the 
contemporary Jaipur city. It was published in the Rajasthan Oriental Research 
Institute, Jodhpur, 1964. 
 Dastur-ul-Amal and Dastur-Pargana-Phagi, 1691 A.D. Arhsatta Amber, V.S. 
1723/1666 A.D., 1725/1668 A.D., 1729/ 1672 A. D. 
 Dagh-o-Cahra Document, Rajasthan State Archive, Bikaner. 
 Ishvara Vilasa Mahakavya by Krishna Bhatt- This work was written by the Court 
poet of Ishvar Singh (1743-75). It was completed in about 1749. It describes 
Jaipur during the reign of Sawai Jai Singh. This book has been published by the 
Rajasthan Oriental Research Institute, Jaipur, 1958. 
 Jamakharch Kirkirikhana, V. S. 1795/1738 A. D. R.S.A. Bikaner. 
 Kotwali-Chabutra-Jamabandi-Bahi,qasba Jodhpur, 1832 V. S. (1775 A.D), 
Jodhpur District Archives, Jodhpur. 
 Munhot Nainsi, Marwar Ra Pargana RiVigat, (Rajasthani), completed 1664, ed., 
Narayan Singh Bhatti, Rajasthan Oriental Institute, Jodhpur, 2 Vols, 1968, 1969. 
 Roznamamcha (Jaipur) Pargana Gijgarh, BaisakhSudi 11, V. S. 1769/1712 A. D. 
 Roznama-Chabutara-Kotwali, qasbaTonk, V.S. 1750 (1693 A.D) Jaipur Records. 
 Sanad Parwana Bahi, Jodhpur, No. I, V.S. 1821A.D. 1764 
 Sanad Parwana Bahi, Jodhpur, No. 23, V.S.1836/A.D.1779, No., 41, V.S. 
1846/A.D. 
 Sanad Parwana, Bahi, Jodhpur, No, 8, V.S. 1825/A.D.1768. 
 Sanad Parwana Bahi, No, 9, V.S., 1829/A.D 1777. 
 Sawai Jai Singh Charit by Atmaram Kavi, ed. Gopal Narayan Bahura, pub. 
Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh Museum, City Palace, Jaipur, Printed, Rajasthan 
Eductional Printers, Jaipur, 1979. This work contains an Excellent Account of 
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Maharaja Sawai Jai Singh and his numerous intersects and activities. It was 
preserved in Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II Museum City Palace Jaipur. 
 
Persian Sources-  
 A Series of Cotemporary Documents, numbering with Docs. No. Bainama, 189, 
Vol. IV., N.A.I.-2746/1, Farman, Catch No, 1646, Document No. 61, Vol. I., 
N.A.I, Parwana, 165, N.A.I. 2709/5, Vol. III. Qabuliyat, N.A.I.-2308 Vol. IV. 
Parwana, 337, N.A.I.-2536/13, Arzi, Document No. 273, Vol. II., N.A.I. are 
preserved in National Archives of India, New Delhi 
 AbulFazl, Ain-i-Akbari, eds., Nawal Kishore, Lucknow, 1883. 
 Ain-i-Akbari, ed. Sir Syed Ahmad Khan, Aligarh, Sir Syed Academy, 2005. 
 Ali Mohammad Khan (1761), Mirati-i-Ahmadi, ed. Nawab Ali, Baroda, 2 Vols 
and Supplement, Baroda, 1927-28, 1930. 
 Bayaz-i-Khushbui, IOL, 828, Rotograph of the manuscript preserved at the CAS, 
Department of History, A. M.U. Aligarh, No. 194. 
 James Skinner, Tashrih-ul-Aqwam, (A.D. 1825), Rotograph of Tashrihul-Aqwam 
preserved at the CAS, Department of History, A. M.U. Aligarh, No. 206. 
 Nooruddin, Jahangir, Tuzuk-i-Jahangiri, tr., A. Rogers, ed. Henry Beveridge, Vol. 
I and II., London Asiatic Society 1909-1914. Rep. 1989, 1994. 
 Zahiruddin Babur, Baburnama, tr., A. S. Beveridge, Vols. I and II.,1921, Low 
Price Publication, Reprint, Delhi, 1989. 
 
Glossaries and Dictionaries- 
 Bahar, Munshi Tek Chand, Bahar-i-Ajam, A. D. 1739-440, Nawal Kishore, 1916. 
 Hobson Jobson, A Glossary of Colloquial Anglo-Indian works and phrases and of 
kindred terms, Etymological, Historical, Geographicaland Discursive by Henry 
Yule and A. C. Burnell, New Edition, Ed. William Crooke, London, John Murry, 
1903, Repr., Asian Educational Services, New Delhi, 1995. 
 Shadiabadi, Mohammed Ibn Daud Mohammed Ibn Mahmud, Miftah-ul-Fuzala, 
A. D. 1469 (BM or 3299). Rotograph No. 310. Preserved in C.A.S. Department of 
History, A.M.U. Aligarh. 
 Steingass, F., Persian English Dictionary, Ist Edition, New Delhi, 1973. 
 Watt, George, A Dictionary of Economic Product of India, Calcutta, 1889. 
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 Watt, George, Dictionary of Commercial Product, Vol. III., Todays and 
Tomarrow, New Delhi, 1966. 
 Zafar-ur Rehman, Maulvi, Farhang-i-Ishtalahat-i-Peshwaran, 8 Vols., Delhi, 
1949. 
 
Traveller Accounts- 
 Bernier, Francoise, Travels in the Mogul Empire, Oxford, 1916. 
 Buchanan, F., A Journey from Madras Through The Centuries Of Mysore, Canara 
and Malabar, 2 Vols, London, 1807. 
 Manrique,  Sebastien, Travels of Fray SebasteinManrique 1629-1643, ed. C.E. 
Luard, 2 Vols., Oxford, 1927 
 Manucci, Niccolao, Storia do Mogor, 1653-1708, tr. William Irvin, 4 Vols, 
London, 1930. 
 Monserrate, S. J., The Commentary of Father Monserrate, London, Humphery, 
Milford, 1922. 
 Ovington, J., India in the seventeenth Century, eds., J. P. Guha, Vol. I., New 
Delhi, Publishing House, 1975. 
 Pelsaert, F., Jahangir’s India, trns., W. H. Moreland and Geyl, Cambridge, 
Heffer, 1925. 
 Peter Mundy, The Travels of Peter Mundy in Europe and Asia, ed. R. C. Temple, 
Hakluyt  Society , 2nd series, No XXXV, London, 1914, 
 Sen, S. N., ed. Thevenot in Indian Travels of Thevenot and Careri, New Delhi, 
1949. 
 Tavernier, J. B., Travels In India, trns., V. Ball, 2 Vols., London/New Delhi, 
Macmillan/Oriental Books, 1889, Rep. 1977. 
 
Secondary Sources- 
 Amin Shahid, ed. A concise Encyclopaedia of North Indian Peasant Life, Being a 
compilation from the writings of William Crooke, J. R., Reid and G. A. Grierson, 
Manohar, New Delhi, 2005. 
The book has dealt about the tools and appliances used by the artisans. The 
artisans like carpenter, blacksmith, Mason or bricklayer, the fancy silk or fringe 
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maker, dyer, cotton carder, jeweler, embroiderer, book binder, the glass bangle 
maker and others are discussed in the book. 
 Archer, Mildred, Company Paintings, (Indian Paintings of British Period), 
Victoria and Albert Museum, Mapin Publishing, 1992. 
The book shows the paintings of textile craftsmen and other artisans like 
blacksmith, goldsmith, carpenter and potters of different states of India. The castes 
and occupations paintings are found in this book. 
 Athar Ali, M., The Mughal Nobility Under Aurangzeb, Oxford, Delhi, 1997. 
Discuss the noble’s role in organization of arts and crafts. He mentions that 
princess also maintained the Karkhanas for their personal need. 
 Bhadhani, B. L., Peasants, Artisans and Entrepreneurs, Rawat Publication, Jaipur 
and New Delhi, 1999. 
A chapter of book deals about the artisans and town labourers of western 
Rajasthan. The data of houses of artisans like textile workers, leather workers, 
goldsmith, brass/copper workers, potters, carpenters and other crafts like stone 
cutters and metal sharpeners are recorded in the book. 
 Bhagat, Asha, Rajasthan, Gujarat and Madya Pradesh ki Chhapai Kala Ka 
Sarvechchhan, Radha Publication, New Delhi. 
The book deals about the printing of Jaipur, Sanganer and Bagru, technique of 
printing like dabu and alizarine technique, preparation of different colours, dyeing 
technique and also discussed the printers of Jaipur and Sanganer who came from 
Gujarat. 
 Bhandari, Vandana, Costumes, Textiles and Jewellery of India, Traditions in 
Rajasthan, Mercury Books, London. 
The book discusss the weaving process, dyeing, Bandhani or resist dyeing, 
leheriya, block printing, gold leaf printing, tinsel printing, colours symbolism of 
Rajasthan and embroidery of Rajasthan 
 Bhargava, V. S., Rise of the Kachhawas in Dhundhar, from the earlist times to the 
death of Sawai Jai Singh (1743 A. D.), Shabd Sanchar, Ajmer, New Delhi, 1979. 
The book contains information that the Amber school of paintings was influenced 
by Mughal paintings. The artists of the Mughal court sought patronage with 
Rajput rulers. It deals about the patronage of Jaipur rulers regarding the art, 
architecture and literature. 
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 Bhisham Pal, H., Handicrafts of Rajasthan, Publications division ministry of 
information and broadcasting government of India, New Delhi, 1984. 
The book deals about the different textile and embroidery of Jaipur enameling and 
Jewellery production in Jaipur state. 
 Blunt, E. A. H., The caste System of Northern India, S. Chand, Delhi, 1969. 
The book informs about the different caste like, Jewellers, nilgar, darzi, mochi, 
julaha, lohar, barhai, thathera etc. The goldsmith claimed to the high descent. 
 Birdwood, C. M., The Industrial Arts of India, Idarah-i-Adabiyat, Delhi, 1880, 
rep. 1974. 
The book is divided into two parts. The second parts deals about the master 
handicrafts of India. He discussed the printed muslins and cotton cloths of Jaipur 
are prized all over India for the purity and brilliance of their dyes. 
 Brown, Percy, Indian Paintings under the Mughals, A.D. 1550 to 1750, Cosmo 
publication, New Delhi, 1981. 
The book deals about the Persian and Indian traditions of the paintings. The 
characteristics of two schools are discussed in the book. It describes the artistic 
nature of Mughal emperors. The second part of the book throws light on the 
portraiture, European influences, methods and material of the paintings.  
 Chowdhary, Tapan Ray and Habib Irfan, ed. The Cambridge Economic History of 
India, Vol. I., c. 1200-c. 1750, New Delhi, 1982. 
It deals with the technology of making textiles during the medieval times. 
 Coomarswamy, A. K., Rajput Paintings, in 2 Vols. Humphery Milford Oxford 
University Press, London, Bombay, Madras, Calcutta, 1916. 
The First volume of the book contains about the Rajput schools, subject matter of 
Rajput paintings, ballad and romance, Ragmalas, seasons, animals, landscape and 
portraiture. The second volume contains beautiful plates and its description like 
Rag-Ragini, Rasa Lila, RaginiGouri and Tori Ragini etc. 
 Ebling, Klaus, Ragmala, Painting, Basel Paris, pub. By Ravi Kumar, New Delhi, 
1973. 
The book contains about the history of Ragmala paintings, Jaipur Schools and 
style of paintings. 
 Gode, P.K., Studies in Indian Cultural History, Vol. I.,Vishveshvaranand Vedic 
Research Institute, 1961. 
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The book contains the information of perfumery and rose water. 
 Gode, P.K., Studies in Indian Cultural History, Vol. II., pub., Prof. P.K. Gode 
collected works pub. Committee Poona, 1960. 
The book contains information on the use of gunpowder and fire arms in India, the 
history of fireworks and information of weapon manufacturers during Akbar’s 
reign. 
 Goswamy, B. N., Indian Costumes In the Collection of the Calico Museum of 
Textiles, Vol., V, ed. III., Historic Textiles of India at the Calico Museum, 
Ahmadabad, 2010. 
The book discusses the different garments of men and women, embroidery of 
different places like Gujarat and Rajasthan. The book also contains the beautiful 
specimen of these embroidered garments. 
 Gupta, B. L., Trade and Commerce in Rajasthan, during the 18th Century, Jaipur 
Publishing House, Jaipur, 1987. 
The book deals with the artisans like blacksmith,  goldsmith, carpenters, painters, 
dyers, bangle makers, brasiers, weavers, cotton carders, tarkash, shorgars (gun-
powder maker), perfumers and masons etc. The book also deals with handicrafts 
such as spinning of cotton and weaving of cloth, textiles dyeing and calico 
printing, cotton and woolen cloth industry, metal works, wood work, leather work, 
perfumery, ivory work and stone industry of Rajasthan. 
 Gupta, N. S., Industrial Structure of India, During Medieval period, S. Chand, 
New Delhi, 1970. 
The book contained the detail about the organization and management of 
industries, and types of industrial labour, wages, condition of works and standard 
of living of the artisans. 
 Gupta, S. P., Agrarian System of Eastern Rajasthan, (c. 1650-c. 1750), Manohar, 
Delhi, 1986. 
The book refers to the taxes on textile cloths and indigo. The indigo and silken 
cloths were brought by kafila of Gujarat and Akbarabad (Agra) in the territories of 
Rajasthan. The artisans like goldsmith, carpenter, gardener and washer man are 
mentioned in the book. The book also refers that indigo and cotton were produced 
in Jaipur region 
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 Jacob, S. S., and Hendley, T. H., Jeypore Enamels, Aryan Book international, 
New Delhi, 2008. 
The book contains the information of Jaipur enemelling with beautiful 
illustrations. 
 Irvin, John and Hall Margaret, Indian Embroideries, Vol. II., Historic Textiles of 
India at the Calico Museum, 1973. 
The book has discusses the different embroideries, glossary of embroidery 
stitches, rare aspects as gold embroidery on cotton purse of Jaipur of 18th Century 
Rajasthan. 
 Irvin, John and Hall Margaret Hall, Indian painted and Printed Fabrics, Vol. I., 
Calico Museum, Ahmadabad, 1971. 
This book focuses on the tools of Indian cotton printer, printed cottons of 
Rajasthan and also mentions Sanganer cotton printers with illustrations. 
 Irvin, John and P. R. Schwartz, Studies in Indo-European Textile History, Calico 
Museum of Textile, Ahmadabad, 1966. 
This book is divided into two parts. 1st part relating to Indian textile trade in the 
seventeenth century and also provide important glossary of textile terms. 2nd part 
of this book contained French Documents on Indian cotton painting, cotton-
printing in India etc. The book has dealt about the mordant dye (locally known as 
begar) of Sanganer which was prepared from alum with the addition of iron oxide. 
 Jain Shikha, Princely Terrain, Amber, Jaipur and Shekhawati, Shubhi publication, 
2005. 
It gives the description about the thirty-six karkhanas of Jaipur. It also deals about 
the wall paintings of Pundarikjikihaveli and rules of building construction 
 Kax Wilson, A History of Textiles, Westview Press, United States of America, 
1979. 
This book is divided into two parts. First part contains information about history 
of materials and methods as well as spinning and raw materials such as textile 
materials etc. This part also deals with fabric construction regarding looms, woven 
constructions, weaving techniques and finish and colour for textile. The second 
part describes world textiles in which there is valuable information available such 
as patterned textiles of the near east, the medieval textile industry in southern 
Europe, textile of the far east, textiles in northern Europe. Apart from this 
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information this book describes about industrialization and textiles in nineteenth 
century America, fabrics of the American south-west and fabrics of south and 
Middle America. 
 Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Art and Craft Workshops under the Mughals, A Study of 
Jaipur Karkhanas, Primus Book, New Delhi, 2015. 
The book deals about the Karkhanas of Jaipur like Suratkhana, Chitragrah, 
Rangkhana, Pothikhana, Silehkhana, Topkhana, Palkikhana, Zinkhana etc. The 
book also provides the details about the manufacturing at large scale in these 
Karkhanas. It also throws light on the artisan’s wages who were employed in 
these workshops. 
 Kothari, Gulab, Colourful Textiles of Rajasthan, Jaipur Printers Pvt. Ltd. Jaipur, 
1995. 
It contains information about tradition; industry in past, weaving, dyeing, printing 
and prosperous traditional centres like Bagru, Sanganer, Akola chhipon ka and 
others. 
 Kumar, Nita, Artisans of Banaras, Popular Culture and Identity, 1880-1896, 
Orient Longman Limited, New Delhi, 1995. 
This book contains information about artisans of Banaras. Nita Kumar describes 
the nature of work, weavers, metalworkers and wood workers.  
 Mathur, Kamlesh, Crafts and Craftsmen, Pointer Publishers, Jaipur, 2004. 
The book deals with the JaipuriBandhaj and Sanganeri prints. 
 Mohanty, Bijoy Chandra, Mohanty, Jagadish Prasad,  Studies in Contemporary 
Textile Crafts of India, Block Printing and Dyeing of Bagru, Rajasthaan, 2nd 
edition, 2004. 
This book contains about the printing and dyeing of Bagruin Rajasthan. The book 
deals about the tools, techniques and making of different colours in the printing 
and dyeing.  
 
 Moreland, W. H., India at the Death of Akbar, Macmillian, London, 1920. 
This book deals the economic condition of Mughal period. He discusses the 
organization of Industry and wages of artisans. He also throws light on the 
economic condition of artisan classes. 
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 Mukherjee, T. N., Art Manufacturers of India, Navrang Oriental Booksellers & 
Publishers, New Delhi, first published in 1888 and reprinted in 1974. 
This book contains lots of valuable information regarding paintings on cloth, 
paintings on wood, Ivory-paintings etc. Mukherjee refers to decorative wood and 
stone carving applied to architecture and plaster work of Jaipur. She describes 
ornaments of central India and Rajputana, manufactures in metal, art manufactures 
in wood and stone etc. The most important aspect of this book is textile 
manufactures which contains cotton fabrics, silk fabrics, woolen fabrics, mixed 
fabrics, dyeing and calico printing, lace, borders and edging. 
 Naqvi, H. K., Urbanisation and Urban Centres Under the Great Mughals, Indian 
Institute of Advance Study, Shimla, 1972. 
The book contains information about cotton textiles and its centres. It refers that 
koris who did the unbleached and coarse material and muslimjulahas who 
undertook fine and coloured fabrics. 
 Neerja, Jai Singh, Splendour of Rajasthani Paintings, Abhinav Publication, 1991, 
New Delhi.  
The book discusses the Jaipur style of paintings and its salient feature and 
patronage of artists by different rulers of Jaipur. 
 Pal, M. K., Crafts and Craftsmen in Traditional India, Kanak Publications, New 
Delhi, 1978. 
This book deals about the important traditional crafts such as pottery, stone-
carving, wood-carving, ivory-carving etc. M.K. Pal investigates social and 
economic life of the craftsmen. He also refers to the information relating to 
techniques of crafts. In this book he gives the information of tribal crafts and 
craftsmen as well as role of crafts and craftsmen. The book also throws light on 
cotton and silk weaving, brocade and patola weaving, dyeing and printing in 
India. 
 Pant, G. N., Indian Arms and Armour, Vol. II., Army Education Stores, New 
Delhi, 1980. 
The book deals with the decoration of weapons. It contains the material, 
techniques, damascening, gilding, enamelling, jewelling, chiseling, engraving of 
weapons. The book deals also deals with the enamelling and damascening of 
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Jaipur weapons. The specimen of swords (having a hilt profusely damascened in 
gold all over) and other weapons of Jaipur also illustrated in this book. 
 Parikh, Nand Kishore, Rajdarbar and Raniwas, Jaipur, Rajasthan Patrika, 1984. 
The book deals about the thirty six karkhanas of Jaipur. 
 Porter, Yuves, Painters, Paintings and Books, An Essay on Indo-Persian 
Technical Literature, 12-19th Centuries, Manohar, New Delhi, 1994. 
The book is divided into two parts. The first part contains information about the 
decorated papers for paintings, layout and composition, pigments, application of 
colours and polishing, subjects of the paintings, binding and mural paintings. The 
second part deals the artists, their training and career, the workshop and division 
of work in calligrapher, painter, illuminator, binders and colour makers. 
 Qaisar, Ahsan, Jan, Building Construction in Mughal Indiathe Evidence From 
Painting Oxford University Press, Delhi, 1988. 
An exploration of materials depicted in paintings such as clay, bricks, different 
type of stones and wood along with tools and techniques. The paintings of 
building construction also attached in the book. 
 Ramaswamy, Vijaya, Textiles and Weavers in Medieval South India, Oxford 
University Press, Delhi,1985. 
Ramaswamy in this book discusses about weavers, textile production and trade. 
He also describes society and the state, textile centres and textile organization. 
 Roy, A. K., History of the Jaipur City, Manohar Publication, New Delhi, 1978. 
The book contains about the town planning. It also mentions that the artisans and 
traders came from different areas in Jaipur city. 
 Ray, Thirthankar, eds., Cloth & Commerce: Textiles in Colonial India, Sage 
Publications New Delhi, 1996. 
This book discusses about the structure of Indian textile industry in the 
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries as well as it provides the information about 
weavers and merchants. This book also describes about the handloom industry. 
 Saraf, D. N., Indian Crafts, Development and Potential, Vikas Publishing House, 
New Delhi, 1982. 
The book throws light jeweller production in Jaipur, hand printed textiles and tie 
and die textiles of Jaipur. 
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 Sarkar, Jagdish Narayan, Mughal Economy, Organisation and Working, 
NayaPrakash, Calcutta, 1987. 
The book contains about the handicrafts and textile manufactures in Mughal India. 
 Seth, Mira, Wall Paintings of Rajasthan, National Museum, New Delhi, 2003. 
Throws light on the wall painting of Jaipur like Samod house, Pundarik Ji Haveli, 
City Palace, Jaigarh fort etc, technique, styles and patrons and artists of Rajasthan. 
She gives the description of paintings with beautiful illustrations 
 Sharma, G. N., Sources on Social and Economic History of Rajasthan, 17th 20th 
Century A.D.  Vikas Prakashan, Bikaner, 2005, 
The book throws light on the sources of Amber-Jaipur. The book highlights the 
karkhanajat records of Amber and Jaipur, handicrafts of Jaipur, arms and armours 
manufacturing. 
 Singh, Chandarmani, Art Treasures of Rajasthan, Jawahar Kala Kendra, Vol. I., 
Jaipur, 2004. 
This book is in the form of catalogue. It gives the description of the paintings with 
illustrations such as Gita Govinda, Mahabharat, ten incarnation of Vishnu, the 
sketches of Mughal Emperors and Jaipur rulers, Ragmala paintings, Dholamaru 
and Laila majnu etc. 
 Singh, Chandarmani, Textile and Costumes, Jaipur: MSMS-II Museum Trust, 
2001. 
Chandarmani Singh has divided the catalogue into three parts: the first relates to 
the critical study of different kind of fabrics used from 17th to 19th centuries; the 
second part deals with a short account of dresses worn by men, women and 
children and third part is related with furnishings and accessories like upholstery 
curtains, palanquin covers, rath covers, floor spreads, animals’ apparels and other 
objects. 
 Singh, Chandarmani and Bahuria, Gopal Narayan, Catalogue of Kapad-Dwara 
Collection, Amber-Jaipur: Public Charitable Trust in 2 Vols., 1988. 
The book contains the collection of Kapad-dwara.  Kapad-dwara deals with large 
mass of maps, plans and notes on the planning of Jaipur. These are in Rajasthani 
and Persian languages. These documents contain the information of artisan’s 
residential areas like kumarho-ka-mohalla, Sanganeri chhipas and kagadyao-ki-
masjid (mosque of paper maker), markets for particular manufacturing like Rui-
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ka-katla for cotton manufacturing and Johari Bazar for the manufacturing of 
Jwellery. 
 Swarup, Shanti, Mughal Art: A Study of Handicrafts, Delhi, Agam kala 
Prakashan, 1996. 
This book contains treasury of Mughal handicrafts such as stone, marble, jade, 
crystal, agate, gold/silver and precious stones and also given the information of 
base metal, glass and textiles. 
 Tchitecherov, Alexander, I., Changing Economic Structure In the Sixteenth to 
Eighteenth Centuries, Outline History of Crafts and Trade, Manohar, 1998. 
The book throws light on the village community crafts, handicrafts production and 
subjection of the crafts by merchant capital. 
 Tod, James, Annals and Antiquities of Rajasthan, in 3 Vols. London: Oxford 
University Press, 1920. 
 Tripta, Verma, Karkhanas under the Mughals: A Study in Economic 
Development, Pragati Publications, Delhi, 1994. 
1st chapter of this book is important for our study which contained the nature and 
organization of the karkhanas. This book also discusses administration of the 
karkhanas, karkhanas of princes and nobles and high labour during the Mughal 
period. This book throws good light on the wages of the artisans. 
 Vashistha, R. K., Art and Artists of Rajasthan, Abhinav publications, New Delhi, 
1995. 
The book throws focus on the early paintings of Rajasthan with beautiful 
illustrations. It also deals about tools and technique of artists. 
 Verma, S. P., Art and Material Culture in the Paintings of Akbar’s Court, Vikas 
Publishing House Pvt. Ltd. New Delhi, 1978. 
This book describes cloths, draperies and dresses of common people which are 
depicted in the paintings of Akbar’s court. 
 Watson, J. Forbes, The Textile Manufacturers and the Costumes of the People of 
India, Indological Book House, Varanasi, 1982. 
This book contains the information about the costumes of the people of India and 
loom-made articles of attire. Watson also discusses here dyed, coloured or printed, 
gold threads of the Jaipur. He also give details about the textile specimen of 
admirable style and quality. 
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 Watt, George, Indian Art at Delhi, Being the official Catalogue of the Delhi 
Exhibition, 1902-1903, published by the superintendent of Government Printing, 
India, Calcutta, illustration prepared and printed by Wiele and Klein Madras, 
1903. 
The book discusses the carved steel, tinned and lac-coloured metals, Enamels, 
damascened metals, calico-printing, tinsel printing, ivory works, wood carving of 
Jaipur. 
 Yahya, Ghulam, Crafting Traditions Documenting Trades and Crafts in Early 19th 
Century North India, Aryan Books International, New Delhi, 2005. 
The book deals with the craftsmen, the name of the tools of manufacture, 
production and their dress and manners. The book emphasizes the description of 
tools. The drawing of tools is also labelled in the book. The dress and manners are 
also mentioned here.   
 Yusuf, A. Ali., A Monograph on Silk Fabrics Produced in North-Western 
Provinces and Oudh, Printed at the N.W. Provinces and Oudh Government Press, 
Allahabad, 1900. 
This book gives information about silk dye-stuff, colours of silk fabrics and 
weaving. This book also contains designs, patterns and collateral industries such 
as chikan work, printing of silk, trimmings of the silk garments, embroidered 
fabrics etc.  
 
Articles- 
 Alam, Ishrat, Textile Tools as Depicted in Ajanta and Mughal Paintings ed. 
Aniruddha Roy and Bagchi, Technology in Ancient and Medieval India, Sundeep 
Prakashan, Delhi, 1986. 
The article refers about the cotton-gin, depiction of charkha in kangra paintings, 
bow string device, the single-spindle hand spinning wheel, cage-spool, warp 
binding, process of weaving, treadles, pit-loom, draw loom and cloth printing. 
 Chatterjee Anjali, Wage Structure of Artisans and Laborers Engaged in 
Constructional Work in Medieval Rajasthan, (A. D. 1670-1761)- A Case Study of 
Bikaner State, P.I.H.C. Amritsar, 1985. 
The article has dealt about the construction workers such as Karigar (artisans), 
Major (labour), Chungir (Workers of lime), Suthahar (carpenter), Loharu (iron-
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smith) and Silawat (stone-worker) on the basis of Kamthana Bahis. The monthly 
wages also recorded of them in the bahis. 
 Chaoudhari, K. N., Industry in the Seventeenth and Eighteenth Centuries, The 
Structure of Indian Textiles, IESHR, Vol. XI, Nos. 2-3, 1974. 
The article discusses about the artisans and mentions that the hired labours were 
employed by the weavers, goldsmith and ironsmith etc. 
 Das, Asok Kumar, Court Painting for the Amber Rulers, circa, 1590-1727, ed. 
Tosps field, A., Court Paintings in Rajasthan, Marg Publication, New Delhi, 
2000. 
The article contains information about the Ragmala paintings and two painters 
like Fazl Muhammad and Sadiq Muhammad who came from Delhi. 
 Gode, P. K., Migration of Papers from China to India, Studies in Regional History 
of Indian Paper Industry, Studies in Indian Cultural History, Vol. III., pp. 1-12, 
18-30. 
It contains the information about the manufacturing and migration of papers in 
India. 
 Gopal, Lallanji, The Textile History of Early Medieval India, J.A.S.B, Vols. 39-
40, 1964. 
The article deals about the textile history of early medieval period. 
 Gupta, S. P., Evidence for Urban Population and Its Composition from 17th -18th 
Century Rajasthan, P.I.H.C. Calicut, 1976. 
The article deals with number of houses taxed in qasba Amber on the basis of 
occupational groups such as textile workers (cotton spinning, cleaning, weaving, 
printers and dyers, workers in brass, precious metal workers) etc. 
 Habib, Irfan, Akbar and technology, Social Scientist, Vol. 20, Nos. 9-10, 
September-October 1992.  
The article focuses on the textile technology, embellishments of textile cloths with 
kashida, zardozi. The tie and die and chintz are also mentioned in the article. The 
manufacturing of handguns during Akbar periods are also recorded in the article. 
 ____, Changes in Technology in Medieval India, Studies in History, Vol. II,  No. 
1, 1980. 
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The article discusses about the changes in medieval period. The belt-drive, 
building construction, paper manufacturing, distillation, and treadles in looms, 
gunpowder and rockets, screw and artillery discussed in the article. 
 ____, Medieval Technology Exchanges Between India and Islamic World, 
UNESCO, Symposium, Kuwait, 17-20 December, 1984. 
The article deals with the transfer of technology from Islamic world to India such 
as distillation process and building construction. The article also gives information 
of bowing and cloth printing transfer to Islamic world from India. 
 ____, Notes on the Indian Textile Industry in the 17th Century, 29thInternational 
Congress of Orientalists Parts, July 16-22. 
The article refers about the cotton carder’s bow string, draw looms, the naqqash 
(pattern drawer), patola fabrics, taftas, karchob (embroidery of gold and silver 
thread), dyeing and imposing coloured design after weaving, calico-printing. 
 ____Technology and Barriers to Social Change in Mughal India, I.H.R. Vol. V, 
No. 1-2, Vikas Publishing House Ghaziabad. 
The article deals about the origin and uses of cotton gin, spinning wheel, belt 
drive, screw, treadles, springs and cloth printing. The articles also focus on 
building construction technique and origin and uses of mortar in building 
construction. 
 ____The Technology and Economy of Mughal India, The Indian Economic and 
Social History Review, Vol. XVII, No. 1., Jan-March, 1980. 
The article refers about the textile technology of sixteenth and seventeenth 
centuries, artillery, metallurgy and basis tools and precious instruments 
 ____,Technological Changes and Society 13th and 14th Centuries, P.I.H.C. 
Varansi, 1969. 
The article deals with the textile making devices like charkhi, bow string device, 
wooden cotton gin and spinning wheel. The paper manufacturing and horse shoe 
making were also discussed in the article. 
 ___, Potentialities of Capitalistic Development in The Economy of Mughal India, 
Essays in Indian History, Towards a Marxist Percetion, Delhi, 1995.  
The articles mentions that the tools of Indian crafts have been sparing use of 
metals, wood serving where iron might be expected. He discussed the views of 
traveller’s regarding the tools and craftsmen. The article also mentions that there 
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was a large urban market for non-agriculture goods and division of labour was 
based on the skilled specialization. Merchant capital had developed and had 
brought artisans under control through forms of the putting out system in 
handicrafts. 
 Kamal, Farhat, Different Strokes: The Goldsmith, Weavers and Painters in 
Mughal Empire, ATEET, J.H.A. No. 2/Vol III, 2014. 
The article throws light on the goldsmith, weavers and painters. The article 
discusses the ornaments of jewellery, types of weavers and technique of making 
the colours for paintings and training of artists. 
 ___, Gardens of Jaipur City, ed. Omprakash Srivastav, Essays on Humanities, 
Lambert Academic Publishing, 2014. 
This article deals with the wages of gardeners and distillation of perfumes and 
different oils like chamelika tail. 
 ____, The Organisation of Artisans in Building Construction, A Case Study of 
Jaipur, I.J.H.R., Vol. 3, no. 1, 2014. 
The articles deals about the two categories involved in building construction such 
as first who organized the constructional activity, they were officials like darogha, 
mir-imarat etc. and second who were engaged in the construction of buildings. 
 ____, Showcasing the Medieval Craftsmen: Management of Tools and the 
Application of Techniques, presented in P.I.H.C., Cuttak, Odisha, 2013-14. 
The article discusses the views regarding the technology of medieval period and 
also focused on tools and technique of weaving.  
 ____, State Patronage to Jaipur Artisans, Presented in South Asian Conference, 
Patiyala, 2015. 
This article mentions about the different artisans who came from different areas. 
The residential houses chalked out in Jaipur are mentioned in this article. 
 Khan, Iqtidar, Alam, Coming of Gunpowder and the Response of Indian Polity,  
Lecture at Centre for Studies in Social Sciences, Calcutta, September, 1980. 
The article deals with the introduction and Proliferation of gun-powder technology 
in the Indian Subcontinent. 
 ____, Early Use of Cannon and Musket in India, A. D. 14422-1526, Journal of the 
Economic and Social History of The Orient, Vol. XXIV, Part II. 
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The article refers about the chronology of the introduction of cannon and musket 
in different regions of the Indian Subcontinent. 
 ___, The Indian Response to Fire Arms (1300-1750), Presidential Address in 
P.I.H.C. Bangalore, 1997. 
It contains information of gun-powder, the introduction of the cannon, handguns 
and matchlocks in India. 
 Khan, Sumbul Haleem, Karkhanas of a Mughal Noble: Evidence from the 
Amber/Jaipur Records, P.I.H.C, Delhi, 1992. 
The article contains the detail about the manufacturing of articles in Zinkhana, 
Palkikhana and Topkhana. The enameling and inlaying was also discussed in this 
article. The article reveals that master craftsmen crafted the jot with precious 
stones. The article also contains detailed information about the manufacturing of 
artillery. 
 ____, ‘Mughal Karkhnas at Amber: A Study of Animal Stables and Manufacturies 
of Arms and Palanquins in the Eighteenth Centuries’, Islamic Culture, Vol. 
LXXIV, no. 4, October 2000. 
The article deals with the manufacturies of harness and bridles, manufacturies of 
arms and artillery and manufacturies of palanquin. The kajalkari (lamp-black) 
technique, making of horse shoe, wages of blacksmith, tailor, and master 
craftsmen such as tirgar (arrow-maker), kamanigar (bow-maker), koftgar (gold-
beater), napchi (measure in charge), carpenter and washer men recoded in this 
article. 
 ____, ‘Organization of Amber Pothikhana in early 18th century’, P.I.H.C. 1994. 
The article deals about the binding technique of books. The covers of the books 
were also embellished with different embroidery. Various kind of textile was used 
for covers are mentioned in this article. It also contains information about the 
workers like scribe, tailor, cobbler and pester etc. 
 ___, ‘ Organization Of Amber Atelier’, P.I.H.C. 1993. 
The article deals with the theme of paintings, technique and ingredients involved 
in the paintings. The variety of paper, cloths, pen, colours and fastenings were 
also discussed in the article. 
 ___, Planning of the Pink City, Maps and Documents, Indica35, The Heras 
Institute St. Xavier’s College Mumbai, 1998. 
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It deals about the planning of Jaipur city. The article also refers the localities of 
cloth printers, potters and weavers. The mosque wasalso named after artisans like 
kagadya-ki-masjid (paper maker’s mosque) also mentioned. 
 Qaiser, A. J.and Firdous, Rana, Craft of Book-Binding, A study based on Mughal 
Paintings, P.I.H.C, 1981. 
This article mentionsthe book-binding crafts of Mughal period. 
 Ramaswamy, Vijaya, A Note on Textile Technology in Medieval South India, 
Proceeding of Indian History Congress, 40th Session, Waltair, 1979.  
The article contains the information about the textile technology of medieval 
South India. 
 Notes on Textile Technology of Medieval India with Special Reference to the 
South, I.E.S.H.R., XVI (2), Delhi, 1980. 
It deals about the technology of medieval period with special reference of South 
India. 
 Roy, Meera, Dyes in Ancient and Medieval India, I.J.H.S, Vol. 13, No. 1, May 
1978. 
The article discusses about the history of Indian dyes, the extraction of colours 
from different dye-producing substances, dye stuffs like red dye producing 
substances, vegetable dyes and mineral dyes. The red-yellow, yellow, Blue and 
black dye-producing substances are also mentioned in this article. 
 Sarkar, Smriti Kumar, Craft-Technology: Static or Changing-A Case Study Of the 
Kansari’s Craft In Indian Bengal, 16th to 18th Centuries, Indian Journal of History 
of Science, Vol. 33., No. 1, March 1998. 
The article discusses the Kansari Craft of Bengal and views of scholars regarding 
the technology of India. He mentions about conventional notion of the unchanging 
or stagnant and backward Indian technology. The two reasons of the frequent 
repetitions of such interpretations are mentioned first absence of in depth studies 
of Indian artisan’s industries and second is Euro-centric notion of technological 
change. 
 Shridhar Andhare, Mewar Painters, their Status and Geneologies, pp. 176-77.ed. 
Skelton,Robert, Andrew, T., and et. al., Facets of Indian Art, Heritage Publishing, 
New Delhi, 1987. 
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It throws light on the genealogies of Mewar painters. It also discusses about the 
status of artists of Mewar. 
 Jagdish, Indian Painters as Designers of Decorative Art Objects in the Mughal 
India, Skelton, Robert, Andrew, T., and et. al., Facets of Indian Art, ed. Mittal, p. 
243. Heritage Publishing, New Delhi, 1987. 
The article in the book contains information about the artists of almost every 
school of paintings and design of decorative arts. 
 Verma, S. P., Sixteenth Century Mughal Miniatures at the Royal Library 
(Windsor) and Indian Office Library (London) A Survey hitherto unnoticed 
paintings India, P.I.H.C, Bodhgaya, 1981. 
 Verma, S. P., Margin Paintings of Medieval Indian Art, P.I.H.C, Waltair, 1979. 
 Zaidi, A., Arhsatta Topkhana, documents of Rajasthan State Archives, paper 
presented at Oriental Conference, Tirupati, 2010. 
The article deals about the manufacturing of arms and armour in Topkhana. 
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Unpublished Thesis and Dissertations-  
 Firdous, Rana, Professions and Crafts as depicted in Mughal Paintings, 
Unpublished Dissertation, C.A.S. Department of History, A.M.U. Aligarh, 1985. 
Rana Firdouse bases her study on paintings. The dissertation contains various 
crafts like Textiles, Building Construction, Book Binding, Paintings and 
Calligraphy, Military Technology and different professions such as masons, 
carpenter, iron-smith, goldsmith and jewelers and miscellaneous professions like 
potters, teacher and moulvi etc. 
 Hussain, Athar, Craft and Trade in 18th Century Rajasthan, Unpublished Thesis, 
CAS Deptt of History, AMU Aligarh, 2008. 
It contains the brief information about artisans and craftsmen of Rajasthan. 
 Jibraeil, Urban Centres and Population During 18th -19th Century in Rajasthan, 
CAS. Deptt of History, A.M.U. Aligarh, (2007). 
The thesis has dealt about the population of different professions and number of 
houses of Rajasthan.  The houses of textile workers in Kota and their population 
of them, the calico printing in Sanganer, Sahukars collected the revenue from the 
dyers on dyeing and printing, indigo cultivation in Sanganer and the population of 
different castes in patti’s of Sanganer are mentiod in this thesis. 
 Kamal, Farhat, Urban Morphology of 18th Century Jaipur, Unpublished 
dissertation, C.A.S. Deptt of History, A.M.U. Aligarh, 2011. 
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The dissertation has dealt about the residential houses of artisans and markets of 
Jaipur, wages of gardeners and Building Construction Workers and technique of 
buiding constructions. She bases her study on Jaipur records like Arhsatta Imarti, 
Baghayat Kharch documents and Kapad-dwara documents etc. 
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